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إﻗــــــــــــرار

 ﻤﻘدﻤﺔ ﻫذﻩ اﻷطروﺤﺔ ﻟﻨﯿﻞ درﺠﺔ اﻟﻤﺎﺠﺴﺘﯿر ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻠوم اﻟﺴ�ﺎﺴ�ﺔ، أﻗر أﻨﺎ اﻟﻤوﻗﻌﺔ أدﻨﺎﻩ،�ﻤوﺠب ﻫذا
Peace and Settlement in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, and Northern Ireland :�ﻌﻨوان
A Comparative Study

. دراﺴﺔ ﻤﻘﺎرﻨﺔ: ٕواﯿرﻟﻨدا اﻟﺸﻤﺎﻟ�ﺔ،اﻟﺴﻼم واﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن ﻓﻲ ﻗطﺎع ﻏزة واﻟﻀﻔﺔ اﻟﻐر��ﺔ
، �ﺎﺴﺘﺜﻨﺎء ﻤﺎ أﺸرت إﻟ�ﻪ ﺤﯿﺜﻤﺎ ورد، إﻨﻤﺎ ﻫو ﻨﺘﺎج ﺠﻬدي ٕواﺴﻬﺎﻤﻲ،�ﺄن ﻤﺎ اﺸﺘﻤﻠت ﻋﻠ�ﻪ ﻫذﻩ اﻷطروﺤﺔ

 ﻟم �ﻘدم ﻤن ﻗﺒﻞ ﻟﻨﯿﻞ أي درﺠﺔ ﻋﻠﻤ�ﺔ أو أي ﻟﻘب ﻋﻠﻤﻲ ﻟدى أي، أو أي ﺠزء ﻤﻨﻬﺎ،وأن ﻫذﻩ اﻷطروﺤﺔ

.ﻤؤﺴﺴﺔ ﺘﻌﻠ�ﻤ�ﺔ أو �ﺤﺜ�ﺔ أﺨرى

. ٕواﻨﻨﻲ أﺘﺤﻤﻞ كﺎﻤﻞ اﻟﻤﺴؤوﻟ�ﺔ اﻟﻘﺎﻨوﻨ�ﺔ واﻷﻛﺎد�ﻤ�ﺔ ﺤﺎل ﺜﺒوت ﻤﺎ ﯿﺨﺎﻟﻒ ذﻟك،ﻫذا
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ﻋﺜﻤﺎن- ر�م ﻤطﻠق إﺒراﻫ�م وﺸﺎح:اﻟ�ﺎﺤﺜﺔ
:ﺘوﻗ�ﻌﻬﺎ

To
“My People of Palestine”

Appealing to them to

Follow Omar ibn al-Khattab’s words to his people:

“Once you see me crooked, you must make me straight.”
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Preface
“Peace and Settlement in Palestine and Northern Ireland” is a title that has navigated my
mind to study how peace affected the Settlement qualitatively and quantitatively after the
beginning of the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations and after the signing of the Oslo peace
agreements. The expansion of the Israeli occupation Settlement is a jeopardy that
undermines any possibility to peace in the OPT. Dr. Haidar Abdelshafi, is the only
Palestinian negotiator who strongly and meticulously pointed to this jeopardy. Regretfully,
the Palestinian leadership paid no attention to his position, which deserves to be considered
and even after more than two decades of delay.
To clarify how experiences of other nations and political leaderships are highly important
to be learned and transferred, it is worthy to hold comparisons between these experiences.
Northern Ireland is well-known as the “Plantation of Ulster”, which is Britain’s first
colony. The British colonial mind has transferred the experience of the “Plantation of
Ulster” to Palestine through the Zionists.
The “Plantation of Ulster” and the Israeli occupation settlement are synonyms to each other
in Northern Ireland and occupied Palestine respectively, where native-settler conflicts have
bloodily been empowered. In the same time, these two conflicts have gone through peace
negotiations and peace processes, where the consequences and impact on Settlement are
different in each conflict and peace experiences.
In the light of the above mentioned, I would like to stress on the significance of the
comparative study, especially in national causes, where people are in dire need for getting
the support of their leadership and where any leadership cannot sustain strong without the
support of its people. I have not retreated an iota to choose this comparative study,
especially the impact of peace on Settlement in the OPT and Northern Ireland, because it is
a national cause that reflects the sublimity of resistant people to liberate their usurped land
against the inferiority of usurping power to colonize land.

This comparative study has consumed a lot of time and thought to be managed and
achieved appropriately, particularly as it has been made in the Gaza Strip which is
extremely rich with conflict, but poor with conflict studies and researches. Thus, I have to
confess that I have gone through multiple sufferings to get resources about the two conflicts
and the peace processes in the OPT and Northern Ireland. What adds to my multiple
suffering is that the most invaluable resources are in English. I believe that this bitter fact
should be declared, hoping some positive change may happen in the near future regarding
academic and research studies in Arabic.
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Abstract

Many are the studies on colonial settlement, peace, conflicts, and conflict transformation,
but rare are the comparative studies in these areas. This comparative study sheds light on
two areas: peace and colonial settlement in the Occupied Palestinian Territories and
Northern Ireland, on the one hand, and the impact of peace on colonial settlement in the
two compared areas, on the other.
In this regard, this study has a distinguishing mark, especially as the Arabic studies are
concerned, since many are the researches and books deal with the impact of colonial
settlement on peace but not the impact of peace on colonial settlement. Hence, it is essential
to clarify the difference between settlement and colonial settlement. Settlement is a
humanitarian right that enables human beings to move from a place to another place and
settle in, taking it as a homeland, without destroying the lives and properties. Colonial
settlement usurps the natives their own land, kill them and expel them whether inside or
outside the usurped homeland. This is the typical tragedy happened with Irish in the early
12th century and the same tragedy was repeated with the Palestinian people in the 20th
century.
Axiomatically, facts on the ground tell that the Oslo agreements have strengthened the
colonial Israeli settlement, which leads to say that it is an anti-Palestinian peace and proIsraeli peace. But, the Good Friday Agreement has created relatively some quietness and
stability between the natives and the settlers in Northern Ireland, whose Catholic-Protestant
community is going through conflict transformation process to achieve social justice for all,
trying to cure form the history of bloody conflict.
It goes without saying that the peace process in the OPT is really still born, but the peace in
Northern Ireland has many opportunities to survive and to enable the Irish Catholic
demography reunite again in one homeland: the Isle of Ireland. The right of referendum is
guaranteed for the people of Northern Ireland to unite in the future with the South or to stay
with the United Kingdom, but the Palestinian people have been deprived from the right of
referendum by their Palestinian leadership before and after the signing of the Oslo
agreements, which means the alienation of the Palestinian people from the participation in

the decision-making process. This alienation means the disrespect of the Palestinian people
by their Palestinian leadership, who still monopolizes the decision-making. Ultimately, this
has empowered the position of the different Israeli occupation governments in negotiations
to continue the expansion of Settlement.
When all is said about the Oslo agreements, a major question arises: is there a possibility
that the Palestinian leadership has realized, when signing these agreements, their
catastrophic ends against the Palestinian people and constants? Why has not this leadership
envisaged that these agreements have equalized the right to resist occupation with
terrorism? Has this leadership been able to recognize that these agreements have galvanized
the expansion of Settlement on the Palestinian land, and created the discriminatory Wall
that separates between Palestinian roads, farms, tracks, and houses, dividing all of these
components into halves? Has time come to this leadership to admit that these agreements
humiliate the dignity of the Palestinian people?
A thorough comparison between the profit and the loss of the Oslo agreements results, will
show that the Palestinian people is the loser. Hence, the logo “Settlement for Peace” seems
to be more realistic than the “Land for Peace” slogan. The “Settlement for Peace” is an
achievement that the Oslo agreements have attained for the state of occupation, Israel, who
was granted peace and Settlement together, while the Palestinian people have been
deprived from their own original and legitimate right of the land and peace as a result of
Settlement.
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اﻟﻤﻠﺨﺺ
كﺜﯿرة ﻫﻲ اﻟدراﺴﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺘﺘﻨﺎول اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن اﻻﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎري ،واﻟﺴﻼم ،واﻟﺼراﻋﺎت ،وﺘﺤو�ﻞ اﻟﺼراع ،ﻟﻛن
كم ﻨﺎدرة ﻫﻲ اﻟدراﺴﺎت اﻟﻤﻘﺎرﻨﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺠﺎﻻت ﻋﯿﻨﻬﺎ .ﺘﺄﺘﻲ ﻫذﻩ اﻟدراﺴﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺎرﻨﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻤﺠﺎﻟﯿن :اﻟﺴﻼم
واﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن اﻻﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎري ﻓﻲ اﻷرض اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨ�ﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﺘﻠﺔ ٕواﯿرﻟﻨدا اﻟﺸﻤﺎﻟ�ﺔ ،ﻤن ﺠﻬﺔ ،وﺘﺄﺜﯿر اﻟﺴﻼم ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن اﻻﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎري ،ﻤن ﺠﻬﺔ ﺜﺎﻨ�ﺔ.
�ﻤكن اﻟﻘول ،ﻫﻨﺎ ،إن ﻋﻼﻤﺔ ﻓﺎرﻗﺔ ﺘﻤﯿز ﻫذﻩ اﻟدراﺴﺔ ﻋن ﻏﯿرﻫﺎ ،ﺨﺎﺼﺔ ﺒﯿن اﻟدراﺴﺎت اﻟﻌر��ﺔ ،ﺤﯿث
إن اﻟﻛﺜﯿر ﻤن اﻷ�ﺤﺎث واﻟﻤؤﻟﻔﺎت ﺘﺘﻨﺎول ﺘﺄﺜﯿر اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن اﻻﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎري ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺴﻼم ،وﻟ�س ﺘﺄﺜﯿر اﻟﺴﻼم
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن اﻻﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎري .وﻋﻠﻰ اﻟرﻏم ﻤن أن اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن ﻫو ﺤق إﻨﺴﺎﻨﻲ ﯿﻨﺘﻘﻞ �ﻤوﺠ�ﻪ اﻹﻨﺴﺎن ﻤن
ﻤكﺎن إﻟﻰ ﻤكﺎن و�ﺠﻌﻞ ﻤﻨﻪ وطﻨﺎً ﻟﻪ ﺸر�طﺔ ﻋدم ﺘدﻤﯿر إﻨﺴﺎن آﺨر أو ﻤﻤﺘﻠﻛﺎﺘﻪ ،ﺒﯿﻨﻤﺎ اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن
اﻻﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎري �ﻘوم ﻋﻠﻰ اﻏﺘﺼﺎب أرض ﻤن ﻤﺎﻟﻛﯿﻬﺎ اﻷﺼﻠﯿﯿن ،وﻗﺘﻠﻬم وﺘﺸر�دﻫم إﻟﻰ ﻤكﺎن آﺨر ﺴواء
كﺎن داﺨﻞ ﺤدود اﻟوطن اﻟﻤﻐﺘﺼب أو ﺨﺎرﺠﻪ ،ﺘﻤﺎﻤﺎً كﻤﺎ ﺤدث ﻤﻊ اﻹﯿرﻟﻨدﯿﯿن ﻤﻨذ ﺒواﻛﯿر اﻟﻘرن اﻟﺜﺎﻨﻲ
ﻋﺸر ﻟﻠﻤ�ﻼد ،ﻓ�ﻤﺎ ﺘﻛررت اﻟﺘﺠر�ﺔ ﻤﻊ اﻟﺸﻌب اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻘرن اﻟﻌﺸر�ن.
ﺘؤكد اﻟوﻗﺎﺌﻊ �ﺄن اﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺎت أوﺴﻠو ﻗد ﻏذت ﺠذوة اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن اﻻﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎري اﻹﺴراﺌﯿﻠﻲ ،كﻤﺎ ﺘؤكد أن
اﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺎت أوﺴﻠو ﻫو ﻀد ﻤﺼﻠﺤﺔ اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨﯿﯿن ،وأﻨﻪ داﻋم ﻟدوﻟﺔ اﻻﺤﺘﻼل ،إﺴراﺌﯿﻞ ،ﻏﯿر أن اﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺔ
"اﻟﺠﻤﻌﺔ اﻟﻌظ�ﻤﺔ" ،ﺨﻠﻘت ،ﻨﺴﺒ�ﺎً� ،ﻌض اﻟﻬدوء واﻻﺴﺘﻘرار ﺒﯿن اﻟﻤواطﻨﯿن اﻷﺼﻠﯿﯿن واﻟﻤﺴﺘوطﻨﯿن ﻓﻲ
إﯿرﻟﻨدا اﻟﺸﻤﺎﻟ�ﺔ ،ﺤﯿث اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ اﻟﻛﺎﺜوﻟ�كﻲ-اﻟﺒروﺘﺴﺘﺎﻨﺘﻲ �ﻤر ﻋﺒر ﻋﻤﻠ�ﺔ ﺘﺤو�ﻞ اﻟﺼراع ﻤن أﺠﻞ
ﺘﺤﻘﯿق ﻋداﻟﺔ اﺠﺘﻤﺎﻋ�ﺔ ﻟﻠﺠﻤ�ﻊ ،كﻲ ﯿﺘم اﻟﺘﺸﺎﻓﻲ ﻤن ﺘﺎر�ﺦ اﻟﺼراع اﻟدﻤوي .إن ﻤن اﻟﺒدﯿﻬﻲ أن �ﻘﺎل إن
ﻋﻤﻠ�ﺔ اﻟﺴﻼم ﻓﻲ اﻷرض اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨ�ﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﺘﻠﺔ ُوِﻟَدت َﻤ ْﯿﺘﺔ ،ﻓ�ﻤﺎ ﻋﻤﻠ�ﺔ اﻟﺴﻼم ﻓﻲ إﯿرﻟﻨدا اﻟﺸﻤﺎﻟ�ﺔ ﻤﺎ
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زاﻟت ﻟدﯿﻬﺎ اﻟﻌدﯿد ﻤن اﻟﻔرص ﻟﺘﺤ�ﺎ وﺘُ َﻤ ِّكن اﻟﺴكﺎن اﻟﻛﺎﺜوﻟ�ك اﻹﯿرﻟﻨدﯿﯿن ﻤن اﺴﺘﻌﺎدة اﻟُﻠﺤﻤﺔ اﻟﺴكﺎﻨ�ﺔ
ﻓﻲ وطن واﺤد ،وﻫو اﻟﺠز�رة اﻹﯿرﻟﻨد�ﺔ .ﻟﻘد كﻔﻠت اﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺔ "اﻟﺠﻤﻌﺔ اﻟﻌظ�ﻤﺔ" ﺤق اﻻﺴﺘﻔﺘﺎء ﻟﺸﻌب إﯿرﻟﻨدا
اﻟﺸﻤﺎﻟ�ﺔ ،ﻟﯿﺨﺘﺎر ﻓ�ﻘرر إذا ﻤﺎ كﺎن ﯿرﻏب ﻓﻲ اﻻﺘﺤﺎد ﻤﻊ اﻟﺠﻨوب اﻹﯿرﻟﻨدي ﻤﺴﺘﻘ�ﻼً ،أو ﻓﻲ اﻟ�ﻘﺎء
ﺘﺤت ﺤكم اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﺤدة ،ﺒﯿﻨﻤﺎ اﻟﺸﻌب اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨﻲ ﺴﻠﺒﺘﻪ ﻗ�ﺎدﺘﻪ اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨ�ﺔ ﺤق اﻻﺴﺘﻔﺘﺎء ،ﻗﺒﻞ و�ﻌد
ﺘوﻗ�ﻊ اﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺎت أوﺴﻠو ،ﻤﺎ �ﻌﻨﻲ إﻗﺼﺎء اﻟﺸﻌب اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨﻲ ﻤن اﻟﻤﺸﺎركﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻤﻠ�ﺔ ﺼﻨﻊ اﻟﻘرار .إن
ﻋﻤﻠ�ﺔ اﻹﻗﺼﺎء ﻫذﻩ ،إﻨﻤﺎ ﺘدل ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋدم اﺤﺘرام اﻟﻘ�ﺎدة اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨ�ﺔ ﻟﻠﺸﻌب اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨﻲ ،وﻋﻠﻰ اﺤﺘﻛﺎرﻫﺎ
ﻟﺼﻨﻊ اﻟﻘرار ،وﻗد كﺎن ﻟﻬذا كﻠﻪ أﺜرﻩ اﻟﺒﻠ�ﻎ ﻓﻲ ﺘﻘو�ﺔ ﻤواﻗﻒ ﺤكوﻤﺎت دوﻟﺔ اﻻﺤﺘﻼل اﻹﺴراﺌﯿﻠﻲ اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ
ﻓﻲ ﺠوﻻت اﻟﻤﻔﺎوﻀﺎت كﺎﻓﺔ ،وذﻟك �ﺎﻻﺴﺘﻤرار ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘوﺴﻊ اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎﻨﻲ.
أﻛﺎﻨت ﺘدرك ﻫذﻩ اﻟﻘ�ﺎدة اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨ�ﺔ ،وﻗت ﺘوﻗ�ﻊ ﻫذﻩ اﻻﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺎت ،اﻟﻨﻬﺎ�ﺎت اﻟﻛﺎرﺜ�ﺔ �ﺤق اﻟﺸﻌب
اﻟﻔﺴطﯿﻨﻲ وﺜواﺒﺘﻪ؟ أَﻟ ْم ﺘﺴﺘطﻊ اﻟﺘ�ﺼر �ﺄن ﻫذﻩ اﻻﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺎت ﺘﺴﺎوي ﻤﻘﺎوﻤﺔ اﻻﺤﺘﻼل �ﺎﻹرﻫﺎب؟ أ�ﻤكن
ﻟﻬذﻩ اﻟﻘ�ﺎدة اﻻﻋﺘراف �ﺄن ﻫذﻩ اﻻﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺎت ﺘﻘوي ﺠذوة اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷرض اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨ�ﺔ ،وﺘﻨﺸﺊ ﺠدار
اﻟﻔﺼﻞ اﻟﻌﻨﺼري اﻟذي �ﻔﺼﻞ اﻟطرﻗﺎت ،واﻟﺤﻘول ،واﻷراﻀﻲ واﻟﻤﻨﺎزل ،واﻟﻤﻨﺸﺂت اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨ�ﺔ و�ﻘﺴﻤﻬﺎ
أﻨﺼﺎف؟ أﺘﻌﺘرف ﻫذﻩ اﻟﻘ�ﺎدة �ﺄن ﻫذﻩ اﻻﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺎت ﺘﻤﺘﻬن كراﻤﺔ اﻟﺸﻌب اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨﻲ؟
ٕواﺠﻤﺎﻻً ،ﻓﺈن ﻤﻘﺎرﻨﺔ ﻨﺎﺒﻬﺔ ﺒﯿن اﻷر�ﺎح واﻟﺨﺴﺎﺌر ﻟﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ اﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺎت أوﺴﻠو ،ﺴوف ﺘظﻬر أن اﻟﺸﻌب
اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨﻲ ﻫو اﻟﺨﺎﺴر .وﻋﻠ�ﻪ ،ﻓﺈن ﺸﻌﺎر "اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن ﻤﻘﺎﺒﻞ اﻟﺴﻼم" ﯿﺒدو أﻨﻪ اﻷﻛﺜر ﻤطﺎ�ﻘ ًﺔ ﻟﻠواﻗﻊ ﻤن
ﺸﻌﺎر "اﻷرض ﻤﻘﺎﺒﻞ اﻟﺴﻼم" ،ﻏﯿر أن "اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن ﻤﻘﺎﺒﻞ اﻟﺴﻼم" ﻫو ﻤكﺴب ﺤﻘﻘﺘﻪ اﺘﻔﺎﻗ�ﺎت أوﺴﻠو
ﻟدوﻟﺔ اﻻﺤﺘﻼل ،اﻟﺘﻲ ﻤﻨﺤت رﺴﻤ�ﺎً اﻟﺴﻼم واﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن ﻤﻌﺎً ﻓﻲ آن ،ﺒﯿﻨﻤﺎ اﻟﺸﻌب اﻟﻔﻠﺴطﯿﻨﻲ ﺴﻠب ﺤﻘﻪ
اﻷﺼﻠﻲ واﻟﺸرﻋﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻷرض واﻟﺴﻼم ﻨﺘﯿﺠﺔ اﻻﺴﺘ�طﺎن.
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Introduction

Settlement is a human activity that is closely connected with the creation of human
community, which continuously searches for stability. Settlement can never stand as a
reality on the ground without its basic components: the human and the land.

It goes without saying that human community, from the very beginning, has been
moving from one place to settle in another. The reason behind this is to seek a better
life, whether this better life harms other groups or not, which will be seen in this thesis.

This describes the kind of the relationship between humans that practice Settlement
activity and the land on which this activity is practiced: constructive or destructive
Settlement. Moreover, there are distinctive factors linking Settlement and land. On top
of these, is the geographical nature, which is the decisive in creating or not creating
Settlement? Geographical nature includes geographic location, unique topography, good
climate, and abundance of natural resources. All these factors participate in increasing
competition among human communities to accomplish higher standards of good life and
quantitative welfare on such a geographically-distinctive land.

The natural advantages previously mentioned are not the only reason for competition
among human communities, but also the different values of these communities, which
stay firm and resilient in people regardless of moving from one place to another. Hence,
living- on one land- of several human communities with different values connotes
pluralism which can be guaranteed, only through mutual respect and tolerance among
the individuals of these various communities living together; but if these communities
negatively compete with each other, pluralism, then, definitely will be victimized. Such
negative competition results from colonial desire to dominate the natural and welfare
resources- thus leading to the destruction of the lives of others. In the midst of this
colonial quagmire, conflicting parties should seek methods for a just and lasting peace.

Moreover, religion is regarded as one of the factors that play critical roles in the
competition among human communities. Religious-background competitions have
accumulatively developed to become religious-background conflicts, whether these

religions are divine or pre-divine religions. The climax of religious-background
conflicts explicitly appears when believers of one religion feel that their religion is
superior to other religions and thus they regard themselves as the only deservers of
divine care exactly as the Jews regard themselves as “the God’s Chosen-People”. This
sense of religious superiority can be easily understood with different religions like Islam
and Judaism. But it is hard to absorb such a superiority to happen among doctrines of
the same religion as the case of the deeply-rooted conflict between Catholicism and
Protestantism, the two major doctrines in Christianity.

History is rich with many conflicts that have, sometimes, religious backgrounds, and at
some other times have colonial backgrounds to dominate natural resources whether
disguised with religion or not. Settlement is, also, one of the reasons leading to conflicts
that go through stages of escalation or stability or demise.

Settlement in South Africa was aimed at dominating natural resources which, up to date,
represent the spine of expansion to any international power in the present world, as
exactly to colonial expansion during the age of empires. The conflict in South Africa
had gone through different stages, reaching finally to the stage of demise due to the
solution of the Settlement amalgamation between the colonized black and the white
colonizers. This solution is known as the independence of the black majority from the
rule of the white minority, accomplishing sharing between the black and the white.

The religion-disguised conflicts, but purely colonial, are the conflicts in Northern
Ireland and the occupied Palestine. Various studies prove that the historical roots of
these two conflicts are not religious but only colonial Settlement-based where religion is
used to achieve further planned colonial interests.
Crux of the Study
Studying the possibility of peace as replacement of the bloody conflicts in Northern
Ireland and the OPT obligates one to study Settlement, as the core of these two
conflicts. Hence, it is significant to study the peace processes and their impacts on
Settlement. The Oslo Agreements, signed in 1993 between the Palestinian leadership
and the state of occupation, Israel, and the Good Friday Agreement, signed in 1998
2

between the British Government and the Irish, represent good examples of the trio
relationship between colonialism, Settlement and peace. This thesis is aimed at
discovering the impact of peace on Settlement.

The Core Question
1- How does the peace process impact Settlement in Northern Ireland and the
OPT? And how can peace be achieved between the occupied and the occupier,
and colonized peoples and the occupying and colonial powers?

Sub questions
1- What are the historic backgrounds of the colonial English Settlement in
Northern Ireland and the colonial Israeli Settlement in Palestine?
2- Are the reasons that caused the physical separation in Northern Ireland and
Palestine different or the same? And what about their relationship with
Settlement?
3- How did the political and military leaderships of the conflicting parties reach an
understanding to replace the conflicts with peace?
4- What about the secret and the declared Palestinian-Israeli negotiations, and the
Irish-British negotiations to reach peace?
5- How did the Oslo Agreements and the Good Friday Agreement deal with
Settlement?
6- What is the impact of these two peace agreements on Settlement in Northern
Ireland and the OPT?
Goals of the Study
This study provides comparisons between two prominent native-settler conflicts,
clarifying the similarities and dissimilarities of the history of colonial Settlement in
Northern Ireland and the OPT through the resistance of the Irish and the Palestinian
peoples against their occupiers.
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It tells about the reasons that led to the physical separation both in Northern Ireland and
the OPT, and explains how this separation resulted from colonial Settlement.

This study aims at comparing between the conditions that led to make peace agreements
in Northern Ireland and the OPT. It provides the consequences of the Oslo and the Good
Friday Agreements and their impact on the Israeli Settlement in the OPT and the
English Settlement in Northern Ireland. It clarifies which of these agreements is more
successful than the other in solving the colonial Settlement expansion and decreasing
the climax of the two conflicts.

It tells about the failures and the successes reaped from these agreements. It, also,
provides recommendations that urge to target the performance of Palestinian politicians,
in general, and Palestinian politicians at office, who have been continuing the
Palestinian-Israeli negotiations, in particular.

It proves that in spite of the signing of the Oslo and the Good Friday Agreements, peace
is still fragile; colonial Settlement is still valid in Northern Ireland, and both valid and
expanding in the OPT. It gives details about the continuation of the Israeli colonial
Settlement expansion in size and quality in the OPT, and compares it with the
permanent Settlement in Northern Ireland, which gathers between physical separation
and mixing between Catholics and Protestants, even after the signing of the Good
Friday Agreement.

Significance of the Study
1- This study is digging in a virgin land: the impact of peace on Settlement in
Northern Ireland and the OPT from a comparative perspective. This topic is new
to be researched and studied, especially as it shows the impact of Peace on
Settlement, but not Settlement on Peace.
2- This study will participate in enriching the Arabic research field through
comparing Settlement and Peace between the Palestinian case and the Northern
Irish case.
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3- Since the Arabic research activity is severely poor in comparative studies, this,
in itself, gives credit to this study.
4- Rarely can one find Arabic sources and sources translated into Arabic that deal
with the conflict in Northern Ireland, and hence, this study is meant to be
translated into Arabic to disseminate credible information about the conflict in
Northern Ireland in the hands of Arab readers and students.
5- It provides recommendations to the Palestinian political decision makers and
negotiators to revise their performance, especially after more than two decades
of the Palestinian-Israeli fruitless negotiations.

Scope of the Study
1- Time framework of the study: 1993-2008 and Place of the Study: the Gaza Strip
and the West Bank
2- Time framework of the study: 1998-2008 and Place of the Study: Northern
Ireland and the United Kingdom
Methodology
1- Historical method: to provide credible historical information about the roots of
Settlement in the targeted areas of the study. This methodology will
qualitatively help understanding the developments of conflicts until the peace
processes.
2- Comparative method: to compare between juxtapositions of similarities and
dissimilarities of the roots of the two conflicts, the two Settlement experiences,
the two peace processes, and the impact of peace on Settlement in the two
targeted areas. The comparison will help creating recommendations that may
find the space of implementation by decision makers and grassroots together, in
the sake of getting lessons from successful or relatively successful peace
experiences in the world.
3- Analytical descriptive method: to describe and analyze incidents and results of
the two conflicts, Settlement and peace. It will be used in parallel with the
comparative methodology.
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Glossary
1. Alliance Party: Moderate unionist party in the North, formed in 1970.
2. Anglo-Irish Agreement: 1985, a document agreed by the Irish government led
by Garret FitzGerald and the British Conservative government headed by
Margaret Thatcher.
3. Ard Fheis: National Conference
4. Ard Runai: General Secretary
5. Bilaterals: Meeting involving two negotiating parties; political parties,
delegations, or governments.
6. B-Specials: Controversial unionist state militia formed in 1920 as a back-up
force for the British police. After it was scattered, it was reformed as the Ulster
Defense Regiment-UDR, in 1970, and scattered again to be replaced by the
Royal Irish Regiment-RIR in July 1992.
7. Connolly House Group: Senior Irish American businessmen and trade leaders,
who played a significant role in the development of the peace process in
Northern Ireland.
8. Dail: Irish Parliament.
9. Declaration of Principles- DOP: the Palestinian-Israeli primary understanding
preceded the Oslo Agreement, the Palestinian-Israeli peace process.
10. Democratic Unionist Party- DUP: formed in 1917, led by the Protestant Ian
Paisley. A Right-wing unionist party that believes in the union between
Northern Ireland and Britain.
11. Downing Street Declaration: A British-Irish joint statement declared in
December 1993, setting out the principles of settlement in Northern Ireland.
12. Fatah: the biggest Palestinian political party and the PLO most famous faction,
established in 1965 by Yasser Arafat. Original abbreviation is “hatf”, which is
“mawt” in Arabic (“death” in English), referring to the Arabic words “haraket
al-tahreer al wattani al-falasteeni”, meaning “Palestinian National Liberation
Movement”. The letters of this Arabic word were intentionally reversed from
“H.A.T.F.” into “F.A.T.H.”
13. Fianna Fáil: the biggest Irish political party, founded in 1926 by Eamon de
Valera.
14. Fine Gael: the second biggest Irish political parties in the South.
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15. Forum for Peace and Reconciliation: A consultative body set up in Dublin in
October 1994 to examine ways in which a lasting peace could be established by
agreement among all the people of Ireland. Its final report was published in
February 1995.
16. Framework Document: A British-Irish joint document; issued in February
1995, outlining agreed parameters for a talks’ process.
17. Framework Document: a document published in February 1995 by the British
and Irish governments in outlined agreed parameters for a talks’ process.
18. Gaelic: Irish language
19. Gaeltacht: Irish-speaking area
20. Good Friday Agreement- GFA: known also as the Belfast Agreement. It is the
peace process signed between the Republic of Ireland and the British
government in 1998.
21. Government of Ireland Act: A British parliamentary Act passed in 1920 that
claimed British Jurisdiction in Ireland.
22. Government of Ireland Act: Act of the British parliament passed in 1920 that
claimed British jurisdiction in Ireland.
23. H-Blocks: It is Maze prison, famous for H-Blocks because its building takes the
letter H shape, referring to the four prison wings and the connecting prison
administrative building.
24. Internment: Imprisonment without trial of political rebellious, mainly
republicans, in both states in Ireland, used in the North in 1922, 1939, 1956, and
1971-75.
25. Ireland: is also known the Island, consists of 32-county distributed in four
provinces: 6 counties are in Ulster Province (known as Northern Ireland or the
North) in north, and the other 26 counties are in the Provinces of Leinster in the
middle and east, Munster in the south southwest, and Connaught in the west.
26. Irish National Liberation Party- INLA: a small Irish republican armed group.
27. Irish Republican Army- IRA: Original Irish republican armed group that has
come out, in 1916, from the Irish political organization Sinn Fein that was
formed in 1913. The IRA has started fighting against the British since the
declaration of the Irish Republic in 1916. Some splits happened to the IRA,
which have created the Regional IRA, and Real IRA.
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28. July 12th: Anniversary of the Battle of Boyne by the Orange Order, part of the
“marching season”. It is more than carnivals and pageants, when the Unionists’
passion is at its climax. Clashes and confrontations take place in Catholic areas.
29. Loyalists: The Unionists who use violence to fight for their belief in the unity
between the North and Britain. Not all those labeled “Loyalists” believe in the
use of violence.
30. Northern Ireland Office- NIO: The British government’s colonial and
administrative office in the North.
31. Northern Ireland: NI in short, Irish name is Ulster. It is the northern part of the
Irish Island, and represents one sixth of the total measurement of the Island. The
Republicans call it Ulster, or the Six Counties (Antrim, Armagh, Derry, Down,
Fermanagh, Tyrone) or the North, pointing to its reunion with the South, and the
Unionists call it NI, pointing to staying on union with Britain.
32. Occupied Palestinian Territories- OPT: Refers to the Gaza Strip and the West
Bank that were occupied by the Israeli occupation in the 7-Day War of July
1967.
33. Orange Order (Orangemen): Sectarian organization, whose name is derived
from the Protestant William of Orange who defeated the Catholic King James II.
It is characterized with its ritualistic pageantry and supremacist celebrations.
34. Oslo Agreement: the first Palestinian-Israeli peace process, states the
Palestinians to have autonomy in the OPT, signed in Washington DC in 1993.
35. Palestinian Authority Areas: PA areas are the territories under the Palestinian
Authority, which the state of occupation, Israel, either partially or completely
withdrew from.
36. Palestinian Liberation Organization- PLO: Known as the legal and only
representative of the Palestinian people. It is the official political organization
established in 1964, an umbrella of 16 Palestinian left, right, and Islamic
factions. Hamas is not a PLO faction.
37. Plantation of Ulster: the original term known as the name the British
colonialists labeled the North with, since Ulster was Britain’s first colony where
the British colonial settlers practiced planting as their first colonial activity.
38. Popular Front of Liberating Palestine- PFLP: The second biggest Palestinian
party, a PLO faction, established in 1967 by George Habash.
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39. Republicanism: Political ideology believes in the right of all Irish people to
determine the future of Ireland, based on a 32-county Ireland, and a democratic,
non-sectarian, pluralist society.
40. Republicanism: Political ideology that believes in the establishing the 30country Ireland through the unity between the South and the North of the Irish
Island, based on a democratic, non-sectarian, and pluralist society.
41. Royal Ulster Constabulary- RUC: Paramilitary state police force in the North.
42. Settlement and settlement: the uppercase refers to Settlement activities of
settlers, and the lowercase refers to dispute settlement or conflict solution.
43. Shinner: Name given to Sinn Fein members and supporters.
44. Sinn Fein: in English “we ourselves” and commonly translated as “Ourselves
alone”. It is the biggest and first republican political party, established in 1905
and organized in the whole Irish Island before the partition in 1921-22.
Currently is led by Gerry Adams. Its military wing is the IRA, founded in 1913
to fight the British for the Irish independence.
45. Social Democratic and Labor Party- SDLP: Northern Ireland party,
established in 1970, and currently led by Mark Durkan.
46. Stormont: Seat of the Unionist government and parliament, 1932-1972.
47. Tanaiste: Irish Deputy Prime Minister
48. Taoiseach: Irish Prime Minister
49. Teachta Dala- TD: Elected member of Irish Parliament.
50. The North: the name the author uses to refer to the Northern Ireland instead of
any other name, since it is historically and geographically proved an internal part
of the Irish Island.
51. The Republic of Ireland: known the South; it is the southern part of the Irish
Island that consists of twenty six counties. It got independence in 1922 as a
result of the Anglo-Irish Agreement, while the North of Ireland stayed under the
English rule.
52. Trilaterals: Meeting involving triple negotiating party; political parties,
delegations, or governments.
53. Twenty-Six Counties: the Republic of Ireland, the South.
54. Ulster Defense Association-UDA: Major Loyalist parliamentary group that was
founded in 1971.
55. Ulster Defense Regiment-UDR: See “B. Specials”.
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56. Ulster Unionist Party UUP: the biggest Unionists party, also known as the
Official Unionist Party. Established in 1905, David Trimble led the party from
1995 to 2005.
57. Ulster Volunteer Force-UVF: Originally formed in 1912 to oppose Home
Rule. Now, it is a Loyalist paramilitary group.
58. Unionism: Belief in keeping political union between the North and Britain.

Literature Review:
1- Porat, G. B. Failure of the Middle East Peace Process: A Comparative Analysis
of Peace Implementation in Israel/Palestine, Northern Ireland and South Africa,
Palgrave Macmilan, Great Britain, 2008.

The author tackles the conflicts in Northern Ireland, South Africa and the occupied
Palestine, and how these conflicts went through peace negotiations, which resulted to
the signing of peace agreements. The book highlights the colonial settlement in these
three conflicts, the positions of each of the rival negotiation parties of the three
conflicts, and how these positions affected the nature of peace in each conflict. The
book shows how the South Africa peace process is strong and stable because of
Mandela’s firm clinging to resistance and never sign a peace agreement that does not
guarantee the right of the black in the self-determination and the right to rule. It also
shows why the Northern Ireland peace process is relatively successful, while the Oslo
peace process is a big failure.

2- Mitchell, T. G. Native vs. Settler: Ethnic Conflict in Israel/Palestine, Northern
Ireland and South Africa, USA, Greenwoods Press, 2000.

The author tries to diagnose the basic root of the conflict in different experiences of
native-settler conflicts, with special emphasis on the conflicts in Northern Ireland,
occupied Palestine and South Africa. The author holds comparisons between these three
conflicts, where the colonial settlement is the original cause. The author shows how the
colonial settlement and peace are contradictions that can go together to end the
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conflicts, but the question is how each rival party performed in negotiations and what
qualitative and quantitative gains or losses were reaped accordingly.

3- Thomas George Mitchell. When Peace Fails: Lessons from Belfast for the
Middle East, USA, McFarland & Company Inc. 2010.

The author tries to clarify through a triple comparison between the peace processes of
South Africa, Northern Ireland and occupied Palestine. Mitchell shows that the peace
process is relatively successful in Northern Ireland but, in the occupied Palestine, the
Oslo peace process is a big failure. He explains how the weak performance of the
Palestinian negotiators, who neither took lessons from South Africa nor from Northern
Ireland, has encouraged the Israeli occupation governments to impose their dictations
on the Palestinian negotiators, compelling them to a series of concessions that harmed
the Palestinian constants.

4- Swisher, C.E. The Palestine Papers: The End of the Road?, UK, Hesperus Press
Limited. 2011.
Clayton Swisher provides the minutes of the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations, taken from
the sources as they are, including the language and typing mistakes. This book gives
shocking facts that the Palestinian negotiators made against the Palestinian land, people
and political future. The thorough reading and analysis of these minutes help deduct
why the Israeli occupation Settlement is extremely expanding, especially the
Palestinian-Israeli negotiations are still continuing. The imbalance between the clarity
of the Palestinian flexibility before the clarity of the Israeli occupation positions to take
more and more of the Palestinian land is a situation that needs to be carefully analyzed.

5- Elliott, Marianne. ed. (2007) Long Road to Peace in Northern Ireland. UK,
Liverpool University Printings.

This book presents a collection of essays written by imminent figures most importantly
is Senator George J. Mitchell, who played a successful role in achieving the Good
Friday Agreement of Northern Ireland, Sir George Quigley, Sir David Goodall and
others. This book gives the emphasis on the peacemaking in Northern Ireland, which is
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a long process to become fact on the ground, but not only agreement signed. It, also,
sheds the light on the same experience in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. This book
draws the attention to the post-conflict Northern Ireland and how the conflict
transformation gets embodied.

Although the literature review presents some of the most significant resources about the
Northern Ireland conflict and the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, and the peacemaking, they
have not provided any information about the impact of peace on Settlement.

This comparative study tackles the impact of peace on colonial settlement in Northern
Ireland and the OPT., where prolonged bloody conflicts have taken place. It provides
facts and figures about the systematic strategic expansion of the Israeli occupation
Settlement after the signing of the Oslo peace agreements. It proves that peace has
created a protecting shield to the Israeli occupation Settlement that was never ever to be
without this kind of peace and this kind of Palestinian negotiators, whose performance
confirms that they are negotiating for the Israeli occupation interests rather than the
Palestinian interests. On contrary, the peace in Northern Ireland does not increase the
colonial Settlement though hatred and physical separation between the Catholic and the
Protestant communities are still continuous.
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1. Chapter One: Historical Background
The Palestinian-Israeli conflict and the British-Northern Ireland conflict are prolonged
bloody conflicts as the Israeli and the British colonial powers usurped the land of the
natives. The British-Northern Ireland conflict stretches back to the 12th century when
the Normans conquered the Island, killing the natives and expelling those who remained
alive from their qualitative lands to poor lands. The same colonial experience was
clearly embodied in the 20th century in Palestine where the natives were killed and
experienced the Diaspora inside and outside the occupied Palestine.
This chapter tackles the historical roots of these two conflicts, and compares the
similarities and dissimilarities between the two colonial experiences and the tragedies
committed against the Irish and the Palestinians.
1.1 General Overview

The conflict in Northern Ireland goes back to the Norman conquests in the 12th century
when the entire Irish Island was colonized for its unique geography. These conquests
were emphasized by following waves of Scots and Norman immigrants. 1 Such a
situation continued in the Irish Island until the beginning of the age of empires. Fierce
imperial competitions had strengthened the flame of qualitative colonial expansion
conflicts that, then, had gradually been disguised beyond religious reasons in the 16th
century due to the division in the English Catholic church and the royal coup against the
Catholic Pope, who converted to Protestantism, founded by Martin Luther.

Based on the mentioned above, the divided Christianity was exploited to hide the real
goals of the continuation of colonial Settlement in the Irish Island, especially in
Northern Ireland where the colonial Settlement firstly began in the late 12th century. In
the name of Protestantism, which appeared in the 16th century, the Irish Island stayed
colonized until the early the 20th century when the Island was partitioned into two parts:
the independent South and the Northern Ireland that stayed until the British rule. It is
1

Time Pat Coogan. (1996) The Troubles: Ireland’s Ordeal 1966-1996 and the Search for Peace. London,
Arrow Books, p. 2
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significant to highlight that the schism in Christianity between Catholicism and
Protestantism is one of the most important emphasizing causes of the conflict in
Northern Ireland, where the increasing racial and ethnic superiority exists.

Like Northern Ireland Catholics, the Palestinian people have been suffering from the
Israeli colonial Settlement that has founded “al-Nakba” (the Catastrophe) and has given
birth to the state of occupation, Israel in 1948. The seeds of the Zionist colonial
Settlement in Palestine go back to the establishment of the first settlement “Btah Tekfa”
in 1878, which was followed by intensifying Zionist settlement process. The Zionist
settlement is a continuous systematic policy that the state of occupation, Israel, practices
through a critical type of discrimination against Palestinian people. Discrimination
against the Palestinian people is depicted through usurpation of their land to be used for
Zionist aims, expulsion of the Palestinian people from their homes that become replaced
with Zionist settlers, and humiliation. Moreover, the Palestinian people have been
discriminated on the basis of race, identity, religion and language.

Religion has the biggest role in the vast expansion of previous states or empires because
of the emergence of nation state that is closely connected with nationhood. Saying that,
the expansion and the shrinking of the Islamic state was based on the conflict for
religion. In parallel, the expansion of the crusades was, also, religion-based. Religion
stayed for long time the basic reason of conflicts, but in the age of empires, which were
multi-nations of various religions, races, identities, languages and heritages, conflicts
started to take different dimensions. Empires faced the dilemma of dealing with the
privacy of the colonized nations. In this sense, Alan O’Day states:

In the twentieth century, European empires, in particular, have come to grief trying to deal
with the intolerable strains of being broadly based rather than single-culture political
communities. One after another has crumbled under this burden. Great Britain, too, has
experienced the traumas of conflict arising from the diversity of its population. However,
with the exception of Irish dimension, fate generally has been kinder to Britain that it has
been to many Continental nation-states. But many of the conflicts seem to have been ended
after 1945. Thus, when “The Troubles” began in the late 1960s, Northern Ireland seemed a
curiosity, indeed a throwback to an earlier era. In post-Cold War Europe, communal strife
in Northern Ireland unhappily seems less unique and can be viewed as something of a
harbinger, a model for parts of Europe where many old antagonisms between peoples have
appeared. 2

2

O’Day, A. (1997) Political Violence in Northern Ireland: Conflict and Conflict Resolution. UK,
Greenwood Publishing Group.P.2.
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It can be deducted that the expansion of empires has galvanized colonial Settlement. For
instance, the expansion of British Empire strengthened the English colonial Settlement
in the Irish Island, especially Northern Ireland. But, on the contrary, the demise of these
empires founded Zionist Settlement in Palestine. The demise of the Ottoman Empire has
helped the increase of Zionist immigrations to Palestine, marking the beginning of the
conflict there. And the demise of the British Empire agitated the conflict in Northern
Ireland. Colonial Settlement in Northern Ireland had a dangerous content in the 19th and
early 20th centuries, after the growing emergence of nation states. This increased the
ethnic-based schism in the Irish Island, especially after the 1922 Anglo-Irish
Agreement. The Irish Island was divided into the independent Republic in the South and
British-ruled Northern Ireland. Thus, Catholicism became nationalism to Catholics and
Protestantism became nationalism to Protestants.

Regarding the populations of empires, Jews participated in the diversity of populations
of those empires, and they represented burdens on the morals and economies of those
empires, and then nation states. For this, there were some western voices that called
upon the [return] of Jews to Palestine, since Jews were seen as “God’s chosen people”.
This call had two important dimensions. First, Zionist existence in Palestine will
entirely support the western colonial project that practically began in the 19th and 20th
centuries and led to the “establishment of a national homeland in Palestine for to the
Jewish people” as the Belfour Declaration, 1917, states. Second, European communities
wanted to get rid of the Jews.

In the light of this, the European-supported organized Zionist Settlement process can be
a repetition of the colonial British Settlement in Northern Ireland. Palestinian people
and Irish Catholics in Northern Ireland went through ethnic cleansing and their lands
were usurped by colonial powers for further colonial expansions. It is important to
remember that religion is used as a strong weapon to implement colonial Settlement
process. In his Fateful Triangle, Noam Chomsky proves, , how religion is used by some
Zionist rabies to provoke Zionists to conquer Palestine and expel the Palestinian people
from their own lands. Chomsky clarifies the terrific effect of the dictations of Zionist
Rabbi Moshe Ben Zion Ushpizai on Zionist writers and Zionism to encourage
Settlement, as follows:
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Menachem Barash wrote with much admiration the teachings of Rabbi Moshe Ben Zion
Ushpizai, who used biblical texts and traditional commentary to explain how Israel
should deal with the Palestinians “a plague already written in the Bible.” “With a sharp
scalpel and convincing logic” the Rabbi uses the writings of the greatest sages” to
elucidate the commandments, still binding today, as to how to “inherit the land” that
was promised by God to Abraham. We must follow the doctrines of Joshua, he
explains, referring to the genocidal texts that appear in the book of Joshua and
elsewhere. “The biblical commandment is to conquer the land of Israel in its detailed
borders, to take possession on it and to settle it.” It is “forbidden” to “abandon it to
strangers” (Gentiles). “There is no place on this land for the people of Israel and for
other nations alongside it”. The practical meaning of [the commandment to] posses the
land is the expulsion of the peoples who live in it” and who try to prevent the Jews of
the world from “settling in our lands.” It is “a holy war, commanded in the Bible” and
must be fought against Palestinians, Syrians, Egyptians, “or any other people in the
world” who seek to block the divine commandment. There can be no compromises, no
peace treaties, no negotiations with “the peoples who inhabit the land.” “You shall
destroy them, you shall enter into no covenant with them, you shall not pity them, you
shall not intermarry with them”, the divine law indicates. Whoever stands in our way
must be annihilated, the Rabbi continues with his convincing logic. 3

Hence, it is clear that conquering and settling in lands, according to the Zionist
Rabbinical ideology is based on expulsion and genocide against the native people. The
experiences of expulsion, genocide, alienation and Apartheid are blunt proves on the
execution of the Zionist Rabbinical dictations. In parallel, Protestant colonialists
executed the same experiences in Northern Ireland; Catholics were dispossessed and
expelled from their own lands, a big number of them were deliberately killed and
subjected to religious and ethnic discrimination for long centuries.
It goes without saying that because of the humiliating practices against the Palestinians
and Catholics in Northern Ireland, the social conflict becomes originated due to social
injustice in the OPT and Northern Ireland. In this regard, Abbas Ammari says that
social injustice, inequality in employment and political participation, ethnic and
religious clashes in multination communities, and parties and cultural conflicts are
explosives to social conflict. 4 Hence, peace is impossible to be achieved between the
conflicting parties until there are effective tools of social justice that guarantee peace.
After this rapid historic look at the conflicts in the OPT, and Northern Ireland, is it
possible to achieve political settlement between the conflicting parties through peace
agreements that guarantee dignity for them? If yes, will the conflict gradually devastate?

3

Noam Chomsky. (1999) Fateful Triangle: The United States, Israel and The Palestinians, Updated
Edition, South End Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, p.154.
4
Abbas Rushdi Ammari. (1993) Idarat al-azamat fi °alam mutaghayyir, Cairo, al-Ahram Center for
Publication, p. 15.
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And subsequently, will the stage of human and material development begin to lay the
foundations of stability and a just and lasting peace?
Occupation and colonization are synonyms to one fact: killing of human freedom. The
most brutal consequence of occupation and colonization is colonial Settlement when
natives’ lands are usurped and possessed by strangers. These are the pressing topics that
demand intensive research in every piece of information that relates to Settlement and
peace together, the extent of positive and negative relationship between peace and
Settlement, and the impact of peace on Settlement. The best examples to answer these
questions are Northern Ireland and the OPT. Although the signing of the Good Friday
Agreement in April 1998, Catholics and Protestants still fell instability and violence,
especially in the interface and coexistence areas in Northern Ireland. And although the
signing of the Oslo Agreements in September 1993, Israeli colonial Settlement has been
enormously increasing, and instability and violence has been massively rising.
1. 2 Geography, Topography and Imperialism
Human History and Geography are two intertwined sciences that have interchangeable
interaction to produce the understanding of the past, present and the future of the world.
Geography and Topography are important pivots in classifying the importance of some
places rather than others. Mackinder’s⃰ Theory of the Heartland in 1904 is considered by
many scholars as an important geopolitical makeup to understand how to entirely
control the globe. He divides the Earth’s land surface into the World Island and the
Heartland. The combination of the continents of Europe, Asia and Africa is part of
Mackinder’s World Island. In 1919, Mackinder abridged his theory as: “he who controls
Eastern Europe controls the Heartland; he who controls the Heartland controls the
World Island; he who controls the World Island controls the World.” 5

Palestine and Ireland are located in Eurasia, which is part of the World Island. Ireland
was one of the offshore British Isles, and according to Mackinder’s Theory, it is a
strategic geographical space for the defense of Britain. In this sense, Sloan writes:

* Square Brackets Mine. Mackinder is a pioneer British geopolitics theorist.
5
Mark. R Polelle, M. (1999) Raising Cartographic Consciousness: The Social and Foreign Policy Vision
of Geopolitics in the Twentieth Century, USA, Lexington Books, p. 73.
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His [Mackinder] geopolitical analysis presupposed that Ireland was and would be in the
future an integral part of any attempt that Britain could make to maintain a favorable
geographical field in which it could exercise military and economic power…As far as
Ireland was concerned the paradox of Ireland’s geographical location, both isolation
from Europe and proximity to the great island of the British archipelago, was critical. 6

The age of empires divided the Earth’s land surface among the great empires, mainly
the Ottoman, the British and the French empires. Palestine was under the Ottoman
Empire since the 15th century until it became in the early 20th century under the British
rule. The British Empire paid great attention to Palestine much earlier than Mackinder’s
Theory, supporting the futuristic project of the Zionist movement. In this sense, Kamal
al-Khalidi writes:
Britain’s attention was focused on Palestine at the beginning of the 19th century when
Palestine Society was established in London in 1804; and in 1838 the Palestine
Exploration Fund was founded, asking the British Consulate in Jerusalem at the
beginning of 1839 to expand its authority in Palestine to include reporting about the
situation of the Jews residing in Palestine… And in 1868 a Fund to map Sinai was
raised, and Britain used its administration in Egypt to carry out mapping and
topographical activities in Sinai and Palestine. 7

The Palestine Exploration Fund-P.E.F. was part of Britain’s basic geographical plans to
discover further lands that are highly significant for its imperial expansion. Palestine,
the Holy Land, was a land of imperial and religious importance for the British Empire
through its missionaries. In this regard, Moscrop writes:

We see in both men [Warren and Wilson]* a rivalry coupled with a shared interest in
the Fund and in its work, an interest in the British Empire and its advancement (both
were major participants in the colonial conflicts), and a real desire to investigate the
biblical background of Protestant Christianity. Their aim was not just imperial
expansion but also to root the faith and religion that they held, that they felt had made
Britain, and was making the Empire, in the soil of the Holy Land. The high point of the
British endeavor was dawning, an Empire with its protestant ethic and its English Bible
which was to be rooted physically in the soil of Palestine by the work of Warren and
Wilson and their successors. 8

The exploration of Palestine was only for the British colonial interests through which
Christianity was abused. It is significant, in this regard, to quote Robert Fisk’s words:
6
Geoffrey. R. Sloan. (1997) The Geopolitics of Anglo-Irish Relations in the Twentieth Century, USA,
Leicester University Press, p. 277.
7
Kamal al-Khalidi. (1984) Land in the Zionist Social Thought: 1948-1973, General Union of Palestinian
Journalists and Writers, p. 12.
*Charles Warren was an officer in the British Royal Engineers and one of the earliest archeologists of
Biblical Holy Land and Charles William Wilson was a British military officer and a geographer.
8
John James Moscrop. (2000) Measuring Jerusalem: The Palestine Exploration Fund and the British
Interests in the Holy Land. Great Britain, Cromwell Press Ltd, p. 83.
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The Balfour Declaration giving support for a Jewish national home was made when
Britain needed Jewish support- both politically and scientifically- during the First
World War. Lloyd George, who was British prime minister in 1917, would often
fantasize upon the biblical drama being played out in Palestine, saying that he wanted
Jerusalem for Christmas in 1917. 9

Britain keenly exerted colonial efforts to get the maximum benefits of the political
changes in Europe and the Arab region. It focused on Russia’s support to the Catholic
France, Jews’ immigrations to Palestine, the raisings in Ireland and the demise of the
Ottoman Empire. Britain used the pretest of disseminating its religion in Ireland but
could not use the same pretext when it colonized Palestine. It ceded Palestine to Jews,
establishing their colonial “national home” and disseminating Judaism. Such a historic
fact reveal the hidden facts of Britain’s colonial ultimate end, which has victimized
Palestine, land and people, for the British colonial interests in Arab region. In this sense,
Mahmoud Tawfiq Mahmoud says:

Jewish Palestine that depends on Britain can formulate a parallel power to face France
and Russia’s greediness in the east of the Mediterranean, especially because of Russia’s
care of Orthodox and France’s sympathy with Catholics. Hence, Jews will stay for
Britain who can be her collaborators, protecting the eastern side of the Suez Canal after
securing its western side by the Royal family in Egypt. In addition to those
developments, which have pushed British interests to meet with Zionists interests in
Palestine, there was the perception of the strategic thought of the importance of
Palestine, being part of a highly important region. This region was, later, called “Rim
Land” by Nicola Spickman and it is the coastal lands that separate between Heartland,
specified by, and seas and oceans. This region is considered one of the most important
strategic regions in the world, being described “Buffer Zones” 10

Imperial powers paid great attention to geographical exploration to support their
colonial expansions. Empires practiced thorough geopolitical mapping to enhance their
own interests. Ireland and Palestine are good models of the imperial geographical
violence, which Edward Said describes as: “Imperialism after all is an act of
geographical violence through which virtually every space in the world is explored,
charted, and finally brought under control.” 11

9

Robert Fisk. (2006) The Great War for Civilization: The Conquest of the Middle East, revised edition,
London, Harper Collins Publisher, p. 449.
10
Mhamoud Tawfiq Mhamoud. (1977) Geopolitics of Israel, Cairo, Institute of Arab Researches and
Studies. pp. 29-30.
* The Sinai Survey Fund was founded by the British Empire to map Sinai and Palestine
11
Edward Said. (1993) Culture and Imperialism, 3rd ed. New York, Alfred A. Knopf, p.225.
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1. 2.1 Geography and Imperialism, Colonialism and Settlement

Imperialism is doubtlessly the founder of colonial Settlement. The Palestinian-Israeli
and Northern Ireland conflicts clarify how imperialism “has become a term of abuse,
implying unjust or oppressive rule or control of one people by another.” 12 Settlement is
a human activity that could either build or destroy civilizations, but when it is imperial,
it is certainly a human-abused system. When there are qualitative land and moderate
climate, there is, for sure, population intensity that lives in and cultivates such a land.
Colonial history proves that the uniquely fertile and strategic places in the world are
worth fighting for. The colonial mentality, wherever it maybe, shows high selectiveness
of the land that is planned to colonize. Thomas G. Mitchell argues:

The heart of a settler conflict is usually the land issue: the question of which group
possesses the land. The hallmark of settler colonies is the dispossession of the natives
from the land, either partially or completely. Usually the land remaining to the natives
is of poorer quality than that possessed by the settlers, whether because this is naturally
of poorer quality or because of migratory overcrowding. In North America the Native
Americans or Amerindians were mostly exterminated along the eastern seaboard
because of disease and warfare; the survivors moved inland. The Native Americans
west of the Mississippi River (and the Indians in West Canada) were more fortunate in
that they managed to survive on crowded reservations. 13

Mitchell’s words interpret, exactly, the British settler’s mentality in colonizing Ireland
and Palestine. Regarding Ireland, the Act for Settling Ireland, passed by the English
parliament in August 1652, forcibly expelled the Irish natives to poor areas in Connacht
and Clare. Catherine O’Donovan writes about this Cromwellian Act:

The province of Connacht and the county of Clare were set aside for the habitation of
the Irish where they were to transplant themselves, their families, dependents, livestock
and goods before 1 May, 1654.’ The penalty for not transplanting was death by
hanging. Connacht and Clare were chosen as the area of transplantation because they
were surrounded by water, (the sea, the Shannon, the Erne and the bogs of Leitrim)
except for a ten mile stretch of land which was to be protected by a series of forts. A
one mile strip, called The Mile Line, around the perimeter of Connacht and Clare was
reserved for military settlers ‘to confine the transplanted and to cut them off from relief
by sea.’ The Irish were forbidden to live in the towns of Connacht. 500 acres around
Clarecastle and lands of ‘a mile compass’ around Carrigaholt and Leamaneh were
reversed for the English. 14

12
P.D.A. Garnsey, C. R. Whittaker. ed. (2006) Imperialism in the Ancient World. 1st digital ed. New
York, Cambridge University Press, p. 1.
13
Thomas George Mitchell. (2000) Native vs. Settler: Ethnic Conflict in Israel/Palestine, Northern
Ireland and South Africa, USA, Greenwoods Press, p.p. 1-2
14
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The qualitative Irish land was systematically selected to be owned by the English
settlers in Ireland. “The Irish natives were moved from the better lands near the towns,
ending up on the lands at higher elevation”. 15 The same British colonial policy was
applied by the British Mandate government in Palestine, where the best lands were
assigned to the Jewish immigrants and the poor lands to the native Palestinians. Such a
colonial system was applied earlier to the partition of Palestine. In this context, Martin
Bunton observes that “The location of areas purchased by Jewish agencies in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries was clearly of great political significance, shaping as
it did the 1947 United Nations plan of partition.” 16

The 1947 UN partition plan was in favor of the Zionist movement to make the Balfour
declaration valid. This two-state solution required the expulsion of the Palestinian
natives from specific locations that were given to the Jewish immigrants to establish on
them a national home after a long systematic process of immigrations. In this respect
Roger Garaudy writes:

Political Zionism provided the only solution possible within the framework of its
colonial program: create a settler colony while driving out the Palestinians and
promoting Jewish immigration. Driving out the Palestinians and taking over their land
was a deliberate and systematic undertaking. At the time of the Balfour Declaration of
1917, the Zionists possessed only 2.5 percent of the land; at the time UN resolution to
partition Palestine in 1947, they had 6.5 percent. By 1982, they possessed 93 percent.
The methods used to dispossess the natives of their land have been those of the most
ruthless colonialism, with Zionism adding an even more pronouncedly racist ruin. 17

Colonialism does not only mean to colonize a targeted land, but also to colonize the
natives together with their cultural heritage and natural resources. In the same context
Bunton says:

Formulation of colonial land policies flowed in part from imagining what an unknown
territory ought to look like, in part from theorizing about what systems provided the
most reliable guidance for its improvement. In this sense, policies derived both from
Britain’s intellectual heritage and from the growing reservoir of administrative
experience in the colonies. Of course, it can be difficult to disentangle the two
sources…Colonies were both a testing ground for European ideas, as well as a source
for new ideas that flowed west (and east). Britain’s intellectual heritage is as well as its

15
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colonial experience played important roles in the formulation of land policies in
Palestine. 18

The British Empire had practiced its direct colonial Settlement in vastly-extended places
in the world, including Ireland, and practiced its indirect Settlement in Palestine through
supporting the Jewish immigrations to settle there. Britain created its by-proxy
Settlement in Palestine through creating the modality of “Plantation of Ulster” ⃰ in
Palestine, paving the way for the Zionist movement to establish “a national home for the
Jewish people” in Palestine. Britain’s by-proxy Settlement had been serving the byproxy metrople’s control in the Arab region in general. Britain institutionalized the
inheritance of such an interchangeable colonial interests through creating and
supporting the systematic Zionist immigrations to Palestine in Mitchell’s words:
“Palestine, unlike the other territories, was not conquered by the settlers or their country
wrested from the natives, but rather was conquered by one imperial power from another,
and then the settlers were allowed to settle under the control of the western
metropole.” 19

Ireland and Palestine represent models of colonized lands and subjugated peoples by
colonialism. The Palestinian people and the Irish people are the native citizens, who
have been dispossessed of their ancestral lands by colonial powers. Mitchell says:
Settler refers to the group of people and their descendants who settled in a country as
party to a colonization effort. Native refers to the groups of indigenous inhabitants and
their descendants in a country being colonized. 20

Settlement is the long lasting concrete product of both imperialism and colonialism,
which usurps not only lands and its tenure, but also incorporeal rights of the colonized.
Edward Said clarifies how the practices of colonial Settlement are obvious in Ireland
and Palestine. In this sense, he says: “…imperialism means thinking about, settling on,
controlling land that you do not possess, that is distant, that is lived on and owned by

18
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others. For all kinds of reasons it attracts some people and often involves untold misery
for others. 21
The Palestinians and the Irish have been dispossessed and forcibly transferred from
their own lands for the use of Settlement, which is a strategy that imperial powers
mostly implement. Ulster was Britain’s “first colony”, and the well-known “Plantation
of Ulster” is a definite fact about the British imperial practices of Settlement in Ireland.
Palestine has also witnessed Settlement activity that has started by the early Jewish
immigrations since the fifties of the nineteenth century and increased in the late of the
same century. Concerning this, Abu Arafah says that
…until 1855 the first steps of land tenure have started, when Sir Moses Montefiore bought
a 100-dunum citrus groves near Jaffa, and in 1859 he bought another land tract in Moza
near Jerusalem, and another land tract in Melabes in 1878, and then bought lands in Eyon
Qara, Zamareen, and al-Ja’oonah in 1882. 22

The Jews in Europe were supported by western colonial powers, especially the British,
to immigrate and settle in Palestine. The term “Plantation” is applicable also to the
Settlement in Palestine. Bayan Nowayhedh al-Hoot proves this in her Political
Leadership and Institutions in Palestine: 1917-1948, quoting the words that Prince
Abdullah Ben al-Hussein said to Churchill during a triple meeting held between him,
Churchill and Herbert Samuel on the 28th up to the 30th March, 1921:
But your Excellency, the matter the Arabs are concerned about before anything else is
Palestine. I have been informed that the Jews are voracious for establishing their Jewish
state in this precious Arabia spot, expelling the Arabs outside it. Arabs, as you pointed to,
are allies to Great Britain…Does the British government consider Arabs as trees that could
be cut?” At this moment, Mr. Herbert Samuel got closer to Churchill’s ear, excusing him to
answer the Prince Abdullah, saying: “It is not of the British government’s policy to cut
Palestine trees, but vice versa, it is persistent to increase its trees with new types to increase
its value”. 23

Such a new type of trees that should be increased in Palestine is closely connected with
the second wave of the Jewish immigration of 1904-1914, especially after the failure of
the 1905 Revolution in Russia. The Zionist leaders, at that time, made benefit of
Caesar’s authorities’ hunting down the Jews in Russia and pressurized the Jews to
21
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immigrate to Palestine. The Jewish immigrants of the second wave were encouraged to
cling to lands and practice agriculture. In this respect, Johnny Mansour writes:

The men of this wave of immigration held the idea of “occupation of work”, which
means manual work is a sublime example for them. For this, they called for working in
land because they believed that agriculture can create revolution in the practical Jewish
thought, and agriculture can truly implement this, and the “occupation of work” will
lead Jews to work in their lands without Arabs. The Jewish immigrants of the first wave
of immigration had allowed Arab workers and farmers to work in their “Jews” lands
and real estate because the Arabs’ wages are less than the Jews’, but the theorists of the
second immigration aimed, by “the occupation of work” at making work purely Hebrew
but not Arab. Consequently, the vision of the socialist-cooperative settlements has
developed, creating the Kibbutzes that strengthened the relationship between the Jews
and their lands through working in land and getting all their needs from the
settlement. 24

Hence, the term “Plantation” is a qualifier to Settlement as planting the Jewish
immigrants in Palestine is as exactly as the planting of the Scotts and Normans in
Ireland. Settlement could be either on close or distant territory; Ireland was close to
England but Palestine was distant. In the sake of colonial control any distant territory
could be targeted. In this regard, Edward Said says:
As I shall be using the term, “imperialism” means the practice, the theory, and the
attitudes of a dominating metropolitan center ruling a distant territory; “colonialism,”
which is almost always a consequence of imperialism, is the implanting of settlements
on distant territory. 25

1. 3 Qualitative Land for Qualitative Settlement and Superior Settler

A colonially-targeted land is no matter to be close or distant, but qualitative land that is
always required for Settlement is the matter. The British imperial interests in the Middle
East were seriously interpreted in supporting the Zionist movement to intensively
increase the Jewish immigrants in Palestine. This required the Jews to buy the best
qualitative land that helped in establishing the “national home” for Jews. In this sense,
Mansour says:

The Zionist immigration movement got, sometimes, direct support and, other times,
indirect support by the British mandate’s authorities in Palestine, which were dealing
with the changes there. They were sometimes satisfying Palestinian Arabs and other
24
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times the Jews. This double-standard policy that the British mandatory government
followed, towards the Jewish immigration and Settlement, helped the Jews to abuse
such a policy to implement more political achievements and control vastly expanded
lands, especially high quality lands together with the biggest purchasing value. 26

Purchasing qualitative land in Ireland is the original plan that the British Empire
followed for their colonial Settlement in Ireland, and it is the same plan they taught the
Zionist movement to strictly follow in Palestine. Such a colonial plan strongly
succeeded the colonial transfer of the tenure of land from the natives to the settlers. This
required exploring the would-be colonized land, and this was applied in both Palestine
and Ireland. The following quotation clarifies how exploring the land and then colonial
Settlement are interweaved colonial plans:

Cromwell and the Parliament passed the Act of Settlement of Ireland in 1653 whose
goal was the massive transfer of land from Irish hands to English hands. The map in
this article shows the plantation plan for Ireland, including pushing “the habitation of
the Irish nation” to Connaught and Clare, giving the still resisting Irish the choice to go
“To Hell or to Connaught.” To complete his work in Ireland, Cromwell had several
pressure groups to satisfy. One powerful group was the Adventurers who had bought
acreage in Ireland on speculation in the early 1640s. Their investment was authorized
by an act which declared forfeit 2,000,000 acres of Irish land as punishment for the
rising of 1642. These Adventurers, called so because theirs was a risky investment in an
adventure which was highly unpredictable, were able to buy up Irish land cheaply, for
example £300 for 1000 acres in Connaught and £450 for 1000 acres in Munster.
Cromwell was himself one the investors in debentures on Irish land. Another very
important group to keep satisfied was the Ironsides, Cromwell’s army, who were owed
arrears in pay which he had told them would be paid in Irish land. Once settled in
Ireland, these hardened troops provided England with an occupying army. In 1652,
when England declared that hostilities were over, there were 30,000 English soldiers in
Ireland. 27

Palestine and Ireland were excellent lands for colonial projects that have been
successfully achieved through adventures, strong navies, voyages, and colonial will.
Not only does Edward Said clarify the colonization of lands, in general, but also the
colonization of incorporeal rights and humanity of the colonized natives. Said highlights
the fact of how the colonizers give themselves the right to rule the colonized, especially
when the age of imperialism reached its climax in Europe:

For the European of the late nineteenth century, an interesting range of OPTions are
offered, all premised upon the subordination and victimization of the native. One is a
self-forgetting delight in the use of power ـــthe power to observe, rule, hold, and profit
from distant territories and people. From these come voyages of discovery, lucrative
trade, administration, annexation, learned expeditions and exhibitions, local spectacles,
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a new class of colonial rulers and experts. Another is an ideological rationale for
reducing, then reconstituting the native as someone to be ruled and managed. 28

Such a “reducing, then reconstitution” of native nations is a well-planned colonial
policy to tightly rule colonized nations; the matter makes the colonial implementation
far easier. Colonial experiences, all over the world, have pinned the fact that the
colonial settlers consider themselves superior and the colonized natives inferior. For
this, the colonial superiority has expanded its settler population in qualitative lands to
practice the right of superiority against the colonized natives who have the right to
fight against the imposed inferiority. It is remarkable, here, to quote Mitchell:

Two defining characteristics of a settler population are arrogance and fear. Arrogance is
due to an innate feeling of superiority. This superiority is usually a
material/technological superiority which is then transformed in the minds of the settlers
into a cultural, national, religious, and racial superiority. Where racial differences
between natives and settlers exist, the settlers simply assumed themselves to be racially
superior. This belief may become assimilated by the natives, so that much of the
colonial struggle is a process of freeing themselves from the notion that they are
inherently inferior. Where the natives and the settlers are of the same race, as in Ireland
and Palestine, this assumed superiority becomes more problematic and takes the form
of national and religious superiority. 29

Not only do the imperial powers, in general, consider the colonized as inferior, but also
they give themselves the right to rule other “inferior” peoples. The conflicts in Palestine
and Northern Ireland are clear examples of this historic colonial arrogance. Colonialism
has practiced arrogance against indigenous Palestinians and Irish equally, considering
them lazy peoples who do not deserve the lands they live in, and such lands should be
owned by “cultivators” who are originally the arrogant colonizers. At the level of
Palestine, regarding this colonial arrogance, Ben-Gurion states:
Zionist sentiments that the indigenous non-Jewish population of Palestine was “indolent
and torpid”, “living in the seventh century”, and thus possessing no right to rule the
country to the extent that it has not been built up by them and is still awaiting its
cultivators” 30

Such “cultivators” are the colonial settlers who provided teeth to traditional
colonialism through agricultural activity. They are colonialism practitioners who
implemented the systematic planning of plantation, for example, in Ireland and
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Palestine. The Irish were described with several adjectives that refer to inferiority.
There are many writings that prove how the Irish were described as inferior. Here is
the most expressive quotation regarding such an inferiority, as cited by Joseph
Theodore Leerssen, quoting Baron Ronsele:

Those that have described the humorous of the natives would speak of the Irish in this
manner. They are naturally strong, very nimble, haughty of spirit, silly in their
discourse, careless of their lives, great admirers of their foolish and superstitious
religion which they neither understand nor follow, according to the cannons of the
Church of Rome: they are patient in cold and hunger, implacable in enmity, constant in
love, light in belief, greedy of glory, great flatterers and dissemblers, stubborn as mules,
great cheats in their dealings, ready to take an oath on all occasions, commonly great
thieves, very barbarous when they have the upper hand, of a bloody temper, very unjust
to their neighbors, breakers of their trust, mortal enemies to all those that are not of
Romish religion, and ready to rebel against the English on all occasions. 31

Humanity-abuse is a common system that colonialism has used against the colonized
natives, who have been graded as inferior and second-rate citizens, not deserving to
own lands, and thus, they have been rated as strangers in their previously-owned
lands. In one of his writings about the treatment that the Northern Irish received from
the British government (colonials), Gerry Adams says: “Never again can any of us
accept that anyone on this island will be treated except on the basis of equality. The
days of second-class citizens are over”. 32 The Palestinian academic Azmi Bisharah *
refers, clearly, to the native Palestinians and the Jewish colonial immigrants who have
occupied Palestine, by saying that anyone who immigrates to any country respects
both the authority and the rules of the game of that country….We (the Palestinians)
are not immigrants…you (the Jews) are the immigrants to our country (Palestine) and
we (the Palestinians) are the natives. 33 This meets with Mitchell who says: “Even
today Arabs are formally second-class citizens in Israel. There are many privileges
restricted to those who have completed their national military service. As Arabs are
exempt from this service, they are not eligible.” 34
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1. 4 Colonial Powers’ Systematic Method

Not only have colonial powers changed the citizenship status, through forcibly
deporting huge numbers of colonized nations from their own lands, but also they have
committed both collective and individual acts of killing, enslavement and abuse of
natives as labor powers in the lands which were previously their own ــthus changing
them into colonies bound to colonial economy. This systematically-abusing colonial
method against the colonized nations has extremely scuttled the process of controlling
vast lands in the world. The European colonial mentality followed, nearly, the same
abusing system of both land and human resources, in the western and eastern
countries they colonized. Edward Said states:

On one side of the colonial divide was a white Christian Europe whose various countries,
principally Britain and France, but also Holland, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Russia,
Portugal, and Spain, controlled most of the earth’s surface. On the other side of the divide,
there were an immense variety of territories and races, all of them considered lesser,
inferior, dependent, subject. “White” colonies like Ireland and Australia too were
considered made up of inferior humans, a famous Daumier drawing, for instance, explicitly
connects Irish whites and Jamaican Blacks. Each of these lesser subjects was classified and
placed in a scheme of peoples guaranteed scientifically by scholars and scientists”. 35

The fact of the white European colonialist’s victimization has not only been
practiced against eastern peoples, but also against some white European peoples.
This terribly shows how colonial thought equally degrades the colonized, black or
white or European or not. In this sense, Kerby A. Miller states:

In Catholic Ireland, as in similar cultures, the consequent stress generated structures of
thought, or ideologies, which had “the character of answers, cures, excuses, or even
remorse”: the peculiar fate of a colonized, traditionalist society, both jealous and
defensive in the face of its conqueror’s apparent superiority. 36

The Irish, a white European people and the Palestinians, an Asian Arab people, have
been suppressed by a white European colonial power, the British. Simply, it can be
said that colonialism is suppressive and cruel whenever and wherever it may be.
Colonialism does not have a specific time to begin or to finish, but have specific
aims. On top of these aims is to bring the maximum benefits and interests for the
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colonial powers, even if this requires them to kill, occupy and usurp lands, steel
natural resources, and commit genocide. Zionism leaders, especially the Zionist
fanatics explicitly say “A good Arab is a dead Arab” 37 which is typical of the
American General Philip Sheridan’s phrase “The only good Indian, is a dead
Indian” 38 while committing genocide against the Red Indians in North America.

Palestine and Northern Ireland are examples to study how Settlement, which is the
outcome of imperialism, has terribly affected the Palestinians and the Irish, who are
the “indigenous residents” irrespective of their occupiers. Since “Imperialism after
all is an act of geographical violence through which virtually every space in the
world is explored, charted, and finally brought under control” 39, Palestine and
Northern Ireland have become burning geographical spots, witnessing two of the
most ferocious conflicts in the world. These two conflicts share the same originــ
Settlement. Theodor Herzl’s “If I wish to substitute a new building for an old one, I
must demolish before I construct” 40 is applicable in Ireland and Palestine colonial
P41F

P

Settlement: the indigenous Palestinians and Irish have been exposed to demolishing
before the colonial Settlement was constructed.

1. 5 Expansion of Settler Demography: a Key-Component of Colonial Settlement

As previously mentioned, Settlement is tightly interwoven with imperialism and
colonialism. Of considerable importance is to say that Settlement is not always the
end of any empire or colonial power. People and territory are the main two
components of any Settlement activity in the world. Any empire, throughout history,
worked hard to get both of these two components together to gain further
demographic growth and geographical expansion. Richard Van Alstyne says about
the American Empire that it was based on “the idea of ‘an imperium-a dominion,
state of sovereignty that would expand in population and territory, and increase in
strength and power” 41
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Population, territory, strength, and power are basic needs of the establishment of
Empire or, at the smaller scale, a sovereign state. But when these needs are
accompanied with replacement of population by other population, especially by force
as it happened in Ireland and Palestine, this is, then, colonial Settlement. British
Empire has used all such needs to guarantee the vast expansion. Mitchell writes:

From the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries there was a great movement of
colonization and settlement by Britain. It began with the province of Ulster in Ireland
and the East Coast of North America. It then expanded to include South Africa,
beginning with the Cape Province and Natal, and the northeastern maritime provinces
of what one day be Canada as the loyalist losers of the American Revolution settled. It
expanded to include Oceania- the eastern provinces of what is known today Australia
and New Zealand. And finally included much of Central and East Africa. Whether
ultimately the settlers of the native population would be victorious in the long run
depended largely on the state of immigration to the new colonies, and the demographic
ratio between the two competing populations. 42

The increasing ratio of immigrants and the increasing demography of one of the
competing population should be on the account of the other population in the same
colonized land. This can be interpreted as “right versus right” between the settler and
the native on the ownership of the colonized land. Chomsky states that “The conflict
on Palestine has sometimes been depicted as one of “right against right,” an
arguable- and in my view, defensible- proposition, though naturally not one that the
Palestinians are likely to accept as normally valid.” 43

The “right against right” hypothesis is applicable in Palestine and Northern Ireland,
as colonized lands with competing settlers and natives, where natives are planned to
be intensively and forcibly replaced by the settlers to establish empire or sovereign
state. At the level of Palestine, George Antonius, as quoted by Robert Fisk, explains
how the Jews established their state at the expense of the indigenous Palestinians:

The establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine, or of a national home based on
territorial sovereignty, cannot be accomplished without forcibly displacing the
Arabs…No code of morals can justify the persecution of one people in an attempt to
relieve the persecution of another. The cure for the eviction of Jews from Germany is
not to be sought in the eviction of the Arabs from their homeland; and the relief of
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Jewish distress may not be accomplished at the cost of inflicting a corresponding
distress upon an innocent and peaceful population. 44

Concerning Northern Ireland, the Catholic France was the biggest foe of the Protestant
Britainــthus clarifying that their competition on lands is not religious, but purely
colonial, in terms of land expansion and economic investment to maintain and increase
their imperial domination. Colonial settlement is functional in various geographic spots
under the claim of divine and historic right, but this is not true at all. Religious and
historic claims to return to their ancestors’ lands are no more than deceiving reasons
that are commonly used by colonial settlers, in several cases of colonial Settlement, but
they have not been suitable for other cases as in South Africa, Northern Ireland and
Palestine.

Colonial ties are stronger than religious ones. The Catholic France and the Protestant
Britain united together due to the Sykes-Picot Agreement to colonize Arab provinces
between them, but not to disseminate Christianity in these provinces. France and Britain
were colonially competing, together in the Arab region, to end the Muslim Ottoman
Empire but not to return to the ancestral lands. France and Britain have paved the way
for Zionists to practice colonial Settlement under the claim of returning to ancestral
lands. In this sense, Mitchell writes:

The Zionists and some of the Scots-Irish claimed to be returning to their ancient
homeland. The Jewish claim is accepted, at least in the West, whereas the Ulster-Scots
claim to be descendants of the Cruithin or Picts is still very controversial. The
Afrikaners had no historical claim to South Africa when their settlement began. The
Africaners, English-speaking whites, the French, and Ulster Protestants all conquered
their territories as part of an imperialist enterprise whereas the Zionists, although
aligned with British imperialism, had the authority of the League of Nations for their
settlement of Palestine and the authority of the United Nations for the creation of
Israel. 45

Hence, it is diametrically significant to highlight that Settlement could be a right to
anyone to socially settle but not to colonially settle as colonialism has done in vast lands
in the world. Fisk makes this distinction explicit:

I have sought in vain to discover the origin of our journalistic use of the word
“settlements”. By its nature, the expression is always comforting. It has a permanence
44
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about it, a notion of legality. Every human wants to “settle”, to have a home. The far
more disturbing- and far more accurate- land for Israel’s land-grabbing in the west
Bank and Gaza since 1967 is colonizing. Settlers are colonists. Almost all the Israelis in
the West Bank are living on someone else’s land. They may say that God gave them the
land, but those Palestinians who legally owned that land- who had property deeds to
prove it, since the British mandate, since the Ottoman empire- are not allowed to appeal
to God. 46

1. 6 Settlement and Colonial Superiority to Create Strong Economy

The experiences of Settlement in Palestine and Northern Ireland have been backed
by huge funding allocated for the colonists’ projects. The facts on the ground say
that the British Empire practiced forcible Settlement, political sovereignty, economic
dominion and social and cultural suppression against both the Irish and the
Palestinians who were dehumanized by the British colonists. This has been keenly
observed by Said who writes: “The lesser species are offered nothing to speak of,
while England is expanding tremendously, its culture changing to one based upon
industrialization at home and protected free trade abroad.” 47 Jaffa and Tel Aviv in
Palestine were the selected cities for the Zionist colonial industrialization. Industry
and trade tremendously flourished, not only in Jaffa and Tel Aviv, but also in all
Palestine during the British mandate period. This is closely connected with the
increasing immigrations of the Jews whose wealth played a vital role in growing the
economy in mandatory Palestine. Levine, in this context, says that

However, the difficulty of obtaining accurate data does not obscure the fact that
Palestine’s economy grew at a very high rate in the 1920-36 period, particularly during
the world economic downturns that stimulated increased Jewish immigration to the
country. Thus, for example, the budget for Jaffa and Tel Aviv increased from £P 31,
341 to £P 203,335 and £P 74,585 to £P 1,512,203 respectively during the year 1928 to
1945…The many achievements of Tel Aviv were often cited by Zionist officials as a
positive exemplar of the Jewish-inspired development of Palestine. Yet Tel Aviv also
experienced several downturns during the Mandate period. After an immigration-driven
up-swing in the early 1920s a depression in 1923 left the municipality incapable of
coping with the “bitter reality” of continued immigration. 48

Imperialism is originated long centuries ago, and the conflict in Northern Ireland could
be the longest conflict throughout history. The experience of the conflict in Northern
Ireland reflects itself mightily in Palestine when the poor Jewish immigrants were
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planted in Palestine to establish agricultural Settlement, paving the way for colonial
Settlement. At the level of Ireland, Coogan writes:

The reason that the Scots were “planted” in Ireland by the English Crown in the first
place was that they were Lowland Presbyterians, with a detestation of Catholicism, who
could be relied upon to hold the plantation lands seized from the Irish. 49

Agriculture, being the first human activity that combined housing security, was
colonially abused as pretext for many colonial Settlement experiences. Agriculture was
abused to colonize South Africa when “The first white settlers settled in the Cape of
Good Hope (Cape Town) in 1652. Within a few decades the first Dutch, Flemish and
German settlers had begun to move away from Cape Town to start their own Farms.” 50
The roots of conflict in South Africa had erupted from the colonial Settlement there. At
the level of Palestine, the Jewish immigrants were encouraged to immigrate somewhere,
as Palestine was not determined yet, and intentionally urged to practice agricultural
activity as a process to establish their homeland later. In this regard, Tessler says:

In 1855, at a site outside Jerusalem on the road leading to the coast, Montefiore made
the first land purchase for purpose of agricultural development in the history of modern
Palestine. Rumanian Jews from Jerusalem eventually settled there in 1890s, creating the
village of Motza. In 1870s, the Alliance Israelite Universelle established an agricultural
college, Mikveh Yisrael, near Jaffa on the Mediterranean coast. There was growing
recognition that agricultural activity should be a significant part of any program to
develop Jewish society in Palestine, and Mikveh Yisrael was founded with the explicit
objective of contributing to this effort. Another development prior to 1882 was the
establishment of Petah Tikvah, in 1878. Also began by Rumanian Jews, Petah Tikvah,
whose name in Hebrew means “Gate of Hope,” was established as an agricultural
village on the Plain of Sharon, not far from the site of the present-day Tel Aviv. 51

Colonial Settler immigrations participate, normally, in creating strong economy in
the lands they colonize, though they may cause, also, economic burdens. Colonial
Settlement must be based on huge economic support. Thus, Zionism has been
financially supported by the British government. In this regard, Nahom Sokolof says
that “London has been, since the very beginning, the center of the financial Zionist
organization and the pilgrimage-place of political Zionism.” 52 Therefore, the
economy of Zionism has rapidly grown during the British Mandate by numerous
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Jew-owned economic factories and companies in Palestine, as their huge monies
have galvanized the Jewish colonial Settlement. Mark Tessler says:

The amount invested between the 1919 and 1936 was in the area of $350-400 million,
and during these years total imported capital almost always exceeded the sum actually
invested. About 80 percent of the imported capital came from private
sources…Approximately half of all monies invested in the Jewish economic sector
were devoted to the construction of towns and agricultural communities. This included
infrastructural investments in roads and transportation systems. Another 11 percent was
devoted to the purchase of land. 53

Belfast was the central city of industrialization in the 19th century in Northern
Ireland. Colonial Settlement kept agricultural activity beside industrialization in big
cities to maintain strong economy, especially in the light of the competition between
the native and the settler communities. At the level of Northern Ireland, Allan O’Day
tackles this issue stating:

Industrial development has been retarded and disproportionately centered in Ulster,
notably around Belfast where ship construction and repairs, engineering and similar
enterprises flourished in the nineteenth century but now languish. Outside this northern
zone Ireland’s industrialization and urbanizations have been slow by the measure of
Western Europe and have been tilted toward the half of the Island…Direct economic
and social competition was muted outside Ulster because of an absence of sufficient
Protestants to challenge local Catholic preeminence- especially in access to the prime
economic resource in nineteenth century Ireland, agricultural tenancies. 54

Economically speaking, any successful Settlement experience is mainly based on
strong economy. For this aim, the British Empire seized the economies of its
colonized spaces, maintaining both imperial persistence and imperial economyــthus
creating colonial superiority. Said tackles the argument of the “superior” European
colonist and the “inferior’ colonized, whether European or non-European:

There is an impressive circularity here: we are dominant because we have the power
(industrial, technological, military, moral), and they do not, because of which they are not
dominant; they are inferior, we are superior… and so on and on. One sees this tautology
holding with a particular tenacity in British views of Ireland and the Irish as early as the
sixteenth century; it will operate during the eighteenth century with opinions about white
colonists in Australia and the Americas (Australians remained an inferior race well into the
twentieth century). It gradually extends its sway to include practically the whole world
beyond British shores” 55
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It is obviously remarkable that who owns all types of power, including moral or
immoral power, can launch, construct and preserve Settlement or colonial
Settlement, which is closely connected with capitalism. The triple interaction of
Capitalism, imperialism, and colonialism has created the European overseas colonial
Settlement, as Levine writes “…Marx who saw the birth of capitalism in the
European overseas colonies and even before them, in the colonization of Ireland and
Scotland.” 56

1. 7 Decline of Great Empires and Growth of Settlement

History records that all empires had vanished away, but Settlement is still liable and
expanding. Although Settlement is mostly a major outcome of empires, it has not yet
declined like empires. This means that the age of empires died out, whereas the age
of Settlement is not only still going on, but also gaining more momentum. Hence, it
could be deducted that Settlement is more dangerous than its creators: colonialism
and imperialism.

The decline of the British Empire in the twentieth century did not lead to the decline
of the Jewish Settlement in Palestine and the British Settlement in Northern Ireland.
Onn the contrary: At the level of Palestine, the British declining Empire supported
the Zionist Settlement in Palestine to maintain its imperial interests in the Arab
region and the Far East. The British official position was not that much supportive to
the establishment of a Jewish homeland in Palestine before the defeat of the Ottoman
Empire in the World War I, but it became fully supportive, later. Change into balance
of powers, that time, served the Zionist enterprise.

The ferocious enmity among great empires created teeth to colonial Settlement,
which proved its sustainability much more than the sustainability of empires. Once,
the Dutch were the first settlers in South Africa until “Britain won the Cape Colony
from the Netherlands during the Napoleonic Wars. In 1820 the first British settlers
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arrived in the Eastern Cape.” 57 Although there is no British Empire anymore, but
there are still settlers in South Africa who currently lead assimilating Settlement
since 1994. The French empire was once a mighty expanding colonial empire and
Napoleon Bonaparte was the first imperialist called for the Jews’ return to Palestine.
Mahmoud Nezam Barakat says:

The first invitation to settle Jews in Palestine goes back to the idea that Napoleon
Bonaparte said declared when he invaded Egypt in 1798. He releases a statement urging
Jews in Asia and Africa to help him in “reconstructing their old state and regain their
historic glory in Palestine”. Then Napoleon repeated his appeal, while besieging the
Palestinian city Acre that he could not conquer it in 1799, stating: “Oh the legal
inheritance-owners of Palestine, we appeal you to participate in controlling your
country to build your nation and become the true rulers of Palestine”. 58

The French, the British and the Ottoman empires vanished away but colonial
Settlement still exists, as obviously seen in Palestine and Northern Ireland. The
decline of empires, in general, mostly connotes to the decline of colonialism but not
Settlement. Imperial experiences had based on multi-nation empires, which had
created colonies of settlers to strengthen empires’ economy and interests. It is worthnoting that Settlement is always connected with the political changes around;
Settlement lasts after the decline of empires, and connects itself with nation-state
balance since the emergence of nation-state. For more clarification, it is good to give
the example of Settlement in Northern Ireland, to show that

In the twentieth century, European empires, in particular, have come to grief trying to deal
with the intolerable strains of being broadly based rather than single-culture political
communities. One after another has crumbled under this burden. Great Britain, too, has
experienced the traumas of conflict arising from the diversity of its population. However,
with the exception of Irish dimension, fate generally has been kinder to Britain that it has
been to many Continental nation-states. But many of the conflicts seem to have been ended
after 1945. 59

Emergence of the nation-state has become stronger after the end of World War I, and
this has helped the emergence of a Jewish state in Palestine. For this, the Jews must
be, first, a nation to establish their own state. They were collected and supported by
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the strongest powers to colonially settle in Palestine. In here, The Palestinians in
Search of A Just Peace, Rubenberg writes:

The conquest of Palestine was not, however, solely a function of Zionist efforts. Great
powers (primarily Great Britain) and, after 1947, the United States and the Soviet Union, as
well as the United Nations, contributed mightily. During World War I, Great Britain played
a duplicitous diplomatic game in trying to defeat its Ottoman enemies and ensure the
continuation of its regional interests. 60

Colonial Settlement enjoys defensive nature to sustain regardless of the changes that
may happen to the balance of international powers. Its defensive nature is flexible as
it copes with the nation-state if empire declines. Colonial Settlement in Palestine and
Ireland has sustained after World Wars I and II. It sustained in Northern Ireland after
the partition of Ireland in 1921.

The change in the balance of imperialism after World War I created noticeable
immigrations inside and outside Europe, especially among the Jews who were quick
respondents to such changes, only, to liberate themselves from the suppression they
suffered from in Europe. The liberation of the Jews led them to colonize Palestine.
Thus, the Jews began practicing against the native Palestinians the experiences of
humiliation and suppression committed against them in Europe.

Empires, in the mass, had severely suffered from the diversity of their population.
Settlement means, not only having a number of population, but also a diversity of
them. “Thus ‘the Orient,’ Africa, India, Australia, are places dominated by Europe,
although populated by different species.” 61 Such a diversity of ethnicities has mostly
created a conflict rather than tolerance among them, especially since there has been
the “superior” ruler, who has mightily denied the humanity of the “inferior” ruled.

The relationship between the colonizer and the colonized is built basically on the
hatred that created violent conflicts between them. The Palestinians and the Irish
have been involved in terribly endless conflicts resulted from the colonial Settlement.
Resistance is the natural response that imperial powers have faced in the colonies
they created. In this regard, Mitchell says: “When the cost of repressing the liberation
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struggle exceeds the economic worth of the colony, it will be granted its
independence, particularly in the postwar world where Western imperialism was out
of fashion. 62

Native-settler conflict is distinguished with periods of calms and resistance. “One of
the first tasks of the culture of resistance was to reclaim, rename, and reinhabit the
land.” 63 Re-inhabiting the land is the cornerstone that escalates the conflict between
the settler and the native. Garaudy gives factual experiences of different colonial
Settlement that created conflicts and how these conflicts end when colonial
Settlement ends, and vice versa:

Rabin commanded the occupying forces at the beginning of the Intifada, and it was he
who gave the order to “break the bones” of Palestinian children, who had no other
weapon but the ancient stones of their land with which to defend their ancestral soil.
Yet Rabin was a realist, who understood (like the Americans in Vietnam or the French
in Algeria) that there can be no definitive military solution when an army clashes, not
just with another army, but with an entire people. Rabin has therefore committed
himself, together with Yasser Arafat, to a policy of compromise: a portion of the
territories, the occupation of which had been condemned by the United Nations, would
be granted administrative autonomy, while the Israeli military would continue to protect
the “settlements” on land stolen from the original occupants), which had been turned
into seminaries of hate such as the “settlements” at Hebron. 64

Ireland had been full of such seminaries of hate since the beginning of colonial
Settlement in it in the twelfth century. Cromwell’s killings of Catholics and
Catholics’ rebellions and resistance reflect the natural relationship between the
colonized and the colonizer, which Mitchell’s words depict as follows:

As a result of the English Civil War, the native Irish rebelled against the settlers in
October 1641. The initial rebellion was only against the Anglo-Irish but later against
the Scots-Irish as well, killing several thousand before Cromwell arrived in Ireland to
end the rebellion and commit his own atrocities. This rebellion and the associated
massacres is a powerful incident in the Protestant folk memory. 65

1. 8 Roots of Conflicts in Palestine and Northern Ireland
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Each of the two conflicts had a date of beginning, but they have not, yet, a date of end.
The conflict in Northern Ireland stretches back to the twelfth century AD, when “the
first serious Norman penetrations occurred during the late 1160s.” 66 This settler
penetration has originated and, then, developed to colonial Settlement, especially from
the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. Concerning this, Edward Said says:

The high age of imperialism is said to have begun in the late 1870s, but in English-speaking
realms, it began well over seven hundred years before as Angus Calder’s gripping book
Revolutionary Empire demonstrates so well. Ireland was ceded by the Pope to Henry II of
England in the 1150s; he himself came to Ireland in 1171. From that time on an amazingly
persistent cultural attitude existed toward Ireland as a place whose inhabitants were a
barbarian and degenerate race” 67

In the same context, a leading Zionist writer during the British Mandate in Palestine,
William Ziff, described the Palestinians as “sickly, degenerate race, and low on the
scale of human development” 68 whereas the Irish were described as “a barbarian and
degenerate race”.

The western suppressive policy implemented against the Jews in Europe has established
the idea of Jews’ self-determination and auto-emancipation that primarily Pinsker called
for. The Jews, who were deprived of the rights of ownership and mortgages in Europe,
and in some places were enforced to live in particular territories as “The infamous ‘May
Laws’ of 1882 narrowed the territory in which the Jews could lived and led to the
abrupt expulsion of many dwelling elsewhere who could not prove their residence had
been authorized.” 69

The native Irish have experienced abrupt expulsion and prevention of living in
particular places, inside their own country, by the British colonists, long centuries
before the Jews experienced the “May Laws”. Colonial Zionist settlers have practiced
the “May Laws” against Palestinian people through their colonial Settlement which has
been expulsing Palestinians from their ancestral lands and has been preventing them of
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the right to pass or live in particular places as, obviously practiced, in Hebron and
Jerusalem.
1. 9 The Occupier and the Occupied in the Conflicts in Palestine and Northern
Ireland
Colonies, in general, have witnessed common culture, where the colonial occupier
squanders all types of rights of the occupied. Imperial thinking, all over the world,
follows the same system of inhuman superiority against the occupied. The ruled
black majority in South Africa were dehumanized before 1994 by the ruling white
minority. The colonial ruler and the colonized are both governed by the practice of
Apartheid, which is the outcome of colonial Settlement that created segregation and
sectarianism.
The question here is: why and how have the colonial powers given themselves the right
to consider themselves “chosen” peoples and granted themselves the right to usurp and
abuse other peoples’ lands and resources? On November the 2nd “in 1917, Britain issued
the Balfour Declaration, pledging support for Zionist objectives in Palestine.” 70 This
Declaration ceded “a national home for the Jewish people” by the British foreign
minister, Arthur Balfour, as exactly Ireland was ceded by the Pope Adrian IV to the
King of England, Henry II. This could certainly mean that Balfour is a thorough
observer of the British colonial history, recalling the Pope’s colonial experience. Such
colonial acts simply show how much these colonial powers have ridiculously dealt with
the colonized peoples. These acts lead mind to say that colonial powers have created
colonial God for themselves to market fabricated colonial divine rights in the lands they
have colonized.

The British colonial experience in many places in the world, especially in Northern
Ireland, reflects itself in the Zionist colonial experience in Palestine. The colonial
Zionists have been given the right to rule the Palestinians by the full support of the
British who have given themselves the right to rule the Irish. Based on this kind of
relationship, resistance and anti-resistance dominate the ruler and the ruled in these
two conflicts. The resistance must be protected and continued from a generation to
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another generation until the liberation from the occupying powers come true. The
Irish protect this right through “‘The Full National Demand’ of later generations of
Irish nationalists. The demand, which the IRA are still making as this is being
written, is that the British presence be removed and Ireland be ruled by the Irish” 71.
The same is applicable to the Palestinian generations, who inherit resistance from a
generation to another generation, to “liberate Palestine” in line with the PLO’s
Palestinian National Charter.
1. 10 Roots of Settlement in Palestine and Northern Ireland and the Nation-State
Notion
As the Jews were, historically speaking, scattered around the world, they had never
been a nation in a land to build a state. They received different treatments by the
hosting societies, but the Irish and the Palestinians have had their own lands, which
are currently lands of conflicts because of colonial Settlement. In this context, it is
greatly important to note that the emergence of nation-state in Europe, after the
gradual decline of the age of empires, has regularly provoked the relationship of
interchangeable colonial interests between the Jews and the British as colonial
powers. The interchangeable colonial interests are guaranteed in the older strategy of
the underlying Zionist colonization. The old strategy, which goes back to the late
nineteenth century, is well explained by the Jewish Rokah of the Jewish National
Fund whom Levine quotes as saying:

“enter into the Arab body and conquer it, to penetrate into all parts of the country from
Dan to Be’er Sheva, on both sides of the Jordan, in every place with the goal of turning
the Arabs into a minority, not expel them. This is the tendency that says we need to
conquer every place possible and not leave it to others” 72

This old strategy has paved the way for the colonial Zionist nation-state that has
required collecting Jews from all over the world to settle in Palestine. The case in
Northern Ireland is different as “Although Ulster can be classified as a dependent
colony, it is the only one in which the settlers are in a majority” 73. Hence, Northern
Ireland can neither be a nation-state for the settler Protestant majority nor for the
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native Catholic minority. This is simply because Northern Ireland is an internal
geographical part of the Irish Island which was partitioned in 1921 into “The
Republic of Ireland (which) occupies 27,136 square miles, slightly more than 80% of
the whole island” 74 while Northern Ireland occupies the other less 20% area.
Mandatory Palestine is an entire geographical area that was to be partitioned in 1947
into two states- Israel and Palestine, but Northern Ireland is an internal province of
the four provinces of Ireland, and which, on the geographical level, is entirely
separated by the ocean from Britain. In this case, it is illogical to establish a nationstate in Northern Ireland which belongs, geographically, to the Republic, whereas it
is politically under the British rule. This fact is consequent to the 1800 Act of Union,
as Thomas Hennessey writes:

One of the enduring features of the Northern Ireland conflict has been the clash
between the claim of the British sovereignty in Ireland and the claim to Irish national
self-determination. In the period 1800-1922, this concerned the Irish Nationalist denial
of any part of the Irish nation, which was deemed to be coterminous with the Island of
Ireland, to be part of the British state of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland…What was to become Northern Ireland became part of the United Kingdom in
1801. Article 1 of the Union with Ireland Act 1800 enacted that the Kingdoms of Great
Britain and Ireland would, from 1 January 1801, and ‘for ever after, be united into one
kingdom, by the name of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.’ The Act of
Union was and remained the legal basis of the British sovereignty in Ireland and has
contested by Nationalists. They demanded the right of Irish national selfdetermination 75.

A nation-state needs land and people to be viably built. Ireland was the target of the
Anglo-Norman immigrants who were deliberately sent to settle there: “AngloNorman statecraft and Vatican geopolitics would act in concert to further AngloNorman imperialism at the expense of the Irish.” 76 The establishment of a homeland
for the Jews in Palestine was also at the expense of the indigenous Palestinians. In
this context, Rubenberg says: “Indeed, the success of the Zionist project in
establishing a sovereign Jewish nation-state on 78 percent of historic Palestine
rendered the Palestinians-Muslim and Christian- dispersed, dispossessed, and
stateless.” 77
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The argument of nation-state in Northern Ireland and Mandatory Palestine is
pertinent to two basic elements: population and geography. Regarding population,
the Protestant majority wants the British sovereignty in Northern Ireland and the
Catholic minority wants reunion with the motherland, Ireland, especially before the
1998 Good Friday Agreement in. And regarding geography, Northern Ireland enjoys
political unity with the United Kingdom of Great Britain and geographical unity with
the whole Island of Ireland .According to the Irish Constitution, says Hennessey,
“Northern Ireland was a part of both the Irish nation and the independent Irish state
formally challenged the right of British sovereignty in Northern Ireland.” 78 But the
nation-state of Mandatory Palestine is pertinent to the establishment of a colonial
nation-state for colonial settlers who have been a minority and have been made the
majority at the expense of the native Palestinians who have been a majority and have
been made a minority. This was never to become historically true but for Britain.
“By the 1930s the British in Palestine were fighting a revolt by Arabs incensed that
their land was to be divided and given to Jews as a homeland.” 79 This comparison
shows how Britain, as a colonial power, has given itself the utter right to divide
countries and create political entities according to its own colonial interests but not
according to respect of nations’ freedoms or rights.
1. 11 Settlement as a Colonial Need in the Conflicts of Palestine and Northern
Ireland
The Russian Jew Ehud Pinsker says: “the homeland should be a piece of land, to be
owned by Jews, from which they could never be exiled” 80. This means that Palestine
was not the only target for the Jews to establish a homeland. There were many other
proposed lands in which to establish a Jewish nation-state. Abu Arafah says that
there were various proposed places to establish the Jewish homeland in. Among
these places were Uganda or Kenya in Africa, Cyprus, Sinai in Asia, and also
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Argentina in Latin America, which witnessed many great attempts to buy lands for
the establishment of Jewish Settlement, where there are some remaining. 81

Unlike Palestine, the Celtic Ireland was targeted by the English, but not the Romans,
who for the “turbulent Irish Sea…and the difficulties of the subduing the equally
tempestuous inhabitants of the then thickly forested Isle to the west, decided not to
attempt to extend their imperium to Ireland” 82. Hence, Ireland was not colonized to
be a homeland for other nation, but to be one of the dependent colonies of the British
Empire. But Palestine was made an independent colony through establishing in it a
homeland for the Zionist colonialists. Mitchell classifies settler colonies into two
types:

Settler colonies are either independent or dependent. This is independent in their status
under international law. The former are controlled by the local settlers through their
own government. The list of independent settler colonies includes El Salvador, Israel,
Paraguay, Rhodesia, South Africa, and Northern Ireland (1920-72). Dependent settler
colonies include Algeria, Angola, the Belgian Congo, Kenya, Madagascar,
Mozambique, Namibia, and Northern Ireland (after March 1972). 83

Palestine was a dependent colony under the British Mandate and since the
establishment of the state of occupation in 1948, it officially became an independent
colony. This state has its own government and has its own independent colony inside its
borders. The government supports, by all possible means, the expansion of the Zionist
Settlement for the benefit of the state of occupation, and settlers support their
Settlement activities for their own benefits. This colonial internal comprehensiveness
makes Palestine an independent colony and space for the state of occupation, Israel.
MacDonald explains how Northern Ireland turned into a dependent colony:

Much of Britain’s problem has been that settlers rather than administrators have
effectively ruled Ireland most of the time. The difference is important. Colonial
administrators generally strive to serve the interest of the home country…Settlers, on
the other hand want to turn the colony to their purpose, not those of the home
country…The home country views the colony as a means to other ends, while settlers
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regard the colony- and especially their control over it- as the inviolable foundation of
their position. 84

Although political changes play pivotal roles in the destiny of colonies- type of them,
their continuation or their dismantling- geographical distance remains the most decisive
role in the destiny of colonies. Northern Ireland’s coastal strategic nature and very close
proximity to England makes it the most important island to be colonized by England.
Coogan says:
…The Norman’s arrival henceforth meant that what happened in, or to, England
affected Ireland, and vice versa. However, though Ireland lay too close to England for
independence, unlike the other Celtic regions of Wales and Scotland, she lay just far
away for complete conquest. The English throne continued with varying degrees of
success to exert its influence in Ireland, through making invasions and settlements. 85

1. 12 Settlement in Palestine and Northern Ireland in the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries
The two Settlement experiences in Palestine and Northern Ireland had been
implemented through stages. Ireland is “Historically, the island [which] consists of four
provinces- Ulster* in north, Leinster in the middle and east, Munster in the south
southwest, and Connaught in the west.” 86

Settlement concentrated in Ulster rather than any other province in Ireland. The active
Settlement process started in 1606, during the reign of King James I of the Stuarts. This
organized plantation is pure colonization that has become known since that time as “The
Plantation of Ulster”. In this sense, Coogan says:

The plantation involved settling both English colonists and Scottish Presbyterians and
Episcopalians on confiscated Irish lands. The planters with the biggest holdings, known
as Undertakers, were forbidden to have Irish tenants. Smaller estate holders, known as
Servitors, were permitted to take Irish tenants, but if they did so, their rents were
increased. The planters’ descendants still live in the area, some of them as keenly aware
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of the dangers, real or imagined, posed by their Catholic neighbors as were their
ancestors during the periods of ferocious warfare involving Protestants and Catholics
which ensued throughout the seventeenth century. 87

Concerning Settlement in Palestine, many factors in Europe have transformed the
Zionist Settlement from sporadic into organized Settlement. The historic humiliation in
Europe against the Jews, since the days of the Byzantine Empire along with the political
events of the seventeenth-and the-nineteenth-century-Europe have steered the mentality
of the Jews to think about themselves as a nation to establish their nation-state. These
events: the French Revolution in 1797 and its slogans for “Fraternity, Equality and
Liberty”, and the support the Jews were granted by the British since the seventeenth
century, the appearance and the rise of the Jewish Enlightenment Movement in Russia,
and imperialism with far-flung colonial interests.

King of Britain, Richard the Lion Heart, suppressed the Jews of Britain during his reign
between 1189 and 1199 as they were suppressed before and after in Europe. Tessler
states that the: “Jews were massacred in France and Germany during the Crusades, and
there were anti-Jewish riots in England during the Middle Ages. In the late thirteenth
century Jews were expelled from England” 88

The seventeenth century witnessed a turning point in favor of the Jews in England,
when during his reign 1653-1658, Oliver Cromwell, encouraged the Jews in England, to
practice their religious rights and financial activities after they had been forbidden from
practicing such activities for more than half a millennium in Europe. In Tessler’s words:
“There were also decrees condemning the Talmud and forbidding Jews to read it, as
well as legislation regulating Jewish dress and residence and restricting Jewish
enterprise more generally.” 89

In the time Cromwell guaranteed Jews’ lives, he massacred Catholics in Ireland during
his campaign in Ireland in August 1649-1653. It is worth remembering that in the
seventeenth century Catholics committed against Protestants crimes, which still have
their consequences until today, and used as pretext of Cromwell’s genocidal acts against
87
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Catholics. The Cromwellian Catholic massacres against Protestants, as regarded by
Coogan,

were magnified for propagandist purposes to justify Cromwell’s subsequent genocide
[against the Catholics]…the Williamite wars-and one battle in particular, that of the Boyne,
in 1690-which followed the butcheries of Cromwell and his generals have been thoroughly
misrepresented subsequently for contemporary political purposes. 90

The seventeenth century can be truly considered the century of rare coincidence. Only,
two major events took place in the mid of the seventeenth century: First, Protestant
immigrations in Ireland increased because of Cromwell’s campaign, and second, the
Messianic movements were activated to renovate the gathering of Jews in Palestine. The
Messianic movements hold a Protestant supportive approach that links between the
nature of colonial Settlement of Protestants in Ireland and Jews in Palestine. Regarding
the Messianic movement, Tessler is read as quoting Silver:

As the year 1648 approached-the Anno Mirabile- the great year heralded by the Zohar
and many subsequent teachers, the national fever amounted. Fantastic hope engulfed
the whole of Israel, from Safad to London, from Morocco to Poland. The rabbis of
Palestine sent an encyclical prayer to be recited at dawn and in the evening in all the
lands of Diaspora. The recitation to be accompanied by lamentation and penance,
asking for the restoration of the Kingdom of David and for the remission of the travail
pangs of the Messianic times. Another pastoral letter was dispatched from Palestine to
the Diaspora, urging upon all men to forgo strife and to cultivate peace and good will,
in the preparation of the imminent arrival of the Messiah. 91

At the level of Northern Ireland, “The Act of Settlement of Ireland in 1653 whose goal
was the massive transfer of land from Irish hands to English hands” 92. Cromwell’s “To
Hell or to Connaught” 93 indicates the first organized transfer against natives in Northern
Ireland, who were forcibly expelled to Connaught and Clare. The Palestinians have
been also expelled out of their own lands to be in the Jews’ hands according to the
Zionist activities that met with the western colonial interests in the Arab region and the
imposing of the Balfour Declaration.
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The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries witnessed transformations in the immigration
route to and from Palestine and Northern Ireland. Full European support was given to
the Jews to gather in the “Promised Land”, Palestine. In 1777, the first Ashkenazim
group immigrated to Palestine and established the Ashkenazim Party for the first time in
Jerusalem, but this has not increased the number of the Jews, especially after the Jewish
immigrations to the USA in 1848. 94 In the same time, Settlement decreased in Northern
Ireland between the years 1717 and 1770s and increased in American colonies because
“Initially, the Ulster Scots Presbyterians were discriminated against under the penal
laws of the eighteenth century, and in Ulster the 1798 rebellion was predominately a
radical Presbyterian rebellion”. 95 Moreover, not only did settlers move out of Ireland,
but also native Irish did. Lyons says:

…between 1780 and 1845 may have taken as one and three-quarter million out of the
country [Ireland]. Some of this was already directed towards Canada and the USA, as many
as 33,000 a year on average may have gone there between 1815 and 1845- but most
followed the easier route to Britain. 96

The immigrations from Ireland was active in the nineteenth century, mainly because of
the Famine and the causes of resentment mentioned above. The nineteenth and
twentieth centuries have carried serious changes of Settlement in Palestine and Northern
Ireland, bringing more complications to the two conflicts.
1. 13 Settlement in Palestine and Northern Ireland in the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries
The second half of the nineteenth century witnessed increase of Jewish immigrations to
Palestine and Protestant settlers to Ireland, especially to Northern Ireland, at the same
time. Jewish immigrations started before Zionism was officially declared as a
movement in the First Zionist Congress, held in Basel, Switzerland, in 1897.
Concerning the early Settlement activities in Palestine, Rubenberg writes:

By the 1870s, immigrant Europeans began to sporadically construct exclusively Jewish
colonies in Palestine. The first settlements were financed by a French Jewish banker-
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baron, Edmund de Rothschild, who purchased lands from absentee landlords for seven
agricultural colonies. 97

Zionism came out of the suppression the Jews underwent in Europe, especially after the
height of the Russian persecution against them in 1881. In the late nineteenth century,
the Jews started to seriously think of immigration to Palestine for Settlement. Their
immigration process was under the patronage of Hovevei Zion (Lovers of Zion), which
was established in the 1880s, as Tessler writes:

Some Russian Jews also began to think about migration of to Palestine during this
period and turned to the ideas being advanced by intellectuals such as Lilienblum and
Pinsker. Much of the initial impetus for action came from student groups, whose young
members argued passionately not only that the Jews must leave Russia but also that the
Jewish people required a national renaissance, and that this could take place only in
Eretz Yisrael. Known collectively as Hovevei Zion (Lovers of Zion), they formed
independent associations in many towns during 1881 and 1882…Chapters of Hovevei
Zion collected money, offered courses in Hebrew and Jewish history, and even
provided instruction in self-defense, all of which was viewed as preparation for
immigration to Palestine. Lovers of Zion also discussed the nature of the Jewish
existence they should seek in Palestine, with some agreeing that a fundamental
restructuring of Jewish society was required and that the Jews should once again
become an agricultural people, thus returning to the land in a double sense. 98

The colonial Zionist Settlement was well-organized in Palestine through the Program of
the First Zionist Congress which mainly adopted that “Zionism aims at the creation of a
home for the Jewish people in Palestine to be secured by public law.” 99 The dangers lay
deep in this Congress that it officially named Palestine to be the home for the Jews, and
moreover, it called upon “The promotion by appropriate means of the Settlement in
Palestine of Jewish farmers, artisans, and manufacturers.” 100 This Congress has
institutionalized Zionism together with the organized colonial Zionist Settlement in
Palestine.

The number of Jewish immigrants to Palestine after 1882, which increased to “50,000
from a pre-1882 total estimated at 24,000” 101 is too small in comparison to the numbers
of Protestant immigrants to Ireland in the second half of the nineteenth century. The
settlers were concentrated in Northern Ireland more than any other province, as Lyons
states:
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In 1861, out of a total of 693,357 ‘Episcopalian Protestants’ (as the Census called them)
nearly two-thirds (417,011) were concentrated in the province of Ulster. The great
majority of the remainder were in Leinster, especially in and around Dublin; in Munster
they numbered 81,000, and in all Connaught only about 40,000. Fifty years later
‘Episcopalian Protestants’ totaled 576,611, of whom nearly 367,000 were in Ulster and
140,000 in Leinster; the figure for Munster had by then dwindled to approximately
51,000, and in Connaught to a mere 19,000. 102

The census referred to above shows distribution of Episcopalian Protestant settlers,
the Presbyterians and Anglicans in the four provinces of Ireland in general and in
Northern Ireland in particular. It shows their increase in the late nineteenth century
and their decrease with the beginning of the twentieth century as “In 1861 Catholics
were 78% of the population and the proportions remained fairly constant up to 192021. For the country as a whole Catholics were (and are) in a large majority.” 103
Regarding the population of Ireland, native Catholics are the majority of the
population which consists of Catholics, and Presbyterian and Anglican settlers. The
1861 census reads:

Catholics accounted for just over three-quarters (77.7 per cent) of a total population of
5,800,000. Fifty years later, in a population which had shrunk to 4,400,000, their
population was 73.9 percent. Of the other denominations, the Anglicans remained the
most numerous throughout that half century (second half of the 19th) comprising
slightly over 693,000 in 1861 and about 577,000 in 1911. Their share of the total
percentage had actually risen from just under twelve to just over thirteen. The only
other Protestant church to rival them in numbers was the Presbyterian, for which the
Census recorded 523,000 in 1861 and a little over 440,500 in 1911, giving it rather
more than nine percent of the total in 1861, and just over ten percent in 1911. 104

In the same period there was an Ottoman census that shows that the Arabs were the
majority of the population in Palestine. Concerning the population distribution in
Palestine in the late nineteenth century, Rubenberg says:

Ottoman census records circa 1860 illustrate the demographic composition of Palestine
prior to organized European Jewish colonization. Out of a total population of 600,000,
69 percent of the inhabitants were Arab, including 80% Muslim, 10% Christian, and
6% Jewish. Armenians, European expatriates, and others accounted for the remaining 4
percent. 105
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This means that there are Palestinian Jews who deny the ethnic purity the Jews claim.
Moreover, it is essential to point to the European, American, Asian, and African Jews,
who most of them immigrated to different countries to get rid of the suppression they
underwent over centuries. For this, the emergence of the Zionist movement has
organized the Jewish immigrations to Palestine, though the majority of them
immigrated to the USA. Regarding this, Abu Arafah observes that between 1905-1914,
more than a million Jews immigrated from Russia. 1,089,237 of them immigrated to the
USA, and 24,068 immigrated to Palestine; and between 1880-1914, two million Jews
immigrated from Russia to the USA and 200,000 to Britain, and 60,000 to Palestine.106
But the Jewish immigrants highly increased in Palestine by 1937 as the Peel
Commission Report states that “About 1,000,000 Arabs are in strife, open or latent, with
some 400,000 Jews.” 107

Records indicate that the number of the Jewish immigrants within the nine years,
between 1905 and 1914, is much higher (more than half a million of two millions) if
compared with their number between the years 1880 and 1905. The Jewish
immigrations were more active in the early 20th century, and most importantly the
strong waves of Jewish immigrations were to the USA and Britain, and the least were to
Palestine. But this, according to Rubenberg, changed in the first half of the twentieth
century: “By 1947, after fifty years of land purchase and settlement efforts, Zionist
owned only 7 percent, or 180,000 hectares, of the total land of the Mandatory
Palestine.” 108

Accumulatively, Settlement in Palestine and Ireland has changed the demographic
distribution between the natives and the settlers, and the tenure of land. Catholics and
Arabs were majorities in Ireland and Palestine entirely, but Settlement made them
minorities in some particular places in their own countries. Regarding Ireland, O’Day
writes that

Although Catholics formed a huge majority overall, they and Protestants were unevenly
distributed. Catholics compromised just under half of the inhabitants of the historic nine
counties of Ulster, a unit larger than present-day Northern Ireland. In Leinster, the next
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most Protestant part of the country, they totaled 86%, almost 94% in Munster, rising to
nearly 95% in Connaught. This pattern of imbalance widens at country level and even
more at sub-country level. Protestants were scattered across the countryside, but they
showed a tendency to cluster in towns” 109

The Jewish immigrants, also, replaced the Arabs in Palestine, especially after the 1948
Nakba ⃰ where hundreds of the Palestinian villages and towns were demolished and most
of their natives were expelled by force from their homeland. As quoted by Tessler, one
reads in Keesing’s Contemporary Archives that, in Palestine:

“Approximately 300,000 Palestinians had already left their homes by the time that
Israel declared its independence. According to UN figures, the number of refugees had
risen to 750,000 by the beginning of 1949 and to 940,000 by June of that year.” 110

1. 14 Britain’s Policy towards Palestine and Northern Ireland in the Twentieth
Century
“There seems to be an agreement among scholars that until about 1870 British policy
was (according to the early Disraeli, for example) not to expand the empire but ‘to
uphold and maintain it and to protect it from disintegration’.” 111 Several studies show
that Britain, which controlled numerous areas throughout the world, had not thought
in the late nineteenth century of colonizing new areas in the world, but continuing the
colonial settlement policy that had started in the seventeenth century. Hence, it is
remarkable that there was a coincidence between the non-expansion British policy
and the Program of the First Zionist Congress, which stressed the Jewish Settlement
in Palestine. This demands to get rid of the native Arabs of Palestine. In this respect,
Rubenberg says:

Prior to 1947, there was a half-century of plans, policies, preparations, and actions to
empty Palestine of Palestinians. Moreover, the concept and practice of transfer…is
grounded in the very basis of Zionism-a Jewish state, a state of the Jewish people (as
compared to a state wherein national citizenship inheres from birthright). The
fundamental function of the Jewish state is to serve as a place for the in-gathering of
world Jewry (codified in the Law of Return). Zionist leaders were virtually unanimous
in believing that Zionism, if the indigenous inhabitants were allowed to remain, could
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not succeed in establishing a homogenous Jewish state and fulfill its imperative of
absorbing the expected influx of Jewish immigrants. 112

Catholics in Ireland suffered a lot from the colonial settlers, as they were forcibly
expelled from their ancestral lands. They found themselves defenseless and enforced to
immigrate. In addition to colonial settler’s atrocities, the Irish emigrated from their
motherland to survive from the famine. In this sense, Lyons states:

It was rather that this hatred, this bitterness, this resentment were carried overseas, and
especially to America, by nearly four million Irish men, women and children who left
their homeland, decade by decade and year by year in the half century after the Famine.
The political consequences of this unending exodus of a permanently antagonized
population were literally incalculable, but the most fundamental effect is plain to be
seen. 113

Britain was the common colonial power in Palestine and Ireland, and its policy was the
same against the colonized Irish and the Palestinians. The Irish and the Palestinian
resistance movements were always suppressed. Regarding resistance in Palestine, the
Peel Commission Report states that “Among its major findings were the conclusion that
the disturbances of 1936 had been caused by ‘the desire of Arabs for national
independence” and by their hatred and fear of the establishment of the Jewish National
Home’.” 114 The Palestinian resistance in 1920s and 1930s was suppressed by Britain, as
Rubenberg says:

The Palestinians resisted Zionist encroachment, whereas the Zionists, backed by the
British, crushed the rebellions. There were minor Palestinian uprisings in 1920, 1921,
1929, and 1933, culminating in a major revolt that lasted from 1936 through
1939…British suppression of the uprising was brutal and oppressive. 115

The British practiced the same oppressive policy against the Irish uprisings that were in
Ireland; “There were clashes in 1835, 1843, 1857, 1864, 1872, 1880, 1884, 1886, 1898,
1920-22, 1935, and 1964.” 116 In native-settler conflicts there is a continuous resistance
against the colonial oppression, and this fact is obviously seen in the conflicts in
Palestine and Northern Ireland.
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The Irish resistance never disappeared though it went through periods of calm, but it
was growing in the second half of the nineteenth century, when James Stephens created
the Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB) in 1858 as an Irish resistance body. IRB
became after World War I the “Sinn Fein” (We Ourselves) with its military wing, the
Irish Republican Army-IRA, headed by Michael Collins, who was “regarded as the
father of urban guerrilla warfare for his work in building up an underground intelligence
network which defeated the British secret service, the IRA ultimately brought the
British to the conference table”. 117 The IRA guerrilla war enforced the British to come
to negotiations in 1921. Negotiations resulted into the Partition of Ireland in 1921,
which made Ireland two separate political entities: the Republic of Ireland, having
independence within the Commonwealth, and Northern Ireland under the British rule. In
this context, Coogan says:

Under pressure from both the IRA and public opinion, particularly American public
opinion, the British moved to meet the conflicting claims of Orange and Green by
partitioning Ireland. Firstly, under the terms of the Government of Ireland Act, 1920,
the Unionists were given a Parliament in Belfast to rule over their portion, the six
counties in which they predominated, that part of Northern Ireland that is today
erroneously known as ‘Ulster’ ” 118

The Irish political and military leaderships imposed their existence on the political
decision-making of their homeland on the British government, though the partition
solution was disastrous from the Irish national point of view. The partition of Palestine
was imposed on Arabs who rejected it, but the partition of Ireland was made by a joint
decision, between the IRA and the British government, and the IRA was divided
between pro and anti-partition. Regarding this, Mowat writes:

Collins accepted dominion status in return for Lloyd George promise- which was surely
in part deceitful- that Ulster’s boundaries would be so contracted by the award of a
Boundary Commission that it would almost certainly have to join Southern Ireland in
order to survive. In any case Collins had by now, as a result of his rapid political
education in London, come to a decision fateful for the negotiations, for Ireland, and for
his life. It was to accept the empire, and Ireland as a dominion within it. 119

The partition of Palestine in 1947 was made by the UN, and this was a sincere
interpretation to the British double-standard policy that suppressed the Palestinians in
favor of its colonial interests. Rubenberg says:
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On November 29, 1947 contrary to the wishes of the indigenous population, the UN
General assembly, under strong US pressure, approved UN resolution 181. It called for
the division of Palestine into a Jewish state and a Palestinian state and stipulated that
Jerusalem was to be a corpus separatum. 120

Britain deliberately handed the ‘Palestine problem’ to the United Nations after the
approval of the UN resolution 181 which declared the establishment of two states: a
Jewish state on 55% of Palestine and an Arab state on 45% of Palestine. The resolution
was partially implemented as the state of occupation, Israel, was established, whereas
the Arabs rejected it. In this regard, Tessler says that the Arabs

…adhered to their long-held position that Palestine was an integral part of the Arab
world and that from the beginning its indigenous inhabitants had opposed the creation
in their country of a Jewish national home. They also insisted that the United Nations, a
body created and controlled by the United States and Europe, had no right to grant the
Zionists any portion of their territory. In what was to become a familiar Arab charge,
they insisted that the Western world was seeking to slave its conscience for the
atrocities of the war and was paying its own debt to the Jewish people with someone
else’s land. 121

It is important here to focus on the method of the partition of Ireland and the method of
the partition of Palestine, which both have something in common. In the two cases the
American role is there; in Ireland there was a pressure by the “American public
opinion” whereas in the case of Palestine, it was an official American pressure on the
UN. Due to the 1922 Anglo-Irish Agreement, Ireland was partitioned into the South or
the Republic of Ireland, established on the 26 counties of the three provinces of
Leinster, Munster, and Connaught, but Northern Ireland [Ulster] stays under the British
rule. This happened through negotiation between the IRA and the British government,
but unlike Palestine, whose natives were fully ignored by the new great powers that
appeared after World War II.

Moreover, a result of the partition of Ireland was “the south and south-western parts of
the country were ultimately hived off into a Roman Catholic-dominated Irish Free
State…This state evolved into today’s Republic of Ireland.” 122 The establishment of the
Republic of Ireland has not solved the problem yet, though one of the national
principles of the IRA is all-Ireland republic. It should be mentioned that a split-off
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happened in the IRA after the partition; the group by Collins was pro-the Anglo-Irish
Agreement, but the dissenters by Eamon de Valera opposed it. This can be clearly
observed in the following statement declared by the IRA:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

We, the undersigned officers of the IRA, realize the gravity of the position in Ireland,
and appreciate the fact that, if the present drift is maintained, a conflict of comrades is
inevitable; we hereby declare that this would be the greatest calamity in Irish history
and would leave Ireland broken for generations.
To avert this catastrophe, we believe that a closing of the ranks is necessary. We
suggest to all leaders, army and political, and to all citizens and soldiers of Ireland, the
advisability of a union of forces on the basis of the acceptance and utilization of our
present national position in the best interests of Ireland; we require that nothing shall be
done that would prejudice our position or dissipate our forces. We feel on this basis
alone can the situation best be faced, viz.:
The acceptance of the fact, admitted by all sides, that the majority of the people of
Ireland are willing to accept the Treaty.
An agreed election with a view to
Forming a Government which will have the confidence of the whole country.
Army unification on the above basis. 123

The partition plans broke each of Ireland and Palestine into two parts. Unlike the Irish
people and the IRA who consequently became divided, the Palestinian people remained
undivided in the face of the partition. The Arabs, even, remained undivided in the face
of the two proposals that called for either a bi-national federal political government for
Jews and Arabs or the two-state solution.

Regarding the partitioned Palestine, the indigenous people were treated exactly as
indigenous people of Northern Ireland, who became under the British rule. Both peoples
experienced the exodus, transfer, humiliation, dispossession of lands, and continuous
suppression against resistance. The relationship that still dominates the political arena in
the two conflicts is “Expressed in the crudest terms it was an elemental conflict between
the former owners of the land and those who had dispossessed them and reduced them
to the tenants or laborers.” 124 This brings back the Settlement issue to the scene, as the
dispossession of the Palestinians was for the benefit of the Zionist Settlement. It is
worth noting to quote Rubenberg’s:

Theodor Herzl, the founder of the political Zionism…spoke about the necessity of
displacement and transfer from what would become the Jewish state. “We shall try to spirit
the penniless population across the border by procuring for it employment in the transit
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countries…Both the process of expropriation [of land] and the removal of the poor must be
carried out discreetly and circumspectly”. 125

All these facts and dramatic developments for qualitative Settlement in Palestine and
Northern Ireland, from the beginning of invasions and occupation to resistance and
armed insurrections, could lead smoothly to study a new stage, concerning the armed
struggle in the two conflicts.
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2. Chapter Two: The Conflicts in Palestine and
Northern Ireland: Religious or Political?
Many are the arguments whether the conflict in Northern Ireland or the occupied
Palestine is political or religious. This chapter shows how Palestine is the cradle of
Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, and the conflict there takes the shape of Judaism
versus Islam and Christianity. But in Northern Ireland, Christianity is the only
dominating religion whose doctrine, Catholicism, is the oldest that was overpowered by
its new doctrine, Protestantism.

The believers of one religion, in the studied areas, do not fight to make the believers of
the other religion or doctrine convert to their own religion, but they fight for land
ownership. This means that land is the aim to own but not which religion to domain.
2. 1 The Conflicts in Palestine and Northern Ireland Are Not Basically Religious
Conflicts
Many scholars believe, directly or indirectly, that the conflicts in Palestine and Northern
Ireland are religious; but ruminating over specific information concerning this
argumentative point, it seems that these two conflicts are not basically religious.
Religion has sensitive and sturdy role in influencing people and driving them
instinctively to fight in the name of religion. Due to religion’s high sensitive status in
people, it is easier to consider “religion” as “qualifier” for these two conflicts. This
refers to the aggressions committed by the conflicting believers of religions.

The three main divine religions exist in Palestine and Northern Ireland. In Palestine,
Islam and Christianity are for the Arab Palestinians, and Judaism for the Jews. In
Northern Ireland, there are religious beliefs related to the same religion, Christianity.
Eastern and western Christians believe in the same prophet, Jesus Christ; but they have
different beliefs. Moreover, Western Christians themselves, also, differ in their religious
beliefs and customs. At the level of Ireland, Coogan highlights some of such
differences, by saying:
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Unlike the Roman customs of leaving the skull bare, surrounded by a fringe of hair, the
Irish monks tonsured themselves at the front. They also calculated Easter as occurring
on a different date to that favored by their Roman-influenced counterparts. 126

In the past, the Arab Palestinian Muslims and Christians and the Palestinian Jews lived,
peacefully together, in Palestine enjoying their own religious freedoms. Palestine, which
is mainly a triple-religion country, has become a land of two conflicting parties: the one
is the Arab Muslims and Christians and the other is the Zionist Jewish immigrants, who
have occupied Palestine in 1948 after a long and organized Settlement. “In both Israel
and Northern Ireland, religious cleavages are secondary to, but clearly exacerbate,
conflicts on fundamental and existential questions.” 127 Regarding this, it is highly
considerable to provide evidences that refute the idea that conflicts in Palestine and
Northern Ireland are basically religious:
2. 1. 1 Colonial Expansion

Ireland and Palestine were occupied for colonial expansion but not for spreading the
occupiers’ religions. Both were ceded by colonial powers to colonists. Concerning the
Catholic Ireland, Ireland was ceded by a papal order to the Rome-influenced-England
before the emergence of Protestantism in 1559 in England. In this sense Coogan states:

As a result of direct anti-Irish lobbying with Pope Adrian IV, an Englishman, by his
compatriot, the celebrated philosopher and clerical diplomat John of Salisbury,
Salisbury was later able to write with accuracy: “In response to my petition the Pope
granted and donated Ireland to the illustrious king of Ireland, Henry…” 128

In parallel, Palestine was also ceded by the British foreign minister Arthur Balfour
through a letter to Lord Rothschild stating the establishment of “a national home for the
Jewish people in Palestine”. Religiously speaking, a western Christian English
statesman, Balfour, ceded the Jews a piece of land to settle and establish their nationstate in. This was not in the name of religion, but for colonial expansion.
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The questions here are: how can Christianity meet with Judaism with reference to the
Jews’ aggression against Jesus Christ? Was Balfour a charismatically influencing
religious man or a politician, who had the extraordinary authority to raze a deeplyrooted hatred between Christians and Jews? If Balfour was against Muslims in
Palestine, was he, as a Christian, against Palestinian Christians who believe in the same
religion, Christianity? In my opinion, there is only one answer to such questions: the
interchangeable colonial interests through planting a permanent Jewish entity in the
center of the Arab world. In this sense, Neżam Barakat says that

…the idea of settling the Jews in Palestine was, basically, connected with a group of
colonial leaders who saw that the Settlement serves their expanding and colonial aims,
especially Britain and France, who were looking forward controlling the Arab world
that time. 129

The French Picot and the British Sykes, Balfour and Lloyd George were the main
colonial leaders whose colonial plans were implemented in dividing the historic
Palestine: Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Mandated Palestine between the Catholic France
and the Protestant Britain. This kind of division proves that Britain and France were
competing with each other for their own colonial expansion but not for the expansion of
their Christian beliefs.

Lloyd George was the prominent British politician who dealt with the issues pertaining
to Palestine and Ireland in the same time. He was the one who fully supported the
implementation of the Balfour Declaration and he himself suppressed the Irish Easter
Rising of 1916, before realizing the right of the Irish to independence. British colonial
policies in Palestine and Ireland were interlinked and connected with the change in the
balance of powers after the First World War. Lloyd George realized that Britain was
facing a new strong military power and Britain was in dire need to gain the support of
the Jews and, in the same time, settle the situation in Ireland. Regarding the British
policy towards the Jews, it is significant to quote Lloyd George’s words delivered in
1936, at the House of Commons:

It was at one of the darkest periods of the war that Mr. Balfour first prepared his
Declaration. At the time the French Army had mutinied; the Italian Army was at the eve
of collapse; America has hardly started preparing in earnest. There was nothing left but
Neżam Mahmoud Barakat. (1988) The Israeli Settlement in Palestine: between Theory and
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129
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Britain confronting the most powerful military combination that the world had ever
seen. It was important for us to seek every legitimate help that we could get. The
Government came to the conclusion, from information received from every part of the
world, that it was very vital that we should have the sympathies of the Jewish
community…We certainly had no prejudices against the Arabs because at that moment
we had hundreds of thousands of troops fighting for Arab emancipation from the Turk.
Under these conditions, and with the advice they received, the Government decided that
it was desirable for us to secure the sympathy and cooperation of the most remarkable
community, the Jews, throughout the world. They were helpful to us in America to a
very large extent; and they were helpful even in Russia at that moment because Russia
was just about to walk out and leave us alone. Under these conditions, we propose this
to our allies. France, Italy, and the United States accepted it…The Jews, with all
influence they possessed, responded nobly to the appeal that was made. 130

Lloyd George’s words above, and his political decision to negotiate with the Irish
Republican Army to settle the situation in Ireland after the eruption of the 1916 Easter
Rising, indicate that Britain, politically and militarily, was obliged to negotiate with the
IRA and offered the 1921 Treaty. Lyons, in this regard, says:
If the Irish resistance was to be seriously tackled, then, 80,000, perhaps even 100,000,
troops would be needed. It was not surprising, therefore, that efforts to achieve a truce
should have be redoubled, and that Lloyd George and at least some of his colleagues
should at last have begun to realize that what they had been fighting was not just a
murder-gang, but a formidable movement. The aim for which that movement fought, an
independent Irish republic, was still as unacceptable to British eyes as ever. 131

The British policies in the early twentieth century in Palestine and Northern Ireland
strongly prove that the conflicts there were based on purely colonial interests and had
no religious grounds at all. Such colonial interests have formed the impetus of the idea
of the Zionist Settlement in Palestine. The idea of the Zionist Settlement “was”,
according to Barakat,

mixed with a package of ideas offered by Jewish bourgeois leaders, who found that they
implement their economic and investment interests in the Arab world, and showed their
readiness to fund Settlement by poor Jews in Palestine. In the end, the role of religion
comes when Rabies and Jewish religious men were recruited to formulate an
influencing power on the Jews to settle in Palestine. 132

One can conclude that religion comes at the last position in the idea of the Zionist
Jewish Settlement in Palestine; the first is the confluence between the Zionist and
British colonial interests, the second is the Zionist Jewish economic investment interests
and the third is religion that is used to help in the success of colonial interests. This
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clearly shows that religion does not have the upper authority in the conflicts of Palestine
and Northern Ireland, but it is used by the Jews and the British to serve their colonial
policies. The Pope implemented the petition delivered by the philosopher and clerical
diplomat John of Salisbury. This illuminates that religion is abused to be a servant of
politics to maintain colonial interests, but never politics is used to be the servant of
religion for religious purposes.

Pope Alexander III, the successor of Adrian IV, continued the same papal policy
towards Ireland, but this was not the only reason in colonizing Ireland. Treachery, as
Coogan reveals, has its strong role:

One of the ironies of history is that Salisbury’s initiative on behalf of Anglo-Norman
imperialism was given its final successful impetus by an Irishman, Diarmuid
MacMurchada, King of Leinster, who invited the help of Henry II in putting down his local
enemies. After much parleying and delay a party of Norman knights and their followers
arrived on the Wexford coast in 1169, capturing the major cities in the area, Waterford and
Wexford, and eventually gaining control of Dublin…MacMurchada to this day is execrated
by some in Ireland for thus initiating both the “eight hundred years of British oppression”
and its corollary. 133

This means that the Irish MacMurchada’s invitation to King Henry II is purely for
maintaining authority and getting rid of his rivals in Ireland, but not for the sake of
Christianity. Onwards, the seed of involving religion in politics started to take place. To
look into Coogan’s words, is really note-worthy:

By the time of the Norman invasions of Ireland in 1169 the effect of such controversies [the
differences between the Irish monks and the Roman-influenced monks] had been
heightened and added by reports that Irish Christianity had wandered into barbarity, far
from the path aspired to by the Georgian reformers favored by Rome. 134

2. 1. 2 Land as a Basic Requirement for Homeland

The question of land represents the main cornerstone in the conflicts in Palestine and
Northern Ireland. Palestine was not the specified land that the old and most prominent
Jewish thinkers considered to establish their national homeland in. In his AutoEmancipation: An Appeal to His People by a Russian Jew, the Russian-Polish Jewish
133
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writer Leo Pinsker did not specify Palestine for the Jewish homeland. Regarding this,
Tessler observes that “Although Palestine was a less central focus of Pinsker’s thinking,
he embraced Jewish nationalism and pleaded for Jewish self-determination. The Jews
should establish a national home, preferably, in Palestine, but elsewhere if
necessary.” 135 Uganda or Kenya in Africa, Cyprus, Sinai in Asia, and also Argentina in
Latin America were, as Abu Arafah says, the lands offered to the Jews. 136 The main aim
was to find a solution for the Jewish question regardless of the place. “The founder of
the political Zionism, Theodor Herzl, was originally a “territorialist” rather than a
Zionist. When writing The Jewish State in 1895, he was indifferent as to whether the
state to be established in Argentina or Palestine. 137 In the same context, Abu Arafah
says: “Herzl comments that there are two places taken into consideration: Palestine and
Argentina, and in both important colonial experiences have taken place. And about
which is better, Herzl asked: shall we choose Palestine or Argentina? We will take what
is given to us.” 138

The above information, voiced out by the well-known Zionists afterwards and used by
writers, confirms that the main Zionist aim was to establish a homeland for the Jews to
build up the “World Jewry” in someplace to be the Jewish homeland, but not
particularly in Palestine. For this, the Jews were financially supported to build up their
settlements in Argentina, not only in Palestine. To demonstrate this point directly,
“Moses Montefiore supported the first settlements, and particularly Baron Rothschild
who paid 40 million francs to Jewish settlers in Palestine…while Hersch financed the
settlers in Argentina.” 139

Located in Latin America, Argentina is not an Arab Muslim country, but a Western
Christian country. It is significant here to remember that despite the incident of the
“Masada complex” ⃰ happened only in Palestine, not in Argentina or any other proposed
place, Zionist leaders were thinking of establishing the “Jewish homeland” in whatever
135
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place offered to them. This is a compelling fact that drives mind to the belief that the
conflict in Palestine is not basically religious. “Most religious Jews”, according to
Mitchell, “rejected Zionism” 140 and the religious Zionism appeared after the 1967,
while the Labor Zionism and the Revisionist Zionism are the early types of Zionism that
stetted the Zionist Settlement in Palestine. Regarding this, Mitchell writes:

The major immigration to Palestine occurred in the 1930s when the rise of Hitler in
Germany led to mass emigration from Germany and Poland. The Jewish population of
the Yishuv had quadrupled from 84,000 in 1922 to around 400,000 in 1937. Most of
these Jews were middle-class professionals or merchants who settled in the cities. They
had different interests and beliefs from the earlier socialist Zionists who emigrated from
Russia and Poland. These various beliefs formed the immigrants into three major belief
systems or ideologies: Labor Zionism, Revisionist Zionism, and Religious Zionism.
Labor Zionists believed in practical Zionism: the establishment of facts upon the
ground through the establishment of settlements throughout Palestine and the creation
of a Jewish economy run along social democratic lines. The Labor Zionists started
settling Palestine before the Balfour Declaration and believed that the Jewish presence
in Palestine led to the Declaration rather than vice versa…The Revisionist Zionists, led
by Ze’ev Jabotinsky, believed in political Zionism: the attainment of sovereignty
though diplomacy and the development of military might…Jabotinsky claimed that like
Herzl he believed in monism: the idea of pure Zionism without adulterating it with
other beliefs like socialism, fascism, or Orthodox Judaism. The Religious Zionists were
not a major actor in Israel until after the June 1967 war when they became the sponsor
of the Gush Emunim settlement group. Gush Emunim’s belief system was a
combination of the practical Zionism of the Labor Zionists, the territorial maximalism
of the Revisionists, and the messianic beliefs of the National Religious Party. In 1967 a
“new Zionism” arose which came to power in 1977. 141

Hence, how can the conflict, in Palestine, be religious while the Religious Zionism
appeared seven decades later of both Labor Zionism and Revisionist Zionism? The
different types of Zionism prove that the conflict in Palestine is a colonial settlerconflict that needed Jewish demographic expansion, economic development, modernity
to change the scene, and military power to provide settlers with defense and at the end
Judaism appeared to give teeth to Zionist Settlement. The conflict in Palestine recently
has been given the “religious” stamp since the Zionist Settlement is connected with
Judaism but not with the Israeli nationality.

Religion is one of the “human sciences” that have, all together, led to the ongoing
conflicts in Palestine and Northern Ireland. Thus, religion must neither be studied apart
of the whole thesis nor given exclusive attention. To substantiate this view, the
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following quotation shows that the conflict in Ireland was at all levels- social,
economic, demographic, and religious:

The tensions in Irish life were not, of course, solely racial and religious. Parallel in the
clash between Irish and Anglo-Irish, between Catholics and Protestant, went also an
economic rivalry which was itself deeply intertwined with the ethnic and denominational
divisions in Irish society. From the time of the Norman Conquest in the twelfth century- or
more recently, at least from the Cromwellian and Williamite confiscations of the
seventeenth- there had been an economic aspect to the Irish question. Expressed in the
crudest terms it was an elemental conflict between the former owners of the land and those
who had disposed them and reduced them to the tenants or laborers. 142

This shows clearly that the conflict in Northern Ireland, since its very beginning, is not
basically religious, but it is the conflict between the native and the colonist, which is the
same pivot of the conflict in Palestine. History does not turn an eye of the Anglican’s
discrimination against the Presbyterians although they got again united against the
Home Rule ⃰ issue. Coogan says:
Politically, the experience of the Presbyterians- who, because they too were discriminated
against by the Anglicans, though to a lesser extent than the Catholics, had thrown in their
lot with the Catholics during the 1798 rebellion- had been so traumatic that Anglicans and
Presbyterians now formed a united front on the Union against their Nationalist and Catholic
neighbors on the Home Rule issue. 143

The colonists themselves turned against themselves and became dissenters when the
colonial interests were not equally distributed among the colonists. Although the Scots
Presbyterians were the majority of the settlers, they felt discriminated for long times and
got united with the native Catholics, who shared with them the same discrimination. In
this sense, O’Day writes:

A large body of Protestants were Presbyterians. They were heavily concentrated in
Ulster, where Presbyterianism was the largest element within the Protestant community.
Presbyterians and other Dissenters formed a third or middle stratum, wedged between a
mass of relatively poor Catholics and a comparatively small but affluent and privileged
body of Episcopalians. 144
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The Presbyterians and native Catholics stayed unified until the late nineteenth century
when the Presbyterians opposed the first Home Rule. If the conflict in Northern Ireland
was truly religious, why, then, were the colonists not equals? And why did they unite
with the Catholics, while they were the defenders of Protestantism? This means that the
colonists did not fight for religion, but for power and authority. What Mitchell says, in
this context, is of considerable significance:

When Ireland was colonized in the seventeenth century, it was colonized by both
Englishmen and Scotsmen…The Protestant ascendancy was Anglo-Irish and Church of
Ireland. Initially, the Ulster-Scots Presbyterians were discriminated against under the
penal laws of the eighteenth century, and in Ulster the 1798 rebellion was
predominantly a radical Presbyterian rebellion. The rebellion in Ulster was confined to
northern and central Co. Down and southern Co. Antrim. Many Presbyterians in the
newborn (1795) Orange Order fought in the defense of the state. When the first home
rule crisis began in 1886, the two ethnic groups were solidly united. 145

This is what exactly happened among the Jews themselves when the colonial Jewish
Settlement started to take place in Palestine. Two different groups of the Jews emerged:
the one is the Zionist Jewish group, and the other is the anti-Zionist group, Neturei
Karta, which is a group split off from the dominant political party Agudat Yisrael,
established in 1912 in Eastern Europe and commonly known as Aguda, which rejects
the modern Zionist. Tessler writes, in this regard:

Aguda remained outside the Zionist Organization, and in the Yishuv it also placed itself
apart from the Knesset Israel. As noted, Aguda’s general opposition to modern political
Zionism was based on religious grounds. Its members believed that only upon the
arrival of the Messiah would the Jewish people be reestablished in the Promised Land,
and for this Jews must wait with patience and faith. 146

The disagreement between the Jews themselves about the establishment of the State of
occupation, Israel, and Zionism explicitly interprets that the conflict in Palestine is not
basically religious. Concerning the split-off that inflicted Christianity, it is apt here to
observe that Protestantism appeared in England in the 16th century ــfour centuries after
the Norman invasions of Ireland. Martin Luther’s Reformation, in 1517, reached many
European countries, including England. The Reformation was in protest against the
papal abuses summed up in the sale of indulgences; but in England, it was for pure
political reasons. In The New Caxton Encyclopedia, one reads:
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The Reformation in England was a singular affair. Occasioned by King Henry VIII’s
determination to get a divorce from Catherine of Aragon, it was in the first instance wholly
political, involving no more than the rejection of papal authority. Unlike the changes in
other countries, it was carried through by acts of Parliament from 1532 onwards. 147

It is note-worthy that the Protestant Oliver Cromwell’s Commonwealth was a
replacement to the Protestant monarchy in England. This clarifies that religion does not
have any room, in the political arena in England itself, and the same is applicable to the
colonized Ireland. Thus, when Protestantism is against Protestantism, then how to claim
that the conflict in the Catholic Northern Ireland is religious?!

In the end, and after providing the maximum proofs and presenting the arguments held
above, it gets crystal clear that the conflicts in Palestine and Northern Ireland are not
basically religious, but religion is one ـــthough in most cases marginal ـــof the
components of these two conflicts. The point that should be mainly focused on is the
colonial Settlement and its corollary.

Based on the hatred between the native and the colonist, there are rivalries at several
levels- economic, social, religious, etc. Accumulatively, confrontation dominates
political life, leading in the end to armed struggle between conflicting parties. This takes
us to the beginning of the liberation movements in Palestine and Northern Ireland,
including “the armed struggle.”

2. 2 Nationalism and Liberation in Palestine and Northern Ireland

Political awareness among colonized nations has a mighty influence on the public
attitude towards the growing of their national feeling to liberate themselves and their
lands from the colonial powers. Nationalism is basically based on a well-mature
political community that realizes the moment of liberation. The early twentieth century
is labeled with the national reform in many western and Arab countries, including
Ireland and Palestine. To quote Said, in this sense, is significant:
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Within the nationalist revival, in Ireland and elsewhere, there were two distinct political
moments, each with its own, imaginative culture, the second unthinkable without the
first. The first was a pronounced awareness of European and Western culture as
imperialism; this reflexive moment of consciousness enabled the African, Caribbean,
Irish, Latin American, or Asian citizen to assert the end of Europe’s cultural claim to
guide and/or instruct the non-European or non-mainland individual...The second more
openly liberationist moment occurred during the dramatically prolonged Western
imperial mission after World War Two in various colonial regions, principally Algeria,
Vietnam, Palestine, Ireland, Guinea, and Cuba. Whether in the Indian constitution, or in
statements of Pan-Arabism and Pan-Africanism, or in its particularist forms such as
Pearse’s Gaelic or Senghor’s negritude, conventional nationalism was revealed to be
both insufficient and crucial, but only as a first step. Out of this paradox comes the idea
of liberation 148

Nationalism is closely connected with liberation of both Man and land from colonists.
The Irish and Palestinian nationalisms have appeared when liberation movements broke
out against the colonists in Europe and Arab countries in general. The European
nationalism was connected with the establishment of nation-state resulted from the
demise of European empires, but the Arab nationalism was connected with the refusal
of the great western powers’ colonialism after the demise of the Ottoman Empire.
Palestinian people and the Irish have shared ethnic traditions and new nationalisms:
ethnic traditions in terms of protecting their own traditions, heritages and languages, as
national elements of identity, to protect them from loss, and new nationalism in terms of
their struggle for liberation from their colonizers. Kevin Bean depicts what ethnic, or
eastern, and new nationalisms are:

…the ‘Eastern’, ‘ethnic’ tradition was rooted in the concept of the ethnos, a community
of fate which defines the ‘nation’ in terms of ‘primordial’ elements such as language,
culture, tradition and race. With its stress on the Volk, this ‘Eastern’ tradition stressed
the irrational and given nature of national identity…In the literature of contemporary
nationalism studies, ‘new nationalism’ refers to a wave of regionalist, autonomist and
separatist movements that represent, in varying degrees, a revolt of the marginalized
and the peripheral against the center and the metropolis. 149

Nationalism emerged earlier in Ireland than in Palestine, but peaked in the early
twentieth century. Nationalisms in Palestine and Northern Ireland can, also, be labeled
as political since the question of independence is the key issue to state-building, and the
national and political issues are undividable. At the level of nationalism in Palestine,
Tessler writes:
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The Palestinians do possess a sense of political community built, in part, on bonds and
experiences that make them unique, including centuries of life in their ancestral
homeland, their particular response to currents of reform in the nineteenth century, and
subsequent confrontations with Zionism and European imperialism. Accordingly, their
political identity is defined by membership not only in the Arab nation but in the
Palestinian nation as well; they regard themselves as Arabs and embrace without
reservation the heritage of the entire Arabic-speaking world, but they also affirm their
specificity and place emphasis on factors that set them apart from, as well as tie them
to, other Arab peoples. Nevertheless, important as are these latter considerations, they
did not come together to create and define a sense of Palestinian peoplehood, or
nationalism, until the beginning of the present century. 150

2. 3 Nationalism and Political Awareness in the Palestinian and Northern Ireland
Questions

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the Jews were searching for an
identity and were also building up an awareness among the “World Jewry” for the sake
of Zionism. Napoleon Bonaparte’s Jewish Proclamation, prepared in 1799 and planned
to be announced from inside Jerusalem, proves that Bonaparte was the first European
emperor who raised the question of Jewish nationalism and tackled the “World Jewry”.
Bonaparte’s words “Israelites, unique nation, whom, in thousands of years, lust of
conquest and tyranny have been able to be deprived of their ancestral lands, but not of
name and national existence!” 151 show that Jewish nationalism has primarily and
originally been a French idea that goes in line with the French Revolution principles.
Heikal analytically deals with the Bonaparte’s Jewish Proclamation as saying:

When Bonaparte became emperor of France, Egypt was still representing, in his
accounts, the most important country in the world, and the idea of establishing Jewish
national homeland was controlling him. For this, he called for the convening of Jewish
Assembly, The Grand Sanhedrin in 1807, attended by the principal Jewish notables of
all Europe and their most famous rabbis, was to “reunite the Jewish nation” as he
said. 152

However, it must be always remembered that Jewish nationalism is completely against
the French Revolution principles as it is, simply, in conflict with the Palestinian
resisting nationalism. The Jewish nationalism is a colonially-produced nationalism,
whereas Palestinian and Irish nationalisms are anti-colonial nationalisms. The
progression of the Jewish occupying nationalism, embodied in Palestine in the twentieth
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century, has created the rising of the Palestinian resisting nationalism in the late
nineteenth century. Rubernberg clarifies how the Palestinian national awareness has
created national resistance against the Jewish immigrants:

In 1893, Tahir al-Hussayni, mufti of Jerusalem and a respected Palestinian leader,
began to publicly express concerns about the threat embedded in Zionist efforts to buy
land and enlarge the Jewish population through mass immigration. By the turn of the
century [nineteenth century], Zionist colonization efforts became systematic,
methodical, and internationally organized. 153

Any positive change that could happen to any national question requires national
awareness among the public. The Irish national awareness was increasing and the Irish
national resistance peaked against the British colonist in the twentieth century. About
the phases of the Irish nationalism, Lyons writes:

The Irish did not change the question between the Famine and the war of independence
any more than they had changed it between the Union and the Famine. The “national
demand” as it is used to be called, remained in essence what Wolf Tone had declared it
to be as long ago as 1791, “to break the connection with England, the never-failing
source of all our political evils”. It is true that men differed in the nineteenth century, as
they have continued to differ in the twentieth, about how complete the break should be,
or more precisely, perhaps, about how far the full separatist ideal was practicable. But
whether they took their stand on the rock of the republic, or were prepared to settle for
repeal of the Union and some form of Home Rule based upon a reanimated Irish
Parliament, they were emphatic that the first step towards real independence was to
recover for Irishmen the right to control their own affairs. 154

As the Irish became aware of the source of their “political evils”, they succeeded in
gaining influencing international support, especially from the US, for their national
independence. This was exactly with the colonially-supported Zionist movement which
achieved its colonial Zionist project, the establishment of the Jewish nation-state in
Palestine, after the Jews in the Diaspora have been transformed into a nation. This drove
the Jews to promptly accept the Partition plan as a main step towards their political
future. According to Chomsky, Ben Gurion wrote to his son that “a partial Jewish state
is not the end, but only the beginning…I am certain that we will not be prevented from
settling in the other parts of the country.” 155
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The emergence of national resistance in the twentieth century in Palestine resulted from
the moment of the growing national consciousness against the armed settler
immigrations that climaxed in the nineteenth century. In this regard, Rubenberg says:

The Zionists accepted the plan (with reservations, as it fell far short of their territorial
objectives), whereas the Palestinians rejected it. An intercommunal war immediately
erupted. The Zionists were organized, highly trained, and equipped with heavy weapons,
whereas the Palestinians were exhausted and disorganized from three decades of resistance,
leaderless (attributable to British imprisonment and expulsion of their leaders from prior
insurrections), and equipped only with light arms. In short the Palestinians were
outnumbered, military disadvantaged, and politically unprepared to defend their homeland.
Even after May 14, 1948, when Israel declared its independence and neighboring Arab
brigades provided the Palestinians some assistance, they were unable to match the
numerical, technological, and organizational superiority of the Israeli Defense Forces
(IDF). 156

Not only is it enough to realize the source of political evils, but also it is important to
upgrade the national awareness of the occupied people towards their rightful resistance
against the occupier, and how to organize themselves into systematic resistance
movement to work strongly ـــnationally and internationally. Conflicts in Ireland and
Palestine are settler conflicts that have gone through armed struggle due to the
realization of the true moment of liberation and independence.

2. 4 The Early National Resistance in Ireland and Palestine

The Irish nationalism has taken its reality from the secret Irish Republican BrotherhoodIBR, emerged in Ireland, and from Fenianism ⃰, which “emerged in 1858 from the New
York-based Emmet Monument Association…John O’Mahoney and Michael Doheny,
veterans of 1848, led the association” 157 Fenianism, since its emergence, forced the
British politics to pay great attention to the Irish question; it gained vast fame and
growing strength as it talked on behalf of the poor and the working class. In his essay
“Patriotism as Pastime: The Appeal of Fenianism in the Mid-1860s” Comerford writes:
There is general acceptance in recent writings that fenianism in its heyday- which is to
say the middle 1860s- was espoused predominantly by members of lower-ranking
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social and occupational groups…as drawing the bulk of its membership from among
‘shopkeepers’ assistants in our cities and chief towns who have a little smattering- often
a very little indeed- of education’ and from ‘the very poorest and most ignorant
people’ 158

The Irish national thought has been formed inside and outside Ireland where the Irish
immigrants have held their homeland’s question with them. Fenianism could be
regarded as the first Irish national organization to express the Irish national sentiment
against the British oppression and refuse the connection with Britain. It also gave the
1848 revolution a special emphasis.

The Irish continued their struggle for independence; their “…rising of 1867 was
important, admittedly, in the sense that it kept alive the tradition of armed revolt, and
because…it restated the fundamentals of militant nationalism.” 159 Furthermore,
“Fenianism was more than politics and nationalism” 160 and remained the most
significant “simply for its refusal to die.” 161

The Palestinian resistance against the Jewish immigrants started, in the late nineteenth
century, as Rubenberg observes that “In March 1886, the first clash occurred between
Palestinians and Jewish immigrants.” 162 The gradual national Arab awareness against
colonial powers in the early twentieth century has gradually increased the Palestinian
national awareness, especially in the 1930s, towards the increasing Jewish immigrations
and Jews’ land ownership status in Palestine. The Palestinian uprisings in 1920, 1921,
1929, and 1933 accumulated in the 1936 Major Arab Revolt that lasted until 1939, and
passed into three phases: labor strike, mass civil disobedience, and armed
confrontations. In this connection, Tessler says:

The general strike formally ended in October, but the country had by this time entered a
period of prolonged disorder. What became widely known as “the Arab Revolt”
continued on an intermittent basis until 1939, and the pattern of civil conflict resumed
after World War II. 163
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It is obvious that Britain was facing one of its most hazardous periods in the early
twentieth century: The Irish resistance for independence, the Palestinian resistance
against both of the British mandate and the Zionist danger together, and the fierce
colonial competition with France to share the Ottoman Empire territories. The national
awareness and the escalation confrontations in Palestine and Ireland developed clearly
into armed struggles in the early twentieth century.

2. 5 The British Suppression of Both Palestinian and Irish Resistance

Conflicts in Palestine and Northern Ireland are settler-native conflicts. The British
suppressed both the Irish and the Palestinian resistance from their very beginnings,
fearing not to develop into armed struggle later. The twentieth century witnessed the
beginning of armed struggle as an advanced stage for liberation and independence.
“Armed struggle”, as Mitchell puts it, “is the term that liberation movements prefer to
use for the deliberate employment of violence in order to effect political change.” 164
The British, being colonists, practiced all types of suppression against revolutions
erupted in its dependent and independent settler colonies. Britain’s systematic
suppression against liberation movements raised hatred against Britain. Lord Moira,
who clarified how hatred erupted against everything, related to Britain:

The country was in such a state of turmoil that one peer, Lord Moira, told the House of
Lords that Ireland existed in “the most disgusting tyranny that any nation ever groaned
under…creating source of the universal discontent and hatred of the English name”. A
principal source of the opprobrium attaching to things English was the behavior of the
British Army, whose members were frequently forcibly billeted on unwilling
Catholics. 165

It is, thus, logical to say that “the universal discontent and hatred of the English name”
is applicable to the conflict in Palestine where the Palestinian resistance has been
suppressed by the British mandate as exactly the Irish resistance in Northern Ireland.
The Major Arab Revolt 1936-1939 was targeted by the British mandate whose “security
and intelligence arms destroyed the Palestinian resistance activity and militarily
assassinated it to create suitable atmospheres to declare the Jewish state in Palestine
164
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with no Palestinian Arab resistance.” 166 The British mandate used different types of
suppression against the Major Arab Revolt: In this connection, Rubenberg says:

British suppression of the uprising was brutal and oppressive. It included the imposition of
harsh emergency regulations and practices, including closure of newspapers, search-andseizure operations without warrants, mass arrests and incarceration, deportation, of
political, trade union, and resistance leaders, widespread curfews, and other forms of
collective punishments. 167

The Major Arab Revolt was conspired against by some Arab regimes and the British
Mandate to be systematically destroyed. The British Mandate devastated totally the
Palestinian national leadership and strengthened the Zionist gangs, and consequently
“the Palestinian population was completely exhausted by 1939 as a result of the Arab
Revolt’s impact on the local economy and social order.” 168

The British practiced the same suppressive methods against the Irish, escalating such
suppressive measures against the Palestinians who escalated their confrontations, and so
did they against the Irish. For instance, as a consequence of the 1798 rebellion in
Ireland, the British parliament issued the 1800 Act of Union, stating the abolition of the
Irish Parliament and uniting Ireland and Britain as parts of the UK. This suppressive
method continued, and got clearer in the twentieth century. Richard English writes:

The 1800 Act of Union had created the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and
had been followed by a century during which much Irish political energy had gone into
movements espousing some form of nationalist cause. Now there was an aggressive,
combative, republican movement, with a military wing, demanding full sovereignty and
independence from Britain as an absolute right. 169

The British rule systematically worked on emptying the Irish resistance of its national
richness. For this, The British repressed the 1798 rising, made Ireland under the British
jurisdiction through the 1800 Act of Union, and targeted the Irish leadership by
detention and deliberate killing ordered by “the British justice that had tried by court
martial and sentenced to death all the members of the Irish Provisional Government,
which had been established in Dublin on 24 April 1916. They were shot at
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Kalimainham jail, Dublin, between 3 and 13 May.” 170 One of those sentenced to death
was, to put it in Gerry Adam’s words, “James Connolly, one of the leaders of the 1916
rebellion, was shot dead by a British firing squad in Dublin’s Kilmainham’s jail.”171.
Most importantly, the partition plan in 1921 was another method to shake the roots of
the Irish resistance; it divided Ireland and Irish people as well as Sinn Fein. Regardless
of the failure of the 1916 Easter Rising, it made, as English says, a demarcation point in
the Irish politics:
And where Catholic Ireland in 1914 was dominated by the IPP, post-1916 politics
witnessed deep change: constitutional nationalism became eclipsed by an aggressive,
revolutionary version of nationalist politics, embodied by those who endorsed the
revolutionism of 1916. The IRA of 1919-21 were to be at the center of this
revolutionary approach…By 1918, with Home Rule still not implemented, Irish
nationalist politics had been radicalized, and the 1916 Rising had been a vital step along
that path…To those who believed in an innate national consciousness, it seemed that
the Rising had caused the awakening or rebirth of the Irish nation. 172

Like the 1916 Easter Rising, which created a continuity of the Irish resistance against
the British rule, the Major Arab Revolt also created a continuity of the Palestinian
resistance against the British rule and the Zionist enterprise. In this sense, Tessler says:
The end of the Arab Revolt brought a suspension until after the war of Palestinian
efforts at resistance. The Arabs had succeeded in calling attention to their grievances
and to the fact that there was widespread opposition to Zionism among the indigenous
inhabitants of Palestine, but they had not succeeding in constructing a national
movement capable of forcing the Jews or the British to accede to their demands. 173

2. 6 Displacement of the Irish and the Expulsion of the Palestinians
A question mark should be raised about the reason behind the partition plan in Ireland:
why did Britain end its control on most of Ireland, keeping Northern Ireland under its
control? Why did not Britain end its colonial presence completely from the entire Irish
Island? The early twentieth century was a turning point in the Irish history: it witnessed
progress in the Irish resistance that had its impact on the Irish history up to date. In this
sense, Lyons states:
…for the first time a successful rising came to seem something more than the fantasy it had
always been in the past. And although the crushing of the Easter Rising in 1916 might have
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appeared to belie that hope, the history of the next five years was to show that the
revolutionary movement had changed vastly in resilience, tenacity and stamina. 174

Suffice it to say that the risings, rebellions, and armed insurrections in Ireland and
Palestine came out of the long history of colonial Settlement. Palestinians resisted the
British mandate and then the well-armed Jewish Zionist gangs, who committed against
the Palestinian people gruesome massacres and crimes, including the systematic
expulsion of massive numbers of natives to the Diaspora. Quoted by Mark Tessler, the
information provided by Benny Morris about the expulsion of the Palestinians, by the
Israeli gangs is extremely significant and revealing:
[Morris] discusses a June 1948 report of the Israeli Defense Forces Intelligence Service
which sought to assess the reasons that roughly 400,000 Palestinians left their homes
between December 1, 1947, and June 1, 1948. The report concludes, “it is possible to
say that at least 55 percent of the total of the exodus was caused by our [Hagana/IDF]
operations by their influence.” The Intelligence Service document further concludes
that the activities of dissident Jewish organizations directly caused an additional 15
percent of the emigration. 175

As the majority of the Catholics were transferred by force from some provinces to
others for the success of the British Settlement, the majority of the Palestinians were
also expelled by force from their own land to other places in Palestine, and to
neighboring countries and abroad. Looking into Ben Gurion’s revealing words which
one reads in Rubenberg’s The Palestinians in Search of A Just Peace, is significantly
worth noting: “We must expel Arabs and take their places…and if we have to use
force…to guarantee our own rights to settle in those places-then we have force at our
disposal. I support compulsory transfer. I do not see in it anything immoral.” 176 The
systematic expulsion and massacres committed against Palestinian populations paved
the road for the implementation of Plan D* whose aim was to “secure all the areas
allotted to the Jewish state under the UN partition resolution as well as Jewish
settlements outside these areas and corridors leading to them.” 177 Concerning the
partition plan of Ireland, Protestants reluctantly accepted the plan as their first wish was
for the whole Ireland to be united with the United Kingdom.
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Moreover, the partition of Ireland after the 1919-1921 revolution is also a consequence
of the Settlement since the 12th century. Consequent to the partition of Ireland, the Irish
Republican Army (IRA) broke into two conflicting wings. Coogan writes:
The irony about partition is that it worked in the area which most bitterly resented it, the
Catholic zone. The enforced acceptance came from London at the end of the tortuous
negotiations was rejected by his great rival, Eamon de Valera. In July 1921, before the
negotiations began, de Valera, who was then the leader of Sinn Fein, had seen Lloyd
George* alone in London for a number of tête-à-tête meetings. However, having been
fully informed of what was on offer, he managed to evade going back to London for the
treaty negotiations, while were conducted by plenipotentiaries led by Michael Collins
and Arthur Griffith. 178

The IRA prominent leader, Collins, who was assassinated in 1922 due to his approval of
the Treaty, found himself obliged to accept the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921 as “If he did
not seize the opportunity of setting up an imperfect twenty-six-county state, the British
might not withdraw from the south either.” 179 Collins praised the independence, saying
that “The Republic which was declared at the Rising of Easter Week, 1916, was
Ireland’s expression of the freedom she aspired to. It was our way of saying that we
wished to challenge Britain’s right to dominate us. 180
It is worth mentioning that each part of Ireland had its own parliament and the laws of
England became no longer the laws of the south of Ireland. The Protestants, a minority
in the south, and Catholics, a minority in the north acquiesced to the laws of the part
they lived in. Since the partition, which “The British had engineered” 181, Catholics have
been discriminated and murdered by the British government. Coogan clarifies that
…the Catholic population were under severe pressure from the authorities of the Six
Counties. In the disorder of the time, undercover squads drawn from the B-Specials (the
north’s armed, Protestant militia), the Royal Ulster Constabulary, and the British Army
seemed to be able to murder Catholics at will. Those deaths in the early 1920s formed part
of the litany of “remembers’ which accompanied the coming to life again of the IRA in the
1960s…While there was no official policy of discrimination against Protestants, the ethos
of the south became unwelcoming to aspects of Protestantism. 182
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The independence of the south of Ireland left the north of Ireland under the British rule,
but in Palestine the state of occupation, Israel, was established in May 1948 and the
Diaspora of the Palestinian people started. The Irish experience for survival through
getting independence on five sixth of the Irish Ireland reflects itself in the survival of
the Palestinians after al-Nakba. Rubenberg says:

After the al-Nakba and dispersion en masse, Palestinians were preoccupied with the
essentials of survival and were politically quiescent for nearly fifteen years. Moreover,
following the creation of the Israeli state, the issues surrounding the question of Palestine
became obscured in the Arab-Israeli conflict. This all played out in a series of wars and
strife that included the 1948 War of Independence [independence of the state of occupation,
Israel]* the 1956 Sinai War, the 1967 Six Day War, the July 1967-August 1970 War of
Attrition, the 1973 Yom Kippur War, and the 1978 and 1982 invasions of Lebanon. Not
until 1969, when Yasser Arafat and his Fateh resistance organization assumed control of
the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO), did Palestine and the Palestinians reemerge
as the center of the conflict. Nevertheless, the Palestinians remained at the heart of the
Arab-Israeli conflict. 183

Catholics in Northern Ireland found themselves alone, without the independent south,
steered towards a new stage of the conflict after the partition. But the entire mandated
Palestine and other parts of neighboring Arab countries became under the Israeli
occupation. The Israeli occupation government has been trying to make the conflict of
Palestine a purely Palestinian-Israeli conflict to deny its Arabism. The conflicts in the
occupied Northern Ireland and the occupied Palestine witnessed in 1960s revolutionary
steps accompanied by military work that come up with political changes in the twentieth
century.

2. 7 The Formation of the Palestinian and the Irish Resistance

The political changes in Palestine and Ireland led to military changes too. Ireland was
partitioned in 1921 into the free republic in the south, known since 1937 as the Republic
of Ireland, while the north stayed under the British rule, as widely known the Northern
Ireland. The establishment of the state of occupation, Israel, the emergence of the
problem of the Palestinian refugees and the beginning of the Israeli-Arab conflict led to
the formation of a Palestinian military front to fight for the Palestinian right of
independence.
* Square brackets mine.
183
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Unlike the “Sinn Fein” which means “We Ourselves” was formed by the Irish in
Ireland, the Palestinian Liberation Organization (P.L.O) was formed, by the Arabs in
the Arab lab “The PLO, by contrast”, says Tessler, “not only was tolerated by the Arab
states but in fact was their creation. Its origins lie in the Arab summit meeting convened
in Cairo in January 1964, which was attended by thirteen Arab heads of states.” 184
Rubenberg says that in that summit, the “Egyptian president Jamal Abdul Nasser
proposed the PLO as an “independent” institution through which Palestinians could
struggle on their own for their rights.” 185

Concerning Ireland, Arthur Griffith, the Irish nationalist journalist formed the Sinn Fein
party in 1913; a group of Irish men volunteered under the umbrella of the Sinn Fein to
liberate their homeland from the colonial British rule. “Politically, Nationalist Ireland
turned to Sinn Fein (We Ourselves), which before the rising had been little more than an
opinion group.” 186 The Sinn Fein had its wider popularity in the Irish society, and
formed its military wing, the Irish Republican Army (IRA), which became well-known
when they got massive majority in the 1918 general elections, while the Unionist and
the Irish Parliamentary Party (I.P.P) got the weak results. The IRA seized the
opportunity of their legacy for gaining the maximum benefit in politics to liberate
Ireland. On this point, Coogan writes:

Following the election Sinn Fein withdrew from Westminster, set up its own parliament,
known as the Dail, in Dublin, and in reiteration of the demand made in the proclamation of
1916, declared an all-Ireland republic. From then on the Volunteers became known
generally as the Irish Republican Army (IRA). 187

The goal of the IRA was to liberate the whole Ireland, and not to leave any space
occupied by the British rule, but the negotiations between the Sinn Fein and the
British government partitioned Ireland into two. This created the splits into the
IRA and the ten-month civil war that was mainly because “members of the Dail
were forced to take an oath of allegiance to the British monarch. De Valera
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denounced the treaty as a sellout, and the IRA split into protreaty and antitreaty
factions.” 188

As the IRA’s demand of “all-Ireland Republic” drastically changed when Ireland was
partitioned and the south was declared independent within the Commonwealth, the
demand of the P.L.O to liberate all Palestinian soil also changed after the signing of the
Palestinian-Israeli Declaration of Principles (DOP) in 1993. It was agreed, according to
the DOP, to grant a Palestinian self-rule in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, but the
majority of mandated Palestine remains under the Israeli occupation control. The DOP
and the Good Friday Agreement have come from long history of resistance in Northern
Ireland and from the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. The 1960s shared the beginning of
guerrilla war, which was deliberately chosen for the armed struggle in these two settlernative conflicts.

The second half of the twentieth century witnessed drastic changes in the politics of
Palestine and Northern Ireland. These two settler-native conflicts got engaged into
fierce armed struggles. Any occupation force considers any armed or unarmed
resistance as terror acts and this is applicable to the IRA’s and PLO’s guerrilla
operations. Armed struggle “can take three main forms: sabotage, guerrilla warfare, and
terrorism. Sabotage is the destruction without targeting the people; guerrilla warfare
involves the attacking of “legitimate targets” such as military personnel, police, and
certain government targets. 189

Armed struggle against the Israeli occupier was officially adopted by the PLO in the
1960s. Likewise, the IRA adopted the armed struggle against the British occupier,
decades earlier. On the Palestinian scene the “most important of the guerilla groups was
Fatah, the Palestinian National Liberation Movement…The movement began to take
shape at a meeting held in Kuwait in October 1957, but apparently did not fully
crystallize until 1962.” 190 Fatah, which was formed before the PLO, was the first faction
to launch the first guerrilla operation against the state of occupation, Israel. The PLO’s
188
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guerrilla operations against the Israeli occupation aimed at liberating all Palestine and
the Palestinians, and reuniting the Palestinians in Diaspora with their homeland again.
In this sense, Rubenberg says:

Palestinian quiescence came to an end on January 1, 1965, when the first fedayeen
(self-sacrificers) group, Fateh…led by Yasser Arafat, carried out its first guerilla
operation against Israel. Soon thereafter, the Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine (PFLP), led by George Habash, emerged and began carrying out raids against
Israel. Then, Nayif Hawatmeh, one of the founders of the PFLP, split with the
organization and formed his own resistance group- the Democratic Front for the
Liberation of Palestine (DFLP). Numerous smaller groups arose in various places to
which Palestinians had been exiled and undertook a variety to “liberate Palestine.” 191

The IRA continued military actions in Northern Ireland in 1950s, escalating them in the
1960s. A group of the IRA agreed on “Operation Harvest” plan that aimed to attack
“military installations, communications, and public property in the north with a view to
paralyzing the place.” 192 This is known as the Border Campaign (popularly known also
as the Resistance Campaign by some Republican activists), 1956-62, which the IRA
justified for “an independent, united, democratic, Irish republic. For this we shall fight
until the invader is driven from our soil and victory is ours” 193 The IRA launched
military operations from inside Northern Ireland at some of its counties: Derry, Omagh,
Essex, Armagh, and Berkshire. In 1967 the Palestinian guerrillas mainly launched
military operations from outside to inside the occupied Palestine, though some of the
PLO leaders planned to launch military operations from inside the OPT, when “Arafat
and a few other guerrilla organizers slipped into the Israeli-occupied West Bank and
began to explore the possibility of initiating an armed uprising.” 194 In the late 1960s
Northern Ireland entered into a new era: one of “Troubles”. In this regard, Johny Byrne
and Lisa Monaghan write:

Throughout the 1930s, 40s, and 50s Northern Ireland enjoyed a period of relative stability,
despite Catholic and Nationalist criticism of the RUC* and repeated incidents of
discrimination and physical abuse (Weitzer, 1995). Over this period, there were riots and
public disturbances, and on occasions the IRA directed acts of violence against the RUC
and B Specials, yet from the mid-1920s through to 1968 only 18 deaths occurred because of
political or inter-ethnic conflict (Rose, 1976). However, a number of events in 1968 and
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1969 were to provide the shaped policing and security policies in Northern Ireland for over
a generation. 195

It is mindful to admit that any colonial activity is strictly well-planned, but anti-colonial
activity starts mainly unplanned and then goes into planned directions. Resistance is
fueled by unplanned accumulations of anger, hatred, refusal, and fight against the
oppressive and suppressive colonial powers, and this needs long time to ripe among the
suppressed people. The Irish revolutionary movement could be the oldest one that
reflected itself in many other movements. The Palestinian revolutionary movement
followed the example of other revolutionary movements around the world, as
Rubernberg’s words clarify:

Leaders and cadres of the [Palestinian] organizations were deeply influenced by the
revolutions in Algeria and Cuba, the Vietnamese resistance to the United States, and
Arab nationalism. Thus, they espoused objectives similar to those of other twentiethcentury anti-colonialist liberation movements, proclaiming their intention to free their
homeland from foreign oppression and colonialism and to use armed struggle as the
means to that end. 196

The P.L.O factions had different ideologies and launched their military operations
against the state of occupation, Israel, separately, but they all formed the Palestinian
National Movement. Rubenberg says: “In 1969, the fedayeen took control of the PLO,
transformed it into an autonomous organization, and subsumed eight distinct resistance
groups under its unifying umbrella.” 197 The fedayeen’s (Commandos’) responsibility is
military exactly as the IRA’s. The PLO was inspired by “liberation movements” and
“republican movements”. “Liberation movements” usually have political and military
wings, parliamentary body, and specialized committees and mechanisms that pay
attention to the whole issues of the occupied people, but “republican movements” have
political wings that declare their fully-independent performance from the military wing.
This connotes that the PLO is a mixture of republican and liberation movements “The
PLO is unusual in that it contains a number of independent organizations who have
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delegates to the Palestinian National Council, and some have members in the Executive
Committee who do not always feel bound by the PLO policy.” 198

The Palestinian fighters tremendously increased their armed raids against the state of
occupation, Israel; they launched their military attacks from the neighboring Arab
countries inside the occupied Palestine, especially after sabotaging the resistance
activities from inside the OPT and after the 1967 Arab fiasco defeat. Not only did the
Arabs fiasco inflame the Palestinian youth to join the PLO’s guerrillas, but also the
Arab youth. Tessler writes:

Fatah’s inability to organize an effective resistance network in the occupied West Bank
did not prevent it from attracting new recruits. Along with smaller resistance
movements, it continued to offer hope to young Palestinians in the wake of the Arabs’
defeat, and there are even reports to the effect that many non-Palestinian Arabs
volunteered for service in one or another of the guerrilla organizations. The Palestinians
were at least taking action, refusing to accept the consequences of defeat. 199

The Arab defeat in 1967 proved Israel’s military supremacy in the Arab region and,
consequently, reshaped its political borders with the neighboring countries. “Israel’s
successes in 1967 war reinforced the conception of Israel as a “strategic asset” that
could serve US interests by undermining independent nationalist forces.” 200 In the same
time, the Palestinian and Arab guerrillas sensed the increasing Israeli threat and
intensified their military operations after the defeat, especially when “Israel” controlled
wide territories from the four neighboring countries under its Settlement plan. In his farfamed Armed Struggle and the Search for State: The Palestinian National Movement,
Yazeed Sayigh says:

The rapid multiplication in the number of youth willing to become fedayeen
(commandoes), getting them armed and opening new fight-fronts have led to a
tremendous increase in their raids against Israel. The average of their raids increased by
double or more from Jordan within three months since the Battle of Karameh (1968).
The number of military operations went up excessively increasing: 203 operations per
month during 1969 and up to 231 operations per month in 1970. The Palestinian
military operations increased also at the Syrian front; from four operations in January
1969 to 21 operations in May, and up to 60 operations in May 1970. At the Lebanese
front, the Palestinian military operations increased from four in January 1969 to 32 in
August, and up to 91 operations in August 1970. But when the military operations
carried out inside the Occupied Palestinian Territories are taken into account, then the
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total average of the military operations will mount up to 294 operations per month in
1969 and 274 operations per month during the first eight months of 1970. 201

Guerrilla warfare is mainly used when there are inappropriate conflicting military
powers. In parallel to the continuous PLO guerrillas against Israel, Northern Ireland
witnessed military escalation in the 1960s and 70s between the IRA and the British
forces. In the light of the 1956-62 IRA Border Campaign, the IRA’s guerrillas planned
for fighting from inside Northern Ireland, involving, in the same time, the free south
into the liberation process of the north. English writes:

The method was to be guerrilla warfare, following on from recognition of the profound
inequality between the respective forces of the UK and the IRA. The plan was still
ambitious: to use flying columns from the Republic of Ireland to attack targets in the
north, and hopefully to set up liberated areas. 202

As there was incompatibility between the military powers of the IRA and the UK
forces, there was also incompatibility between the high technologically-advanced Israeli
Occupation Forces and the Palestinian fighters. For this, the Palestinians adopted the
guerrilla warfare which the IRA are famous for. The reason led the Palestinian
leadership to adopt a guerrilla warfare as its influencing effect in exhausting the enemy
on the long term. 203

Simultaneously, the PLO factions and the Palestinian fighters inside the OPT and the
IRA continued their military actions against the Israeli occupation and the UK forces.
The PLO factions carried out the guerrilla incursions, airline hijacking and artillery
attacks on the Moshavim and Kibbutzim, and the Israeli occupation kept retaliation
against Palestinian fighters and civilians inside the OPT and the Palestinian leadership
centers in the Arab countries. Due to the IRA military actions and retaliation by the UK
forces, Northern Ireland witnessed a number of explosions and armed raids carried out
by the IRA against British targets during the period of the Border Campaign. To clarify,
English says:

In the early morning of 12 December (1956) an explosion in Derry destroyed the BBC
relay transmitter there; this was followed by an armed raid on Gough barracks in
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Armagh…The IRA attacks spread. In the early morning of 14 December four bombs
exploded outside Lisnaskea RUC station in County Fermanagh. On 1 January 1957 the IRA
attacked Brookeborough RUC station in the same county. 204

Although the explosions and the armed raids continued and concentrated along the
borders, and some RUC men were killed, the campaign failed: “an IRA statement of 26
February announced the end of the border campaign…The Irish people had never, in
fact, seemed sufficiently interested in this phase of IRA activity.” 205 Although their
campaign failed, the military escalation fiercely increased in Northern Ireland when the
aggressions between the Protestants and Catholics increased in the late 1960s and in the
1970s.

2. 8 The Expansion of Settlement in Palestine and Discrimination in Northern
Ireland

The June 1967 Six-Day War brought serious changes in the Arab and Palestinian
thought towards the conflict with the state of occupation, Israel, and towards Zionism
too, as this War “was another catastrophe for the Palestinians. Relatively benign Arab
control over Gaza, the West Bank and East Jerusalem was exchanged for a hostile
Israeli military occupation bent on territorial expansion.” 206 Arab neighboring countries
realized the bitterness of defeat and the settler colonial invasions in their territories.
Hostilities peaked between the Arab neighboring countries, “most notably Egypt; and in
March 1969, by hich time there had already been dozens of armed exchanges, Nasser
Publicly acknowledged that his country had initiated a “War of Attrition” against
Jerusalem [Isreal].” 207

Zionism has also changed after this War from political Zionism into religious-political
Zionism. The Gush Emunim ⃰ immensely strengthened the Israeli colonial Settlement in
the West Bank, where they practically implemented their colonial plans. Abu Arafah
indicates that since 1967 through to 1985, there was a total of 178 Israeli settlements in
the West Bank, distributed in the Jordan Valley, Shafa Amr, southern and middle
204
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heights, and the northern heights, and in the Gaza Strip where 26 Israeli settlements
were constructed. 208 Not only did this War direct the Arabs to reconsider the nature of
conflict with the state of occupation, Israel, but also the PLO to reconsider that this is a
settler-native conflict. In this context, Tessler observes that

…the PLO sought in late 1967 and early 1968 to reestablish a proper and historically
accurate understanding of the conflict, to make clear that the essence of Arab-Israeli
conflict was the struggle between Zionism and Palestinian nationalism, and the fact that
the Zionists had displaced the Palestinians and taken possession of their ancestral
homeland. 209

The 1967 War brought political and military changes and Zionist settler expansions in
the Arab region. Similarly, the “Troubles”, erupted in 1969, made military and political
changes in the Northern Ireland conflict. Ferocious confrontations between the
Catholics and the Protestants “began in 1968 and early 1969 when unionist mobs and
police reservists-the B Specials-reacted with violence to protest marches by the
Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association-NICRA and student groups aimed at ending
institutional discrimination against Catholics in housing, employment, and voting.210
Catholic and Protestant political parties and militia maintained the Northern Ireland
conflict arena over three decades. Death toll was huge and live and the material loss was
heavy among Catholics who and their ownerships were targeted. Catholics had
representatives politically and militarily and so did the Protestants. Ian Paisley, a
Protestant politician and church minister, and the leader of the Democratic Unionist
Party (DUP), led a series of aggressions against the Catholics and Catholicism. Coogan
clarifies, saying that

1966 was a big year for Paisly, and a bad one for Northern Ireland. He went to jail and a
number of people went to their graves. This was the year which saw the first deaths of
the troubles. It was the fiftieth anniversary of the 1916 rising, an event widely
commemorated in the Republic, and in some catholic areas of Northern Ireland also.
This gave Paisley a chance to stage further rallies and protests at which he fulminated
against celebrations of disloyalty and treachery. 211

The situation in Northern Ireland and the OPT was getting worse; the practices by the
British and the Israeli occupation forces against the Catholics and the Palestinians were
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dangerously oppressive. Concerning the OPT, Rubenberg quotes the words of the Israeli
historian Benny Morris as saying that the

Israelis liked to believe, and tell the world, that they were running an “enlightened” or
“benign” occupation qualitatively different from other military occupations the world
has seen. The truth was radically different. Like all occupations, Israel’s was founded
on brute force, repression and fear, collaboration and treachery, beatings and torture
chambers, and daily intimidations, humiliation and manipulation. 212

The 1967 War principally targeted Palestinian people and leaders since it targeted the
neighboring Arab land. This is simply interpreted by massacring Palestinians and
destroying the PLO infrastructure in Lebanon in 1982, when “Sharon began calling not
only removal of the PLO from Beirut, but also for the destruction of Palestinian
neighborhoods in the southern part of the city” 213. The state of occupation, Israel, used
systematic state-terrorism to fully destroy any hope of the Palestinian people in
liberation and independence through striking the PLO and moving its offices away from
any neighboring Arab country to any other country that is geographically far from the
OPT. Regarding the invasion of Lebanon in 1982, Rubenberg writes:
Israel defeated the P.L.O, destroyed all its social institutions, and expelled it from Lebanon.
In the process, it bombed into ashes the refugee camps in southern Lebanon, presided over
massacres at Sabra and Shatilla, and killed some 20,000 Palestinian and Lebanese
civilians. 214

The Catholics also in Northern Ireland were targeted by the fire of Protestants’ attacks
since the very beginning of the conflict, but extremely increased in the “Troubles”
period. Ulster Protestant Volunteers (UPV), founded in 1966, launched “a series of
petrol bomb attacks on Catholic homes, schools and shops throughout the spring of
1966.” 215 The discriminatory situation against the Catholics became intolerable and in
the late 1960s, the Catholics marched their Civil Rights movement, which was the
beginning of the Troubles. In this regard, Deaglán de Bréadún writes:

The civil rights marches and protests sought to end the second-class status of Catholics
with regard to voting rights, job opportunities and housing. The movement was not
overtly nationalist and did not put forward demands for unity and an end to the partition
of Ireland. It merely sought the same equality that pertained in Great Britain itself,
British rights for British citizens as it were…The political system in Northern Ireland,
dominated by an inflexible unionist elite, was unable to accommodate the demands of
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the Catholics and integrate them into a pluralist, inclusive society with equal
opportunity for all. The fact that Northern Ireland was set up to maintain Protestant
supremacy and the British link was not likely to facilitate pluralism in the first place. 216

The UPV attacks continued against the Catholics, declaring in a statement a clear war
against the IRA: “From this day on we declare war against the IRA and its splinter
groups. Known IRA men will be executed mercilessly and without hesitation.” 217 The
“Troubles” dragged Northern Ireland into a bloody conflict and segregations, especially
in 1970s when “Violence peaked in 1972, by far the worst year of the entire
Troubles.” 218 The Palestinians in the OPT and the Israeli settlers in the Gaza Strip and
the West Bank hold the same feelings of fear and distrust, as exactly the Catholics and
the Protestants, towards each other. It is mindful that armed or unarmed resistance must
be suppressed by the occupier. The IRA and the PLO were labeled as “terrorist” for
their armed struggle against the British and Zionist colonialism, and the Palestinian
Intifada and the Catholic civil rights movement were brutally suppressed by the British
and the Israeli occupying governments.

“The Troubles” imposed the fact of sectarianism and segregation in Northern Ireland,
and the PLO guerrilla warfare and the first “Intifada” instigated the Israeli occupation to
direct its attacks inside the OPT, practicing the modality of the twentieth century ‘ethnic
cleansing’ that was practiced against the Catholics during “the Troubles” and the
Palestinians in Sabra and Shatilla of Lebanon.

2. 9 Segregation and Sectarianism in Northern Ireland and the OPT

“Segregation” and “Sectarianism” are two interlinked terms that can never be
overlooked while talking about colonial Settlement. It is of high importance to know the
distinction between them in the light of the conflicts in Northern Ireland and Palestine,
in general. It is fitting, here, to quote Hamilton:

The most obvious link between sectarianism and segregation is that sectarianism appears to
be tied to territory, since the conflict focused on who should be entitled to occupy Northern
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Ireland, both physically (through residence) and politically (through authoritative decision
making power). MacNair (2006: 14) expresses this dynamic meaning of territory as “a
source of conflict” adding that it also reproduces conflict by keeping ethnic groups apart.
Even after the Troubles, sectarian beliefs and attitudes are still commonly expected to be
more prominent in segregated areas or segregated social sectors of life, and segregation is
expected to match and to reinforce sectarianism. 219

“Segregation” and “Sectarianism” are issues that directly refer to Settlement in Northern
Ireland and in the OPT. It is fair to mention that the Catholics and Protestants in
Northern Ireland experienced bitter life of hatred, fear and distrust, but in the same time,
they experienced peaceful times, as exactly the Palestinians and the Jews before the
1948 Nakbah. The following quotation stresses the coexistence between the Catholics
and the Protestants before the eruption of the 1969 “Troubles”:

In 1969, all of the houses on Cupar were occupied, and the street was "mixed" - Protestants
and Catholics lived together. There was much traffic between the two communities.
Protestant women used the Laundromat on Clonard Gardens, their husbands patronized the
bookie on Kashmir Road; both establishments were on the Catholic side of Cupar. Catholic
women did their shopping on the Protestant Shankill Road. Pubs, usually owned by
Catholics, catered to both tribes. Peace and calm prevailed. 220

The 1969 “Troubles” in Northern Ireland, and the eruption of the first and second
“Intifadas” in the OPT, in 1987 and 2000 respectively, marked the transformation of the
two conflicts into bloody phases, bringing physical separation as a model solution to
prevent further bloodshed. In Northern Ireland, “Peace Lines” have been constructed in
Belfast and Derry since 1969, separating between the Protestant Shankill Road and the
Catholic Falls Road to prevent sectarian violence, and the Separation Wall has been
constructed since 2003 to separate between the West Bank and the borders of the state
of occupation, Israel, not mainly to prevent suicide bombings inside the occupier, but to
swallow up more and more of the West Bank lands inside the “Green Line”*.
Concerning the physical separation policy of the state of occupation, Israel, against the
Palestinians, here is a part of Beit Selem’s report:

A major aim in setting the route was de facto annexation of land: when the Barrier is
completed, some nine percent of the West Bank, containing 60 settlements, will be situated
on the western – the “Israeli” – side. Another reason for building the Barrier inside the
West Bank was to avoid the political price to be paid if the Green Line were set as Israel's
border…Israel has the right and duty to protect its citizens from attacks. However, the
building of the Separation Barrier as a means to prevent attacks inside Israel is the most
extreme solution that causes the greatest harm to the local population. Israel preferred this
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solution over alternate OPTions that would cause less harm to the Palestinians. Even if we
accept Israel's claim that the only way to prevent attacks is to erect a barrier, it must be built
along the Green Line or on Israeli territory. 221

It is worth mentioning that the Separation Wall route is inside the West Bank, but not
alongside it “most of the newly proposed route runs through the West Bank, and not
along the Green Line”. 222 The Wall has been constructed according to the Israeli
occupation government’s decision, regardless of the destruction it brings to
Palestinians’ lives, whereas the construction of the Peace Lines was according to the
approval of the Northern Ireland residents, although it severely affects the freedom of
movement of Catholics to cross the other side of the Peace Lines. About the Wall, the
former US president Jimmy Carter writes:

…the governments of Ariel Sharon and Ehud Olmert have built the fence and wall
entirely within Palestinian territory, intruding deeply into the West Bank to encompass
Israeli settlement blocs and large areas of other Palestinian land. It is projected to be at
least three and a half times as long as Israel’s internationally recognized border and
already cuts directly through Palestinian villages, divides families from their gardens
and farmlands, and includes 375,000 Palestinians on the “Israeli” side of the wall,
175,000 of whom are outside Jerusalem. One example is that the wandering wall almost
completely surrounds the Palestinian city of Qalqiliya with its 45,000 inhabitants, with
most of the citizens’ land and about one-third of their water supply confiscated by the
Israelis. Almost the same encirclement has occurred around 170,000 citizens of
Bethlehem, the birthplace of Jesus. 223

Although the reasons behind the construction of the Wall and the Peace Lines are
similar, the functions of the construction are different. The constructions of the Wall
and the Peace Lines are aimed at preventing mutual attacks between the conflicting
parties in Northern Ireland and the OPT, but the Wall was established to swallow up
more lands from the West Bank and eastern Jerusalem whereas the “Peace Lines” were
established to separate between the Catholic and Protestant communities, in Belfast,
without swallowing up further lands from the Catholic area. The construction of the
“Peace Lines” goes back to August 1969, when raging riots embarked after the
Protestant UVF’s three shooting attacks on Catholics, mainly targeted IRA men. The
UVF is the main group responsible for the eruption of the Troubles in Northern Ireland.
In this sense, English writes:

* The 1949 Armistice border line that separates the state of occupation, Israel, and the West Bank.
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These three UVF killings, occurring as they did several years before the founding of the
Provisionals, clearly show as false any suggestion that it was the Provisional IRA that
started the troubles…On the nights of Saturday 2 and Sunday 3 August, there was
considerable violence in Belfast. On the latter night this included rioting on the
Protestant Shankill Road…The Sunday night also witnessed troubles after midnight in
the Crumlin Road area of north Belfast. Both Catholic and Protestant families were
forced out of streets in which they represented a minority. 224

Catholics retaliated by attacking police, who represented protectors to Protestants, and
Protestants had the strong privilege, under the support of the police, in expelling the
Catholics out of their homes. In this regard, English says:

Belfast saw further violence overnight during 13-14 August, with attacks by Catholics on
police stations in West Belfast, and with clashes on the Crumlin Road areas. Many Catholic
families were ordered out of their homes by Protestants, and there were claims that police
(and members of the police reserve, the B Specials) stood by while it happened. Numerous
people were killed. The disturbances had already seen the RUC fatally injuring several. 225

As mutual attacks and killings in Northern Ireland led to the construction of the Peace
Lines, the Palestinian bombing operations, implemented by opponents to the
Palestinian-Israeli peace process, were taken as pretext by the Israeli occupation
government to construct the Separation Wall. The political situation in the OPT was at
the brink of burning when talks about peace between the PLO and the state of
occupation, Israel, dominated the scene. Bombings have registered high rates in the
Israeli depth since 1993 and have afterwards dropped down gradually, particularly after
the construction of the Wall. Of considerable importance is the following part of an
analytical study, showing the rate of bombings from 1993 until the projection of the
construction of the Separation Wall:

The first suicide attack ascribed to the Palestinian cause occurred on 16 April 1993, when a
car bomb exploded near Mechola in the Jordan Valley. Between then and March 2004, 139
suicidal-attack incidents attributed to Palestinian operators transpired against Israeli
targets…Between 1993 and September 2000, 27 suicide missions claimed 120 of the 290
Israeli deaths attributed to Palestinian attacks; since then, 112 suicide bombings have
accounted for 474 of 918 Israeli Second Intifada fatalities while wounding more than 3,000,
despite composing less than 1 percent of all violent incidents. 226

The above statistics show that there is an obvious increase in the rate of suicide
bombings since the second “Intifada”, which broke out in 2000-2004. The Separation
Wall made a serious physical restriction beyond the suicide bombers. Although the
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physical separation in Northern Ireland and the OPT is a point of confluence, the change
in the rate of bombings and bloodshed is a point of divergence. Clarifying this, in the
OPT the suicide bombings increased after the beginning of al-Aqsa Intifada, and
dropped down to zero when the construction of the Separation Wall was getting longer,
while, on the contrary, the bombings and bloodshed in Northern Ireland between the
Catholics and the Protestants increased after the construction of the Peace Lines.

The opportunity of any peaceful life in the OPT and Northern Ireland vanished away
since revenge and killings were increasing. August 1969 marked a demarcation turn in
the political life in Northern Ireland; mutual killings and attacks took place in Belfast,
Derry, and other places between the Protestants and the Catholics. Weapons were
urgent requirement for the IRA to protect Catholics from the attacks of the Protestant
militia, the British Army and their B Specials, and to launch attacks against police
stations and the RUC. Civil war broke out in Northern Ireland that year. English quotes:
It can be said that civil war started in Belfast on the 14th [August 1969]. That night
extremists of both sides and B-specials, an auxiliary- largely Protestant- police force, went
on a spree of shooting and arson…The spectacle of Bombay Street, between the Protestant
Shankill and Catholic Falls Roads, burning from end to end, signaled the total inability of
Stormont to enforce law and order or to protect citizenry…In 1969, the Official IRA in the
north was advocating political change and eschewing violence. Yet the very violence of
August 1969 undermined its authority; out of the ashes of the Bombay Street arose the
Provisional IRA. 227

Whatever the way and reasons standing behind the construction of the physical
separation in Northern Ireland, the result is sectarian division that strongly deepens
hatred among the conflicting parties.

2. 10 The Impact of the Construction of the Peace Lines in Northern Ireland and
the Separation Wall in the West Bank

Burning situation between Catholics and Protestants led residents to call for physical
separation between them. Peace Lines were constructed according to the approval of
people in Belfast. In her essay, Getting to Know the “Other”: Inter-church Groups and
Peace-building in Northern Ireland, Maria Power writes:
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The walls erected as peacelines* between Protestant and Catholic communities served as a
stark, physical reminder to local residents of their sectarian divisions and served to sharpen
the distrust between the two groups…These peacelines shaped every aspect of the
residents’ lives, determining for example where children could play and which shops they
could use. Over the past thirty years this pattern of separation has been perpetuated by the
ongoing socialization processes of the two communities. 228

The historical hatred and distrust between the Catholics and the Protestants in Northern
Ireland can be obviously seen between the Palestinians and the state of occupation,
Israel, namely the settlers. It is worth mentioning that the first separation plan was in
1994, when the Israeli PM Yitzhak Rabin ordered the construction of a “security
barrier” between the Gaza Strip and the borders of the state of occupation, Israel. This
was a year after the signing of the Oslo Agreement. Before that year, the suicide
bombings from the Gaza Strip increased and after the construction dropped down to
zero.

The decrease of the number of the suicide bombings inside the state of occupation does
not mean that the “security barrier” was influential, because the Palestinian military
operations continued against the Israeli settlement that stayed, even after the Oslo
Agreement, inside the Gaza Strip. Moreover, Palestinian bombers from the West Bank
started to carry out suicide bombings in the Israeli depth, but the Separation Wall
severely restricted the access of suicide bombers’ infiltration as it was before its
construction.

In Northern Ireland, bloody acts took place after the construction of the Peace Lines.
Death toll of Catholics and Protestants was over 3,600 during the thirty years of the
“Troubles”; more than half of the fatalities were civilians. Civil Rights campaign started
to get stronger and the British rule suppression also got higher. Hatred between the
occupier and the occupied did not stop by constructing physical separation walls, since
revenge increased. Shirlow* opines that what was applicable in Northern Ireland, was
also applicable in the OPT and the state of occupation, Israel. He says:

* Peace Lines come as one word in the context, and so I quoted it as it is. Peace Lines still exist in Belfast
since their construction in 1969.
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Everyone sees themselves as a victim in Northern Ireland….There is a complete denial of
the other side's victimhood; people cannot see themselves as perpetrators of violence and
intimidation, only as victims of the opposite camps. 229

It is significant to say that as Catholics and Protestants led sometimes peaceful times, it
should not be forgotten that the origin of the conflict still exists: colonial Settlement. In
Segregated Lives: Social Division, Sectarianism and Everyday Life in Northern Ireland,
by Hamilton et al, one reads:

In Northern Ireland sectarian divisions are based on the distinction between the two
majority groups, the Protestant and Catholic communities…In Northern Ireland, the
religious divide has long been a political division, with the Protestant-Catholic
identity…However, the social mechanism that leads to sectarian divisions is far more
complex. MacNair (2006: 30) states that sectarian attitudes and beliefs are determined by a
whole set of factors, including “power relationships, competing nationalism, historical
grievances over colonization, and competition for resources”. What must be understood is
that along with the embodied politico-religious divide comes a resilient perception that
people from the dominant community will be treated better than people from the “Other”
community. 230

This shows explicitly that the Protestants have enjoyed influencing power in Northern
Ireland over the Catholics who have been deprived of their civil and political rights.
Similarly, the Palestinians have gone through the same deprivation by the Israeli
occupation, segregation and sectarianism. In this sense, Rubernberg quotes the words
voiced out by the former Israeli foreign minister and member of the Knesset, Abba
Eban, as saying in 1986:

In the areas of Judea, Samaria [Israel’s appellation for the West Bank] and Gaza today there
are 1,300,000 Arabs and less than 50,000 Israeli settlers. The Arabs cannot vote or be
elected at any level, have no degree of judicial control over the government that determines
the conditions of their existence, have no rights of appeal against the judgments of the
military courts, are not free to leave their land with assurance of the right to return, are not
immune for judgments of expulsion from their birthplace and homeland, have no flag to
revere, do not possess the same economic and social conditions as their Jewish neighbors,
nor the same status for their newspapers and universities. The 50,000 Jews and those who
might come in their wake have a totally different set of rights and immunities…There is a
society in the West Bank and Gaza in which a man’s rights are defined not by his conduct
or by any egalitarian principle, but by his ethnic identity. 231

* Lecturer in geography at the University of Ulster in Coleraine.
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The Irish Catholics and the Palestinians are similar in that they have been
deprived of their civil and political rights. With the agitating hatred they held
against their occupiers, they insisted to outline their own path towards liberation.

2. 11 The Civil Rights Campaign in Northern Ireland and the 1987 Intifada
(Uprising) in the OPT
In 1968, the Catholics/Nationalists launched a civil rights campaign, “involving
protests, marches, sit-ins and the use of the media to publicize minority
grievances. The Palestinians carried out similar practices against the Israeli
occupation in their 1987 Intifada; they staged demonstrations, rallies, popular
strikes, and stone confrontations with the Israeli occupation army. They were
struggling for their national and human rights, including political and civil rights.
In Northern Ireland, “the National campaigners urged for a more equitable access
to political power, social provision and cultural recognition.” 232 The Palestinians,
who have gone through all aspects of humiliation in their daily life by the
occupation, have found themselves at the throw of a popular uprising. Rubenberg
says:

In December 1987, the intifada-the Palestinian uprising against Israeli occupationexploded in the Occupied Territories. It was a spontaneous, nonviolent, grassroots
movement against the occupation and its attendant deprivations. It was built on a series of
emerging institutions of civil society that represented every social sector, as well as on the
willingness of a new generation to stand up to Israel and demand an end to the
occupation. 233

The 1987 “Intifada” brought the Arab and the international attention to the
Palestinian question. Moreover, it asserted that the Arab-Israeli conflict was not
over. It also brought the state of occupation, Israel, into an internationally
embarrassing situation that was exactly similar to what happened to Britain when
the Civil Rights Campaign put “the British government in the face of international
criticism.” 234
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The Nationalist/Republican demonstrators were attacked by the R.U.C and a
number of Loyalists/Unionists in 1968 and in 1969, as exactly the Palestinians
were attacked by the Israeli occupation army. The “Troubles” erupted in Northern
Ireland in 1969 and lasted for about 30 years, when the peace Good Friday
Agreement was signed in 1998. Reports read that it is “Over 3,500 people were
killed, and over 40,000 injured during the Troubles.” 235, and about 1300
Palestinian martyrs and approximately 70,000 injuries were registered. The
“Troubles” in Northern Ireland, the 1987 Intifada and other international political
developments led to peace processes that were signed in the 1990s. Thus, with
the beginning of the 1990s, a new stage in the political arena of both Northern
Ireland and the OPT started.
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3. Chapter Three: The Peace Process in the Gaza Strip
and the West Bank, and Northern Ireland

Peace, normally, should be the end after war or conflict to pave the way for a new eraone of peace and interest for conflicting parties or nations. But, in some cases, peace
brings catastrophic consequences to one party or nation and brings glorious
achievements to the other. This indicates that there is an imbalance of power, adequacy,
negotiation professionalism, and information that may affect, altogether, the
performance of the first party in front of the other party.
This chapter tells about the beginnings of the peace process starting from secret and
open tracks of negotiations in the two conflicts, passing through the signing of the peace
agreements, the profit and loss of the conflicting parties and then the future prospects of
the peace process in terms of success and failure.
3. 1 The Peace Process: The Gaza Strip and the West Bank, and Northern Ireland
The Palestinian-Israeli negotiations and the Irish-British negotiations were both, at the
beginning, going through secret channels which were and afterwards openly declared.
For long decades, these conflicting parties considered negotiations fully forbidden, but
some serious political changes that occurred locally, regionally, and internationally, in
the late twentieth century, paved the way for such negotiations.

The local changes that gave impetus to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict were: the eruption
of the first Palestinian “Intifada” in the Gaza Strip and West Bank in 1987, the victory
of the Israeli Labor Party headed by Rabin, the PM, and Rabin’s desire to end his career
as the PM and Man of Peace for the sake of the state of occupation, Israel, and for the
protection and the maintenance of its political and economic interests. It is apt, here, to
remember Rabin’s direct and revealing words, in this sense, as stated by Heikal:

Chaim Weizmann had the dream of the state of Israel, Ben Gurion was chosen to the
mission of the establishment of the state, and my mission now is to make this state,
politically and economically, acceptable in the region. 236
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These were the main local reasons inside the OPT and the state of occupation, Israel,
which led to initiate the peace agreement between the two conflicting parties. The first
“Intifada” was the product of popular boiling in the OPT due to the occupation
suppression and humiliation of the Palestinians; but it was officially made to function
by some Palestinian and Israeli politicians for their own political ends. What Garaudy
writes, in this regard, is really mindful:

Yitzhak Rabin was a symbolic target not because he supposedly “fought all his life for
peace,” as Bill Clinton claimed in his eulogy at Rabin’s funeral. Rabin commanded the
occupying forces at the beginning of the Intifada, and it was he who gave the order to
“break the bones” of Palestinian children, who had no other weapon but the ancient
stones of their land with which to defend their ancestral soil. Yet Rabin was a realist,
who understood (like the Americans in Vietnam or the French in Algeria) that there can
be no definitive military solution when an army clashes, not just with another army, but
with an entire people. 237

If Rabin really wanted peace, why did he keep settlements in the OPT, especially the
most strategic ones, under the control of the occupation? Moreover, why has the
Settlement activity been all the time kept in a sustained process of enlargement and
escalation since the signing of the Oslo Agreement?

The question of Settlement in Northern Ireland was depicted through the demographic
change between the Catholic and the Protestant communities, and this decided the
political solution there where there were no settlements but there was the Protestant
settler community. Stemming from this, the peace agreement in Northern Ireland had
local reasons: the internal political situation was crazily escalating between the
Catholics and the Protestants and severe political conflicts emerged between the two
major Irish political parties: the Sinn Féin and the Social Democratic and Labor PartySDLP

The idea of having peace talks to develop peace in Northern Ireland was practically
activated in January 1988 when the Sinn Féin leader Gerry Adams met with John
Hume, head of the SDLP, the second largest political party in Northern Ireland.
Whereas the Middle East Peace initiative was purely American, since the days of the
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US president Ronald Reagan in 1982, the peace initiative in Northern Ireland was
purely Irish.

Irish Father Alec Reid played a significant role in bringing Adams and Hume, after long
political rivalries, to sit and think about putting an end to violence in Northern Ireland.
English writes:

During 1988 (though apparently beginning in 1987), representatives of the two rival
northern nationalist parties met, with some of their most talented figures involved in the
dialogue- for Sinn Féin, Gerry Adams, Tom Hartley, Danny Morrison and Mitchel
McLaughlin; for the S.D.L.P, John Hume, Seamus Mallon, Sean Farren and Austin
Currie. Papers were exchanged, and for much of the year the talking continued. When it
ended, in September 1988, it did so without agreement. But Hume and Adams remained
in private contact, genuine trust having been established between them…Both the
parties agreed that the Irish people had a right to self-determination. But they differed
on how to exercise that right, given clear Ulster unionist hostility to Irish unity. To Sinn
Féin, the British, an imperialist force in the conflict, were pursuing their control over
Irish territory for self-interested reasons. To the SDLP , the British had by now become
effectively neutral on the question of Irish unity; according to this reading the problem
was less that of British interests than the divisions among the Irish people themselves.
John Humes’s repeated argument was that the real obstacle to Irish unity and separation
from Britain was simply that many people in Ireland did not want it: pace the IRA, the
central problem was not with Britain at all. 238

It is obvious here that the top priority was to unite the Irish political home and then to
think of starting negotiation with the British. Unlike the Palestinian leadership,
represented by Arafat, the Irish political leaders made the union of the Irish home their
top priority. Only was Dr. Haider Abdelshafi, the chief Palestinian negotiator, who
strongly called for three main demands: “Creating a unified negotiation strategy,
unifying the Palestinian home, and stopping Settlement” 239 as top priorities to start
negotiations with the state of occupation, Israel.

The regional changes that created an environment for the Palestinian-Israeli
negotiations can be summed up as follows: the collapse of the Soviet Union, the second
Gulf War in 1991, the isolation of the PLO, especially after its support to Iraq, the
raging Arab masses in the Arab countries against the American, European and Arab
assaults against Iraq, the fears of Arab leaders of the angry Arab masses as well as the
US need of these allying leaders. All these reasons helped the US to prepare for the
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Madrid peace conference in October 1991, and then implement its Middle East Peace
Process plan, which was originally designed by Reagan in 1982. It is worth mentioning
that the PLO, at that time, was in its weakest status, politically, diplomatically,
regionally and financially. Concerning the European regional changes, bringing down
the Berlin Wall in 1989 was the biggest influential historic event that represented,
surely for the Irish, the need to end the conflict in Northern Ireland and reunite with the
south.

3. 2 The Reasons behind the Palestinian-Israeli and Irish-British Negotiations

Arafat, willingly but not forcibly, accepted to go to the US-sponsored international
conference on the Middle East peace process in Madrid. He realized the regional and
international threats that the PLO had to undergo after the second Gulf War and the
collapse of the Soviet Union, and in the same time, he realized that he would be the
governor of any Palestinian territory given to him after his return to the OPT. For this,
Arafat accepted to begin a new different phase in the history of the Palestinian question
through negotiating with the Israeli occupation government, and without reaching an
agreement about this with the other PLO factions. The nationalist SDLP

and the

republican Sinn Féin discussed their differences for the sake of making Irish unity come
true. The Sinn Féin showed uncompromising stance to the SDLP during their talks in
1988. English clarifies:

True, throughout 1988 Sinn Féin argued not only that Britain’s six-county occupation
denied the Irish people their right to self-determination, but also that the oppressed
nationalists had the right to use force to end their oppression. 240

Before the beginning of the 1988 talks, Hume informed the Fianna Fáil ⃰ leader Charles
Haughey about the intention to begin talks between his party and the Sinn Féin. It was,
then, understood, that the Irish decision-making was based on consulting and agreement
between the different Irish political parties. Unity in the Irish political home was the
first achievement that strengthened the Irish stance when they entered the next Irish
240
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political phase, negotiations with the British government. When they met with the Sinn
Féin, the SDLP and the Fianna Fáil “stressed their unacceptability of violence, urging
that republican violence divided nationalists from one another in the north” 241

In the late 1980s, the Irish were arranging their internal points of difference to reach
agreements among themselves, and then prepare themselves to enter into negotiations
with the British government, whereas the PLO was suffering from corruption and
deterioration when there were many calls upon Arafat to resign. It is noteworthy, here,
to quote Chomsky:

From the early days of the [first]* Intifada, if not before, it was becoming clear that the
PLO leadership was losing its popular support in the occupied territories. Local activists
from the secular nationalist sectors, while still recognizing the PLO as the sole agent for
negotiations, spoke with open contempt of its corruption, personal power plays,
opportunism, and disregard for the interests and opinions of the people it claims to
represent. By all indications, the disaffection increased in the years that followed, while
the fundamentalist opposition that Israel had initially nurtured gained popular
support. 242

The PLO, then, was ripped asunder and in its major weakness when it entered into
negotiations with the state of occupation, Israel. Based on this, it seems obvious that the
Oslo Agreements were intended to secure the American colonial interests in the Middle
East, but not for bringing a just comprehensive and lasting peace between Palestinians
and Israelis. How can the Palestinian people, in general, trust in such a peace agreement
while its draft does not secure the Palestinian national rights, mainly, the Palestinian
occupied people’s right to resist the occupation, the Palestinian Self-determination, the
Right of Return, Refugees and Settlement?

The Irish and the Palestinian peoples have the right to Self-determination and their
resistance against the occupation is guaranteed by the international law. An extremely
far difference is seen in the stance of Gerry Adams who justified the IRA military action
against the British occupation in Northern Ireland, and Yasser Arafat who renounced
“terrorism”, referring to the Palestinian resistance acts. In this sense, Gerry Adams’
words at the national conference of the Sinn Fein in January 1989 are worth quoting:
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The history of Ireland and of British colonial involvement throughout the world tells us
that the British government rarely listens to the force of argument. It understands only
the argument of force. It is one of the reasons why armed struggle is a fact of life, and
death, in the six counties. Republican violence was not “merely a defensive reaction by
an oppressed people. It sets the political agenda.” 243

Unlike Gerry Adams, Yasser Arafat never stated that the state of occupation, Israel,
understands only the argument or the language of force. As soon as he entered into
political settlement negotiations with the Israeli occupation, he responded to the US and
the Israeli dictations by denouncing terrorism. Unlike the Sinn Fein, who kept their
Charter as it is, Arafat omitted a number of the Articles of the PLO Charter, bringing a
new Charter that had to go in harmony with the Israeli and American dictations. In this
sense, Hawatmeh says:

In Washington talks Arafat delivered a letter to Clinton, holding his signature and
including the canceled or the omitted Articles of the PLO Charter. This is according to
what was mentioned in the document of the Israeli PM's Office, and which was
prepared by Dani Nafii, the head of the PM’s Office. Arafat asserted in his letter that
each “Official distribution” of the Charter will not include what was removed. The
letter reads that the canceled Articles are: 6,7,8,9,10,15,19,20,21,22,23,and 30. But the
Articles,
which
from
some
paragraphs
were
omitted
are:
1,2,3,4,5,11,12,13,14,16,17,18,25,26,27,and 29. Arafat stated, after his meeting with
Clinton, that the problem of the modification of the Charter, concerning the
Palestinians, is solved now. 244

The changes Arafat made to the PLO Charter have really created serious damages to the
historic right of the Palestinian people in Palestine; Arafat disregarded the PLO factions,
giving himself the right to change the PLO Charter either by cancelling or partially
omitting the Articles that regard the Zionists purely imperial settlers. In this sense,
Mitchell writes:
The Palestinians considered the Zionists to be a settler class of imperialist origin. This
is evident from the clauses in the Palestinian National Charter (Articles 2, 15, 19, 20,
22, and 23) that deal with Israel’s creation and Israel itself, from Chairman Arafat
speeches, and from research writings which have been published by PLO think tanks in
Kuwait and Tunisia. In essence the Palestinian National charter is an exercise in the
delegitimization of Israel. It is equated with imperialism and colonialism and all the
international recognition it received from 1917 on is considered null and void. 245
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In his attempt to draw a comparison between the leaders of the national struggle of the
Palestinians and of the Irish, Hawatmeh speaks of the Sinn Fein and the British
government:

The Conservative or the Labor British governments did not ask the Sinn Fein, the
political wing of the IRA, to tear the Charter of the IRA, with its political and armed
wings. Their Charter calls for the union of Northern Ireland with the Irish Republic,
although the majority of Protestant Irish in Northern Ireland supports the union with the
British kingdom. The Conservative or Labor London did not condition to give up and
hand over the arms as an entry card to the table of the political settlement negotiation
on the Irish problem. Nor did the American administration ask for that, but it entered as
a mediator between the two conflicting parties, and each party keeps its own Charter
and arms, and the ceasefire was to stop violence, only, during the negotiations about the
fate of Northern Ireland. This is the double-standard or the revolving-door policy. 246

The changes Arafat made in the PLO Charter are entirely connected with the U.S.
stance towards the idea of the mutual recognition between the PLO and the state of
occupation, Israel. The U.S. denied, long time ago, this kind of mutual recognition, but
the international changes of the late twentieth century, imposed mutual recognition in
line with the American Israeli dictations, but not in line with the UN Resolution 242. To
quote Chomsky, in this context, is highly remarkable:

…the PLO is to “renounce terrorism”…and formally recognize “Israel’s right to exist,”
a right accorded to no other state in the international system, designed to ensure that
Palestinians officially recognize not only the fact but also the justice of their
displacement. In return Israel will “recognize” the PLO, but no Palestinian national
rights. Recognizing the PLO means allowing to administer local “autonomy” under
Israeli supervision. 247

3. 3 The Palestinian-Israeli and the Irish-British Positions of Negotiations

The Palestinian-Israeli negotiations had two tracks. Track I was a multi-party ArabIsraeli negotiations, composed of the Palestinian, the Syrian, the Lebanese, the
Jordanian, and the Israeli delegations, who met in the Madrid conference in 1990 for a
Middle East Peace Process; Track II was the secret Oslo Palestinian-Israeli channel of
negotiations in December 1992. It brought the Oslo Agreements “which the majority of
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the PLO Executive Committee and the PLO institutions stood against.” 248 As for the
Irish-British negotiations they were- at the beginning- bilateral and secret, but were
afterwards openly held. Unlike the scene in Palestine, the voice of all different political
parties and residents in Northern Ireland was heard since the beginning of and before
the signing of the Good Friday Agreement.

Whereas the PLO asked for negotiations to make peace with the state of occupation,
Israel, the Sinn Fein did not ask for peace with the British occupation government, but
on the contrary, the British occupation government asked for negotiations with the Sinn
Fein for peace in Northern Ireland. Although the year 1990 witnessed significant mutual
killings of the Republicans and the British government, including senior IRA members
and the British Conservative PM Ian Gow, the Sinn Fein insisted on continuing its
armed struggle against the occupier, the British. Such a horrific situation in Northern
Ireland pushed the British government to ask for negotiations with the Sinn Fein. In this
sense, English writes:

In 1990 the British government embarked on an initiative to woo Irish republicans away
from violence. They rightly recognized that it would be difficult to imagine a
straightforward military defeat of the IRA, and so began to approach the matter rather
more subtly. In October that year a British representative (Michael Oatley with M16
experience) met with Sinn Fein’s Martin McGuiness, at the prompting of the British
themselves. British intelligence sources had suggested to the government that some, at
least, of the republican leaders might want an end to the armed conflict; Secretary of
State Peter Brooke had thus blessed the use of secret backchannel contacts with
republicans. A long and significant sequence now commenced. 249

Regarding the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations, the Israeli occupation government did
not ask for peace with the PLO as it was confident that the PLO was fully ready for
peace with the state of occupation, Israel. Heikal writes that “The new Israeli PM
[Rabin]* was able to “deduce all that he sees beyond him that the PLO has become
psychologically and practically ready to give everything for recognizing it.” 250

In November 1988, Yasser Arafat announced in Algiers the Declaration of the
Palestinian National Independence, designed by the PNC. The Declaration showed no
sign of acceptance of the UNSC Resolutions 242 and 338. But in December 1988 in
248
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Geneva, Arafat delivered his speech, which was designed, one day earlier, by the US, at
a UN General Assembly session held in Geneva. His speech was the prelude to the
political settlement with the state of occupation, Israel. It is full of direct invitations to
the Israeli occupation government to negotiate for peace. Arafat acquiesced to the US
dictates and signed on the 7th of December, 1988 a document of his approval on the
following three famous US conditions:

1. The PLO is ready to negotiate with Israel on the basis of UNSC Resolutions 242
and 338.
2. The PLO undertakes to live in peace with Israel within secure and recognized
borders.
3. The PLO condemns individual, group and state terrorism in all its forms and will
not resort to it. 251

To substantiate the idea that the official Palestinians- through the PLO- were rushing to
peace through negotiations with the Israeli occupation government, here is a piece of
Arafat’s statement delivered in Geneva on December 13th, 1988:

Our Palestine National Council has reaffirmed its commitment to the UN resolutions
that uphold the right of peoples to resist foreign occupation, colonialism, and racial
discrimination, and their right to struggle for independence. It has also reaffirmed its
rejection of terrorism. in all its forms, including state terrorism,…The situation in our
Palestinian homeland can bear no more waiting. Our people and our children, leading
our march to liberty, holding aloft the torch of freedom, are being martyred daily for the
sake of ending the occupation and laying the foundation of peace in their free,
independent homeland. and in the region as a whole…For this reason, the Palestine
National Council, taking into consideration the circumstances of the Palestinians and
the Israelis and the need for a spirit of tolerance between them, built its resolutions on
foundations of realism…The PLO will seek a comprehensive settlement among the
parties concerned in the Arab-Israeli conflict, including the State of Palestine, Israel,
and other neighbors, within the framework of the international conference for peace in
the Middle East on the basis of resolutions 242 and 338 and so as to guarantee equality
and the balance of interests, especially our people's rights, in freedom, national
independence, and respect the right to exist in peace and security for all…Come, let us
make peace. Cast away fear and intimidation. Leave behind the specter of the wars that
have raged continuously in the furnace of this conflict for the past forty years. Set aside
all threats of wars to come, whose fuel could only be the bodies of our children and
yours. Come, let us make peace. Let us make the peace of the bold, far from the
arrogance of power and the weapons of destruction; far from occupation, oppression,
humiliation, murder, and torture. 252
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Ruminating over the tone of Arafat’s Geneva statement shows explicitly concession to
the US dictations and conditions and inclusively the Israeli occupation conditions. The
Palestinian resistance, which Arafat openly mentioned in his statement, is
internationally guaranteed as long as the occupation exists. The political risk in Arafat’s
statement appears clearly in his inclusive invitation to “Israel” to make peace and its
“right to exist in peace and security”, in addition to his “rejection” to all forms of
terrorism. Such a rejection connotes, on the first hand, the rejection of state terrorism
practiced by the state of occupation, Israel, and on the other hand, it equals resistance
with “terrorism”. This was the very obvious beginning to undermine the Palestinian
question and the Palestinian inalienable national rights. This was the prelude of the
Madrid-Washington peace negotiations and the Oslo secret channel that brought the
Oslo Agreements.

Unlike Arafat’s US-designed statement in Geneva, Gerry Adams’ speech, at the end of
January 1991, unequivocally shows uncompromised stance about the Sinn Fein’s right
to armed struggle for liberation against the occupation. Adams continued his political
tone the same; once he declared in 1989 that Britain “understands only the argument of
force” 253 and at the same time he indicated that there should be a political settlement
and peace in the near future in Northern Ireland. He kept defending the armed struggle
as a basis of the Sinn Fein’s political agenda, and its influencing role on pushing, not
begging, the British government and unionists to make peace with the Sinn Fein. Here
is a piece of Adam’s speech in January 1991, where he speaks of the right to engage in
armed resistance:
Where you have an occupation force, Sinn Fein believes, whether it be here or South
Africa, that people have the right to engage in armed resistance. That is our political
opinion…The Sinn Fein position is that, when you have the conditions for conflict, how
you end the conflict is to change the conditions. 254

In the light of the differences between the political stances of Arafat and Adams, it gets
clearly understandable that the consequences of negotiations in the two cases should be
different.
3. 4 The Palestinian-Israeli and the Irish-British Negotiations Mechanism
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The 1991Madrid Conference was the starting point that paved that way for the Oslo
Agreements between the state of occupation, Israel, and the PLO. The United States’
role, after its triumph in the second Gulf War in 1991, was to set a comprehensive
American solution to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. The US responded to the Israeli
occupation government’s dictation of choosing Palestinian independent personalities
from the OPT. The goal was, mainly, to officially deny the PLO in its capacity as the
sole representative of the Palestinian people. Clayton Swisher writes:

The United States acceded to Israel’s insistence that the PLO would not be given
official status as an attendant and both the United States and Israel assumed that
Palestinian negotiators from the occupied territories would be more pliable than PLO
officials. But to their disappointment, the Palestinian delegates, including noted
intellectuals Hanan Ashrawi, Haider Abdelshafi, and Faisal Husseini, proved too rigid
in their demands. Foremost, as a condition to negotiating peace, the Palestinian
negotiators insisted that Israel cease land confiscation and construction of Jewish
settlements in the territories. The Palestinians also insisted on a complete end to the
occupation of Gaza and the West Bank, in accordance with UN Security Council
Resolution 242, and the right of Palestinians to national self-determination and, thus,
statehood. The United States and Israel found this too bitter a pill to swallow. But
fortunately, from their perspective, by 1993 they found a willing interlocutor in the
PLO’s leading revolutionary, Yasser Arafat.…By 1993, Arafat wanted to take the PLO
back to center stage. When the Israelis decided to test the organization through a series
of secret back channels in Norway, were surprised and pleased to find the PLO less
rigid in its demands. Recognition of the PLO as the leader of all Palestinians was far too
tantalizing for Arafat, the Israelis discovered. Accordingly, the Israelis had little
difficulty convincing the PLO to drop the Madrid team’s basic demands 255

In parallel to the flexible stance of the PLO, represented by Arafat, the British
government showed open flexibility to the Sinn Fein to pave the road for peace in
Northern Ireland, but the British government did not want to show such a stance in
public. The Sinn Fein records clarified how the British government was not trustworthy
as many of its ministers “including Prime Minister John Major, have said that they
would not negotiate with Irish republicans.” 256 This undermined the credibility of the
British government and strengthened the credibility of the IRA. Concerning this issue, it
is fair enough to remember what Ian Paisley, the bitter foe of the Sinn Fein, stated:
“…people have more faith in the statements of the IRA than they have in the statements
of the British government.” 257 Regarding this, the British government found that it was
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time to declare openly its stance towards negotiation with the Sinn Fein. In his wellknown The IRA, Coogan writes:

As evidence of good intention an advance copy of a speech which the then Secretary of
State, Peter Brooke, intended to deliver was furnished to Sinn Fein. The speech which
Brooke duly made on 9 November [1990]*, contained a statement which later surfaced
in the Downing St Declaration. Britain has no “strategic or economic interest” in
Northern Ireland, and was prepared to accept the unification of Ireland by consent. 258

Unlike the British government, which was officially represented by high-rank officials
since the beginning of negotiations with the Sinn Fein, the state of occupation, Israel,
was not officially represented in the beginning, but afterwards by high rank official
negotiators. This means that the Israeli occupation government was not serious about
making peace with the PLO until it discovered that the PLO was weak enough to
succumb to the Israeli conditions.

The change from non-official into official representation in the Palestinian-Israeli
negotiations is connected with the Palestinian representation at the Madrid conference.
The Palestinian delegation members, at the 3-day Madrid conference and then in its 12
consequent rounds in Washington, were not PLO officials. The Madrid-Washington
channel was an openly known channel of Palestinian-Israeli negotiations, but not the
only one. There was another secret channel of Palestinian-Israeli negotiations that was
represented by three PLO officials and Israeli academics. It started in December 1992 in
Oslo. Menachem Klein writes:

…in a meeting between Afif Safia, the PLO representative in Britain, Abu Ala, and Dr.
Yair Hirschfeld in London in December 1992, the Oslo channel was born as a secret,
unofficial, semi-academic channel. From the moment it became clear that the Oslo
channel was promising and might produce results, both sides mobilized for it. They
halted their other attempts to establish a secret channel and concentrated solely on this
one. When others channels opened in parallel it was as assistance to the Oslo channel
rather than as alternatives to it. The Oslo channel encompassed the entire range of
issues that were at stake between Israel and the Palestinians. 259

A question mark should be set here: Why was the PLO represented, since the very
beginning, by officials, while the state of occupation, Israel, was first represented by
non officials and then by high-rank officials? The Palestinian delegation consisted of
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three PLO senior officials and commanders (Abu Ala, the Fatah’s financial affairs chief,
Hasan Asfur, secretary for the Committee of negotiations with Israel and assistant to
Abu Mazen and Maher al-Kurd, Arafat’s economic advisor), while the Israeli delegation
consisted of two Israeli academic negotiators: Dr. Yair Hirschfeld and Dr. Ron Pundik.

Imbalance of the representative power between the negotiators in Oslo was obvious and
dangerous. It is worth mentioning that Peres’ deputy foreign minister, Yossi Beilin
initiated this secret channel without Peres’ knowledge, and Rabin was told about it in
May 1993. Rabin and Peres did not give a thought of the Oslo channel until the issue
got serious in May. Hence, the Israeli negotiators became officials. In this sense,
Rubenberg says:

Peres dispatched two highly skilled legal analysts to join the Oslo group-Uri Savir, the
director general of the foreign ministry, and his legal adviser, Joel Singer. Since the
1970s, Singer had been involved in scrutinizing international agreements to which
Israel was a party. His expertise in such matters was of the highest order. The
Palestinians had no legal advice until the agreements were a fait accompli. On August
19, the Egyptian lawyer Taher Shash (who had been a participant in the 1978 Camp
David summit), read the Declaration of Principles and told Arafat that the legal
language was acceptable but that the Oslo agreements were worse than what Anwar
Sadat had achieved for the Palestinians at Camp David. 260

The Oslo secret channel was the laboratory where the US and the state of occupation,
Israel, tested the PLO- whether flexible or inflexible- to enter into peace negotiations.
The aim was to bring the maximum benefit for the state of occupation, Israel. The IrishBritish negotiations were reactivated in 1990 by the British government after a long
period of stagnation. There were the 1974-75 truce and the 1980-81 Long Kesh hungerstrike negotiations, which stopped that time. It is worth mentioning that the early 1990s
were the years of sending signals by the British government to the Sinn Fein.

The political scenes in Britain and Northern Ireland were, interchangeably, influencing
and influenced. The IRA kept its resistance, the British Conservative John Major
became in 1990-1997 the PM, who paid great attention to Northern Ireland and built “a
good relationship with Fianna Fail’s Albert Reynolds” 261. Moreover, the British
“Secretary of State”, Brooke, for Northern Ireland stated in November 1990 that Britain
had no “economic or strategic interest in Northern Ireland”. This was of great
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importance for the political life in Northern Ireland. Concerning Brooke’s, Senator
Maurice Hayes says:

His affirmation that Britain had no selfish strategic or economic interest in staying in
Northern Ireland, and would leave whenever a majority there so decided, was highly
significant in the light of Hume’s challenge to the fundamental basis of the republican
struggle. It was also an important stage in the development of the principle of consent
which was to underpin agreement at a later stage. 262

Such British steps moved the IRA towards thinking about the political settlement in
Northern Ireland. As a first response, this led the IRA to declare a ceasefire by the end
of 1990.
3. 5 Results of the Irish-British and the Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations

The result of the British official signals for the political settlement led the IRA to
declare by the end of 1990 a ceasefire. Gerry Adams, in this context, writes:

Despite all the death and destruction, 1990 ended with a surprising initiative from the
IRA That Christmas was the first Christmas in fifteen years that the IRA called a threeday ceasefire. Looking back on it now, this might not seem like such a big deal. At the
same time, it was. For the IRA leadership to publicly announce even such a short
temporary ceasefire was a departure. 263

Their three-day ceasefire was publicly welcomed, and many questions about it were
raised, especially in the IRA, “The Provisionals’ New Year message for 1991 clearly
outlined their thinking, in relation to war and peace.” 264, but it was not a concession to
the British government. Proving this, the IRA carried out, on February 7th, 1991, a huge
mortar bombing at 10 Downing St. that was 15 yards away from the room where the
British ministers were holding a cabinet meeting. This was a clear message to the
British government that the IRA was determined enough to continue armed resistance.

In the time of the exchange of signals between the British government and the
republicans in 1990-1991, the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations in Washington were
encountering difficulties. There were no Palestinian concessions until the Oslo secret
channel was initiated in December 1992. The Oslo Palestinian negotiators showed
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dangerous concessions, which were reported to Arafat who approved them. The Oslo
Israeli negotiators, the academics and the Israeli officials, were highly-experienced and
hard-liners towards the Israeli red lines. The imbalance in the Israeli and Palestinian
negotiators’ stances and imbalance in politics brought in disastrous consequences of the
Oslo Agreements against the Palestinian people and land. The rapid expansion of
Settlement in the West Bank and Jerusalem is one of the disastrous consequences. The
weakness of the Palestinian official stance has been observed by Chomsky who,
indisputably, says:

In return for Arafat explicit concessions on such matters, Yitzhak Rabin’s letter in
exchange conceded nothing of any substance. It states tersely that “in the light of the
PLO commitments, the government of Israel has decided to recognize the PLO as the
representative of the Palestinian people and commence negotiations with the PLO
within the Middle East Peace Process.” In response to Arafat’s commitment to suppress
any resistance to Israel’s military occupation, Rabin did not make the slightest gesture
towards alleviating its harshest features. There is no commitment to “renounce” torture,
killing of children, or collective punishment, to release prisoners held without chargeeven to relax the “closure.” There is no commitment to slow down the rapid expansion
of Greater Jerusalem, or of settlement, land confiscation, and construction elsewhere in
areas designated for eventual annexation. Indeed, to do nothing. To be precise, there is
only one “concession” in Rabin letter: recognition of the PLO as representative of the
Palestinian people. 265

Unlike Arafat, who did not give any reasonable attention to the text of the letters
exchanged between him and Rabin in 1993, Gerry Adams gave full attention to the
cause of his people, stressing the necessity for both peace and resistance. In his speech
at the Sinn Fein annual Ard Fheis in 1991, he states:

I felt it was important to publicly address the issue of civilian deaths and injuries arising
out of IRA operations. I was not prepared to engage in the sort of semantics that others
used to condemn republicans, but then refuse to comment on the actions of the British
army or R.U.C, or those killings carried out by loyalists. I spoke out on incidents in
which civilians were killed or injured because that was the correct thing to do. I said,
“Our dismay, our regret and our sympathy with the plight of families bereaved by the
IRA is genuine.” However, I pointed out, “Deprived of any alternative, armed struggle
is the response of the oppressed, in any situation, to their oppression.” Further, I said I
wanted to speak directly to the IRA volunteers. “You have a massive responsibility. At
times, the fate of this struggle is in your hands. You have to be careful and careful
again.” 266

The difference between Arafat’s speech in Geneva in December 1988, and Gerry
Adams’ speech in 1991 doubtlessly proves that Arafat was ready to make concessions
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to the Israeli occupation government, whereas Adams was, totally and strongly, settled
not to make any concessions whatsoever to the British government. Explicit enough is
Adam’s statement that when any oppressed people do not have “alternative” ways to
fight against the occupation, then “armed struggle” is the only way to fight against the
occupation. What Arafat stated in Geneva was the prelude of official undermining to the
right to Palestinian resistance. Rabin’s speech, at the UN General Assembly’s session in
Geneva in 1988, carried no one single gesture of official or unofficial Israeli regret for
the Palestinian bereaved families by the Israeli occupation forces. The question here is
how can balanced peace come out of imbalanced political stances of decision makers?
Moreover, the exchange of letters between Arafat and Rabin, on September 9th, 1993,
showed imbalanced mutual recognition. The PLO has fully recognized the state of
occupation, Israel, and its right to exist in peace and security, and fully “renounced”
terrorism, violence, and will assume responsibility over all PLO elements and personnel
in order to assure their compliance, prevent violations and discipline violators.” 267

Based on the exchange of letters, and in line with Arafat’s commitments to the state of
occupation, Israel, the first “Intifada” was targeted to be resolved. The “Intifada” was a
terrible threat against the Israeli occupation government. Concerning this, it should not
be forgotten that the Israeli pressure was strongly, continuously and repeatedly
practiced on the Oslo Palestinian negotiators, especially by Joel Singer on Abu Ala,
about the necessity to stop the first Intifada, and Singer’s question “Why does not the
PLO release a statement from Tunisia stating to stop the Intifada”. 268

It gets clear now that there was a big difference between the Madrid delegation, which
showed great uncompromising status against Settlement and other Palestinian firm
demands, and Arafat’s status, whose top priority focused only on the PLO, being its
head. This could be the only reason that made the PLO preferable by the US and the
state of occupation, Israel, to enter into Palestinian-Israeli peace negotiations. To quote
Swisher, in this regard, is really of considerable importance:
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In a critical concession, especially crucial to Israel, the PLO agreed that it would no
longer insist on Israeli recognition that the Palestinian people are subjects of an
occupation. Israelis has studiously avoided any mention of the term “occupation,” in
part because Israel had refused to recognize the applicability of the Fourth Geneva
Convention to the West Bank/Gaza Strip which would have further obliged them to
abide by the convention’s normative legal principles, including a prohibition on the
expropriation of land. 269

For this flexible status that Arafat showed, it is important to quote what Rabin once
stated about the PLO as his partner in peace: “I have no partner except the PLO The
views of the Palestinian delegation at the Madrid Conference became more
uncompromising than the views of the PLO itself.” 270

3. 6 PLO and Sinn Fein Isolated

Exchange of political signals and officials’ speeches and statements between the Sinn
Fein and the British occupation government continued together with killings in both
sides. The year 1992 marked a departure in the political approach of the Sinn Fein. It
was the year that the Sinn Fein felt isolated, as exactly the PLO felt after the second
Gulf War. The IRA had this feeling when the Dublin Corporation denied them to hold
their annual national conference at the historic Mansion House in Dublin. Instead, they
held it in Ballyfermot Residents Association, in a working class suburb of Dublin.
Regarding this, O’Brien writes:

It was a very physical manifestation of how marginalized and disliked the Republican
Movement had become south of the Border. The reason was simple- the IRA campaign.
It was deeply popular and deeply offensive to the vast majority of people and
politicians in the Republic, as a series of elections had proven.” 271

This was confessed by Gerry Adams, saying:
Political opposition to Sinn Fein had reached such a pitch among other parties in the
South that we were refused the use of our usual venue, the Mansion House, in Dublin to
hold our annual Ard Fheis. Other public buildings were denied to us as Fianna Fail, the
Labor Party and Fine Gael abused their municipal authority to ban us. 272
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Although the Sinn Fein fully realized in 1991-92 that they were refused and isolated in
the South, yet they remained loyal to the principle of the necessity of their armed
struggle. It is a rare coincidence to find that the isolation of the PLO and the Sinn Fein
was in the same period of time. Serious political changes on the ground led, normally,
leaderships to revise what actions they have taken and to reconsider what others to take.
The political developments that took place in the British and Republican relationship
and the “physical manifestation” of marginalizing and disliking of the Republican
Movement in the South prepared the Sinn-Fein to look back for peace in Northern
Ireland.

Unlike the PLO, the Sinn-Fein was strong when it decided to enter into negotiations
with the British occupation government, whereas the PLO entered into negotiations
with the Israeli occupation government when it was in the apex of its weakness.
Rubenberg, in this sense, writes:

Thus, Israel rightly assumed it could extract major concessions from the PLO without
having to make compromise of equal magnitude. In fact, Israel’s singular substantive
adjustment in the D.O.P. was to recognize and negotiate with the PLO ــsomething it
had vowed it would never do. But this was not the PLO of the 1970s and 1980s; this
was a PLO perilously close to collapsing. Its weakness and pliability were demonstrated
during the course of the Oslo talks. 273
P280F

This leads one to say that there was a big gap, on the first hand, between the PLO in the
1970s and 1980s and that in the 1990s and onwards, and on the other hand between the
weak PLO and the strong Israeli occupation government. The politics and negotiations
in Northern Ireland brought a political wisdom that “the pain and gain must be
equaled”, but in the PLO-Israeli politics and negotiations, the pain for the PLO and the
Palestinian people is miserably great, whereas the gain for the state of occupation,
Israel, is immensely great. In his article Occupation Is the Atrocity, Edward Said says:
But consider what Israel's unrelenting war against the undefended, basically unarmed,
stateless and poorly led Palestinian people has already achieved. The disparity in power
is so vast that it makes you cry. 274
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3. 7 Palestinian and Irish Negotiating Teams: A Comparative Overview

The Palestinian poor leadership, the weakest PLO, the despair in the O.P.T., the
continuous suppression of the “Intifada”, the Palestinian official statements that
“renounce terrorism…prevent violations and discipline violators”, and the absence of
collective Palestinian decision-making, altogether, had the bad influence on the process
of the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations.

The relationship between the philosophy of political leadership and its negotiating team
to make decisions must be exclusively special and considerable. Gerry Adams wrote a
letter, in August 1991, to the British and the Irish Republic governments, leaders of
political parties, the Churches leaders and others for open discussions on the conflict in
Northern Ireland and how to develop peace process. Since the stance of the four main
Churches was refusing to talk with the Sinn Fein, Adams wrote in his letter:

In my latest letter, I reminded the Church leaders of the recent comments of Archbishop
Tutu of South Africa who had visited Ireland a few months earlier: “Let your
negotiations be as inclusive as possible. Do not let any feel they have been excluded.
Let them be represented by those they regard as their authentic spokespersons.
Otherwise, talks as we have discovered at home, become an exercise in futility.” 275

Unlike Gerry Adams, “Arafat alone (with Abu Mazen and Abu Ala in subsidiary roles)
made the decision to enter the talks and to remain engaged.” 276 This seriously weakened
the Palestinian negotiation team beyond the Israeli negotiation team. Ruminating over
the two tracks of the Palestinian negotiation delegations and their different stances, it
gets crystal clear that the Madrid-Washington Palestinian delegation got weakened by
Arafat himself who ignored Dr. Abdelshafi and his supporters, activating his contacts
with Saeb Erekat and Shaath. In contradiction to Arafat’s method in negotiation, it is
highly important to quote Gerry Adams, as saying:

I believe totally in politics as a means to empower people. Information in this context is
power, but in our situation, as we sought to build the delicate process towards peace, it
was impossible to give all activists access to all information. Most of the time there was
little information to share…One of the most important negotiations for any leadership is
the negotiation with your own side. Without this, the process will founder on internal
difficulties. 277
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Arafat’s method in negotiations depended on taking the information he desired and
ignoring the information he did not. Politics was only to empower his stance as a leader
of the PLO but not to empower the Palestinian people and the Palestinian question. In
addition, Arafat did not negotiate with Palestinian factions. He negotiated with the
Israeli occupation government. Consequently, the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations
foundered “on internal difficulties” against the Palestinian interests. Concerning this, it
is apt to quote Heikal’s words:
Tension was always high with the Palestinian delegation. Problems were complicated
and the delegation was divided in itself to the extent that made Dr. Haider Abdelshafi,
once, say beyond the Jordanian delegation (according to the Jordanian delegation): “we
[the Palestinian delegation] is a divided delegation in itself, and indeed we are 14
Palestinian delegations, and each member of us is an independent delegation, and each
one of us represents his own person and has his own contacts and has his own fields”.
278

Unlike the divided Palestinian delegation, the Irish delegation was, until the days of the
signing of the Good Friday Agreement in 1998, a united team. In this sense, Adams
says:

As we gathered in our rooms at Castle Building, I told the negotiations team to be
prepared for a lot of hard work and probably some sleepless nights. Our job was to do
the best we could. We were a good team who had learned to work together efficiently
over the proceeding years, but, in particular the last few months. 279

3. 8 Resistance and Negotiations in the OPT and Northern Ireland

At Christmas 1992, the IRA declared another three-day ceasefire. This was an
additional gesture for the second consecutive year that there was a new trend towards a
political settlement in Northern Ireland. This came in parallel to the Sinn Fein’s new
political initiative in their Ard Fheis (National Conference) in 1992, called “Towards a
Lasting Peace in Ireland”. It was a peace document addressed to the United Nations, the
European Community, the British government, Unionists, and Dublin, which was the
core of emphasis. It seems obvious that the Sinn Fein imitated the PLO in appealing to
the UN and the EC to give an international impression about the Republicans’ tendency
towards peace in Northern Ireland. O’Brien says: “Appealing to the UN and the EC was
278
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a similar tactic to that adopted by Yasser Arafat and the Palestinian Liberation
Organization in trying to convince the world that they were entering a fully non-violent
phase.” 280

The Sinn Fein’s document concentrated on a leading part that Dublin should play
because it had strong political and diplomatic contacts with the world powers. Here is
O’Brien explaining the Sinn Fein’s initiative:

This did not mean that the Republican Movement was about to submerge itself under
the Dublin’s wing. Nor did it imply a unilateral ending of armed struggle. But it did
pave the way for later dialogue with constitutional Irish nationalism. The Sinn Fein
document laid out the alternatives it was prepared to contemplate: “Irish republicans are
determined to play a constructive role in building a national democracy in Ireland when
a British government is convinced either by a continuing armed resistance or by an
effective unarmed constitutional strategy to adopt a policy of withdrawal from
Ireland. 281

It is essential here to say that Arafat’s letter of September 9th, 1993 to Rabin, was no
more than his (Arafat’s) acquiescence to the seven points dictated by the Israeli
negotiation delegation on their Palestinian counterparts in July 1993. These seven points
entirely formulated the mutual recognition between the PLO and the state of occupation,
Israel. They are:

The right of Israel to exist in security and peace, accept the UN Security Council
Resolutions 242 and 338, dissolve the conflict with peaceful methods, dissolve the
disagreements of points of views through negotiations, renounce terrorism, stop the
Intifada and cancel the Articles of the PLO Charter that state to end Israel, or those
points that contradict with the peace process. 282

The Palestinian acquiescence to these seven points poured in the benefit of the state of
occupation, Israel, and badly harmed the Palestinian resistance against the Israeli
occupation. Resolving the “Intifada” was one of the top priorities that the Israeli
occupation government focused on in the negotiations. The “Intifada” was going on and
on though the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations were continuous too. While Palestinians
in the OPT were practicing their internationally-guaranteed right to resist the
occupation, the occupation forces were practicing systematic terrorism against them. In
this sense, Massalha writes:
280
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On March 16th, 1992, the Israeli Knesset casted a vote for a law that permits the Israeli
occupation soldiers to shoot fire at stone throwers. This law legitimized, to some extent,
the crimes that the Israeli army’s Special Units commit…Mr. Yezhr Baieer stated on
February 7th, 1993, that there are people who are killed under the regime of Rabin more
than those were killed under the regime of Shamir…(Moreover Massalha writes) the
number of the fatalities and injuries was increasing, violence acts and tyrannies were
amounting, while negotiations were stagnant in their place. All theses together have led
to the deterioration of the situations in the OPT. The accumulation of these situations
gradually changes the Intifada from a peaceful public rebellion into a real guerrilla
war. 283

It is thus clearer that the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations had bad impact on the
Palestinian resistance and the life of Palestinians in the OPT. In the Northern Ireland
negotiations, the British government exerted its maximum efforts to stop the
Republicans’ armed struggle. In the light of this, the 1991-1992 talks were at the edge
of failure when the Sinn Fein was deliberately excluded from a meeting, held for the
first time, between the British government and all groups of Unionists and the Irish
government and northern nationalists. In this meeting, the British government showed a
clear hard-line stance against the IRA, affirming that there would be no change in the
constitutional position of Northern Ireland until consent was reached there, and the IRA
brought to an end their armed struggle. This was the case with the British condition to
allow Sinn Fein participate in the meeting. This was used as a pressure paper to twist
the arm of the IRA through the Sinn Fein. Gerry Adams refused to yield to the British
dictations, and insisted on participating in the talks. Here, O’Brien says:

Adams said it was axiomatic that there would be a cessation in IRA activity if Sinn Fein
were talking. The difference between the two was that Britain wanted a cessation first
and talks second, whereas the Republican Movement wanted talks in order to bring
about a cessation. Their model was the African National Congress (A.N.C.) in South
Africa, which engaged in constitutional negotiations without formally ending armed
struggle. In the meantime, the IRA would continue operations, continue exerting
pressure, continue killing. Adams said that there was no debate within the Republican
Movement about ending armed struggle, only debate about defining its methods and its
goals. 284

3. 9 Leadership and Armed Struggle: Northern Ireland and the OPT
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Mandela was a powerful leader and non-compromising negotiator, as he utterly refused
to renounce violence, when he was sitting with his counterparts, in 1993, to negotiate
for settling the conflict in South Africa. In his Long Walk to Freedom, Mandela says:

They insisted that the A.N.C. must renounce violence and give up the armed struggle
before the government would agree to negotiations- and before I could meet President
Botha. Their contention was that violence was nothing more than criminal behavior that
could not be tolerated by the state. I responded that the state was responsible for the
violence and that is always the oppressor, not the oppressed, who dictates the form of
the struggle. If the oppressor uses violence, the oppressed have no alternative but to
respond violently. In our case it was simply legitimate form of self-defense. I ventured
that if the state decided to use peaceful methods, the A.N.C. would also use peaceful
means. “It is up to you,” I said, “not us, to renounce violence.” 285

Arafat should have internationally asked that “Israel” is demanded to “renounce
violence” but not the PLO. He should have declared to the US, the state of occupation,
Israel, Arabs and the international community that “Israel” is the oppressor and there is
no alternative by the oppressed Palestinian people but to “respond violently”.

In his article Mandela, Netanyahu and Arafat, Edward Said clarifies how Nelson
Mandela did not submit to the White government’s conditions, and showed
uncompromising stance in negotiations without stopping the armed resistance in South
Africa. In this sense, Said, writes:

From the position of the moral power which Mandela embodied, he was able to take the
legitimacy off the Apartheid all over the world, and enforced the White government to
gradually start negotiations with the African National Conference, not according to its
conditions, but according to Mandela’s conditions. 286

It has, then, become obvious that the Sinn Fein learned the lesson from South Africa,
but not from the PLO. Mandela intended to enter into negotiations after he united the
different factions in his national movement and all of them emerged in the negotiations
process. This created a qualitative strong political leadership that insisted on getting the
majority’s right to rule. In this context, Fredrick Van Zyl Salbbert writes:

Mandela managed to unite the various factions within his movement and pushed them into
the process of negotiations. The major difference was that he could promise his supporters
something they had struggled for all their lives: the end of White minority
domination…From the outset, he was not prepared to budge on the principle of majority
285
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rule: “As long as majority rule was not compromised, we were open for any possibility.”
One sensed that Mandela would rather go back to prison than concede on this issue. 287

The difference is very big between the stances of Mandela and Arafat. Mandela’s
ultimate end was to liberate his country and end the White minority rule, without
retreating an iota beyond the White government or compromising his people’s
resistance. But Arafat’s ultimate end was to be recognized as a chairman of the
Palestinian Authority and head of the PLO, regardless of the consequences of his
decision and the cost of Palestinian people’s resistance.

It is, thus, axiomatic that the firm qualitative political leadership, surely, brings its own
maximum benefits that are, naturally, bound to come out of successful negotiations.
This was the lesson the Palestinian negotiations team should have learned from
Mandela and his government; as they until today, believe in negotiations with the state
of occupation, Israel, and still renounce resistance and compromise the Palestinians’
right to resistance.

3. 10 Negotiations and Armed Resistance Factions’ Response

Negotiations normally have impact on armed resistance, either to empower or to
weaken it. In the Palestinian case, the armed and unarmed resistances were badly
influenced by the negotiations since Arafat himself renounced “terrorism”, which is
nothing but “resistance”; but in the eyes of the state of occupation, Israel, and the US, it
is nothing but “terrorism”. Arafat’s renunciation of “terrorism” was a Palestinian
official approval that the Palestinian resistance for liberation was nothing but
“terrorism”, which Arafat had to renounce and had publicly renounced. This gave a
deadly blow to the Palestinians’ right to resist the occupation, and was a green light to
the Israeli occupation forces to use its powers to hunt down Palestinian fighters, target
armed resistance and weaken the opponents of the Oslo Agreements. In return, earlier
Israeli suppression of the Palestinian resistance in the first “Intifada” helped Arafat to be
a dictator, particularly on the political level. In this sense, Sayegh says:
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It is paradoxical that the Israeli suppression of the Intifada helped Arafat to concentrate
the power in his hands. The Israeli continuous arrests weakened the “United National
Leadership” by the coming of 1989, as younger and less experienced politically and
organizationally cadres replaced the old active cadres. This made that leadership far
easier to be managed by the orders dictated from the exile. 288

Concerning Arafat’s and Rabin’s similarities and dissimilarities, there are questions to
be raised: Why did not Arafat ask his Israeli counterpart to renounce terrorism as he was
demanded by them to renounce it? Why did not Arafat ask Rabin to stop his army’s
daily crimes against the occupied Palestinian people? Why did not Arafat insist on the
legitimacy of resisting the occupation as guaranteed in the IV Geneva Convention? The
answers could be found in the absence of the right qualitative Palestinian leadership that
managed the negotiations with the state of occupation, Israel. The weakness of the PLO
cannot be, in any case, justified: the second Gulf War in 1990-91 and the collapse of the
U.S.S.R in 1990 can never stand as reasons for the PLO to accept the US and Israeli
dictations. Such questions had no room in the Northern Ireland negotiations because of
the clarity of vision in the Republican Movement’s political stance before entering into
negotiations.

In “Towards a Lasting Peace in Ireland”, Sinn Fein demanded the British government
to convince the unionists that their future was in Ireland, and demanded the Irish
government to convince the unionists with the benefits of the unity of Ireland and to
convince the international community to support this demand. Concerning the armed
struggle, Sinn Fein refused to give up armed resistance, and argued with the Irish
government and the SDLP to build a national strategy that could help pursue a national
democracy. All this happened before Gerry Adam’s travelling to London to hand in a
copy of the peace initiative document. Gerry Adams writes:

I acknowledged that armed struggle was recognized by all republicans as an option of last
resort when all other avenues to pursue freedom have been attempted and suppressed…I
remarked that republicans might have to accept interim phases and interim arrangements
while still working for a united Ireland. 289

Although the continuation of the active signals paving the way for direct negotiations
between Sinn Fein and the British occupation government in 1992, tension and mutual
killings reached high rate of danger. In the same time, the first Palestinian “Intifada”
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was gradually cooling down while the peace negotiations were going on. The strongest
Palestinian national resistance body was the Unified National Leadership ⃰, formulated in
the first week of the first Intifada and dismantled immediately after the signing of the
Oslo Agreement 1in 1993. In this respect, Hawatmeh says:

The Unified Leadership of the Ïntifada”was dismantled as soon as the Oslo Agreement 1
was signed in September 1993, as Fatah and the People’s Party withdrew from it. The
P.F.L.P. and the D.F.L.P. continued the efforts, under the banner of the United Leadership,
building bridges with Hamas and the Islamic Jihad, who got emerged in the Intifada line,
but these efforts did not succeed…Indeed, we could not continue and manage the Intifada
through the United Leadership between the P.F.L.P. and the D.F.L.P, after the withdrawal
of Fatah and the People’s Party. And also, one of the conditions of the Hebrew state was to
stop the Intifada as soon as the signing of the Oslo Agreement and the wide regional Arab
and international coalition to market the Oslo Agreement set the condition to stop the
Intifada. 290

What Hawatmeh says explains how regional and international powers conspired against
the first Palestinian Intifada. The PLO should have exerted industrious efforts to gain
more support for the Intifada on the regional and world levels. Acquiescing to such
dictations of the US and Israel, Arafat became the target of harsh criticisms such as: He
should have
1- boycotted the negotiations,
2- asked the Palestinians in the OPT to escalate the Intifada,
3- activated the political partnership with the PLO factions to establish a united
Palestinian stand,
4- and appealed to the international community to exercise pressure on Israel to
give guarantees as those Arafat gave to the Israeli occupation government.

The year 1993 marks the signing of the Oslo Agreement and the announcement of the
Northern Ireland’s back channel of negotiations. Sinn Fein kept pushing the British
government for direct face-to-face meetings. The British government was serious in
responding to Sinn Fein, and they “needed a ‘no-violence’ understanding over two or
three weeks of private talks and no public declaration of this.” 291
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Unlike the internal Palestinian situation between Arafat and other Palestinian military
wings, Gerry Adams and the IRA kept continuous updating of the peace initiative, and
Gerry Adams’ defense of the right to armed struggle was highly regarded by the IRA.
This made the IRA support Adams and McGuiness, giving them enough time to
succeed in their peace initiative and test the credibility of the British government about
the intention to have peace in Northern Ireland or not. In parallel, the Palestinian-Israeli
negotiations of 1991-1993 continued while the first intifada was going on. At the eve of
the IRA declaration of a 3-day ceasefire on March 30th, 1993, Gerry Adams said:

Christmas ceasefires were now generally seen as seasonal gestures of goodwill. This,
however, was more than a gesture. For the first time in twenty years, the IRA had decided
on a unilateral suspension of hostilities for the express purpose of creating space for
political developments to take place. The six-day advance notification of the IRA initiative
provided the British government with an opportunity to give clarification to republicans. 292

Sinn Fein formulated a negotiations committee, in which responsibilities were
distributed among specialized members. Gerry Adams and Martin McGuiness took the
responsibility of contacting with the IRA. Such coordination strongly helped in the
decision of IRA’s declaration of ceasefire in the following years. The British
government refused to meet with Gerry Adams until there was a declaration of
ceasefire, but the IRA continued their armed struggle, In his article “The Resolution of
Armed Conflict: Internationalization and its Lessons, Particularly in Northern Ireland”,
Lord David Owen writes:

The British government still refused to meet Adams until there was a ceasefire. That was
from their position wise, for in March 1994 the IRA on two separate occasions fired mortar
bombs at Heathrow airport…On Wednesday 31 August 1994 the IRA declared that from
midnight there would be a complete cessation of military operations. Then Gerry Adams
visited the US in late September and again on 6 December. On 9 December a team of
British officials openly started to negotiate with a Sinn Fein delegation, which Major
asserts was the first time in a quarter of a century, though some claimed in previous
contacts there had in effect been negotiations. 293

The coordination between Sinn Fein and its military wing, the IRA, helped in the
making of a declaration of ceasefire to support Gerry Adams’ visit to the US, especially
after the pro-American role to grant him the required US visa. It is noteworthy to say
that the American administration neither interfered in the question of stopping the
armed struggle in Northern Ireland nor demanded Gerry Adams to renounce terrorism
292
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as was the case with Arafat. It is ironic here to find that Arafat was demanded to
“renounce terrorism” since the first term of Clinton’s administration, whereas Gerry
Adams was never demanded by the same administration, before or after his visit to the
US, to do the same.

“The Sinn Fein leadership knew the Irish cause needed to be internationalized. This
lesson was apparent in the developing peace process in South Africa.” 294 Unlike the role
the US effectively played in internationalizing the conflict in Northern Ireland exerting
maximum efforts for the peace process, the US effectively played an anti-Palestinian
role in internationalizing the Oslo Agreements, but not the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
This brought the worst impact on the Palestinian armed and unarmed resistance through
recruiting international official and unofficial opinions to the peace process, even if that
peace was not fair, and at the expense of Palestinian legal right to resist for selfdetermination and liberation.

In the same time, the US got credible information about the strength of the IRA and
Gerry Adams’ inability to control them. The IRA kept ceasefire since August 1994 until
February 1996, when their huge bomb explosion shocked Docklands in London. This
clarifies that the IRA practiced their armed struggle without being controlled by Sinn
Fein, in general, and Gerry Adams in particular. In this context, it is important to quote
Lord David Owen’s words again:

There had been deep cynicism about the peace strategy of Gerry Adams and Martin
McGuiness among the IRA in South Armagh since August 1994 ceasefire. Even before the
ceasefire was broken in February 1996 the IRA had indentified London Docklands as a
suitable target. A dummy run had been undertaken in the middle of January. In past times
this bomb would have derailed the process for months, maybe years, but this time there was
a big difference: the structure was buttressed internationally. It was now too robust to be
broken. 295

It gets clear here that the Republican Movement politics was well-organized and
depended on political sharing of visions and decisions. It is significant to see how the
military wing, IRA, took an independent decision to stop their military operations, but it
was not the political wing, Sinn Fein, who asked the IRA to do so. In the Palestinian
politics, there was no political sharing at all, since Arafat alone was the one-man
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department in decision-making, with the assistance of Abu Mazen and Abu Ala, in the
Oslo secret channel of negotiations. Moreover, he made himself the only decision
maker of both the military and political wings, and he willingly condemned “individual,
group and state terrorism in all its forms, and [PLO] will not resort to it.” 296

3. 11 Main Issues of Negotiations

The Palestinian-Israeli and the Irish-British negotiations had their own issues that
dominated their negotiation agendas. The first session of negotiations held between the
Sinn Fein and the British government delegations was in December 1994. The British
government concentrated on the surrender of the IRA’s weapons, and there were,
according to Gerry Adams, three main issues on the Sinn Fein agenda: Political and
constitutional change, democratic rights and demilitarization and associated
issues…The Sinn Fein delegation raised the related issues of prisoners, Irish language
rights, harassment, border roads and more 297

The main issues at the Oslo channel negotiations team were not cornerstone issues
related to the core of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and the Palestinian struggle
history. The thorny issues, represented in Settlement, Jerusalem, borders, human
rights, water and security arrangements, were shelved to the final status of
negotiations. This explicitly scandalized the negotiating Palestinian leadership,
which was not only ill-thinking, but also compromising. Hanan Ashrawi’s initial
comments to Abu Mazen upon seeing the Declaration of Principles are
remarkably arresting:

It is clear that the ones who initiated this agreement have not lived under occupation. You
postponed the settlement issue and Jerusalem without even getting guarantees that Israeli
would not continue to create facts on the ground that would preempt and prejudge the final
outcome. And what about human rights? There’s a constituency at home, a people in
captivity, whose rights must be protected and whose suffering must be alleviated. What
about all our red lines? Territorial jurisdiction and integrity are negated in substance and the
transfer of authority is purely functional…At least you should have done something about
Jerusalem, settlement, and human rights. Strategic issues are fine, but we know the Israelis,
and we know that they will exploit their power as occupier to the hilt, and by the time you
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get around to permanent status, Israel would have permanently altered realities on the
ground. 298

The Oslo Agreement outlined the relationship between Palestinians and the state of
occupation, Israel, for five years from 1993 to 1998. None of the thorny issues was, as
Hanan Ashrawi said above, included in the agenda of the Agreement which, as Klein
put it, reads as follows:

Talks on the permanent agreement would include the issue of Jerusalem, and that in the
interim period Palestinian self-government would not apply there. “Jurisdiction of the
Council [the Palestinian Authority Council, the Palestinian governing authority in the
interim period] will cover West Bank and Gaza Strip territory, except for issues that will be
negotiated in the permanent status negotiations: Jerusalem, the settlements, military and
Israeli areas. 299

It is, thus, appalling to see that the most fundamental Palestinian issues were neglected
by the Oslo channel negotiators, whereas in the Irish-British negotiations, one of the
issues decommissioning the IRA weapons, was enough to restrict the negotiations
process and bring the IRA military operations again to politics in February 1996. The
Palestinian Oslo negotiators had to have every reason to stop the negotiations, simply
because of the US and Israeli dictations, especially those to “renounce terrorism” and
resolve the Intifada.

Such a Palestinian political leadership, who accepted such disdaining dictations easily
turned a blind eye to the fundamental issues such as Jerusalem, Settlement, water,
borders and security. This also affected the quality of demands by the two parties.
Regarding the difference between the Palestinian and Israeli demands, Jan Egeland*
says:

Rabin and Peres, and Arafat and Abu Mazen were following the negotiations closely and
imposed increasingly strict terms of their negotiators. Their goals were ultimate and
ambitious, but not mutual exclusive: the Israelis wanted maximum security for their
citizens indefinitely; the Palestinians wanted maximum self-rule, territory and economic
development immediately. 300

What Egeland said above is closely connected with the question of Settlement. The
maximum security that the Israeli side demanded meant to guarantee security for their
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settlers, in their capacity as Israeli citizens, whereas the Palestinian side neglected the
importance of security in favor of “self-rule, territory and economic development” for
the occupied Palestinian people in the OPT

3. 12 The Question of Settlement in the Irish-British and the Palestinian-Israeli
Negotiations

It must be always remembered that the three main issues (Political and constitutional
change, democratic rights and demilitarization) and the other related issues, including
the IRA weapons, are the consequences of the origin of conflict in Northern Irelandـــ
the Settlement. Hence, the question of Settlement in Northern Ireland took a new trend
in negotiations. Since Northern Ireland became, by the passage of time, a sectarian
divided society of Catholic minority and Protestant majority, there were no negotiations
on “Plantation of Ulster” anymore, but on how to settle the conflict through bringing
peace for the two sectarian communities. It got very hard, then, to bring just solutions
for Catholics and Protestants, who could both be regarded as either double minority or
double majority. In this sense, Senator Maurice Hayes says:

Whereas the conventional view of Northern Ireland is of a 60 per cent unionists/Protestant
majority and a 40 per cent Catholic/nationalist minority, this view sees two minorities.
There is the unionist group, a local majority within Northern Ireland, but potentially a
minority in the island. Thus both groups display at the same time the worst features of each
category: the arrogance of a majority and the insecurity of a minority. This is the original
end-game. There is no way to solve the problem of one minority without creating an equal
and opposite problem, replacing a truculent Catholic minority of 40 per cent in the North
with an even more disgruntled disaffected and aggressive 20 per cent Protestant minority in
the South. 301

The terms “minority and majority”, being the origin of Settlement in Northern Ireland,
replaced the terms “Settlement, settlers, planters, dissenters, or natives”, because of the
developments of the conflict in Northern Ireland over history. Thus, the question of
Settlement in Northern Ireland was dealt with through the rights of minority in the
Northern Ireland negotiations; but in the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations the question of
Settlement remained known as it was. There was also the question of minority and
majority in the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations. The minority is the Israeli settlers who
301
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control the majority of the Palestinian occupied people in the OPT Clarifying this, until
the end of December 2004, a total of 8,195 Israeli settlers were distributed in the 19
Israeli settlements in the Gaza Strip, controlling the movement of approximately one
and a half million Palestinians there. And in the West Bank, until the end of December
2008 about 290,697 Israeli settlers were controlling the movement of 2, 345,000
Palestinians, including those in East Jerusalem.*

The question of Settlement attracted specific and obvious attention by the MadridWashington delegation. Dr. Abdelshafi and his supporters of the delegation members
insisted on intertwining between resuming the negotiations and stopping the continuous
Israeli Settlement since the first three meetings between them and the US Secretary of
State, James Baker, in 1990, at the US Embassy in Jerusalem. In the third round of
negotiations, inaugurated in January 1992 in Washington “the first impediment was the
construction of the Jewish settlements in the O.P.T.” 302 Nayef Hawatmeh says that since
the fourth round of negotiations, Dr. Abdelshafi demanded the Palestinian leadership to
suspend negotiations until “(a) create a united negotiation strategy and unite the
Palestinian home, and (b) stop the Settlement.” 303
Dr. Abdelshafi is seen as the first Palestinian negotiator, who showed inflexibility
against the question of Settlement. He strongly tackled this issue since the very
beginning of peace negotiation, but Arafat ignored Dr. Abdelshafi’s uncompromising
stance against Settlement. This encouraged the state of occupation, Israel, and the US to
dictate their will against the Palestinian will, not only during the Palestinian-Israeli
peace negotiations, but also during the daily life of the Palestinian people in the OPT
and Jerusalem. This is because of the continuous Settlement that swallows up more
lands and prevents the flexibility of Palestinians’ freedom to move. Arafat disregarded
and worked against Dr. Abdelshafi and his delegation’s uncompromising stance. In this
sense, Hawatmeh says: “His [Abdelshafi’s] and his supporters’ efforts in the delegation
to intertwine between resuming Washington negotiations and stopping the creeping
Settlement have gone to no avail.” 304

* The number of Palestinian population is according to 2007 census by the PA Palestinian Center Bureau
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Concerning the question of the Israeli occupation Settlement attracted no attention in
the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations, while it arrested great attention in the Irish-British
negotiations through treating how the Irish and British identities live side by side in the
same community, and how to end sectarianism in Northern Ireland. In his paper
“Neither Orange March nor Irish Jig: Finding Compromise in Northern Ireland”,
Senator Maurice Hayes says:
The prime need was to reduce the insecurity of both groups, and especially that of the
unionists, who were frozen into immobility by their fear that any change could only worsen
their position. The question which had to be addressed in the process was how Britishness
and Irishness live together in the same polity without diminution of the identity or tradition
of either, and to deal with the aspirations and fears of both communities. The problem was
to find a constitutional envelop which was to contain both. The answer was to unhitch the
nation from the state, to accept that national identities could spill across state boundaries
and still be protected. 305

It is greatly hard for both Catholics and Protestants, who make the two main sectarian
communities in Northern Ireland, to adopt the idea of coexistence and try to forget the
wounds of the past. It is absurd to convince Protestants, the successors of the settlers
who are now residents of Northern Ireland, to leave Northern Ireland and get back to
Britain, even if the British government ended its constitutional authority there. The Sinn
Fein focused on the need of a constitutional change in Northern Ireland. Gerry Adams
openly clarified this, during a meeting with the British Labor PM Tony Blair in 1996,
by saying:

I told him [Tony Blair]* it was not my intention in the time available to us to give him a
history lesson, but we did want him to be the last British Prime Minister with jurisdiction in
Ireland. This is part of Ireland. In our view, the biggest cause of conflict is British
government involvement. The British government has to be the engine for change. How
you are going about that is of crucial importance…There is a need for constitutional
change. That means getting rid of all acts of your parliament which lay claim to Ireland. I
heard you say you valued the union but the union for us and other people is of no great
value. With all the good will there is in Ireland and Britain, we could now have a new and
better relationship…We want to reach out to the unionists. They are our
neighbors…Republicans and nationalists needed to see progress of demilitarization, on
policing, on equality and other matters. 306

It is significant here to distinguish between the union of people, Catholics and
Protestants, in Northern Ireland that Blair talked about, and the unity of Northern
Ireland with the South. The unionists utterly refused the unity with the South, as this
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solution threatened their existence and rights, and the republicans wanted to be equal to
Protestants, and so they basically called for unity with the South.

Unity with the South brings Catholics back to their homeland and under the Irish
constitution. Dealing with the question of Israeli occupation Settlement in the OPT is
completely different; Palestine is totally occupied by the state of occupation, Israel,
which was established in 1948. So, Palestinians do not have any independent part of
Palestine to call for unity with, and what flagrantly worsens the situation is the
Settlement expansion in the OPT and Eastern Jerusalem. Even the “self-rule” which the
Palestinian Authority is given by the Oslo Agreements, gives the control on people but
not on land.

Thus, when the Palestinian authority has the control on people, the state of occupation,
Israel, has the control on land. This brings new facts on the ground through expanding
the established settlements and establishing new ones, thus usurping the land of the
OPT and expropriating more lands for the use of Settlement interests represented in
creating security buffer zones, by-pass roads and links that network between some
settlements. In this sense, it is highly important to quote the Israeli journalist Amira
Hass, who in her article “The Myth of the State and the Reality of the Annexation”,
writes:

How absurd…During the decade of negotiations, which began in 1991…the Palestinian
lands embarked for that state shrank, and was carved up and divided…A by pass road?
Land expropriations? Settlement expansion? Uprooted trees? Closures? What is all that
compared to talk of Israeli readiness for concessions in some undefined future. Thus the
myth became tangible and real- the myth of concessions like the myth of support for a
Palestinian state. 307

It must be always noted that the continuation of Palestinian-Israeli negotiations is
paralleled to the expansion of the Israeli occupation Settlement, even after the unilateral
withdrawal from the Gaza Strip in 2005. Israeli Settlement is nothing but an
unchangeable policy, regardless of the change of left and right Israeli occupation
governments. Israeli Settlement has been systematically increasing since the very
beginning of Palestinian-Israeli negotiations and the signing of the Oslo Agreements. In
his article, “Palestinian Under Siege”, Edward Said writes: “What hasn’t slowed down
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is the rate of Israeli settlement building… it has almost doubled over the past few years.
The Report adds that “1,924 settlement units have been started” since the start of the
“pro peace” regime of Ehud Barak in July 1999.” 308

Settlement is the top acrimoniously catastrophic result of the Oslo Agreements. It is the
outcome of the fragile accords signed between two extremely imbalanced parties. The
Palestinian leadership was weak enough, ignorant in negotiation skills and ready to
compromise the Palestinian red lines, while the Israeli occupation government was
powerful, skillful and professional in negotiations and not ready at all to compromise
the least of the Israeli red lines. Regarding this, it is apt to quote Amira Hass:

The Oslo accords formulated with convenient ambiguity that, for example, did not
expressly forbid the construction of new settlements and left the decision about how much
and which territory Israel would “give up” in the hands of Israel. A true depiction of the
process would have revealed just how much the [Palestinian Authority] gave up on almost
every issue…The negotiating process reflected the nature of relations between Israel and
the Palestinians. These are the relations between the ruler and the ruled, those who hold all
the keys and those who are begging for just one. 309

Such an imbalance in performance and power in negotiations makes one to predict what
kind of relationship could be created between the negotiating parties. Concerning the
prediction of the current and future consequences of the Oslo Agreement, Chomsky’s
words are not only arresting, but also illuminating.
In fact, the agreement does not even preclude further Israeli settlement in the large areas of
the West Bank it has taken over, or even new land takeovers…the outcome of cooperation
between an elephant and a fly is not hard to predict. 310

Settlement expansion is a tangible outcome that realistically reflects such an imbalanced
coordination. Such a coordination can be applicable neither in the South Africa
negotiations nor in the Irish-British negotiations. In South Africa, the distinguished firm
political leadership brought the rule from the White government into the hands of the
majority. And in Northern Ireland, the Sinn Fein has not budged on the rights of Catholics
in Northern Ireland, to be equal to Protestants. Since coexistence and tolerance between
Catholics and Protestants should replace sectarianism and hatred, there were serious
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issues on the Sinn Fein political negotiating agenda. These issues are: taking the guns
out of the Irish politics, but not the IRA weapons alone, release of Irish prisoners, no
commission would be titled “royal” as a reference to the British royalty, right to use
Gaelic, North-South arrangements, right to get either the Irish or British nationality or
both of them, right to elections and referendum.

It is worth mentioning that all these issues cannot be practically guaranteed until there is
influencing implementation of the Good Friday Agreement. Catholics gained some of
their rights in Northern Ireland after the signing of the G.F.A., but there is still
discrimination and unacceptability by some Protestants and Catholics to each other.
This direly requires quoting what the British P.M. Tony Blair stated in his speech in
October 2002: “Mr. Blair also recognized that Catholics had been treated in the North as
second-class citizens.” The question here is: Is there any possibility that any Israeli P.M.
can state that Palestinians are treated in the OPT as second-class citizens?
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4. Chapter Four: Leaders and Peace
The powerful leadership, usually, succeeds in dictating and imposing its demands in
negotiations. In conflict negotiations, where the question is “right versus right”, the
powerful leadership has the opportunity to prove to its people how much it is strong or
weak at the negotiation table, and convince whether this leadership deserves its people
or not. Does a leadership betray its people, or do peoples betray their leaderships? This
is the question that this chapter will try to answer.
4. 1 Political Parties and Peace Process
The development of the political scene in “Israel” since the 1967 War until 1992 led to
intensifying colonial settlement in the OPT. Respectively, the appearance of the Gush
Emoneem, the victory of the secular center-right and center-left parties with some seats
at the Knesset, the control of Yitzhak Shamir’s Likud on the Israeli government from
1984 to 1992, the competition between Peres and Rabin on who will control the Labor
party, and Rabin’s efforts to make coalitions with the religious parties, like Tzomet and
Shas to win the 1992 elections. All these developments prove that no major difference
between “left” and “right” in the state of occupation, Israel, regarding Settlement. The
Israeli government’s strategy is always encouraging, strongly or fairly, Settlements in
the OPT. The Labor, as leader of the peace process initiative with the PLO, strongly
focused on the questions of security and territory together during negotiations and in the
drafting of the texts of the Oslo Agreements. In this context, Mitchell writes:

Under the Labor conception Israel and the Palestinians would have shared control over
the territory during the five-year period. Israel would be jointly responsible for
“external security.” That is Israel would control the borders and entry points into both
Gaza and the West Bank. 311

Settlements in the OPT, is basically knitted with these two questions. The Labor paved
the way for the successor Israeli governments to cling to security as legal pretext to
swallow up more Palestinian lands in the OPT either through increasing settlements or
the construction of the Separation Wall. This fact is depicted through what Tzipi Livni
told Ahmad Qurei’ in November 2007:
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Even with such far reaching Palestinian concessions, Tzipi Livni could still tell Ahmed
Qurei in November 2007 that, with regard to Settlement building, “Israel policy is to
take more and more land day after day and that at the end of the day we will say that it
is impossible, we already have the land and we cannot create the [Palestinian] state,”
adding in case of doubt that it had been her government’s policy “for a really long
time”. 312

The Israeli competing parties focused mainly on the consequences of peace from a pure
security perspective to increase Settlement. The fierce competition between Netanyahu
and Peres in the 1996 elections showed how, very narrowly, Netanyahu won “50.5
percent of the prime minister’s vote to 49.5 percent for Peres. Netanyahu had
campaigned on the slogan of ‘Peace With Security’…He also used the slogan Peres will
divide Jerusalem’ ”. 313 Political parties in Northern Ireland, also, tended to form
political coalitions that were obviously represented in the formation of the Alliance in
April 1970. The Alliance was a product of non-sectarian groups that emerged in 1960s.
These groups were the Ulster Liberal Party-ULP, the New Ulster Movement-NUM,
which was a political pressure group formed in 1969 by ULP’s vice president Catholic
Oliver Napier, and Corrymeela Community, which concentrated its work on community
relations.

The Alliance massively grew and had wide range followers “According to Napier,
between 95 and 98 percent of NUM’s members left it to join Alliance…Within the first
three years of Alliance’s existence, eleven NUM executive members had left to join
Alliance.” 314 It is unique to see that the Alliance had co-leadership of the Catholic
Napier and the Protestant Robert Cooper, who defected from the Ulster Unionists. Such
a co-chairmen leadership brought positive influence on the two conflicting communities
in the midst of the fierce of the Troubles; the Alliance was a mixture of Catholics and
Protestants, and working class and parliament members. This non-sectarian party had
gradually become the most effective party in Northern Ireland since its establishment
until 1993. It importantly got its influence when Unionists like Phelim O’Neil, Robert
McConnell and the nationalist Tom Gorley joined the party, and moreover, through its
Catholic and Protestant leaders like Napier and John Alderdice, who, the latter, “led the
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party during the period of talks: the brooks talks in 1991, the ceasefire, the forum
discussions, and finally the negotiations that led to the Good Friday Agreements.” 315

The Alliance neutrality could be positive in some times and negative in others, but
neutrality, usually, in settler-conflicts was not positive. The Alliance’s neutrality in
some thorny issues, like the hunger strike of 1981 that was internationally echoed and
internationally covered by media, caused terrible loss of seats in the 1981 elections. The
Alliance seats decreased to 38 seats in 1981 in comparison with the 63 and 70 seats of
elections in 1973 and 1977 respectively. But when the Alliance played an active role
with political parties, women coalitions and councils paving the way for the Good
Friday Agreement, the Alliance got 44 seats in 1993 and 41 seats in 1997.

It is obvious that the political tensions and peace negotiations in the Northern Ireland
and Palestinian-Israeli conflicts are sufficient indicator for hard election competitions.
In the same time, neutrality does not bring political results as biased positions.
Moreover, Liberalism strongly influenced the Alliance in their political performance;
the Alliance paid the attention to individuals’ rights but not to groups’ rights. Such a
liberal principle participated in trending the public opinion towards thinking of peace as
individual benefit rather than group benefit. Power-sharing is a liberal principle that the
Alliance focused on in the Northern Ireland conflict-settlement process, and this got
credibility among the politicians and decision makers there, but in the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict settlement there was no room for power-sharing that guarantees equal rights for
individuals in the deeply divided Palestinian-Israeli communities.

4. 2 Role of Liberals in Northern Ireland and the Palestinian-Israeli Conflicts

In spite of the military escalation in 1970s in the Israeli-Palestinian and Northern
Ireland conflicts, liberals succeeded to form peace movements that drove the public
attention and decision makers towards the importance of peace. The Israeli peace camp
started to emerge in the early 1970s in the state of occupation, Israel. Shulamit Aloni’s
Ratz, a social democratic party founded in 1973 and the liberal Shinui, established in
315
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1974, emerged in parallelism with NUM and Alliance in Northern Ireland. The three
Israeli parties: Shinui, Ratz, and Mapam- a democratic socialist party established in
1948- made up Meretz, a federated coalition in the 1989 local elections to support the
Labor against the Likud and its settler parties.

Meretz mainly worked on crucial issues that hit the Israeli-Palestinian conflict: religion,
state and peace, put an end to discrimination against the Israeli Arabs, and immediately
stop the Settlement. It is strange to find that the Settlement is a pressing issue raised by
this Israeli political party, which was running for a fierce election campaign. Why did
not the Palestinian official negotiators exercise pressure on Labor, whom they were
secretly negotiating with, to immediately stop the Settlement? Why did not the
Palestinian official negotiators review and get use of Meretz’s electoral slogans,
amending the Palestinian negotiation agenda to form another pressure front in the face
of Labor? Thus, they should have linked the stopping of the Settlement and the
commencement of negotiations.

As liberals in the state of occupation, Israel, played a significant role in forming “The
Peace Now Movement”, March 1978, and Meretz to support Labor to make peace with
Palestinians, the liberal-principled Alliance exerted the maximum efforts to make peace
in Northern Ireland too. Moreover, the SDLP was the new party that time, formed in
August 1972, which followed steps towards peace, according to Mitchell, as it “…had
two basic-and contradictory- goals; equal rights for Catholics within Northern Ireland
and a united Ireland. The latter precluded the sense of security that was necessary for
unionists to grant the former.” 316 SDLP linked between peace and security for the two
sectarian communities on a contradicting way: Unionists accept peace and security for
Catholics but not a united Ireland. This means, at the level of Northern Ireland, that the
native-settler conflict was getting closer to the solution of a two-sectarian communities
living side by side in an Irish land under the British control, as exactly the proposed
two-state solution at the level of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, stating that Palestinians
and Israelis live side by in peace.
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It can be said that Liberals created “the phenomenon of Liberals” through their propeace role in conflict areas; they generally have effective role in election indicators and
results but not in official policies and decisions. They prefer staying at equal distance
from all conflicting and harmonious parties, exerting political and economic talent to
impose their liberal moderate stance on grassroots and governments to make disputeresolutions. This is obvious through Israeli liberals who, in 1970s formed a pressure
group and urged PM Menachem Begin to make peace with Egypt, and who had with
Arafat secret ties which were afterwards declared when he accepted the UN resolutions,
followed by the enhancement of such ties after the signing of the Oslo Agreement. In
the same time, Alliance and SDLP were competing in elections and working on
reaching a political settlement based on power-sharing if a political settlement was to be
reached with the British government. SDLP got more influential in politics, and for the
sake of achieving political settlement Hume started a series of talks with Gerry Adams,
paving the way for a political settlement with “an Irish dimension”. In this sense, it is
important to say that protecting the Irish dimension and the Palestinian dimension in
each case’s negotiation is national achievement that is hard to get.

4. 3 Settlement, Geographic Unity and Peace Agreements

It is axiomatic that Settlement and Geographical Unity are integral components for
peace processes in the Northern Ireland, and the Palestinian-Israeli conflicts.
Geographical unity, in the two conflicts, should mean a United Ireland and the whole
Palestinian soil, but political facts on the ground hinder these two acclaimed
geographical unities.

At the level of Northern Ireland, unionists utterly refused the notion of “United Ireland”,
or even Hume’s negotiations based on “Irish dimension” in 1970s. Besides, the Alliance
and Unionists refused the three solutions proposed in 1980s for the future of Northern
Ireland: unitary state, confederal and federal as the consequences will not be accepted,
basically, by Catholics and Protestants. In the light of the rejection of these proposed
solutions, Unionists are similar to Israeli right-wing and religious parties, who represent
hard-line Israeli policy and fanatics. Settlers adopt and practice the policy of all these
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parties; they systematically continue Settlement activity in the West Bank and
Jerusalem, as well as in the Gaza Strip before the Israeli unilateral withdrawal in 2005.

Israeli Settlers play key role in undermining any possibility for peace with the
Palestinians, regardless of those pro or anti peace from the Israeli and Palestinian sides.
In an interview, the former Israeli PM, Sharon, clarifies the rigid strategy of Israeli
successive governments towards Settlement, regardless of any international agreements
signed:

Were there not Jewish settlements today on the Golan Heights and Judea and
Samaria…Israel would long ago have returned across the Green Line. The Jewish
settlements are the only factor that has prevented the agreement of this [Rabin]
government to withdraw and created difficulties for it in negotiations. 317

Sharon’s statement is clear as it takes mind back to the Israeli negotiators’ insistence to
put the question of Settlement on the final status negotiations. Time is very important
to all Israeli governments to continue Settlement activity on massive portions of land,
especially after the beginning of the peace talks. The Israeli opposition, mainly
represented by the Israeli peace camp, showed a thorough understanding of the
dangerous parallelism between peace talks and Settlement expansions. Uri Avneri, a
well-known Israeli writer and peace activist of the Peace camp, present together the
history and future of the systematic Zionist Settlement, producing a realistic reading par
excellence of the political scene in the West Bank and Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip
before the unilateral withdrawal in 2005. Avneri explains how the state of occupation,
Israel, creates facts on the grounds to prevent any possibility for the creation of any
proposed Palestinian state, as he said in his The Real War article in 1997:

But the real war is not waged on Shuhada Street in Hebron, and its weapons are not
Molotov cocktails or rubber bullets. The real war is being waged on dozens of
battlefields across the entire West Bank, Gaza Strip, and Jerusalem, and its weapons are
made of paper: maps, decisions and decrees. It is a war which will determine the fate of
millions of Israelis and Palestinians. The war dates back 115 years, when the first
Zionist pioneers set foot in the land. In this ongoing war, the Jewish side seeks to take
control of as much land as possible for its settlements, while the Palestinians struggle to
hold onto their land and to repel the assaults. 318
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Avneri’s factual words show that no room will be for peace on the ground in the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict; the geographical unity is nil and the expanding Settlement
minimizes the land under the Palestinian Authority control. In Northern Ireland conflict,
the province “Northern Ireland” constitutes itself the debate of geographical unity for
peace since it is geographically an integral part of the Irish Ireland, but administratively
it is under the British government jurisdiction. Such a dilemma was raised in the threestrand Brooke-Mayhew talks in 1991-92, which helped in reaching the Good Friday
Agreement. The three strands are: arrangements within Northern Ireland, North-South
ties between Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic, and East-West ties between
Northern Ireland, the Irish Republic and Britain. These strands raised the concerns of
Unionists and Republicans as well. While the former feared any jurisdictional change
could happen to Northern Ireland, the later feared Northern Ireland stay under British
jurisdiction.

In the questions of sovereignty and self-determination, geographic unity must be with
defined borders guaranteed in specific articles while drafting any peace agreement. In
these two conflicts, the geographic unity constitutes one of the most complicated
dilemmas in the Palestinians-Israeli conflict while drafting the Oslo peace agreement,
and argumentative dilemma while drafting the Good Friday Agreement. In this regard,
it is necessary to study the articles relating to geographic unity in the texts of the two
agreements.

4. 4 The Declaration of Principles (DOP) and the Good Friday Agreement:
Equivocal Language and Clear Language

The Articles relating to constitutional issues, in the Declaration of Principles and the
Good Friday Agreement, directly indicate to the geographic unity and the people to
decide their self-determination. The time framework is, also, a pressing issue that
should be strictly clear in drafting agreements; clear timetables help in succeeding the
implementation of any agreement. The DOP has two vague time frameworks: the first is
"interim" or "transitional" period, for five years, during which the state of occupation,
Israel, has to withdraw from the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, transferring
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administrative powers to the would-be elected Palestinian Authority; the second is the
"permanent" or "final status" negotiations, to begin with the opening of the third year of
the interim period. The question here is: Did not the Palestinian negotiators pay
attention to the open-end of the time framework of the final-status negotiations? If
“Yes”, why did they pay attention to the five-year period and the start of the third year
of this period without questioning themselves or the agreement drafters about the date
of the end of the final status period? The ambiguity is a serious issue that encouraged
the state of occupation, Israel, to get rid of all of its commitments stated in the DOP.
The Good Friday Agreement (GFA) was declared on the 10th of April, 1998, replacing
the Anglo-Irish Agreement (AIA) of the 15th of November, 1985. The drafting of the
GFA is much better for the Irish people than the AIA. Political experience is important
for negotiating parties, especially when each party tries to make the maximum benefit
and the minimum loss for their people. It can be said that the Irish negotiators, surely,
got lessons learned from the previous drafting of the AIA and the South Africa
experience, achieving better drafting in the GFA for the benefit of the Irish in Northern
Ireland. The texts of the GFA create positive feelings that the Irish in Northern Ireland
are equal to the British. Certainly, deeds differ from words, but clear texts, even
difficult to comprehend, in international agreements, impose binding commitments
between the contracting parties. Regarding the language of the GFA texts, it is
important to quote de Bréadún:

The language of the Agreement in general was complex…Many students of the text
would find it hard to figure out who won and who lost. They might decide the game
ended in a draw or that we had moved to a new plan where there were no winners or
losers, just a blueprint for a joint effort to achieve permanent peace and stability. 319

As the DOP was the first Palestinian-Israeli agreement to be signed, the Palestinian
negotiators should have been extremely cautious of the language ambiguities used in
drafting the agreement. The ambiguous or equivocal language in the DOP could afford
a justification for the increasing expansion of the Israeli occupation Settlement. Unlike
the equivocal texts of the DOP, the texts of the GFA show the highest rate of clarity and
direct meanings. In this regard, it is important to mention that the GFA clearly states
that the decommissioning is to be completed by the end of June 1998, but in practice
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IRA has not implemented this until 2005. Though the deadline in the text on paper was
clear, the implementation on ground took longer deadline to come clear.

Regarding the importance of the clear language in international agreements, it is good to
hold the comparison, here, between the deadline of decommissioning in the GFA and
the many deadlines that proved no sacred dates for the final-status negotiations in the
DOP. Adams asked the IRA in April 2005 “to choose politics over fighting to achieve
aims” 320 in terms of respecting the GFA, but the successive governments of the state of
occupation, Israel, have the right to say that there is no deadline for the PalestinianIsraeli final-status negotiations, which is basically imposed by them and at the same
time tied with the ongoing systematic Settlement.

4. 5 Settlement in the Texts of the DOP and the GFA

The language used in the DOP does not deal with the Israeli occupation Settlement as a
threat in the face of the peace process. The texts of the DOP reflects the skillfulness of
the Israeli occupation negotiators, on the one hand, and the ignorance and the stupidity
of the Palestinian negotiators, on the other hand. The consequences of such ambiguous
language was euphoria for the state of occupation, Israel, and despairing and
catastrophic for the Palestinian people. It is persisting, here, to quote Chomsky’s:

The DOP incorporates the US version of the peace process in all essential respects. One
cannot really accuse Israel of violating the Oslo agreements, except in detail. Without
violating the wording of the DOP (or the carefully subsequent agreements), Israel
continued to settle and integrate the occupied territories with US support and
assistance. 321

Rabin was prudent as he refused the first drafts of the DOP, which through the
Palestinians “would have gained complete jurisdiction over Israeli settlements and
military locations in the West Bank, primarily because it would have allowed the
Palestinians "de facto sovereignty" over the entire West Bank when final status
negotiations rolled around.” 322 The Palestinian negotiators committed a fatal mistake for
accepting the postponing of the thorny issues to the final-status negotiations. Settlement
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has always been the thorniest of these issues as it makes the Palestinian geographic
unity for the Palestinian acclaimed state impossible to be fact on the ground. Analyzing
the texts that include the term “Israeli Settlement” axiomatically makes the sabotage of
the Palestinian-Israeli peace process easy. The lethal consequences can be deducted
from Points 1-3 of Article V of the DOP, which state:
1- Permanent status negotiations will commence as soon as possible, but not later than the
beginning of the third year of the interim period, between the Government of Israel and
the Palestinian people representatives.
2- It is understood that these negotiations shall cover remaining issues, including:
Jerusalem, refugees, settlements, security arrangements, borders, relations and
cooperation with other neighbors, and other issues of common interest.
3- The two parties agree that the outcome of the permanent status negotiations should not
be prejudiced or preempted by agreements reached for the interim period.(Article V [13]) 323

Unlike the political developments in the Palestinian-Israeli peace process, which show
that the different governments of the state of occupation, Israel, cling to the principles
of Settlement and supporting Israeli settlers, the political developments in Northern
Ireland show that the Good Friday Agreement has created further achievements for the
people of Northern Ireland other than what was agreed upon in the 1973 accord. Though
the GFA was a successful reflection of the 1973 accord, the Irish negotiators’ insistence
to gain more benefits was clear, as Peter Mandelson states: “But, a generation later,
those same principles now underpin a very different agreement- a broader, deeper, fairer
Agreement.” 324 Unionist dissenters, republican ministers and DUP, who did not
participate in the 1973 accord, had been given the chance with other different political
parties and beliefs, to decide together the future of people of Northern Ireland. The GFA
created the “Irish dimension” for the Irish residents in Northern Ireland and enforced a
comprehensive strategy of mutual respect for the diversity and different traditions in
these two sectarian communities. In this regard, Mandelson says:
It has given us a new Human Rights Commission and an Equality Commission to give
Northern Ireland the sort of rights-based society that other countries will look to as a
model of excellence. It has given us reforms in the way that Northern Ireland is policed,
to correct the extreme religious imbalance which means that there is only one Catholic
for every nine Protestants in the service, and to equip the police to meet the challenges
of peace with the same courage and determination that distinguished them in times of
conflict. 325
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The lines above show that there was no collusion from any participating party against
the other, and most importantly from republicans and the nationalists against the
Catholics’ rights- the issue clearly denied while reaching the Israeli-Palestinian
agreement. The main concern was how to reach a fair peace agreement for all
conflicting parties, especially the Catholics who were fighting for self-determination
from the British occupation since the Settlement started in the twelfth century. The
Settlement in Northern Ireland now takes the dimension of living together and sharing
opportunities equally at all levels, but no settler superiority or Settlement anymore. This
is simply interpreted as the impact of peace on Settlement in general.

Any change which may happen on the ground after the signing of the peace agreement
is regarded as the outcome of the way the negotiations were orchestrated and agreement
texts were drafted. The success of any peace agreement depends on the just
achievements for the occupied people. The injustices against the Palestinian people
have noticeably increased after signing the peace agreement, basically, because of the
grave concessions given by the Palestinian negotiators to the Israeli occupation
government.

It can be said that the crisis exists not in the impartiality of the US and the international
community, but it does exist in the Israeli non-stop Settlement policy together with the
Palestinian continuous acceptance to resume negotiations with the Israeli occupation
governments whose Settlement policies never stop but always escalating. In their
negotiation activity, the Palestinian negotiators have been undermining the Palestinian
cause through their successive concessions easily given to the Israeli negotiators during
all rounds of negotiations since 1990s and onwards. It is persisting, as an example, to
quote Swisher who introduces scandalizing facts about the Palestinian negotiators for
the favor of the Israeli occupation government:
On 20 October 2010, the PA issues an unequivocal statement to Wafa, the Palestinian
news agency that all types of Israeli settlement on Palestinian land were illegal. Yet, in
May 2008 Palestinian negotiators were secretly offering Israel all except one of the
Jewish settlements built in East Jerusalem. They excepted Har Homa (Arabic, Jabal
Abu Ghneim) a large settlement on the road to Bethlehem, but they entertained ceding
Sheikh Jarrah to Israeli settlers, and made the huge ring of settlements surrounding
Jerusalem legitimate (though not legal under international law). In making this
generous offer to Tzipi Livni, the Israeli foreign minister Saeb Erekat joked archly, “It
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is not secret that we are offering you the biggest Yerushalyim in history (Jerusalem’s
Hebrew name)” 326

Regarding Northern Ireland, the question of land and Settlement are dealt with as
demographic representation between Catholics and Protestants, but not settlers and
natives living in one geographic unity, which is debated as legal or illegal to any of
these two sectarian communities. The “Constitutional Issues” in the GFA states the
freedom of people of Northern Ireland at the time of the signing of the agreement and in
the future to decide the Union with GB or a sovereign united Ireland. The birthright
guaranteed in the Constitutional Issues can participate in increasing either the Irish or
the British demography, but the future of Northern Ireland to stay united with GB or
become united with the Island of Ireland is controlled by referendum but not with the
demographic majority. This is explicitly drafted in the Constitutional Issues, (Article I
[VI]), which reads as follows:
Recognize the birthright of all the people of Northern Ireland to identify themselves and
be accepted as Irish or British, or both, as they may so choose, and accordingly confirm
that their right to hold both British and Irish citizenship is accepted by both
Governments and would not be affected by any future change in the status of Northern
Ireland. 327

Though colonial Settlement is the founding reason of the Palestinian-Israeli and
Northern Ireland conflicts, and though peace is acclaimed in these two conflicts, each
peace process has imposed different facts on the ground for the conflicting parties.
Therefore, it is highly important to know the positions of the British and the Israeli
governments, as occupation governments in the two conflicts, to analyze these
positions.
4. 6 Positions of the Israeli and British Occupation Governments towards Peace
Since the signing of the Oslo Agreement, the state of occupation, Israel, has been
showing a permanent pro-Settlement position. The state of occupation, Israel, gets
benefit from the DOP which includes no one single word that could curb- if not stopSettlement activity. The stupidity and the ignorance of the Palestinian negotiators led
them to accept from the Israeli negotiators non-written and consequently non-signed
commitment to stop or suspend or prevent the expansion of Settlement. “For example”,
as Ben Porat says, “the Oslo Accords never formally stipulated that Israel halt
326
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settlement activity, yet there is near universal agreement that Israel shoulders part of the
blame for the collapse of the Oslo process because it continued to expand settlements
1993-2000.” 328
The Settlement expansion registered noticeable increase during the successive Israeli
occupation governments of Rabin and Peres, Netanyahu, Barak, Sharon, Olmert and
Livni, who ruled from 1992 until 2009. The Labor party of Rabin and Peres was the
Israeli party that controlled the government, which led to the so-called peace and the
escalation of Settlement expansion. Nekuda, an Israeli settler magazine mentioned that:
The Labor era of 1992-1996 witnessed a 50 percent increase in the number of settlers in
the West Bank and Gaza Strip- from 105,940 in June 1992 to 151,324 in June 1996.
This growth is consistent with projections made by the Rabin government in 1992,
which envisaged a settler population of 140,000 in the West Bank and Gaza Strip by
1995. 329

The facts on the ground prove the success of the Labor systematic plan of the expansion
of Settlement, which the successive Israeli occupation governments maintained.
Settlement undermined the Oslo peace process in the eyes of the Palestinian people and
their supporters, while the Palestinian negotiators, who decided to stop negotiations,
resumed negotiations several times. Palestinians and Israelis live in ethno-sectarian
communities as exactly Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland. The Oslo peace
process and the GFA are faced by the history of hatred and mistrust rooted in the two
ethno-sectarian communities, regardless of the performance of leaderships. Whatever
any leadership is faithful for the national demands of their people, it cannot guarantee
the success of peace process.
The

Irish

government,

the

British

government,

the

unionists/loyalists

and

republicans/nationalists could not stabilize the situation in Northern Ireland as soon as
the GFA was signed. The division in Northern Ireland communities was much deeper
and stronger than the governments, leaderships and the GFA, especially in Belfast
where the Peace Lines had been constructed since 1969. Peace Lines were the mark of
the continuation of the divided ethno-sectarian communities, even after the signing of
the GFA. Peter Shirlow and Colin Coulter, in this sense, say:
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The Belfast Agreement achieved some key principles and developed structures that will
evolve and bed down, but the agreement and the political leadership offered has not and
probably will not challenge the edifice of ethno-sectarianism. We are thus trapped in a
situation in which Northern Irish society will remain shaped and directed by
“trustworthy” factors such as segregating living, fear, suspicion, and resource
competition. 330

The citizenship issue is one of the key principles achieved by the GFA, reached during
the Labor Tony Blair’s era. Though the Oslo agreements and the GFA were achieved
during the Israeli and British Labor eras, Rabin and Blair responded in different ways
towards peace. Rabin supported and funded Settlement, annexing more lands to the
state of occupation, Israel, and threatening peace, while Blair approved the dual
citizenship of all people of Northern Ireland. Blair’s approval on this issue can create
political opposition against him by Protestants and publicity for him amongst Catholics
as this approval can be a two-fold weapon to decide the future of Northern Ireland. The
demographic increase and the citizenship chosen can be either for the British or for the
Irish. The increase of Irish citizenships in Northern Ireland will participate in decreasing
what was once known in history the vastly-expanded British Empire. In addition to the
Shin Fein’s rigidity in negotiations, Blair, surely, realized very well that “The imperial
dream has shrunk to the role of an auxiliary to the United States in the latter’s attempts
to police troubled regions such as the Middle East and the Balkans.” 331
The position of the American administration played a very crucial role in directing the
British and the Israeli occupation government policies towards the peace processes.
Blair understood well the supporting position of the American administration to Sinn
Fein and the political process in Northern Ireland, and he responded accordingly. The
American administration showed a strong pro-Israeli settlement position but not a proPalestinian position against the Israeli settlement and its expansion.

The American administration position towards the expansion of Settlement was either
condemnation or, in its strongest position, appeal to the Israeli occupation governments
to freeze settlement. While the American administration was supporting the Israeli
Settlement, it was threatening the Palestinian negotiators that they, as the US Secretary
of State Condoleezza Rice said, in July 2008, to the Palestinian negotiators: “…that if
they insisted on Israel not keeping Maale Adumim and Ariel, then “you won’t have a
330
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state”. 332 Based on the American and international community support, and because of
the Palestinian negotiators’ easy-going position towards the Israeli Settlement, the
Israeli occupation governments continued to keep systematic and stronger Settlement.
4. 7 Peace versus Apartheid
Apartheid is a term connected with the South Africa conflict and then used in Northern
Ireland and Israeli-Palestinian conflicts, where ethno-sectarian communities exist.
Although, the Israeli and the British occupation governments took the Apartheid from
South Africa conflict, the state of occupation, Israel, did not take lessons from the South
Africa peace process to overcome Apartheid whereas Britain took the lessons,
particularly during Blair’s era. Sinn Fein was very much interested in getting the
experience from South Africa peace process since the stage of negotiations until the
stage of creating reconciliation commissions in Northern Ireland. It is worth mentioning
that clergymen, senior officials of the British and the Irish governments worked
seriously on creating a Northern Ireland TRC to find a practical solution of the divided
communities. In a press conference on 1 April 2004, Blair answered the question why
the TRC in Northern Ireland is of high importance:

I do not know whether necessarily a truth and reconciliation commission is the right
way to do it, but I think there needs to be some way of trying to both allow people to
express their grief, their pain and their anger in respect of what has happened in
Northern Ireland without the past continually dominating the present and the future, and
that is what we will try to do. 333

Unlike the British Labor party leader, Tony Blair, who exerted serious efforts to benefit
from the South Africa peace process, the Israeli Labor party leader, Rabin, did not show
serious efforts to make just peace with the PLO. Blair’s above statement is a frank
gesture to the change the British Labor government adopted towards peace. Blair
enhanced the opportunity of peace in Northern Ireland much more than his former John
Major, and this improved the British government’s image as an anti-colonial country in
the eyes of South Africa.

Apartheid and peace have interchangeable impacts; the South Africa peace process
dissolved the Apartheid, and Mandela became the first post-Apartheid president but the
332
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Palestinian-Israeli peace process enhanced the Apartheid and Arafat became the first PA
chairman during the terrible growing of Apartheid. Northern Ireland peace process
stands in the middle of the South Africa and the Palestinian-Israeli peace processes: the
majority of Catholics and Protestants supported the GFA, connoting relatively great
success to peace process, while the interface barriers, “Peace Lines”, were erect,
connoting Apartheid.

Sharon endorsed Apartheid when he started building the Wall in the West Bank in 2002,
after 9 years of signing the Oslo peace process, whereas the “Peace Lines” were
constructed in 1969 in Northern Ireland, 29 years before the signing of the GFA.

The “Peace Lines” and the Wall are symbols of Apartheid in Northern Ireland and the
West Bank, and the purpose of their construction has points of similarities and others of
difference. The “Peace Lines” were constructed according to the Catholic and the
Protestant communities’ desire to separate them and lessen mutual attacks, but the Wall
was constructed in line with the decision by Sharon’s government, under the pretext of
preventing the Palestinian’s bombings in the depth of the state of occupation, Israel.

While the scale of mutual attacks in Northern Ireland increased intensively between the
Catholic and the Protestant communities though the “Peace Line” separate the
Protestant eastern Belfast from the Catholic western Belfast, the scale of the Israeli
attacks against the Palestinians intensively increased and the Palestinians’ suicide
bombings highly decreased. The “Peace Lines” have not swallowed more lands from
Belfast but the construction of the Wall has been systematically swallowing up more
Palestinian lands from Jerusalem and the West Bank, serving the expansion of
Settlement. The figures below show to what extent the Wall is catastrophic:
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Picture2 4.2
Figure
- Picture 4.2

Figure 1- Picture 4.1
One of the major sections of the 'peace line' that
divides the Catholic and Protestant communities of
west Belfast. The photograph is from the Protestant
Shankill Road. The other side is the Catholic Falls
Road, where houses are very close to the wall,
while the houses on the Protestant Shankill Road
are away from the wall. Photographer: Martin
Melaugh. 334

A section of the separation Wall (7.5-meter high)
divides the main street in Abu Dis, a town that is
currently cut off from East Jerusalem. The
completion of the construction of the Wall denies
Palestinian residents’ access to UN, PA and
private sector health and education institutions.
Photographer: S'ra DeSantis. 335

Not only does Apartheid mean separation in some place as the “Peace Lines” and the
Wall, but also discrimination in rights. While the black South Africans’ human rights
were denied by the Apartheid system without the construction of physical barriers, the
Palestinians are discriminated and their human rights are violated by the Apartheid both
psychologically and physically. The peace process in South Africa has really achieved
equality to the black South Africans but the Palestinian-Israeli peace process has
deepened discrimination as the consequences of Settlement have increased violations of
Palestinians’ human rights. Admittedly, the following quotation of “Land Expropriation
and Settlements” article shows the discrimination between Palestinians and Israeli
settlers:
Israel created in the Occupied Territories a regime of separation and discrimination,
with two separate systems of law in the same territory. One system, for settlers, de facto
annexes the settlements of Israel and grants settlers the rights of citizens of a
democratic state. The other is a system of military law that systematically deprives
Palestinians of their rights and denies them the ability to have any real effect on shaping
the policy regarding the land space in which they live and with respect to their rights.
These separate systems reinforce a regime in which rights depend on the national
identity of the individual. 336
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Peace cannot become true in the light of these discriminatory systems where
Palestinians’ rights of land property, rights of access to their lands, their civil rights and
the right of self-determination are all denied. Regarding Northern Ireland, a report
released by the University of Ulster in September 2012 states: “While 69% of those
living alongside the walls said the separation barriers were still necessary because of the
potential for violence, 78% of those surveyed across the north of Ireland want them to
come down.” 337 The difference between the percentages is very slight, and this indicates
that people in Northern Ireland mostly prefer separation rather than integration, but at
the same time, the possibility to enjoy peace is really much stronger than in the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
4. 8 The “Peace Lines” in Northern Ireland and the Separation Wall in Jerusalem
and the West Bank
It seemed that the former Israeli occupation government’s PM Sharon was inspired by
the structure of the “Peace Lines” when he launched the separation Wall in the west
Bank and Jerusalem. The structure of the “Peace Lines” and the separation Wall is
similar. Mostly, the concrete walls are the bottom of the “Peace Lines” and the Wall,
and the electronic gates, fitted with cameras, exist at some walls of both.

The white-painted concrete walls of the “Peace Lines” were 12ft (3.65 meters) high at
the time of construction in late 1969, and their height was increased by about 11ft (3.35
meters) in 2002. Their total height, at some places, is 23ft (7-meters) to 25ft (about 8meter) as similar as the height of the concrete sections of the discriminatory separation
Wall in the West Bank, which averages from 6 to 8-meter high in some places. The
concrete walls of the “Peace Lines” are topped with metal sheeting, painted green. In
some sections there is on top of the sheeting a metal grill.

The similarity of structure and height between the “Peace Lines” and the Wall proves
that colonial methods and Apartheid are exchangeable experiences as exactly liberation
movements. In the time the Wall and the “Peace Lines” decreased the mutual attacks
between the conflicting parties of the Palestinian-Israeli and Northern Ireland conflicts,
the “Peace Lines” only separate between the Catholic and the Protestant communities,
337
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but the Wall separates and swallows up, inside its western side, more of the Palestinian
lands. The Wall aims at creating new de facto borders to the state of occupation, Israel.
Its annexation purpose will include 60 settlements inside the new “Israeli” borders. A
B’tselem report reveals the systematic expansion of Settlement through the Wall route,
as follows:
The length of the system - already built, under construction, or in planning – is 709
kilometers, a distance twice as long as the Green Line… According to figures the state
provided to the Association for Civil Rights in Israel, the number of permanent permits
given to farmers living east of the Barrier to enable them to work their land west of the
Barrier dropped by 83 percent from 2006 to 2009 (from 10,037 to only 1,640). During
this period, the amount of Palestinian land west of the Barrier grew by 30 percent, and
now stands at approximately 119,500 dunams.” 338

Figure 3 - Picture 4.3

Figure 4 - Picture 4.4

Palestinian farmers tend to their aubergine crop in the
shadow of a concrete wall erected across their land
by the Israeli army to stop Palestinian militants
slipping into Israel from the West Bank city of
Qalqilya July 7, 2003. Palestinians fear the barrier,
consisting of walls and electronic fences now
stretching
around
150
kms
(90
miles.
(Reuters/Mahfouz Abu Turk) 339

The Wall around Qalqiliya. A twenty-five foot
high concrete cage cuts residents off from their
agricultural land, necessary for their survival,
and prevents you from traveling even 5 minutes
out of the City. A single gate, open at the whims
of
the
occupying
army,
controls 100,000 residents.
(Comment
not
Mine) 340

The “Peace Lines” are still important for the Catholic and the Protestant communities to
protect, but not guarantee, peace that strongly contributed to decreasing the mutual
attacks. The SDLP party member and Belfast Lord Mayor, Councilor Martin Morgan,
clarifies, to the Haaretz correspondent in London, Sharon Sadeh, the obvious difference
between the functions of the Wall and “Peace Lines” as follows:
Despite these shortcomings, the Belfast mayor believes the walls have made a
significant contribution toward keeping peace. In Morgan's view, the separation walls
serve a dual purpose: they impede terrorists' movements and thus stave off attacks, and
they also reduce the city's manpower load…As Morgan sees it, comparisons can't be
338
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drawn between Belfast's walls and the separation fence which Israel is erecting in the
West Bank."I've seen pictures of the wall which Israel is building," he says, "but it's not
the same situation in Northern Ireland and Belfast. Most of the walls [here] literally
separate houses; the wall goes into the back garden of each community - so, quite
literally, it divides Protestants and Catholics. 341

One of the major points of strength of the GFA, from the Catholic and Protestant
communities’ perspective, is that it has not, even, touched upon the “Peace Lines” that
were constructed 29 years before the signing of the GFA. But from the Palestinian
national perspective, one of the major points of weakness of the Oslo Agreement is that
it has not, even, touched upon the Settlement. The construction of the Wall started 9
years after the signing of the Oslo Agreement, and its construction and annexation of
thousands of dunams from inside the West Bank have the right to be justified since
Settlement has been shelved to the final-status negotiations.

Figure 5 - Picture 4.5

Figure 6 - Picture 4.6

The separation Wall swallows up more lands from
the West Bank and Jerusalem and denies
Palestinians to access to their lands or move
freely. 342

The “peace line” from the Protestant Shankill side,
divides the Catholic and Protestant communities
without annexing lands from any of the two
sides. 343

It can be deducted that not necessarily the physical separation in Northern Ireland has
alleviated the psychological barriers between the Catholic and the Protestant
communities. The “Peace Lines” prove themselves as non-annexation self-sustaining
features of the two sectarian communities, but the Wall has been increasing the physical
and psychological barriers together; proving itself as an annexation Israeli-sustaining
feature.
341
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4. 9 De facto Consequences of Physical Separation
Admittedly, the physical separation is connected with psychological separation between
the divided communities in Northern Ireland, and the West Bank and the state of
occupation, Israel. The more the route of the Wall and the “Peace Lines” get longer the
more the division gets deeper. Although the physical separation reduces contact
between the conflicting parties, who see each other offensive, it increases hatred and
enhances mistrust in peace. In his survey conducted in 2002-2003 of about 5,000
Catholic and Protestant households in 12 neighboring places, the academic at the
University of Ulster, Peter Shirlow, concluded that “…segregation in Belfast had grown
worse since the peace process began, with 68% of 18- to 25-year-olds admitting they
had never had a meaningful conversation with anyone from the other community.” 344

In Northern Ireland, “the crossing of ethno-sectarian boundaries is linked to wider
ethno-sectarian notions within which the other community is viewed as threatening.” 345
Hence, how can Catholics and Protestants trust the GFA while they still do not trust
each other? And how can Palestinians and Israelis trust the Oslo Agreement while their
hatred to each other is increasing? How can Palestinians believe in peace while their
human rights are terribly violated day and night for the advantage of the Israeli
occupation settlers?

Palestinians’ freedom of movement is violated; tens of checkpoints and gates are
installed along the Wall to control the crossing of Palestinians according to the desire of
the Israeli occupation soldiers. Moreover, the Palestinians’ right to housing is threatened
along the route of the Wall. The following quotation reveals such violations that
discriminate against Palestinians for the benefit of the Israeli occupation Settlement:
In early October 2003, the OC Central Command declared the area between the
Separation Barrier in the northern section of the West Bank (Stage 1) and the Green
Line a closed military area for an indefinite period of time. New directives stated that
every Palestinian over the age of twelve living in the enclaves created in the closed area
have to obtain a "permanent resident permit" from the Civil Administration to enable
them to continue to live in their homes. 346
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The Catholics and the Protestants, living in segregated places by “Peace Lines”, do not
need to get any type of permits to continue to live in their homes, though there are
restrictions on their freedom of movement when the electronic gates are closed.
Ardoyne is the Belfast’s most famous area for the national identity battle where flags of
Ireland fly over the Catholics’ homes and Orangemen and British flags fly over the
Protestants’ homes.

Figure 7 - Picture 4.7

Figure 8 - Picture 4.8

A Palestinian woman shows her ID and
permit to Israeli occupation soldiers at a
checkpoint at the Wall to enter to the other
side in the West Bank and Jerusalem. 347

Alexandra park, divided in 1994 by a gate at the “peace
line”, gets two: one Catholic and one Protestant if the gate
is closed. Council employees close the gate at 3pm.
Photographer: Antonio Olmos for the Observer. 348

One of the significant marks of fear in the segregated Ardoyne is when parents of the
children at the local Catholic Holy Cross School needed army and police protection,
while walking with their children along Ardoyne Street. About the sectarian practices in
Ardoyne, Shirlow says in his “Who Fears to Speak?”: Fear, Mobility, and Ethnosectarianism in the Two Ardoynes, 2003, that “86 per cent would choose not to enter an
area dominated by the “other” ethno sectarian group, and 79 per cent would not travel
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through an area dominated by the “other” ethno sectarian group at night, even by car.349
The physical separation resulting from the Wall is much dangerous than that resulting
from the “Peace Lines”; the Catholic and the Protestant communities are already
different ethnicities and satisfied about their segregation, whereas the Palestinian
community represents one ethnicity and it is forcibly segregated in the West Bank and
Jerusalem. The state of occupation, Israel, exerts its maximum colonial efforts through
Settlement to make two Palestinian identities: one in the eastern side of the Wall and the
other is in the western side of the Wall. This systematic colonial plan aims at dissolving
the Palestinian identity as it breaks not only the unity of place, but also the unity of
Palestinian families, whereas in Northern Ireland each of the ethno community
preserves its own identity in its ethno-segregated place.
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Figure 9 - Picture 4.9
Billboards at the separation Wall route read “Entrance to this village is forbidden for Israeli citizens by the
order issued [sic] the IDF commander of the region, Entrance is allowed only with prior coordination with
the responsible authorities.” 350

It is a contradicting fact to see that the protection of peace exists in making “Peace
Lines” higher and longer instead of breaking them down. It is illogical to see that in
1994, the first year of paramilitary ceasefire, 16 extra interface walls were constructed,
and other nine interface walls were constructed since the signing of GFA in 1998.

Currently, the “Peace Lines” stretches over 34 km in Derry, Portadown, elsewhere, but
mostly in Belfast. Moreover, each of the Catholic and the Protestant communities
expresses the clinging of each one’s identity through flags and graffiti on murals painted
on the “Peace Lines”. Each community enhances each one’s perspective of the right to
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live in Northern Ireland, as exactly the conflict of the right versus right interpreted by
graffiti and murals on the separation Wall in the West Bank and Jerusalem.

Figure 10 - Picture 4.10

Figure 11- Picture 4.11

The Catholics Falls Road shows the tricolor Irish flags
on Rebublican memorial and Catholics’ houses,
reflecting the clinging of identity in the Catholic
community 351

The Shankill Road complete with British flags
reflecting their allegiance to Britain. Many
Protestant areas are adorned with flags as a means
of identity. 352 (Comment not mine)

Axiomatically, there is no peace with physical separation, and there is no physical
separation without psychological separation and hatred. Peace is unviable while selfimposed Apartheid in Northern Ireland and Israeli occupation-Apartheid are going on.
Shirlow’s “divisions between adjoining Catholic and Protestant communities in Belfast
were increasing despite the Good Friday peace agreement” 353 is, also, true and happens
in the case of the Palestinian people and the state of occupation, Israel, even after the
Oslo agreements.
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Figure 13 - Picture 4.13
Figure 12 - Picture 4.12
Continuous construction of the 8-meter high Wall
in the West Bank, separating Palestinian villages
from each other and from the “Green Line.” 354

British Army engineers were working in 2002 on
raising the height of the “peace line” 11ft extra to
the original height of 12ft. 355

Figure 14 - Picture 4.14

Figure 15 - Picture 4.15

Rubbles of a house demolished in Jerusalem to
construct the separation Wall. House demolishing
is one the widely-used Israeli systematic methods
to swallow more lands inside the Wall’s Israeli
side. 356

Remaining of houses burnt at the Bombay Street
after the beginning of the Troubles in 1969, and
based on these incidents the “Peace Line” has been
constructed to separate the two sectarian
communities. 357
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5. Chapter Five: Settlement after the “Oslo” and the
“Good Friday” Agreements
Segregation, separation, Apartheid, and colonial Settlement are the tools that
colonialism usually uses to colonize land and human. When the occupying power
continues its expansion in controlling more land in parallel with peace negotiations with
the leadership of the occupied people, it can be said that this is the colonial peace.
Colonial peace protects the interests of the occupying power and defeats the interests of
the occupied people. This is can be obviously seen in the non-stop expansion of the
Israeli occupation Settlement during the Oslo negotiations and after the signing of the
Oslo agreements.
5. 1 Settlement and Peace in the OPT and Northern Ireland: An Overview
The years between 1993 and 1996 mark the Israeli Labor era of Rabin and Peres, when
the Israeli-Palestinian peace agreement was signed and the Settlement unprecedentedly
increased. The common political belief in the Palestinian street tended towards freezing
and then dismantling Israeli settlements in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, but
evidences always prove the opposite. The same positive sense dominated the street in
Northern Ireland after the signing of the FGA when the Catholic and the Protestant
communities, commonly, thought that discrimination will be alleviated by time.
5. 2 Continuation of Segregation
Reality in Northern Ireland and the OPT says the same: physical and psychological
separation is much stronger and faster than peace processes. Since its signing in 1998,
the GFA has not been able to remove the “chill factors”, fear, suspicions, and identitybased discrimination. This fact is crystal clear as “Territorial entrapment remains and is
a forceful reminder that the political process may be advancing but not in the manner
required to challenge the nature of spatial separation and thus much of what constitutes
identity formation.” 358

Identity-based discrimination is much bitter in the OPT more than in Northern Ireland;
The Catholic and the Protestant communities cope with physical separation, which they
358
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need for their security protection. But the identity-based discrimination against the
Palestinian people only serves the protection of the security of the state of occupation,
Israel. In the light of this one-sided-imposed discrimination and the Israeli successive
governments’ rejection to suspend or to stop Settlement, the question that is always
raised by the Palestinians, who unfortunately receive no satisfactory answer: why do the
Palestinian negotiators continue negotiations with the state of occupation, Israel?

Moreover, closures imposed on the OPT, especially on the Gaza Strip, have frequently
happened and lasted for long durations. Palestinian living conditions severely
deteriorated due to the Israeli occupation’s obsession with security issues, and highlycomplicated regulations, especially after the obligations imposed by the Oslo
agreements on the Palestinian people. The Oslo agreements have created a new status of
the OPT since the creation of PA. The OPT is neither known an independent territory
that is fully under the control of the PA nor is it an occupied territory that obligates the
occupying power to deal with the OPT and the occupied Palestinian people according to
international law.

Since the emergence of the PA in 1994 until the signing of Wye River accord in 1998,
the PA controlled only 40% of the West Bank, and two thirds of the Gaza Strip before
the Israeli unilateral withdrawal took place in the summer of 2005. This obviously
undermines peace to be implemented as there is no Palestinian contiguity politically and
geographically. The construction of the Wall and the erection of checkpoints and
blockades in the West Bank severely minimize the PA control there, proving further
failure of the Oslo peace process.

Statistics prove that the more the Settlement increases the more attacks are launched by
the Palestinian people against the Israeli military occupation. The state of occupation,
Israel, having the upper hand, imposes on the ground facts that suffocate the Palestinian
employment and economy and makes the PA and the Palestinian people weaker and
weaker to face closures and Settlement. In this regard, Mitchell writes:

From 1992 to 1996 under Rabin and Peres a further 46,000 settlers moved into the
territories for a total population of 200,000 with 50,000 new housing units built.
Palestinians were concerned that the Jewish expropriation of Palestinian land continued
unabated during the Oslo years. In addition, Palestinians lost on average 73 days of
work in 1995 and would lose a further 82 in 1996 due to closures. Unemployment had
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risen from six percent in 1993 to 29 percent in 1996. And average income had
decreased by 17 percent. So the average Palestinians had not benefited from the
peace. 359

The same takes place in Northern Ireland, as the number of the interface barriers, or
“Peace Lines”, jumped from 18 in 1990s to 88 security and segregation barriers in 2003.
Modern economy of people of Northern Ireland and the Palestinian people in the West
Bank, Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip is badly deteriorating because of the “Peace Lines”,
and the separation Wall and the ongoing closures.

Modern economy depends on the freedom of movement of people and on the free
access to work places safely without spatial restrictions and fear. Not only do “chill
factors” dominate the relationship between the Catholic and the Protestant communities
in Northern Ireland, but also the relationship between the Palestinian people and the
state of occupation, Israel. The Israeli occupation government has been imposing
restricting measures on the Palestinians’ departure to the West Bank and the Palestinian
workers inside the “Green Line” fearing any further attacks or bombings. Moreover, the
Palestinians have always the feeling of fear and insecurity when entering the “Green
Line” for work, even after the Oslo peace process, which has multiplied the deprivation
of the Palestinian people of independent or good economy and flourishing employment.

The employment rate in Northern Ireland is dominated, also, by the sectarian
community. Even after the signing of the GFA, “The location of jobs in predominantly
Protestant areas”, says Elliott, “has been shown to undermine the employment of
Catholics, especially in lower-paid jobs. The same is the case regarding jobs located in
Catholic areas.” 360 This indicates that employment is influenced by sectarianism as a
signal of self-imposed discrimination made by the two sectarian communities there.
Sectarian division in Northern Ireland, especially in Belfast, reflects the fact that says
that economy and politics are interchangeable and inseparable as each of them measures
the success or the failure of the other. Since investment is poor in the physicallyseparated areas, it is reasonable to deduct that the GFA has not successfully achieved
peace yet. The following quotation, which is about the economy of Northern Ireland
after the GFA, is applicable to the Palestinian economy after the Oslo agreements:
359
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Investment is concentrated in areas without the physical legacy of violence and the
“peace dividend” has been much easier to identify than in areas which still suffer from
strife and physical division. As people living in interface areas are more likely to feel
safer staying in their locality and are less likely to feel safe when they travel to work,
communities are hit by a “double whammy” where work does not locate nearby and
people do not or cannot take up available work because of conflict-related
considerations. 361

5. 3 Settlement between 1993-1996 in the OPT and 1998-2000 in Northern Ireland

Since the signing of the Oslo agreements I and II was in 1993 and 1994, and the signing
of the GFA was in 1998, the comparison can be made accordingly to show the points of
convergence and points of difference regarding the signing of these two peace
agreements and the public reaction to each of them.

The Oslo agreements highly concentrated on and guaranteed the security of the state of
occupation, Israel, but the agreements have not guaranteed the Palestinian people’s
security. Settlement has continued to register high and higher increases in the number of
housing units and settlers since 1993. “…the settler population in the territories” says
Swisher, “doubled, and as Jewish-only bypass roads began to crisscross the landscape,
even as house demolitions and evictions continued-particularly in the Arab
neighborhoods of Jerusalem.” 362

Transfer of power from the Israeli occupation government to the PA and from the
British government to Northern Ireland was done after the signing of the Oslo
agreements and the GFA to implement the arrangements needed for the two peace
processes. Transfer of power did not hinder the occurrence of mutual attacks between
the Catholic and the Protestant communities in spite of the obvious improvement in the
security situation. The decommissioning and police reform were the main pending
issues after the signing of the GFA, and these proved that mistrust in the sectarian
communities was much stronger than the trust in peace. It is logical to understand that
after the signing of the GFA
361
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For years, instability in Northern Ireland’s devolved government was the rule rather
than the exception. Decommissioning and police reforms were key sticking points.
Sporadic violence from dissident republican and loyalist paramilitary groups that
refused to accept the peace process and incidents of sectarian strife between Protestants
and Catholics also helped feed ongoing mistrust between the unionist and nationalist
communities. 363

Paramilitary groups refused the decommissioning, and so its implementation was
delayed until 2005. The killing of a Belfast man in a bar clash and the involvement of
some IRA men in the clash, that year, and other mutual attacks drove the IRA to
consider Adam’s calls upon the IRA to choose politics instead of weapons to stop
violence. The IRA’s decision to start implementing the decommissioning proved that
the IRA became willingly convinced to adopt alternative methods in solving the
conflict; particularly as they were fully aware of the fact that the GFA did not specify a
date to start decommissioning. The ambiguity about the starting date was positive for
the peace process: it was used as a strong justification for the IRA’s clinging to weapons
and, in the same time, it drove the IRA to quit the weapons for peace willingly.

On the contrary, the Oslo ambiguous timeframe of interim withdrawals and final-status
negotiations was one of the points against the Palestinian-Israeli peace process. This has
perplexed the Palestinian negotiators’ performance when it has enhanced the Israeli
negotiators’ performance. The Palestinian negotiators have been ripped asunder
between halting negotiations if Settlement continues, and resuming negotiations on the
pending issues, which one of them is Settlement, but the Israeli negotiators have, all the
time been, Settlement-defendants whatever Israeli occupation government took over.

The first years after the signing of the Oslo and the Good Friday peace agreements were
not easy for people to cope with a new culture (the culture of peace). It was not easy, as
well, for some politicians, like Rabin and Trimble, whose political life was jeopardized.
It was noticeable that the politicians represented the occupier faced harder times than
the politicians represented the occupied. Rabin and Trimble were seen as concessionmakers much more than Arafat and Adams. Rabin was assassinated in November 1996
and Trimble’s political popularity dropped down, but Arafat and Adams faced political
oppositions from Palestinian and Irish political parties and streets without jeopardizing
their political future or life.
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The situation in Northern Ireland and the OPT was not smooth as there were many
opponents to the peace processes from the four conflicting parties. On 15 August 1998 a
huge bombing took place in Omagh, in Northern Ireland, killing 29 people, and 15
suicide bombings were carried out since 1993 to 1996 but the peace process did not
collapse. The peace process and bombings affected the Settlement in Northern Ireland
and the OPT. In Northern Ireland, the Troubles and the peace process decreased the
Protestant demography in Belfast. Censuses issued in 1991 and 2001 read that “…the
Protestant population of the Shankill in West Belfast had dropped from 76,000 to
27,000 and in North Belfast from 112,000 to 56,000 over the previous twenty years.” 364

This clarifies why about 2450 Protestants and 2800 Protestants were leaving West
Belfast and North Belfast, respectively, every year since 1981 until 2001. This means
that the Troubles and the GFA participated in decreasing the Protestant demography and
the increase of the Catholic demography in Belfast, which is the major city of conflict in
Northern Ireland.

On the contrary, the number of the Israeli occupation settlers kept increasing, especially
after the signing of the Oslo agreement. A study by Khalil Tufkaji, states that the settler
population increased from 107,000 in 1992 to 145,000 until the end of the Labor era in
1996. And, also, the construction of 10,000 housing units was completed, and within the
“Greater Jerusalem” 4,000 housing units were constructed. 365 This indicates that
Settlement steadily increased since the beginning of peace negotiations and fully
supported by the Labor government. These statistics are mostly the same stated by
Rabin after his return from US in 1992:
Look, I do not know what you mean when you say settlement freeze, when we are
talking of the continued construction of 11,000 units in the territories…I do not
remember a time when, even after canceling the construction of some 6,000 to 7,000
housing units, such a drive ever took place. . . . The Arabs are very critical of the United
States in view of the fact that, the way they see it, not only is there no settlement freeze,
there is even a hastened pace of construction when compared to two-and-one-half years
ago. . . . The construction of 11,000 units continues. Is this a freeze? 366
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Rabin’s policy was built on planned interlocutions with the aim of maintaining
Settlement. He balanced between satisfying his people and the US administration,
which was, at that time, under George H.W. Bush. Rabin declared decreasing the scale
of Settlement when Bush threatened to halt the USD 10 billion in loan guarantees, but
after Rabin got the loan guarantees he openly declared his statement mentioned above.
Historic experiences lead to deduct that there is an underground agreement between the
US and the state of occupation, Israel, which indicates the contradiction represented by
the US subsidies to the Israeli colonial Settlement in parallel with the US-declared
position towards it. Regarding Northern Ireland, there were no US subsidies or support
to the Protestants or to the Catholics as after the GFA, US left the Irish political scene
totally for the British and the Irish to manage their internal issues.

Until the end of 1996 the number of the settlers reached 139,974 in 125 settlements
established between 1967 and 1999 in the West Bank. 367 Such an increase in the settler
population is termed “natural growth” connoting the Settlement expansion since 1967.
The “natural growth” of the Israeli colonial Settlement is unchangeable regardless of the
change of the Israeli occupation governments. Labor Rabin’s era of 1993-1996
witnessed high increase in the number of settlers and, also, the completion of the
Settlement housing units that were under construction during the former Shamir’s rightwing Likud government.

The increase of the Israeli settlers in the West Bank, the Gaza Strip and Jerusalem is
attributed to the huge privileges and subsidies given to the Israeli settlers, and the
decrease of Protestants in Belfast is attributed to the high rate of unemployment in
Belfast, and the absence of privileges and subsidies that were given to the Protestants
once in the early past. This has been practically interpreted in the demographic change
in Portadown, which is known as a Protestant town and has become a Catholic town by
time, where Catholics have expressed their insecurity, as Harvey Cox writes:

The Catholics of Portadown have felt ghettoized on the western edge of their own town
ever since they settled long ago in the “tunnel”…. A recent compendium on world
conflict situations describes Portadown as “mixed”. This is demographically true but
socially misleading. It is a Protestant town with a Catholic appendix. A grumbling
one. 368
367
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While the Catholics kept increasing in Northern Ireland generally, especially in the
previously Protestant settler-inhabited Portadown, the Israeli occupation settlers kept
increasing in more Palestinian lands in the West Bank and Jerusalem due to the
systematic colonial Settlement by the Israeli occupation governments. The successor
Likud government of Netanyahu expressed high appreciation to Labor Rabin and Peres’
efforts to maintain the increase of Settlement. This means that Settlement expansion has
remained in systematic increase whereas peace opportunities have remained in
continuous decrease. Regardless of the points of differences between the Left and the
Right camps in the state of occupation, Israel, their position towards Settlement
expansion is one and the same.

Rabin’s policy towards Settlement is one of the most dangerous policies in the history
of the state of occupation, Israel. Rabin was the war man and, at the same time, the
maker of the Israeli occupation’s unilateral peace par excellence; he laid the foundations
of the Israeli colonial Settlement expansion in the shade of a unilateral peace.

Rabin and Peres’ enhancement of Settlement gave the green light to all successor Israeli
occupation governments to stick with Settlement expansion, regardless of the
Palestinian negotiators’ acceptance or refusal to resume peace negotiations. Hence, the
words of Dan Meridor, minister of finance in Netanyahu’s government of 1996-1999,
who highlighted the importance of the great achievements by Rabin and Peres for
Settlement expansion are really worth quoting:
In this regard we have to praise Yitzhak Rabin, may he rest in peace, and Shimon Peres
who during the last four years raised the number of Jews in Judea and Samaria (West
bank and East Jerusalem) by 40 percent. During their tenure, thousands of homes were
built in Judea and Samaria and the number of Jews increased from 100,000 to
140,000. 369

Regarding Northern Ireland, neither Shin Fein nor the British government competed on
who can increase the number of Catholic or Protestant demography before or after the
signing of GFA. Hence, dealing with number of housing and residents is different from
the OPT and Jerusalem; there was no construction of houses for the Catholics or the
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Protestants to increase the demographic concentration of one ethnicity against the other.
After the construction of the “Peace Lines” and the signing of the GFA, there was either
housing stability of residents in their places or migration from place to place to secure
better jobs and life.

Rabin’s government dealt with Settlement expansion in high confidentiality, regarding
the accurate numbers of the Settlement housing units under construction, and
deliberately reported wrong numbers to the US administration and media. This can be
understood through the tricky exclusion of the Settlement housing units under private
construction and those subsidized by government. Regarding this, Arieh Barr, directorgeneral of the Ministry of Housing and Construction in Rabin’s government, reveals
this fact, stating to the Israeli newspaper Hadashot:

“When I gave the information to [Minister of Housing Benjamin] Ben Eliezer, I told
him that it included only our [government] building or agencies with whom we have
contracts. There was nothing in these numbers on private construction, because we have
no power over it.”…Barr himself admits that when he passed his estimate to the prime
minister's office, he informed top Rabin aide, Shimon Sheves, that the figure of 10,000
did not include 1,500 additional units under private construction. 370

Since the Israeli occupation governments deal with Settlement as the sustainable
enterprise that protects their state against decay, they were highly confidential with the
number of Settlement housing units and settlers. But in Northern Ireland, Settlement
was no more an enterprise to the British government, and the numbers relating to
Catholics and Protestants’ preference to live in mixed or segregated areas were declared
openly in surveys conducted.

A survey conducted in 2005 by the Northern Ireland Housing Executive reveals
increase in the preference of Catholics and Protestants to live in mixed areas rather than
living in one’s own religious background. This indicates that trust has been gradually
growing between the two ethnicities, as clarified in the table below:
Table 1: Young People and Sharing 371
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2000

2003

2004

2005

Own religion only

40

35

36

29

Mixed religion neighborhood

46

53

52

56

Others

5

5

6

9

Don’t know

9

8

6

8

While there were ethnographic researches enhancing integration among Catholics and
Protestants in Northern Ireland, there were official efforts to enhance Settlement activity
and segregation in the West Bank and Jerusalem. After signing the GFA there were two
classifications of integration: demographic and social. “Demographic integration is
defined as the mixing of groups within urban space…Social integration implies a degree
of social cooperation between members of different groups”. 372

Rabin created two classifications of settlements: political settlements and security
settlements. Security settlements were the top priority, according to his colonial policy,
and they were located in the Jerusalem area, the Jordan Valley and near the “Green
Line”. During his era, 39 security settlements became facts on the ground, and
contributed to reactivating and overextending the Allon Plan in 1967. This classification
contributed more to the undermining of the possibility of having Palestinian-Israeli
peace. “After the first round of Rabin talks, Palestinian optimism soon vanished when
Rabin classified settlements according to security and political lines.” 373

As the Northern Ireland peace negotiations were going on, there was Catholic expansion
with new housing that reached “the formerly sparsely inhabited Garvaghy Road, site of
the Drumcree Orange parade route. However, in 1995, Catholic residents of the area
mobilized to stop the parade, which brought loyalist intimidation and sectarian songs to
their area every year.” 374 This Catholic demographic expansion provoked the Protestants
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who see themselves “a community with 17th century British Plantation roots. This does not
mean they accept 'settler' status” 375

During the Troubles and the Irish-British negotiations, the demographic creeping of
Catholics- the occupied- was continuous in the previously Protestant-inhabited areas. On
the contrary, during the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations and after the signing of the Oslo
agreements, the demographic creeping of the Israeli settlers- the occupier- was continuous
in the Palestinian-owned lands. Rabin’s cabinet approved that the ministerial committee,

headed by him on 22 January 1995, “would not be based only on the freeze of
government-financed construction instituted in November 1992, but also on a decision
dated 24 January 1993 aimed at boosting settlement expansion in the Jerusalem
area.” 376 The concentration of building Settlement housing units in Jerusalem started in
Rabin’s post-Oslo era; his government adopted the building of 30,000 Settlement
housing units for the period 1995-1998. Half of these units were planned to be built in
the West Bank and the other half in Jerusalem, and an estimated total of 120,000 settlers
during the 5-year interim period of the Oslo agreements was planned to house these
units. 377

The outcome of Rabin’s systematic Settlement expansion is the usurpation of vastlyextended lands. Whether the number of usurped lands is small or big, confiscation of
lands is a flagrant violation committed against land and human resources. The Labor
occupation government of Rabin and Peres “confiscated 61,321 dunums during the
period from the signing of the Oslo Agreement in September 1993 till 1 March
1995.” 378

Unlike the Rabin’s Israeli occupation government, which continued supporting
Settlement and settlers after the signing of the Oslo agreement, the British government
prevented Protestants from marching and celebrating the Drumcree Parade since June
1998, preventing the occurrence of attacks between Protestants and Catholics in respect
to the GFA signed in April 1998. “However, in 1998, 1000 British soldiers and a further
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1000 police barricaded the area with a 14-foot trench and barbed wire, preventing the
parade from taking place. Portadown Orangemen have not marched since.” 379

Such a comparison, shows that the contracting parties of the GFA fulfilled their
commitments to make the peace process viable, and this brought some advancement, even
slow, for the favor of the Catholics in Northern Ireland to get equal rights with the
Protestants. On the contrary, Rabin, who signed the Oslo agreement, interpreted the
commitments to Settlement expansion when the final-status stage did not come yet. Also,
based on the imbalance between the Israeli and Palestinian negotiations and the DOP
Articles, there was no respect to the Palestinians’ national rights at all, especially through
the continuous usurpation of more Palestinian land.

5. 4 Peace and Settlement: 1996-1999 in the OPT and 2001-2002 in Northern
Ireland
The comparison between these two periods refers to the absence of two political
leaders, whose roles were prominent in the two peace agreements. They disappeared
from the political arena while the peace processes were creeping. The comparative
periods show whether the questions of peace and Settlement were going smoothly or
crumbly in the light of the expansion of the Israeli colonial Settlement and the IRA’s
hardline policy against the decommissioning.

History tells that the policy of all different Israeli occupation governments against the
Palestinian people can be summed up as the following debate between Shulamit Aloni
and Rabin: “Minister Aloni complained to Rabin, "You are exactly like the Likud. Don't
you think that the Arabs need someplace to live?" "I think about Israelis," Rabin
replied.” 380 Regarding the Catholics in Northern Ireland, the question was not where to
live anymore, though they were historically expelled by the settlers in the 17th century,
but their question, after the signing of the GFA, became “how to live”. They wanted to
live in peace away from any Protestant harassments or attacks, especially in the times of
the Protestant Parades. In the same time, the decommissioning was the main thorny
issue in Northern Ireland; Trimble was a hardliner regarding the decommissioning and
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so did the IRA. He resigned from his position as First Minister due to the lack of
progress in the decommissioning. Trimble quit the Protestant-catholic government in
June 2001 after he had felt pessimistic from the IRA decommissioning. He received
threats of killing by unionists if they stayed denied to march the Drumcree celebration
using the route round the Catholic-populated Garvaghy.

Trimble and Rabin were conceders in the eyes of Unionists and the Israeli settlers,
respectively, and so were they threatened to be killed. Rabin was assassinated by a
Jewish extremist settler in November 1995 as a price of his involvement in the Oslo
peace process, and his great zeal and support to Settlement was denied by settlers.
Netanyahu’s Likud government succeeded Rabin’s in June 1996, registering high
increase in the Settlement expansion. This indicates the Israeli occupation governments’
continuation of the same colonial Settlement policy systematically and regularly.

This Likud government came up with a plan of constructing 10,000 Settlement housing
units and increasing the settlers to 200,000 in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip during
its 4-year term. The pace of Settlement was the highest between August and October
1996; Netanyahu’s government revived the plan of the former Shamir’s Likud
government of building 1806 housing units in the north of Kriat Sefer. Moreover,
33,000 dunums from the West Bank and the Gaza Strip were confiscated to be used for
new settlements, Settlement expansion and by-pass roads.

The Likud is a religious right-wing political party that enhances the Judization of the
state of occupation, and hence, the role of religion starts to take a serious role in the
Palestinian-Israeli peace process, galvanizing the fanaticism in the Israeli society. On
the contrary, the role of religion kept playing a serious role in the politics of Northern
Ireland; the Catholic and the Protestant churches represent the largest and the most
important institutions that assisted the political parties and the two divided communities
to achieve peace. Even after the GFA, religious identity remains a connotation to
political affiliation. Maria Power, in this context, writes: “In the 2001 Census, 85.5 per
cent of the population readily identified themselves with a religious denomination, and
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the Protestant and Catholic Churches are still viewed as the largest institutions of civil
society” 381

Facts say that every new Israeli occupation government has its own separate Settlement
program which works jointly with the previous governments’ programs to attain the
Settlement’s ultimate goal comprehensively. Proving this, Rabin’s Labor government of
1992-1996 set up its own Settlement program in parallel with building and freezing
Settlement housing units approved by the former Shamir’s Likud Settlement program.
The following Likud’s Netanyahu government followed the same prints; it had its own
Settlement program, and, in the same time, it completed the construction of the
Settlement housing units adopted by Shamir’s government, which had been frozen by
Rabin’s. Moreover, Netanyahu maintained Rabin’s classification of security and
political settlements. During Netanyahu’s era, there was a total of 123 security
settlements; 39 from Rabin’s former government and 84 security settlements during
Netanyahu’s. Netanyahu’s program was and is still strongly a Settlement-biased
program. The following paragraph about what Israel Harel, Chairman of YESHA
council, reveals, is highly considerable:

…settlers will be satisfied if Netanyahu "will do just what Peres promised. Harel
outlines a plan for the construction of 20,000 units in the West Bank by 2000--one-third
allocated to the settlements in Greater Jerusalem, another third in larger settlements
along the Green Line such as Ariel and Alfe Menache, and another third spread
throughout the 60 smaller "political settlements" located along the mountainous spine
of the West Bank. 382

Netanyahu expanded small settlements to avoid evacuating them in the future,
maintaining one united Jerusalem as capital of “Israel”, intensifying settlements in
Jerusalem, and emphasizing the annexation of the Jordan Valley. A report by B’Tselem
reads that the Israeli occupation settlers in the West Bank totaled of 152,277 until the
end of 1997 and increased to 164,800 at the end of 1998. In Jerusalem, the settlers
totaled 156,412 at the end of 1997. Khali al-Tufakji states in one of his papers that the
number of settlers “rose from 145,000 in 1996 to 193,000 in 1999 in the West Bank
alone, excluding those in East Jerusalem since 1967.” 383 On the contrary in NI, the
settler demography keeps decreasing while the native demography keeps increasing,
381
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especially after the signing of the GFA. This fact has raised the concerns of settlers,
Protestants, regarding their future in Northern Ireland and the natives’ confidence in the
results of the GFA. Protestant Dr. John Dunlop, of the Rosemary Presbyterian Church
said in 2002: ''If Protestants are not happy living next to Catholics, what future do we
have in this land? 384

The concentration of Settlement in the West Bank and Jerusalem was extremely higher
than in the Gaza Strip. Not only was the geographical unity denied between the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip, but also inside the West Bank and the Gaza Strip themselves
due to Settlement expansion and by-pass roads, blockades, and usurpation of lands. The
Gaza Strip was divided by three main roads: Kisufim-Gush Katif Road, Sufa-Gush
Katif Road, and Karni Netzarim Road. The Israeli occupation forces had the utter
liberty to provide settlements and settlers convoys with security. This shows how much
the Oslo I agreement works for the liberty and benefit of the state of occupation, Israel
but not for the liberty and benefit of the Palestinian people. In this sense, the possibility
for peace is impossible to attain while Settlement and settlers are protected by the Oslo
agreements.

Regarding geographical unity and peace, Northern Ireland was ripped with blockades
and police checkpoints before the signing of the GFA, but after signing it, the situation
was obviously alleviated. Unlike the GFA, which achieved gradual improvement on the
freedom of movement of people in Northern Ireland, especially the natives, the Oslo
agreement has extremely suffocated the movement of the Palestinians (the natives) to
provide the Israeli occupation settlers with security of movement and Settlement
process.

The positive results of the GFA, at least at the level of the freedom of movement of
people in Northern Ireland, were met with high concern by settlers. This is wellexplained in the words of Dr. Dunlop, who sees the improvement of freedom of
movement as in itself a problem because the two communities in Northern Ireland are
still divided and deal with each other as enemies:
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People have forgotten the deep sense of daily annoyance living here used to be…It was
magnificent those first days just being able to drive downtown without being stopped at
police checks and roadblocks all the time. The problem is that there is a tendency to get
used to normality very easily. 385

These two communities, which are willingly divided in Northern Ireland have clear
division lines, whereas in the West Bank there is one community which divides the
other; that is the Israeli occupation settler community divides the Palestinian community
into many fragmented besieged communities by settlements and spherical roads.
Divided communities mean divided geography and demography. The Likud
Netanyahu’s government crafted three main maps that patronized the geography and
demography division in the West Bank: Netanyahu’s “Allon Plus” map, Sharon’s
security map, and Mordechai’s “Israeli Defense Forces” map. Though the third map
was designed during the Labor Rabin’s government, it was adopted by the Likud
Netanyahu’s government during the Taba talks before the signing of the Oslo II
agreement. The three maps practically interpret that the state of occupation, Israel, is a
state of colonial expansion regardless of any peace agreements which this colonial state
enters in.

Any ruling Israeli occupation government adoption, of Settlement programs designed
by former governments would clearly interpret the consistency of the Israeli colonial
Settlement project in the OPT, eradicating any possibility of peace. In this case, how
can the peace process succeed while the Settlement expansion is continuously and
systematically ongoing? If the lands under the PA control and the lands under the Israeli
military control have had clear borders and no expansion on the account of the land
under the other party’s control, a political settlement, then, could have been successfully
achieved. But this does not mean to deprive the Palestinian next generations of their
right to resume resistance against the occupation.

Comparing to the West Bank and Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip in terms of Settlement,
the Gaza Strip does not count that big number in the Israeli Settlement project. The idea
of unilateral withdrawal from the Gaza Strip was designed in the days of the Labor
Rabin’s government, but was implemented in 2005 by Sharon’s government. The stet of
occupation, Israel, fully withdrew from the Gaza Strip due to the fact that settlements in
385
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the Gaza Strip cannot be geographically connected with the state of occupation, Israel.
Hence, it is important to highlight the partial withdrawal from Hebron, which is one of
the most dangerous concessions against the Palestinian interest, during Netanyahu’s era.
The Hebron Protocol in January 1997 caused the redeployment where 80% of Hebron
has become under the PA control and 20% remains under the Israeli occupation
government’s control. The results of the Hebron Protocol are catastrophic on the
Palestinian residents whose daily life is fully jeopardized by the Israeli settlers’ attacks
that are practiced under the sight of the Israeli occupation forces. Swisher, in this
regard, says:

Hebron, the second-largest city in the West Bank (Home of 140,000 Palestinians and
under Oslo’s subsequent arrangements, 450 Jewish settlers given refuge in a 20 percent
chunk of the city under IDF control), had been a friction point. Radical settlers making
pilgrimages to areas in an around Hebron, particularly the adjacent settlement Kiryat
Arba, then the second largest West Bank colony with 6,500 Jewish settlers, resulted in
frequent clashes with local Palestinian residents. 386

Although Netanyahu’s government is the first Likud government that admitted the landfor-peace assumption, it tightens the “principle of reciprocity”, which its significance is
giving the state of occupation, Israel “…more control over the timetable, not only of
further redeployments but also of the final status negotiations. 387 The Israeli occupation
settlers’ attacks against the Palestinian residents in al-Shuhada Road and the wholesale
market Hasbahe in Hebron interpret the extreme growing strength of Israeli colonial
Settlement. The Hasbahe market and al-Shuhada Road in Hebron kept closed since
January 1997 until the signing of the Sharm al-Sheikh Memorandum on
Implementation, 4 September 1999. This proves further concessions the Palestinian
negotiators made to the Israeli occupation government.

The situation in Hebron reflects the facts that exist in the West Bank, Jerusalem and the
Gaza Strip. It tells about a long history of hatred between the Palestinian occupied
people and the Israeli occupation that is still continuous regardless of the efforts to
implement peace between the two sides. Garaudy’s following words depict this fact:

Rabin has therefore committed himself, together with Yasser Arafat, to a policy of
compromise: a portion of the territories, the occupation of which had been condemned
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by the United Nations, would be granted administrative autonomy, while the Israeli
military would continue to protect the “settlements” on land stolen from the original
occupants), which had been turned into seminaries of hate such as the “settlements” at
Hebron. 388

The situation in Hebron is copying itself from Belfast, where public places are
ethnicity-divided. Hebron does not have Separation Wall inside, and settler children use
the same streets, to go to their schools, which Palestinian children use in their daily life
activities. In Northern Ireland, especially Belfast, “These peacelines shaped every
aspect of the residents’ lives, determining for example where children could play and
which shops they could use.” 389 This situation has increased natives’ and settlers’ fear
for their lives, mistrust and hatred against each other as two divided neighboring
communities as exactly the mistrust and hatred between the Palestinian people and the
Israeli occupation government and settlers. Moreover, the highest degree of danger
exists when the entire people mistrust their political leadership as it is the situation
between the Palestinian people and Palestinian political leadership. This mistrust results
from the outcome of the Oslo peace process, which is strongly proven as a pro-Israeli
peace process, par excellence.
5. 5 Peace and Settlement: 1999-2001 in the OPT and 2003-2004 in Northern
Ireland
The Palestinian negotiators’ ‘over flexibility’ with the Israeli negotiators has increased
the Settlement expansion and enhanced the possible collapse of the Palestinian-Israeli
peace process. The Israeli occupation government kept claiming to build peace with the
Palestinians as such a claim at the internal and international levels does not harm their
systematic expansion of Settlement. Each new Israeli Settlement program starts from
where the previous one ends. The Labor Ehud Barak’s government, July 1999 until
March 2001, inherited the Netanyahu’s Settlement program. Netanyahu’s next words
clearly interpret how peace with the Palestinians can be accomplished from the Israeli
occupation governments’ perspective:

"We do not put any restrictions on building in our sovereign capital…. The freeze
applies only to new construction, meaning housing already underway will
continue…only new homes are included….We will not halt existing construction and
388
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we will continue to build synagogues, schools, kindergartens and public buildings
essential for normal life in the settlements…Now is the time to begin negotiations, now
is the time to move forward towards peace…Israel today has taken a far-reaching step
toward peace, it is time for the Palestinians to do the same….Israel's government has
made an important step toward peace today, let us make peace together." 390

In Northern Ireland, regardless of the signing of the GFA, the segregation and
separation also continue. The attacks continued between the Catholic and the Protestant
communities, even by throwing Molotov cocktails from above the “Peace Lines”,
whose “only 30 foot high wall which neither side thinks is high enough.” 391 The
increasing attacks have increased the number of “Peace Lines” walls, as Ben-Porat
writes:

Conflict at the interfaces led to increasing segregation, with the number of “peace
walls” separating communities rising from 15 in 1994 to 37 by 2003. The message that
Loyalists sought to convey through the display of Israeli flags was that they preferred
Sharon’s war process to Blair’s process. On the Republican side, the message being
conveyed by support for the most militant groups among the Palestinians was that the
exclusion of Sinn Fein that was demanded by Unionists would meet with an extremely
aggressive response from Republicans. 392

Settler-native conflict reflects, normally, the settlers’ sympathy with other settler
powers and the occupied nations’ sympathy with other occupied nations. Ben-Porat’s
above quotation depicts facts on the ground in Northern Ireland, where natives, the
Catholics, sympathize with the Palestinian occupied people, while settlers, the
Protestants, sympathize with the state of occupation, Israel. For instance, mural
paintings on the Protestant Shankill road convey their support to the Israeli occupation
governments, while the mural paintings on the Catholic Falls road convey their support
to the Palestinians, hatred of the US administration and the inevitable end of the British
rule in Northern Ireland. Regarding this, Prof. Richard English of Queens UniversityBelfast, says: “Republicans recently began putting up Palestinian flags, so the loyalists
began putting up Israeli ones. It has nothing to do with the Middle East. It just means if
you're for one side, we want to be for the other.” 393
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Although the number of “Peace Lines” walls increased after the signing of GFA, the
clashes continued between the two divided communities, and the segregation increased
at schooling, shopping and public places. There was no expulsion of Catholics or
Protestants from their residencies. On the contrary, Palestinian-Israeli negotiations
continued and the expulsion of Palestinians from their land and residencies in the West
Bank and Jerusalem continued in parallel. This is due to the linking between the various
Settlement programs of the different Israeli occupation governments, irrespective of the
series of the signed Oslo agreements.

Netanyahu’s Settlement program is connected with Barak’s; since the beginning of
Barak’s era “from October to November 1999, some 700 Palestinians of the Mount
Hebron area were expelled from their homes in anticipation of the scheduled Sharm
redeployment.” 394 The Israeli occupation Settlement policy, in general, infuriated the
Palestinian people whose public reaction tended mainly towards the halt of negotiations
with the Israeli occupation government, but the reaction of the Palestinian negotiators,
though angry, never stopped negotiations. Arafat’s angry statement against the Israeli
colonial Settlement, in Oslo 2000 in the November anniversary of the Nobel Prize
awards to Rabin, Peres, and Arafat, should have been accompanied by practical action
on the ground through stopping negotiations with the Israeli occupation government. It
was not enough of Arafat to state “we feel great concern over this destructive danger
posed by the Israeli policy of settlements to the peace process, which has barely started
to recuperate.” 395 The response by Mohammed Dahalan, head of the Palestinian
preventive security force, is in the same track towards the disastrous results of the Oslo
agreements:
We consider settlements as terrorism- exactly as killing innocent Israelis and
Palestinians. OK, I may understand what is happening in war times, but even in peace
times they are taking our land and these are peaceful times! Even under Rabin, the
Israelis did not stop settlements, nor under Peres. They were meeting with us during
daytime, we were fighting with them against terrorism, and at night they were
expanding their settlements. It was in front of the eyes of our people. 396
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The above developments prove that the Oslo peace process remained turbulent, and so
did the GFA. The political scene in Northern Ireland was dog-fight like, as November
2003 was the time for the second elections of the Northern Ireland Assembly. It was
hard times for competing Unionist and Nationalist political parties, and especially for
PM Blair, who was fully concerned with Ian Paisley’s dealing with Shinn Fein,
Trimble’s political future, and Shinn Fein’s cooperation regarding the implementation
of decommissioning. What increased Blair’s concerns was the incident of the foiled
kidnapping of the previously-affiliated of INLA Bobby Tohill by four IRA men. Tohill
was severely beaten, tortured and threatened to be killed. Such an act weakened not
only the positions of IRA, but also the Shinn Fein, as well as PM Blair, in whose era the
GFA was achieved. Regarding this incident and political actions needed, Mitchell
writes:

Adams and Shinn Fein went into spin mode and blamed the whole incident on
“securocrats” in the police. Both mainstream unionist parties used the incident as a
basis for not negotiating with Sinn Fein. Ian Paisley, Jr. claimed that the arrests
“vindicated our stance that we cannot go into government with Sinn Fein while the IRA
exists.” Trimble said that he might pull out of the talks if the issue were not resolved by
some sort of sanction against Shinn Fein. He said that Sinn Fein should be expelled
until the IRA ceased all paramilitary activities. 397

Regardless of the fierceness of the political scene in Northern Ireland between 2003 and
2004, mutual attacks remarkably decreased. 229 shooting, 88 bombing, and 7
politically-background killings were in 2003, and decreased to 185 shooting, 69
bombings, and 4 politically-background killings in 2004. 398

The decrease of assaults rate is obvious if compared with that of the previous two years,
which were tensed by the anger of settlers and natives, regarding the Drumcree parades.
The British Army, the security forces and the RUC’s serious efforts in preventing the
settlers, Orangemen, from waking this Parade in the then native-inhabited Portadown
city means that the British government acquiesces to the natives’ “natural growth” and
political changes on the ground. It was too risky to control the anger of settlers, who
saw that 200-year old Parade was a basic right that identified the Protestant identity.
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Preventing them from walking in Portadown was as a victory for natives and their
political leadership.

In contrast to the British government’s stance, which was going with the new realities,
Barak was creating new realities for the favor of the Israeli occupation settlers. His
relatively short era lasted for one year and eight months, when the expansion of
Settlement activity extremely increased as “Nine thousand housing units were built in
1998, and 5,752 units and two new settlements were erected in 1999. In Jerusalem,
housing units started to sprout everywhere within the city.” 399 The expansion in Ma’ale
Adumim and the issuance of 174 construction tenders were guaranteed. For more
enhancement of Settlement, Barak openly declared that the UN resolution 242 was not
the basis for the negotiations with Palestinians, though it was included in Oslo I, Oslo
II, Wye River and the Sharm el-Sheikh Memorandum. Barak declared that his state
would not withdraw to the 1967 borders. In this regard, Carey gives new facts and
numbers:

The exact scale of the US-Israel settlement programs is not entirely clear because of the
devices that are used to conceal them. Settler leaders allege that the settler population
has doubled to 210,000 since Oslo (not counting 180,000 in Arab East Jerusalem,
effectively annexed in violation of Security Council orders but with tacit US support).
They report further that 10 percent of the settlers keep addresses within Israel, hence are
not counted. Constructions in the settlements for the year 2000 was reported to be more
than three times as high as in Tel Aviv, more than ten times as high as in Jerusalem and
in general far higher relative to population than within the Green Line (Israel
proper)…60 percent of construction in the territories is state-funded, compared with 20
percent in Israel, and all the governments have employed a variety of inducement to
encourage settlement. 400

Barak’s era was full of serious incidents at the level of negotiations and the Israeli
colonial Settlement. In his era, the Camp David negotiations collapsed as Arafat could
not offer further concessions to the Israeli occupation governments. Arafat would have
jeopardized his status and popularity had he conceded the thorny issues of which as in
Swisher’s words are significant:

The Camp David talks in 2000 between the then Israeli prime minister, Ehud Barak,
and Yasser Arafat broke down precisely because Arafat knew he could not sell the poor
deal over Jerusalem and the right of return of refugees he was offered to the Palestinian
people. With all his popularity and status, Arafat could not go beyond certain limits. 401
399
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Northern Ireland, also, witnessed dangerous incidents in the years 2003 and 2004,
which required immediate actions by the Shinn Fein and the British government to
move a step forward towards the peace process. It was time to concentrate on policing
and the rule of law in Northern Ireland to guarantee the maximum security for residents.
Politicians moved to save the Northern Ireland peace process from collapse; in May
2004 the British minister of foreign affairs for Northern Ireland, Paul Murphy “visited
South Africa on a fact-finding mission to study how South Africa approached the issue
of dealing with the past” 402, and the Sinn Fein president Adams was trying to indulge
hardliners in the peace process implementation, to reach the utmost degree of security
for residents. The involvement of PIRA in the robbery of the Northern Bank in Belfast
in December 2004, pushed politicians and residents to think seriously of the importance
of the decommissioning. Such a robbery act recruited negative criticism against IRA, in
general.

While the British and the Irish politicians were interested in enhancing the peace
process, the Israeli occupation and Palestinian politicians were weakening the
originally-weak peace process. Barak designed a well-detailed map dividing the West
Bank into three cantons: 66% for Palestinians, 20% within the borders of “Israel”, and
14% remains under the Israeli occupation control until an unknown period. This is
known as Barak’s “generous offer”. The Palestinian negotiators Erekat and Abed
Rabbo, before seeing the map, committed a catastrophic mistake in their reply when
asked by the Israeli ambassador and researcher Oded Eran about Jerusalem and the
areas on the other side of the 1967 line. Eran said that “They answered clearly and
warmly that those areas could remain under Israeli sovereignty within the framework of
an agreement…” 403

It is ridiculous, from the Palestinian national perspective, to regard as normal the
continuation of the series of Palestinian concessions, since the Oslo secret channels and
after the death of Arafat. It is a hard equation to accept, through the signing of an
agreement, when a leadership of a colonized people accepts the theft of their land by the
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colonizer, and also, adapt themselves to the concessions they make for the colonizer’s
satisfaction.

The Palestinian leadership continued to commit consecutive mistakes against the
Palestinian people and their national core rights since they accepted to establish a
Palestinian state beside the state of occupation, Israel. The boundaries of their aspired
Palestinian state are not identified. This Palestinian state is geographically made of five
separate cantons: a canton of the Gaza Strip and the other four cantons, as Chomsky
says, are “Jericho, the southern canton extending as far as Abu Dis (the new Arab
“Jerusalem”), a northern canton including the Palestinian cities of Nablus, Jenin, and
Tulkarm, and a central canton including Ramallah.” 404 This noncontiguous Palestinian
state is factual interpretation of what the Israeli writer Benjamin Miller calls: “state-tonation imbalance”, which means, in the words of the Israeli writer, Ben Porat, “The
higher the imbalance, the more difficult it is to agree on boundaries and on the territorial
identity of the states.” 405 This indicates the reality that cannot be denied: the imbalance
between the state of occupation, Israel, which is much stronger and backed both
regionally and internationally. Regarding Northern Ireland, the “state-to-nation
imbalance” is not that much applicable because of the strong Irish negotiating party in
front of the British government which realized the Irish stubbornness for national
demands.

The Palestinian-Israeli imbalance got higher when Sharon, the successive Israeli PM
after Barak, came up with a program adopting conclusively Barak’s plan, as the
expansion and extension of the main settlements in “the West Bank now being carried
out help to divide it into three noncontiguous Palestinian cantons, in effect Bantustans
that Palestinians could inhabit under Israeli surveillance without having a unified state
of their own.” 406

These four cantons constitute 90% of the West Bank that Barak intentionally did not
mention in his plan; as naturally this portion of area would be torn by the Israeli
404
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settlements, especially Ma’ale Adomim and Ariel. In his When Peace Fails: Lessons
from Belfast for the Middle East, Mitchell says: “On the territorial question Israel was
seeking 10.5 percent of the West Bank so that the settler blocs would be under Israeli
sovereignty and 80 percent of the Jewish settlers on the West Bank would be included
in these.” 407 Barak’s plan depicts the systematic continuation of the Israeli colonial
Settlement program inherited by all the Israeli occupation governments. The best
analysis, regarding Barak’s plan, is done by the Israeli professor Tanya Reinhart, who
writes:
The only clear element of Barak’s plan in Camp David was the immediate annexation
by Israel of about 10 percent of the West Bank land. These include the settlement
blocks which are close to the center of Israel and in which there are already over
150,000 Israeli settlers. But the bigger fraud of Barak’s plan, which has not received
any attention in the public debate, is the fate of the rest of the 90 percent which were
supposedly designated to belong to the “Palestinian state”. The situation in these areas
is easily visible today: These lands are cut up by 37 isolated settlements which were
purposely built in the midst of the Palestinian population to enable future Israeli control
of these areas. As a result, 2 million Palestinians are crowded in enclaves which consist
of about 50 percent of the West Bank, and the other 40 percent are blocked by the
defense array of some 40,000 settlers. 408

Barak’s era was the beginning of the escalation of the deterioration at the level of
official Palestinian-Israeli leaderships. It was the era that clarified the same Palestinian
negotiation team that the different Israeli occupation governments were hardliners
regarding the land issue, which was and still is the core of their colonial project. It was
the era when al-Aqsa Intifada broke out in September 2000 after the Camp David
negotiations failed as an inevitable omen of the failure of the Oslo peace process.

It was the era where Arafat insisted for the first time on rejecting the US administration
and Israeli occupation government’s dictations. It is the first time for Arafat to realize
that he and his negotiation team wasted much of their time in the name of the attained
peace with the state of occupation, Israel. In his letter to the US president Clinton,
Arafat asked, very late, Clinton to provide him with the “calculation of land ratios that
will be annexed and swapped, and the actual location of these territories…the basis for
defining the Wailing Wall, its borders and annexation…maps, details, and
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clarifications” 409. These were basic requirements for negotiating, which, regretfully, the
Palestinian negotiation team had not been equipped with.

It is logical contradiction to see that when the Oslo agreement was signed in September
1993 the first Intifada was ended, and after 7 years of continuous peace negotiations and
during the PA rule, the second Intifada (al-Aqsa) broke out and neither the Israeli
occupation forces nor the PA forces had the power to finish it. This indicates that the
Palestinian people respect their Palestinian leadership’s decision of making peace, and
in the same time the Palestinian people respect their own will to continue resistance
against occupation, especially after seeing the consequences of the Oslo peace process.
Moreover, the collapse of the Camp David summit made a demarcation point for Arafat
to take a decision and stop the negotiations of the Palestinian concessions until his death
in November 2004.

5. 6 Peace and Settlement: 2001-2004 in the OPT and 2005-2006 in Northern
Ireland

Ariel Sharon massively succeeded in the elections in March 2001 as prime minister and
lasted in this position until his stroke in January 2006. This reflects the Israelis’ strong
tendency towards the most extremist governments, especially after the collapse of the
Camp David Summit and the breakout of the second Intifada. Sharon’s term was
marked with five events: his infuriating invasion to al-Haram al-Sharif, the breakout of
the second Intifada as a reaction to the Israeli occupation disregard of the Palestinian
national core rights, the increase and expansion of Settlement in the West Bank and
Jerusalem, unilateral withdrawal from the Gaza Strip, and the death of the besieged
Arafat in Ramallah.

Sharon inherited the collapse of the Camp David, and his besieging of Arafat could be
the revenge against Arafat and the Palestinian people. Sharon implemented his hidden
plan of besieging and killing any opportunity of the acclaimed peace through besieging
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Arafat. This can be deducted from this part of his speech delivered at AIPAC Policy
Conference on 19 March 2001:

Israel placed a ring of checkpoints around Ramallah in order to catch the Force-17 unit.
The PLO tried to create an international uproar about our actions, saying that we
wanted to strangle Ramallah. We do not want to create barriers for the Palestinians, but
I will do what is necessary to protect the people of Israel. 410

The protection of the “people of Israel” has always been the pretext that any Israeli
occupation government clings with to strengthen Settlement. Arafat was targeted by the
Israeli occupation government because he could concede no more, especially on the
final status issues, mainly Jerusalem and the land theft for settlements in the West Bank.
A Palestinian replacement is urgently needed instead of Arafat to make more
Palestinian concessions, and this happened during the Annapolis talks between 2007
and 2009.

Eleven years passed since the signing of the Oslo agreement in 1993 until 2004 and the
17 Israeli occupation settlements remained on a quarter of the Gaza Strip land. The total
number of the Israeli occupation settlers in the 17 settlements in the Gaza Strip was
6,959 in 2001, and 7,277 in 2002, and 7,556 in 2003, and 7,826 in 2004. And in the
West Bank, the total number of the Israeli occupation settlers reached 198,535 in 2001,
and 214,722 in 2002, 225,957 in 2003, and 237,987 in 2004. 411 The settlers’ increase
required more theft of land, and so during the year “…2004 some 2,200 dunams of land
(550 acres) in the West Bank have been declared state lands, compared to 1,700 dunams
designated as such last year. 412

The period between 2004 and 2006 was full of political incidents that affected the
Northern Ireland and the Oslo peace processes. The frustrating results of the Oslo peace
process according to the catastrophic theft of Palestinian lands, as shown above,
indicate that the Oslo peace process has failed. And in NI, the fierce political disputes
between the Sinn Fein and the Unionist parties, regarding the decommissioning, have
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placed the Sinn Fein under high pressure to make the decommissioning. During these
years Arafat and Adams were under political analysis and comparisons. In this sense,
Ben Porat says:

…a number of commentators compared Gerry Adams to Yasser Arafat, with the
implication that Adams lacked the qualities needed to bring to a conclusion the peace
process he had been instrumental in starting. However, this was not a universal view.
Thus, an editorial in March 2005 in The Independent on Sunday, headed “No peace
without Adams,” declared: “Gerry Adams is no Yasser Arafat. He remains central to a
solution.” 413

Adams remained the center of the GFA that the British PM Blair put, from the Irish
side, the weight of the success of the GFA on him. In contrast, the Israeli occupation
PM, Sharon, never considered Arafat a partner of peace, and therefore, Arafat was
needed no more for peace as no more concessions from Arafat after the collapse of the
Camp David summit in 2000. The Israeli occupation government has been interested in
achieving gains for the state of occupation and the Settlement process, to maintain the
situation of conflict instead of creating any possible opportunity for peace. But the
British government was interested in achieving peace through transmitting the situation
of conflict into peace, which was clearly shown through the flexibility towards the delay
of the IRA decommissioning in 2005.

The year 2005 marks the IRA decommissioning in Northern Ireland politics, and the
unilateral withdrawal of Israeli occupation settlements from the Gaza Strip. From the
Israeli occupation perspective, such a withdrawal was a concession to the Palestinians to
establish their first part of the acclaimed Palestinian state on this canton. Moreover, this
withdrawal was not for the benefit of the Palestinians; it lifts the responsibility of the
Israeli occupation towards the occupied Palestinian people.

Dov Weisglass, Sharon’s senior advisor and chief of staff, stated in an interview in
Haaretz on October 8, 2004, why he and Sharon persuaded the US president Bush to
support “Israel’s” unilaterally withdrawal from the Gaza Strip. “Dov Weisglass stated
clearly that the prime minister’s plan to evacuate Jewish settlers from Gaza next year
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was designed to freeze the peace process, and to create short, more defensible lines
around the perimeter of the Gaza Strip.” 414

To prevent any hope of potential peace with the Palestinians and kill any possibility of a
Palestinian State, Sharon called settlers to settle in the hilltops of the West Bank for
future Settlement activity. His Stars Plan, initially Eitan’s Seven Stars Plan, drove
settlers to establish settlements inside and along the Green Line, and in the depth of the
West Bank. Sharon’s purpose of this Plan was “political and demographic: increasing
Jewish settlement along the Green Line prompted by a sense of paranoia that has
inflicted the country from its inception.” 415 Unlike the Israeli occupation government
that remains hardliner against peace, a demarcation point happened in the political
attitude of the UVF, which “even began to speak to its members about the possibility of
a dialogue with Republicans, but not yet about decommissioning its own weapons.” 416 It
is important to connect this attitude with their position that objected to the Loyalists’
Orange Order parade to route beside the Catholics’ homes. This caused the worst riots
to erupt in Belfast in 2005 since decades. Prohibiting Orange Order organizers from
routing the roads they wanted while celebrating their parades became politicized
according to the new political requirements needed for succeeding the peace process in
Northern Ireland.

Contrary to this was the situation in the Palestinian-Israeli political scene, where
Sharon’s era was flagrantly marked with the beginning of the construction of the
separation and annexation Wall in the West Bank and Jerusalem. It is important, here, to
highlight that the Israeli occupation government tried to deceive the truth of the ongoing
Apartheid in the West Bank and Jerusalem through using the term “fence”. In fact, it is
“Wall”, not “fence”, as most of it is built from concrete, and physically divides,
separates, creates inner partition in some buildings and some buildings were demolished
to complete its construction. And this is exactly the consequences of the Wall in the
West Bank and Jerusalem, and Northern Ireland. Moreover, the “Wall” function is
defensive, but the Israeli occupation builds it for more colonial Settlement but not for
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defensive purpose; its route is not along the “Green Line” but it goes deeply in the
Palestinian lands in the West Bank and Jerusalem. But in the case of “Peace Lines”, it is
obviously defensive as both communities need it for their security.

The serious cooperation efforts of the GFA’s political leaderships did not prevent the
continuation of assaults between the two divided communities, especially at the
interfaces that remained on high tension. Belfast was the most boiling city that suffered
from severe economic deterioration and poverty. This led to decrease the number of
populations who were searching for economic, social and political security. Regarding
this, a study by Hamilton, J. et al., says:

…the population has been decreasing, with numbers dropping from 95,683 in 1992 to
81,944 in 2006. The area has been heavily affected by the Troubles and remains a
highly segregated area, with a large number of sectarian incidents recorded by the
police. There was an increase in the total number of incidents with a sectarian
motivation in North Belfast from 316 in 2005-2006 to 487 in 2006-2007, an increase of
54.1 per cent. 417

The interfaces areas remain maintained by high mistrust and hatred between the two
divided communities, where people of both communities willingly move to other places
searching for jobs and better life. On the contrary, in the West Bank and Jerusalem, only
the Palestinian people are forcibly moved and expelled by the Israeli occupation forces
to complete the construction of the separation and annexation Wall and Settlement
process.

The separation and annexation Wall is the latest dangerous development for Settlement
in the West Bank and Jerusalem, as it implements Barak’s plan and leaves 90% of the
West Bank and Jerusalem ripped asunder by the existing settlements. The Wall creates
closed areas at the borders of Jenin, Qalqiliya and Tulkarem where about 5,000
Palestinians have become, since October 2003, obliged to get annual permits to prove
that they reside in their homes in these areas and to be able to move to the other side of
the Wall through only one of the military gates at the Wall. The situation of the
Palestinians, due to the continuous construction of the separation and annexation Wall,
is getting bitterly worse. In 2005, a report by
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OCHA-OPT revealed that the total length of the new Apartheid Wall route will be 720
km long compared to 622 km of the previous route, adding that an approximately
142,640 acres or about 10.1% of WB land will lie between the ‘Wall’ and the 1949
borders, including east Jerusalem…the land between the wall and the 1949 borders
constitute some of the most fertile in the WB. It is currently the home for 49,400
Palestinians living in 38 villages and towns, excluding the communities in east
Jerusalem. 418

Not only do the Palestinians in the West Bank and Jerusalem suffer from siege due to
the Israeli occupation practices, but also the Palestinian leadership has been besieged in
Ramallah. Arafat’s siege and death in Ramallah was the price for his refusal to
compromise at the Camp David summit. History repeats itself between Arafat and
Sharon; Sharon besieged Arafat in the exile, in Lebanon, in 1982 and besieged him at
home, in Ramallah, twice in 2002 that lasted until his death, by poison, in November
2004.

The year 2004 marked a new era for the Palestinian-Israeli peace process. Arafat was no
more in the political scene, which recorded the worst concessions by the Palestinian
negotiators. Although the concessions given by Arafat, and under his knowledge, have
prepared for the worst concessions during the Annapolis and after, Arafat did not cede
the holy sites and the right of return at the Camp David Summit of 2000.

5. 7 Peace and Settlement: 2005-2008 in the OPT and 2007-2008 in Northern
Ireland
Sharon stayed a prime minister since 2001 until he got stroke in January 2006, and
Olmert, the successor as interim prime minister until April 2006, and the then elected
until March 2009. The Jewishness of the state of occupation has dominated great
emphasis during Sharon’s era, and found its support by Palestinian negotiators,
especially during the Annapolis period, 2007-2009. In Northern Ireland, the situation
was completely different; the political leaderships of the peace process avoided using
religious identification of the identities of the two divided communities. “Protestants”
and “Catholics” are terms that one appropriate to the Northern Ireland bloody past but
not appropriate to peaceful Northern Ireland anymore. For this, the Agreement of the
Northern Ireland Assembly includes that
418
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Mutual recognition of national claims lay at the core of the Agreement. Ireland
recognized the British political identity of unionists. The United Kingdom recognized
Irish northern nationalists as a national minority. This was an advance from earlier
agreements, such as the Government of Ireland Act 1920, which had outlawed
discrimination on the basis of religion, but which he had said nothing about nationality.
Unionists who made the Agreement recognized nationalists as nationalists, not simply
as Catholics. Nationalists recognized unionists as unionists, and not just as
Protestants. 419

5. 8 Religion and Peace in the OPT and Northern Ireland

During the time of the Northern Ireland peace process, the political leaderships took
practical actions to get the conflict and conflict resolution rid of the religious stamp. On
the contrary, the Israeli occupation government stresses the Jewishness of their “state of
Israel”, giving religious dimension of the conflict. The Israeli occupation government
aimed at reviving and enhancing that Jews were God’s Chosen people and they had the
divine right to own Palestine. Such a fundamentalist policy had catastrophic
consequences on the right of return, and Settlement. The crisis was that the Palestinian
negotiators did not resist this dangerous and well-planned demand, but great pity, they
willingly agreed to it! The Jewishness of the “state of Israel” guarantees the Judaism of
Jerusalem, which was Sharon’s major aim, and jeopardized the residency of Palestinians
in Jerusalem and 1948 Palestinian lands by expelling them out of their lands since they
are not Jews.

Erekat, in a meeting held on November 13, 2007, behind cameras between senior
Palestinian and Israeli occupation government’s negotiators, did not reject the “Jewish
state of Israel”. Swisher quotes: “Erekat: … We’ve never denied Israel’s right to define
itself. If you want to call yourself the Jewish state of Israel- you can call it what you
want.” 420

The series of serious concessions continued when the PA president Abbas was recorded
in March 2009 saying that “Israel could not be asked to accept a return of even one
million refugees, since it would mean the end of Israel.” 421 In the light of this historic
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humiliating concession, made by PA president Abbas against the Palestinian historic
right of return, what type of achievements could be guaranteed for the Palestinian
people? The state of occupation, Israel, gained achievements by the Palestinian
leadership and negotiators that could not been gained through the UNSC resolutions,
especially 242 and 338.

Regardless of the positive developments in the Northern Ireland politics to create
mutual trust in the two divided communities and make them believe in peace, the
decrease of population in Belfast continued. In 2007 the number of the two
communities’ population, in two adjacent areas in Belfast, was 5,224 in the New Lodge
and 4,007 in Duncarin. Regarding the population background in these areas, “…more
than 90 per cent of the New Lodge population is from a Catholic community
background whilst more than 90 per cent of the Tigers Bay [in Duncarin] population is
from a Protestant background.” 422

While the continuous surveys and statistics prove that there were continuous decreases
in the number of population of the two divided communities, the peace process’
political leaderships were advancing consociational solution to settle the situation
between the two divided communities, and the leaderships made mutual concessions to
accomplish peace. The Catholic and Protestant churches are the largest institutions that
play an effective role in politics beside political parties. Consociational solution suits
the nature of Northern Ireland conflict, and this solution is readopted in the GFA after it
was valid for few months and collapsed in 1975. The true intention of the conflicting
parties to build peace, the change in the British government’s position towards
Catholics’ right of self-determination, and the role of churches to build trust in the two
divided communities have made consociational solution appropriately adopted in
Northern Ireland conflict. In this sense, Ben-Porat writes:

While consociational institutions were and remain vital to a political settlement in
Northern Ireland, a settlement was reached only because traditional consociational
prescriptions were supplemented by key bi-national institutions that squarely faced the
national dimension of its conflict. Consociation, in short, was a necessary, but
insufficient, requirement for a stable agreement. 423
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Consociational solution does not suit the Palestinian-Israeli conflict; the extremism of
the Israeli occupation government to call their state “a Jewish state” strengthens the
conflict and eradicates any possible opportunity for peace. Consociational solution
needs mutual religious tolerance among the religious groups involved in ethnic-conflict,
and such tolerance will never be in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. How consociational
solution becomes true in this conflict while the Islamic holy sites are under continuous
attacks when people from the West Bank, Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip are denied
access to these holy sites? How can consociational solution be appropriate in this case
while the Israeli occupation government fiercely increases their colonial Settlement
process?

The political leadership of a peace process bears the responsibility for completing or
stopping the peace process. This responsibility is controlled by the win-loss rate, the
seriousness of negotiating parties to build peace in terms of concessions and defense of
national rights, and the belief of the occupier in the right of the occupied people's selfdetermination. This basically needs the occupier to admit the right of the occupied to get
liberation and self-determination. This requires the occupier to make huge concessions
trying to get some forgiveness of the colonial history from the occupied. Unlike the
Palestinian leadership, who has switched the formula of the occupier and the occupied,
the Sinn Fein remained clinging to their right to fight the British occupier, who had to
admit the colossal crimes committed against the Irish people. Sinn Fein defended their
people through the armed struggle against the British occupier until the
decommissioning in 2005.

Regarding the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, the Palestinian negotiators’ concessions have
been made in the light of the increasing number of settlers and the expansion of
Settlement in the West Bank and Jerusalem, without any parallel mutual concessions by
the state of occupation, Israel. In the West Bank, the number of settlers was 258,988 in
2005, and 268,400 in 2006, and 276,462 in 2007, and 295,380 in 2008. 424 It is, thus,
noticeable that the number of settlers increased systematically in the West Bank; the
increase ranges between 8,000 to approximately 10,000 settlers every following year. A
remarkable leap in the increase of the settlers’ numbers was in Barak’s era: 14,111
424
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settlers in 1999 from the previous year of Netanyahu’s era, and 15,565 settlers in the
year 2000 from the previous year.

The other striking leap of the increase of the number of settlers took place in Sharon’s
era, in 2005, where settlers increase from the previous year was 24,501, and this proves
that the unilateral disengagement from the Gaza Strip was a compensation for the
enhancement of Settlement in the West Bank, hindering any possibility to make the
acclaimed peace a reality for the benefit of the two conflicts.

The third leap in the number of settlers was during the Annapolis talks, as 18,918
settlers increased in 2008 from the previous year. This came along with the Israeli
occupation government’s demand from the Palestinians to recognize the Jewish
character of their state. A thorough reading of The Palestine Papers by, Clayton
Swisher, shows that the Palestinian negotiators have always been making continuous
concessions normally to the Israelis. The highest degree of humiliation to the
Palestinian people’s right to resist the occupier is stressed upon when one reads what
Qurei said to Tzipi Livni. He said, “I would vote for you” 425, when she was running
through the Kadima primaries in 2008. His statement means his readiness to make more
and more concessions utter disrespect to the Palestinian historic struggle against the
Israeli occupier.

In the light of such a gruesome concession by a major Palestinian negotiator, it is
normal for the Israeli occupation governments to continue usurping the Palestinian
people of their land, killing them, demolishing their houses, denying their right of
return, and rejecting their right of self-determination. This gruesome series of
concessions enhances Settlement, especially because the Israeli occupation negotiators
have succeeded in imposing their dictations on the Palestinian negotiators since the very
beginning of the Oslo negotiations. The Palestinian negotiators’ concessions have
become habits, and the worst habit is depicted through the Palestinian concessions
offered for the Israeli occupation negotiators in May 2008.
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On the 4th of May 2008 the Palestinian negotiators offered the state of occupation,
Israel, the most dangerous concessions ever: they secretly suggested to keep the
existence of all settlements in the West Bank and Jerusalem for the removal of only Har
Homa settlement. “They excepted Har Homa, but they entertained ceding Sheikh Jarrah
to Israeli settlers and made the huge ring of settlements surrounding Jerusalem
legitimate.” 426

These most dangerous concessions were made during the 280 meetings of the
Annapolis talks, 2007-2009, discussing the pending sticking issues. The flagrant
frankness was openly declared by Qurei who said in a trio-meeting with Rice and Livni,
on June 15, 2008:

As for settlements, we proposed the following: Removal of some settlements,
annexation of others, and keeping others under Palestinian sovereignty. This last
proposition could help in the swap process. We proposed that Israel annexes all
settlements in Jerusalem except Jabal Abu Ghneim (Har Homa). This is the first time in
history that we make such a proposition; we refused to do so in Camp David. 427

In spite of the most dangerous concessions committed by the Palestinian negotiators
since the very beginning of the Oslo agreements until Annapolis, especially those in
May 2008, the Israeli occupation government of Olmert and Livni continued the same
systematic process of Settlement as exactly the previous governments before and after
the Oslo agreements. When one ruminates over the concessions of the Palestinian
national core rights by the Palestinian negotiators, it becomes much easier to realize
why the Israeli occupation governments become more hard liners than before, and why
the pace of Settlement gets quickly and systematically wider. Regarding the subsidies to
Settlement in Jerusalem and the West Bank in 2008 alone, it is important to quote Yariv
Oppenheimer telling AFP:
"We have discovered that the 2008 State budget includes 48 million shekels for the
construction of 250 homes in the Maale Adumim settlement and 50 million more to
build 500 homes in Har Homa,"a settlement in the annexed eastern sector of occupied
Jerusalem. 428

In brief, the dangerous concessions made by the Palestinian leadership of the national
core Palestinian national core rights of the Palestinian people makes one comprehend
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why the pace of Settlement has been continually increasing since the signing of the Oslo
peace agreement in 1993. When the occupiers get sure that they are supported by the
occupied, nothing remains to ask for.

At the level of Northern Ireland conflict, there was a change in the performance of
hardliners from the occupier side towards their historic enemy: Catholicism and Sinn
Fein. In October 2006, the Protestant hardliner “Ian Paisley, in his religious capacity as
the moderator of the Free Presbyterian Church, held formal discussion with the head of
the Catholic Church in Ireland, Archbishop Dr. Sean Brady at Armagh, the center of the
Church for the Island”. They reached an unsigned agreement that led to hold the
Northern Ireland Assembly elections in 2007. Such a flexibility by Paisley had its own
reasons regarding personal and political backgrounds, but most importantly it supported
the Northern Ireland peace process. This increased mutual understanding at the level of
political leaderships, and created public support from unionists to a shared-power
government after the decommissioning happened. In When Peace Fails, Mitchell says:
“Polling data had demonstrated that unionists wanted Paisley to go into government
with Sinn Fein now that decommissioning had occurred.” 429

In this sense, rarely can one find points of similarities when comparing between the
performance of the political leaderships of the Palestinians and the Irish in their
negotiations with the Israeli and the British occupiers respectively. Paisley tended to be
moderate with his historic enemy, the Catholics and the Sinn Fein, accepting to
negotiate with them and participate in a government with them, but the Israeli
occupation foreign minister Livni stated openly to the Palestinian negotiators: “In order
to create your state you have to agree in advance with Israel- you choose not to have the
right of choice afterwards. These are the basic pillars. 430

The OPT and Northern Ireland are good examples where the model of a native-settler
conflict is accurately embodied. The vigorous and bloody conflict takes some rest for
sometimes to get up more bellicose than before until one of the two conflicting parties
settle the conflict by either livelong triumph or livelong submission.
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Peace is mostly a fragile achievement in this type of conflict, unless it has the complete
contents of the South Africa peace process, where the colonial Settlement was
transformed into the benefit of the black natives after long decades of steadfastness and
resilience against their colonizers. The peace in South Africa is successful as the
colonial Settlement is dismantled through mixing the black and white communities,
which is impossible to be attained in the OPT and Northern Ireland conflicts. The
obstacles that undermine peace in Northern Ireland are the continuation of segregation
and sectarianism that confiscate any opportunity for social justice, equality and equity
between the Catholics and the Protestants. And the obstacles that undermine the
credibility of peace in the OPT are referred to the continuation of the Israeli Settlement
expansion that swallows up more and more of the Palestinian land through the
annexation and separation Wall in addition to the settlements.

Reality says that the Israeli Settlement expansion keeps remarkably and systematically
going on and on till the moment, despite the signing of the Oslo Agreements since more
than 22 years back. This indicates that the Palestinian-Israeli peace process definitely
supports the Israeli Settlement expansion and dangerously affects the Palestinian
national core rights.

Northern Ireland and the OPT are spots in which peace cannot be applicable until there
is end of the occupation. The OPT will never know what peace is as long as the state of
occupation, Israel, clings to the same firm colonial policy of land control and expulsion
of the Palestinians. It is the systematically organized policy since the establishment of
the Israeli Settlement project in the late 19th century. And peace in Northern Ireland will
remain fragile as Gerry Adams, the prominent peace-maker of GFA, was in May 2014
detained and questioned for suspicion of the killing and secret burial of a Protestant
woman, Jean McConville”, in 1972 during the Troubles. Adams and his supporters
claimed that “…there were "dark" elements opposed to the peace process behind his
(Adam’s) detention.” 431
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The tensions between the Catholics and the Protestants in Northern Ireland interpret
each community’s rejection to the other despite the GFA since 16 years back. This
indicates that the zero-tolerance between the two communities is originally referred to
the Settlement problem since the 12th century. Similarly, Peace in the OPT is claimed to
be patronized for the benefits of the Israeli colonial Settlement expansion much rather
than for the Palestinian national core rights, including the right of return. This fact finds
its meaning in Robert Fisk’s article “Israeli teenagers' funeral”, saying: “It is obscene
when either side kills children – not only Palestinians. In the end it’s all about the
colonies Israel is building on Arab land” 432. Fisk wrote this article after the recent
escalation between the Palestinians and Israeli occupation government after the
disappearance and killing of 3 Israeli settler teenagers on 12 June 2014 in Hebron, and
for this incident the Israeli attacks against the Palestinians was escalated.

When peace enhances colonial settlement and keeps the expulsion of natives from their
own lands, a native-settler conflict will be inevitably enhanced by more bloodshed until
one of the conflicting parties overcomes the other.
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A Palestinian-compiled map of the Israeli barrier plans from the Palestinian Hydrology
Group and the Land Research Center. EI altered the legend text for greater clarity.
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6. Chapter Six: Conclusions and Recommendations
6. 1 Conclusions
The Palestinian-Israeli conflict and the conflict in Northern Ireland are models
of native-settler conflicts, where the land is the base of conflict. These two
conflicts have similarities more than their political settlements have. This means
that the practice of colonial powers and the resistance of the colonized for
liberation could be normally the same.

The similarities of the colonial powers in these two conflicts are represented
through the usurping of land, expulsion of natives from their own lands to other
lands, internally or externally, the Apartheid, annihilation and killing of natives,
dehumanization and humiliation of the colonized, suppression of the right of the
colonized resistance against the colonizer, suppression of public and private
freedoms, equalization of armed resistance with terrorism, and, the nonrecognition of the right of self-determination.

The similarities of the liberation experiences in these two conflicts are
represented through the development of the extreme anger and hatred of the
occupied against the occupier. The anger and hatred of the occupied have turned
into individual and collective revenge against the occupying power, the guerrilla
wars, armed struggles, consistency and inconsistency between the military and
political wings, and public participation or negligence of public participation in
self-determination.

The political settlements relating to these two conflicts have more dissimilarities
than similarities. To clarify the difference, the secret and open negotiation
channels, negotiating teams’ performance that has influencing impact on the
political settlements, the political and military leaderships, the demands of each
negotiating party, and the results of each peace agreement are compared.
The comparison between these two conflicts, since their very beginning arriving
at the two post-peace agreement periods, boil down to the following
conclusions:
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1- Settlement and colonial Settlement extremely differ from each other; everyone
has the right to settle when he can settle, but not to colonially settle. Colonial
Settlement disrespects humanity, humiliates the dignity and suppresses the
freedom of the colonized people, and disregard their right of self-determination
and independence. Palestine and Northern Ireland are clear examples of such
colonial Settlement against the Palestinian of the Northern Irish peoples at the
hands of the Israelis and the British.

2- Northern Ireland-British and Palestinian-Israeli conflicts are not religious
conflicts, but religion is exploited to serve colonialism as follows:

a) In the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, Judaism has been exploited by colonial powers
and Zionism to kill Palestinian people- Christians and Muslims-, usurp their
land, erase their historical right of their homeland ownership and deprive them
of all types of rights, but not only religious rights.
b) In the Northern Irish-British conflict: Since its emergence in the 16th century,
Protestantism continued to be exploited, first, by the British Crown for personal
purposes and, second, by the British colonial power to continue colonial
Settlement that started in the 12th century in Ireland, but not to disseminate
Protestantism.
c) Disseminating Protestantism in Ireland, especially Northern Ireland, is not the
objective of the conflict, but a means to maintain colonial Settlement there, as
exactly Judaism in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. The objectives are not to
make Palestinian Muslims and Christians convert to Judaism and Catholics to
Protestantism.
d) Disseminating any religion does not require natives to be expelled from their
lands to other lands, especially from qualitative lands to poor–quality lands.
Catholics and Palestinians were expelled from their qualitative lands, which
were, afterwards, given to settlers. The natives were forcibly driven to poorquality lands, which were deliberately left for them to settle in.

3- Britain repeated in Palestine the same colonial history practiced in Ireland;
Balfour ceded Palestine to the Zionists to create “a national home for the Jewish
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people” as exactly Pope Adrian IV ceded the Isle of Ireland to King of England
Henry II. Moreover, not only did the British colonial rule succeed to implement
the plan of Partition in 1922 in the Isle of Ireland, but also in Palestine as it used
its political weight with the United States to implement in 1947 the UNSC
Resolution 181 regarding the partition of Palestine. The British colonial rule
created a complete self-independence of the Zionist colonial power through
establishing the state of occupation, Israel, on most of the Palestinian land, and
incomplete self-independence on 80% of the Irish land (1922-72), which had in
1972 complete self-independence, but on the same 80%.

4- The partition of Palestine and Ireland put Jerusalem under nominal Corpus
Separatum and Northern Ireland under special constitutional status. Unlike, the
GFA which increased the possibility of future re-union of Northern Ireland with
the Isle of Ireland, depending on the referendum and the increase of the Catholic
demography if decided to be re-united with the mother Ireland, the Oslo
Agreements strengthened the continuous increase of the Jewish demography and
the cleansing of Arab demography to make the Judaization of Jerusalem a fact
on the ground.

5- The Palestinian people, who have been neglected by the great powers when the
Partition Plan was implemented, remained united; but when neglected by their
Palestinian leadership, together with the great powers, with the beginning of the
peace process negotiations and onwards, they became divided. Although the
Irish people were divided as supporters and opponents since 1922, they were
neglected neither by the great powers nor by the Irish leadership throughout
their political life after the partition plan in 1922 until the signing of the GFA in
1998.

The Palestinian leadership negligence of the Palestinian people has created a big
gap between the Palestinian people and their leadership. This has strengthened
the overpowering of the Israeli occupation government, not only on the ground,
but also on the part of the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations. On the contrary, the
collective participation of the Irish people and their leadership strengthened the
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position of the Irish people and their leadership to decide their own political
destiny. The Palestinian leadership, led by Arafat and Abbas, continued to
practice the worst historical negligence against the Palestinian people and the
anti-Oslo PLO and non-PLO factions. Such a negligence has enhanced
Settlement in the OPT, whereas the collective participation of the Irish people
and their leadership compelled the British government to respect the Irish
national demands.

6- The United States public opinion supported the partition of Ireland in 1922, but
the United States official standpoint supported the Partition Plan of Palestine in
1947 for the favor of the United States interests in the Middle East through the
state of occupation, Israel. The partition of Ireland angered the Protestants much
more than the Catholic opponents. The Protestants wanted the whole of Ireland
united with the UK, not only Northern Ireland, which represents one-sixth of
Ireland.

Extremely unlike the partition of Ireland, which was the beginning of the Irish
political winning towards self-determination, the Partition of Palestine marked
the beginning of the Zionist winning towards self-determination and the colonial
occupation against the Palestinian people. The partition of Ireland strengthened
the national responsibility of the Irish political leadership, at home and the
Diaspora, to never forget the liberation of the part remaining under the British
colonial rule, regardless of the signing of the GFA in 1998. The Partition of
Palestine should have been a key factor for the Palestinian leadership to
intertwine with the Palestinian people in the OPT and in the Diaspora, to
maintain the national ownership and guarantee the public participation in the
national issue.
Since the Partition of Palestine was internationally imposed on the Palestinian
people, the Palestinian leadership should have neither started peace negotiations
nor signed the peace agreements until the Palestinian people participation in the
decision-making could have been maintained and practiced. The PLO should
have taken the lessons of South Africa and the Sinn Fein’s experiences of the
political settlement, which both were earlier to the Palestinian-Israeli political
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settlement. The Palestinian leadership, represented by Arafat and Abbas,
deprived the Palestinians of their right to participate in the decision-making, and
this has led to continuous catastrophic results at the level of Settlement
expansion and the final-status negotiations issues.
7- Northern Ireland is still under the British rule, according to the agreement
reached by a referendum within the framework of the GFA, whereas the
Palestinian people have been deprived of the right of referendum because the
Palestinian leadership monopolized the political decision-making before and
after the signing of the Oslo Agreements. Not only did the great colonial powers
deprive the Palestinian people of the right of national ownership, but also the
Palestinian leadership of Arafat and Abbas, has deprived them of this right. This
was and still is the political strategy followed by the Palestinian leadership
against the Palestinian public participation in the decision-making. This historic
negligence by the Palestinian leadership committed against the Palestinian
people has really encouraged the Israeli occupation government to keep
increasing Settlement expansion, construction of the separation and annexation
Wall, disrespect of the humanity of the Palestinian people, and the disregard of
the final-status issues.

8- Although the Palestinian leadership regarded the experiences of guerrilla wars
from other liberation movements, like South Africa and IRA’s, getting massive
public support to practice the Palestinian armed struggle against the Israeli
occupation, yet it has not maintained the right of the Palestinian people in the
armed struggle like South Africa’s and Northern Ireland’s experiences. Arafat
yielded to the dictations of United States and the state of occupation, Israel,
renouncing the right of armed struggle before reaching any settlement with the
Israeli occupation government, and accepted to declare the term “terrorism”
instead of “armed struggle”. On the Contrary, Sinn Fein refused any end to the
armed struggle before talking, did not renounce or denounce the right of armed
struggle, and did not drop it out. This was the lesson the Irish learned from
South Africa, especially from Mandela’s words about the armed struggle and
violence: “In our case it was simply legitimate form of self-defense. I ventured
that if the state decided to use peaceful methods, the A.N.C. would also use
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peaceful means. “It is up to you,” I said, “not us, to renounce violence.” 433 Great
pity, the Palestinian leadership did not learn from the South Africa the lesson of
the armed struggle which the Irish learned and practiced until victory.
9- There was a high-level coordination channel between the Sinn Fein and the IRA,
as well as other Irish political parties to consult and share any piece of
information that could serve a unified political and military strategy together.
This was aimed at getting the maximum benefit from the British colonial
government for the interest of the Catholics of Northern Ireland. On the
Palestinian level, there was no any united political or military strategy between
the PLO factions and the Palestinian leadership, who secretly chose the road of
political settlement, though haphazard negotiations with no clear vision, no date
to begin or to end and no reference. Arafat and Abbas are the main reasons for
the weakest and the worst Palestinian performance in negotiations with the
Israelis, as they were the decision makers who allow or not any negotiation
round to happen or not. They kept giving the green light to negotiators who
continued granting the state of occupation, Israel, the great benefits of
Settlement expansion, land usurpation, Judaization of Jerusalem, and denying
the right of return by Abbas himself, as well as other serious issues such as the
prisoners, water and the borders issues.
10- All the Israeli occupation governments showed the same unified stand towards
the Settlement issue, whereas the two Palestinian negotiation teams showed
different positions towards Settlement. Arafat and Abbas are responsible for the
division and the weakness in the Palestinian negotiation process, and ultimately
they are responsible for the Settlement expansion. The Israeli occupation
negotiation team dealt with Settlement as an issue that is forbidden to negotiate
about with the OPT negotiators or with the Oslo secret channel negotiators.
Arafat’s support to the Oslo secret channel team pushed the OPT negotiation
team to resign; there were no common grounds between them and Arafat’s
compromising policy. All facts relating to the Palestinian-Israeli political
settlement prove that Arafat was aware of the danger of the Settlement issue, but
he was placed under the “Israeli” dictations to make it one of the final-status
issues. Arafat did not want resilient and stubborn negotiators in the face of the
433
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Israeli occupation negotiators team; otherwise the pace of Settlement expansion
would never happen.
11- Colonial powers take from each other the lessons and experiences of
colonialism, but not necessarily they take the lessons and experiences of
political settlement. The Israeli occupation government has taken the colonial
lesson of the physical separation from the “Peace Lines” in Northern Ireland,
and the Apartheid from South Africa, but did not take the lessons of the British
and the White governments reaching the political settlements of Northern
Ireland and South Africa. The performance of the Palestinian negotiators has
played the most dangerous role that enabled the Israeli occupation government
to stand rigid towards the Settlement expansion and the systematic humiliation
against the Palestinian people.
12- Since the very beginning of the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations, there was a
totally clear belittling and demeaning of the Palestinian people by the Palestinian
negotiators, whereas the Israeli occupation negotiators had a totally clear
clinging to the Zionist old strategy aiming, as Levine says, “turning the Arabs
into a minority, not expel them. This is the tendency that says we need to
conquer every place possible and not leave it to others” 434. Although this was the
strategy of the Israeli occupation negotiators, the Palestinian negotiators went on
and on with the negotiations. This means that there was obvious coexistence
between the Palestinian and the Israeli negotiators, but not between the
Palestinians and the Israelis, which deprived peace of its opportunity to
materialize and stand as a fact on the ground. Settlement has been the major
enemy to peace, together with the indifference, ignorance, weakness, and the
inexperience of the Palestinian leadership and negotiators,
It is impossible, in this sense, to create a case of coexistence between the
Palestinians and the Israelis. How can the Palestinians accept to coexist with the
usurpers of their lands? How can the Palestinians believe in peace while their
lands are usurped and their houses demolished? Unfortunately, the Palestinian
negotiators seemed not to have learned the lesson they should have learned from
434
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Gerry Adams of Northern Ireland, who once declared to the British PM, Blair,
regarding coexistence and Northern Ireland:

“…we did want him to be the last British Prime Minister with jurisdiction in Ireland.
This is part of Ireland. In our view, the biggest cause of conflict is British government
involvement. The British government has to be the engine for change…There is a need
for constitutional change. That means getting rid of all acts of your parliament which
lay claim to Ireland...We want to reach out to the unionists. They are our
neighbors…Republicans and nationalists needed to see progress of demilitarization, on
policing, on equality and other matters. 435

13- The Oslo peace process has very much served the Israeli Settlement
expansion and lands usurpation in the OPT and Jerusalem. The Palestinian
leadership, and the Palestinian and the Israeli negotiators negotiated, together
for the interests of the state of occupation, Israel, much rather than for the
Palestinian national interests. In this regard it is highly significant to prove
this through:
• Ahmad Qurei’s words to Tzipi Livni “I would vote for you” 436, when she was
running through the Kadima primaries in 2008.
• Tzipi Livni’s words to Palestinian negotiators:
“Israel policy is to take more and more land day after day and that at the end of the day
we will say that it is impossible, we already have the land and we cannot create the
[Palestinian] state,” adding in case of doubt that it had been her government’s policy
“for a really long time”. 437

• Ahmad Qurei’s words to Rice and Livni in a trio-meeting of the Annapolis in
2008:
As for settlements, we proposed the following: Removal of some settlements,
annexation of others, and keeping others under Palestinian sovereignty. This last
proposition could help in the swap process. We proposed that Israel annexes all
settlements in Jerusalem except Jabal Abu Ghneim (Har Homa). This is the first time in
history that we make such a proposition; we refused to do so in Camp David. 438

* Square brackets mine.
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•

Tzipi Livni’s words to Palestinian negotiators: “In order to create your state
you have to agree in advance with Israel- you choose not to have the right of
choice afterwards. These are the basic pillars.” 439

These quotations, mentioned above, are simple but striking examples of what was
happening in the Palestinian–Israeli negotiation rounds. Such quotations are enough
justification to understand why the Oslo peace process has remarkably increased the
Settlement expansion.

14- Arafat is basically responsible for the Settlement expansion: he asked Clinton
very late for “calculation of land ratios that will be annexed and swapped, and
the actual location of these territories…the basis for defining the Wailing Wall,
its borders and annexation…maps, details, and clarifications” 440 The Palestinian
negotiators continued Arafat’s mistake and compromising policy, which has
systematically been increasing the number of settlers in the West Bank. On the
contrary in Northern Ireland, the steadfastness and firmness by Gerry Adams
and his negotiating team participated in granting success to the Northern Ireland
peace process. The GFA left the land measurement of Northern Ireland the
same, which maintains stability, to a great extent to the peace process in
Northern Ireland. But the Oslo Agreements have decreased the measurement of
the OPT, which maintains, surely, the failure of the Oslo peace process.

15- Regardless of the increasing Catholic demography in Northern Ireland,
especially after the GFA, the Catholics and the Protestants, have the right to
decide the reunion with the Isle of Ireland or to stay under the British rule. On
the contrary, the Palestinian population, about 2.8 million, lives on about 50%,
only, of the West Bank and they do not have the right to reunite with their lands
that have decreased and been divided by the Israeli colonial Settlement in favor
of some thousands settlers.

6. 2 Recommendations
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The Palestinian leadership and the political factions play a highly significant role in
the shaping of the Palestinian political life. Hence, the following recommendations
are submitted to the Palestinian leadership, the political factions, the academic
community, the civil society, the religious groups, and the women NGOs.

6. 2. 1 At the Level of the Palestinian Leadership
1- The current negotiating leadership must stop negotiations and acquiesce to the
public will to put and end of the series of concessions and the negligence of the
Palestinian people.
2- The political and religious factions must oblige the PA leadership to recognize
their right to share and fully integrate in the decision-making process, especially
negotiations and Settlement.
3- The PA leadership and the Palestinian political and religious factions must cling
to the right of resistance and never give it up, as exactly Nelson Mandela did
during the negotiations with the White government.
4- Adopt the strategy of “negotiations for the Stopping of Settlement”, and impose
this strategy on the Israeli occupation negotiation table and their supporters.
5- Cling to the Palestinian constants and the Palestinian Charter before 1996.
6- Protect the Palestinian right of the legitimate armed struggle as long as the
Israeli occupation exists.

6. 2. 2 At the Level of Political Factions
1- Exert maximum pressure on the Palestinian leadership to entirely replace the
existing Palestinian negotiation teams with new negotiation teams selected by
various political parties and agreed upon them through a referendum.
2- Pressurize the Palestinian leadership to guarantee the right of participation in the
referendum which the Palestinian people were deprived of during the Oslo secret
negotiations channels and until the present time to avoid the past mistakes and
negligence of the Palestinian will.
3- Raise the awareness among the Palestinian public that the Palestinian leadership
does not have any right to monopolize the decision making, and if so, the civil
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society has to hold any leadership to accountability so as to stop the series of
inconsideration of the Palestinian people.

6. 2. 3 At the Level of Academic Community

1- Expand the campaign against the Israeli academic boycott nationally, regionally
and internationally, disseminating the fact that the construction and the
expansion of the “Israeli” universities are built on the Palestinian land.
2- Design a well-tailored academic plan to adopt the studies of native-settler
conflicts and comparative Settlement experiences as accredited courses in the
educational plan.
3- Encourage the university students to increase networking with regional and
international unions to create organized student activities against the Israeli
occupation Settlement in their universities.

6. 2. 4 At the Level of the Palestinian Civil Society

1- Enhance internal networking and coordination among its various groups to
create a strongly-built Palestinian civil society that effectively imposes its will
on the decision makers to reconsider the final status issues, especially the
Settlement.
2- Enhance networking with syndicates and unions, regionally and internationally
to raise the awareness of the danger of the Israeli Settlement against the
Palestinian land and Man, and revise the experiences of South Africa and
Northern Ireland in the negotiations and peace-making strategy to apply what is
appropriate to the Palestinian case.
3- Revise the Palestinian-Israeli and the Irish-British past negotiations to get
lessons and diagnose the fatal mistakes that the Palestinian negotiator committed
in the negotiations and their impact on Settlement issue, and compare them with
the experiences of South Africa and Northern Ireland.
4- Launch a systematic intensive and organized media coverage throughout local,
regional and international satellite channels to draw the attention- nationally,
regionally and internationally- not only to the Settlement but also to the
expansion of Settlement.
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5- Institutionalize a Palestinian electronic database and an archiving system to
maintain credible and updated information about the Israeli Settlement in
history, present and future, and envisage the strategy of negotiations through the
collected information.

6. 2. 5 At the Level of Religious Groups

1- Enhance strong relationships with political parties to enhance the community
tolerance. This needs to publicize the lessons from Desmond Toto, who in his
capacity as a religious leader, played a decisive role in the South Africa peace
process, and whom the Irish negotiation teams kept asking for advice for a better
performance in their negotiations with the British.
2- Ask the Mosque Imams and church men to deliver religious orations on Fridays
and Sundays, once a month in the OPT, about Settlement and the importance to
cling to resistance to continue in parallel to the Israeli Settlement expansion.

6. 2. 6 Regarding the importance of women’s participation in the political life, the
following recommendations highly important:

1- PA ministry of women must create a well-qualified cadre of woman and man
negotiators whose lands have been usurped in the West Bank and train them to
be the representative negotiators in the question of Settlement. This will prevent,
or at least minimize, to a great extent, the series of concessions and absurd
negotiations.
2- Women NGOs and PA ministry of women should closely work on creating
future woman leaders to enrich the Palestinian political life with women who are
equipped enough with negotiation skills and efficiency to participate in
negotiations as exactly the Irish negotiation teams, where women were strongly
present in the negotiations and the peace-making process.
3- The political and religious factions must consider the increase of women’s
participation and parliamentary representation to share in the making of the
Palestinian political life, because they suffer from the Settlement expansion as
exactly men do.
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